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www.calexotics.com

Dear Friends,

We started California Exotic Novelties 15 years ago with
the shared common vision of creating an exciting, vibrant
company with the feeling of “family.” Our goal was to bring
pleasure to people throughout the world.

Our new 2009 catalog is entitled Innovation, Luxury and
Passion. These powerful words convey a strong message
from the entire team at California Exotic Novelties, a message
that resonates with an assurance that our brand is the
one to trust for consistent performance and pleasure
beyond compare!

As the marketplace has changed, so have we. This current
catalog is loaded with detailed product descriptions, like
never before, pointing out every important feature for
each and every product. With a heritage based on quality,
innovation, hi-tech features, and safe materials, this
catalog represents our best work ever!

Our design team has once again done an outstanding job
bringing together innovative new designs, state-of-the art
features, advanced materials, and expressive colors to
create a collection of new and exciting products that will
set the standard for years to come.

We are so proud of what California Exotic Novelties
has accomplished. We hope you enjoy this new catalog
and we welcome you to visit our new website at
www.calexotics.com and join us in our mission
to spread pleasure around the globe!

Very truly yours,

Susan C. Colvin
President
California Exotic Novelties
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Vibro Pod™ Digital
Music Stimulator
0004-14-3
• 2 powerful, smooth and
seamless, interchangeable
Rubber Cote™ bullets

• ABS with silky smooth
Rubber Cote™ (PU Cote)

• 2 AAA batteries
• 1.5” x .60”/4 cm x 2 cm
(small bullet)

• 2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
(medium bullet)

Papillon™ Massager
“Empowering Women’s Lives”
Counter Display (12) 0003-10-3

• California Exotic Novelties® is partners
with Living Beyond Breast Cancer®,
a non-profit organization supporting
women affected by breast cancer.
A portion of every sale will be donated
to their vital cause.

• Powerful 2-speed
• ABS with rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
• 2 AAA batteries
• 4”x 1”/10cm x 3cm
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Vibro Pod™

Digital Music Butterfly
0004-20-3
•Vibrating butterfly clitoral
pump with soft ticklers

•Powerful sucking action
•Easy-to-use trigger pump
•Flexible air hose
•Purge valve
•ABS with Rubber Cote™(PUCote)
(controller) Soft TPR
(butterfly)

•2 AAA batteries
•3” x 1.75”/8 cm x 4 cm
(butterfly)

•3”x 2.75”/8 cm x 7 cm
(stimulator)

Vibro Pod™ Digital Music Vibe
0004-30-3
•Powerful, soft, and ergonomically
shaped silky smooth vibe for
endless possibilities

•ABS with Rubber Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AAA batteries
•5.5” x 1.2”/14 cm x 3 cm (vibe)

Vibro Pod™... It’s all the rage! Use with your favorite MP3 player for rhythmic
sensations that groove to the beat of your favorite music. Don’t have an MP3?
No problem! Simply switch to the 8 function mode for 8 patterns of vibration,

pulsation, and escalation. All models have a non-slip Rubber Cote™

battery case, EZ touch controls, extra long cords, and a handy travel pouch.
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The Zone™

Joy – Pink 0005-10-3
Bliss – Purple 0005-20-3
•7 sensational functions
1.Foreplay
2.Turn up the heat
3.Whoo Hoo!
4.Orgasmic
5.Throbbing
6.Rock ‘n’Roll
7.Surging

•Soft, dual density, durable TPR
• Instant off on any function
•Advanced touch pad controls
•Sturdy tri-pod base with suction
cups for secure placement

•ABS (base) TPR (shaft)
•3 AA batteries
•3.5” x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm (shaft)
•4.5”x 6.25”/11 cm x 16 cm (base)
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iTap™ Egg
Pink 0006-04-3
Lavender 0006-14-3
White 0006-22-3
• Revolutionary new touch

sensitive technology!
• The world’s first touch

activated multi-function egg
• 5 functions of vibration,

pulsation, and escalation
• No buttons or switches,

simply tap to activate
each function

• ABS
• 2 AAA batteries
• 2.9”x 1.5”/7 cm x 4 cm

Waterproof Ultra “O”™

Pink G-Spot 0009-10-2
2.5”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm
Blue Penis 0009-20-2
2.25”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm
Purple G-Spot 0009-30-2
2.5”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm
•Travel size stimulators with handy
retrieval cord

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

Mini-Blaster™

Purple G 0007-10-2
2.25”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm
Yellow Bulb 0007-20-2
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
Pink Missile 0007-30-2
2.2”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm
•Discreet, high powered mini-massagers
• 3-speed •ABS
• EZ push button controls
• Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
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Plume™

Vibrating Faux Pen
0011-00-3
•Vibrating faux pen with
discreet gift box

•ABS
•1 AAA battery
•3”x .6”/8 cm x 2 cm

Shane’s World®

Mini-Stimulator™

Pink 0013-10-2
Purple 0013-20-2
•Whisper quiet micro stimulator
with handy retrieval cord

• Powerful
• ABS
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

• 2” x .6”/ 5 cm x 2 cm

Micro-G Opulent™

Lacquer Cote Massager
Ruby Luster 0014-11-2
Blue Opal 0014-12-2
Pearl White 0014-22-2
•Amazingly thin massagers
•Powerful multi-speed
•ABS with lacquer cote
•1 AAA battery
•3.35” x .5”/9 cm x 1 cm

Micro Missile Opulent™

Lacquer Cote Massager
Pearl Steel 0015-05-2
Pearl Gold 0015-07-2
Pearl Teal 0015-15-2
•Powerful, micro-sized,
slender massager

•Variable speed
•ABS with lacquer cote
•1 AAA battery
•3.35” x .6”/9 cm x 2 cm
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Water Missile™

Pinpoint Massager – Purple 0018-14-2
5.5”x .75”/14 cm x 2 cm
Tear Drop Probe – Blue 0019-12-2
5.4”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
•Ergonomically shaped, slender massagers
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries

Slender Sensations™

Red 0020-10-2
Purple 0020-20-2
•Ultra-thin massagers with pleasure point tip
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•5.5” x .7”/14 cm x 2 cm

Opulent™

Ultra-Thin Massager
Ruby Luster
0021-11-2
•Super slim massager with nodule tip
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•Batteries included (2 N)
•5.25” x .7”/13 cm x 2 cm
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Waterproof Power Curve™

Mini 0022-10-2
2.25” x .75”/ 6 cm x 2 cm
Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
Maxi 0022-20-2
4.5” x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm
(2 AAA batteries)
•Sensually curved massagers
with high powered motor!
•Multi-speed
•Nylon retrieval cord
•ABS

Vibra Phone®

0023-00-2
•“Secret Agent” massager!
•Discreet, lightweight,
flip phone design

•2-speed
•ABS
•1 AAA battery
•6.25” x 1.85”/16 cm x 5 cm

7 Function Tease and Please®

Purple 0024-10-2
Red 0024-20-2
•Ultra powerful graduated massagers
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•EZ push button control
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•2.5” x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm
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Discretion™

0026-00-3
•Discreet micro massager disguised
as a compact with mirror

•Perfect for travel!
•Powerful 3-speed controller
•36”/91cm retractable cord
•ABS with silver plating
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•1.25” x .5”/ 3cm x 1cm (bullet)
•3”x 3”x .75”/8 cm x 8 cm x 2 cm (case)

Power Surfer®

Amped 0027-10-3
Boogie 0027-20-3
Pipeline 0027-30-3
Spinner 0027-40-3
•Surf your pleasure zones!
•Multi-use, soft and pliable
massagers
•3 powerful speeds
•Whisper quiet
•EZ push button control
•Unscented TPR
•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included)
•3.5”x 1.5” / 9 cm x 4 cm

Discreet Intimates®

Pink 0028-04-2
Purple 0028-14-2
Pearl 0028-22-2
•Powerful mini massagers
with elegant case
•ABS
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2.25” x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm
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Vibrating Panty Pal®
Butterfly – Pink 0029-04-3 1.75”x 1.75”/5 cm x 5 cm
Heart – Red 0029-11-3 1.5”x 1.6”/4 cm x 4 cm
Stars – Purple 0029-14-3 1.75”x 2”/5 cm x 6 cm
•Innovative, discreet, wireless ticklers attach with dual
magnets to most garments anywhere vibrations are desired
•Silicone (sleeve) ABS (bullet) PVC (adornment)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•US Patent# 6-991-598 B2
•1.75” x .75”/ 4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Rechargeable Slimline G™

Red 0030-11-2
Blue 0030-12-2
Purple 0030-14-2
•Fully rechargeable G-Spot massagers
•Quiet and powerful
•ABS
•EZ push button control
•110/120 Volt, AC powered
•Charger and rechargeable
batteries included
•6” x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
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Rechargeables™

Beaded Butterfly 0031-00-3
Beaded Dolphin 0032-00-3
•Charged and ready for action!
•Charge lasts for 75 minutes
•3 independent levels of vibration
•3 independent levels of rotation
•9 different levels of ultimate stimulation
•5 rows of non-jamming, synchronized,
reversible, rotating pleasure beads
•EZ touch controller with LED lights
•Soft jelly (PVC)
•110/120 Volt, AC powered
(charger, cradle, and rechargeable
batteries included)
•5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Infrared
Rechargeable
Massager™

0033-12-2
•2-speed powerful massager
with soothing and
invigorating infrared heat
•Flexible head moves
with you
•3 interchangeable soft
and pliable attachments
•2-speed
•ABS (body) PVC
(attachments)
•110/120 Volt AC powered
(charger and rechargeable
batteries included)
•11” x 3.5”/ 28 cm x 9 cm

Infrared
Electric Massager™

0034-11-2
•Powerful electric massager
with 2 speeds of vibration

•Dual level infrared
heating unit

•Flexo-joint head
designed for maximum
maneuverability

•5 interchangeable soft
and pliable attachments

•ABS (body)
PVC (attachments)

•110/120 Volt AC
•6’/2 m cord
•12” x 3”/ 30 cm x 8 cm
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Dual Action Infrared Massager™

0035-03-3
•Powerful massager with therapeutically
advanced infrared rays
•Multi-speed
•Independent heat and vibration control
•ABS
•2 C batteries
•7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm

Shane’s World® Rechargeable
Infrared Playpal™
0038-04-2
•Rechargeable infrared massager is
designed to heat up and vibrate

•Independent heat and vibration controls
•ABS
•110/120 Volt AC (plug-in charger
and rechargeable batteries included)

•7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm

Micro Heated
Bullet™

Purple 0040-14-2
•Miniature, self-heating,
ultra quiet bullet
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•1” x .25”/3 cm x 1 cm
(bullet)

Shane’s World® The Tickle Pleaser™

Ladybug 0041-04-3 2.25”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm
Flower 0041-12-3 1.75”x 1.75”/4 cm x 4 cm
Dragonfly 0041-14-3 2.35”x 2.6”/6 cm x 7 cm
•Discreet, quiet, wireless, powerful ticklers attach with dual
magnets to most garments anywhere vibrations are desired

•EZ push button control
•ABS (bullet) Silicone (sleeve) PVC (cover)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•US Patent # 6-991-598 B2
•1.75” x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Triple Blaster®

0042-04-3
•Perfect for couples!
•Comfortable and stretchy enhancer
provides support for him
•Tantalizing teasers and resonating
pleasure bead provides amazing
sensations for her
•Multi-speed slimline dual bullets
with independent controls
•Unscented TPR (enhancer)
•Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote) (battery pack)
•ABS with silver plating (bullets)
•3 AA batteries
•7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
(ring with pleasure bead)

Silicone Mini-Oscillator™

0043-14-3
• Powerful, compact Oscillator™

creates rhythms of back and forth
movement for unique and
spectacular sensations

• 4 textured Silicone attachments
• 2-speed with EZ touch push
button control

• ABS (handle)
Silicone (attachments)

•3 AAA batteries
•8” x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm (oscillator)
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (attachments)

Whisper Micro-
Heated Bullet™

Black 0044-03-2
Pink 0044-04-2
Purple 0044-14-2
•Whisper quiet, micro bullet with pinpoint
tip heats up with powerful vibrations
•Powerful 2-speed
•Ergonomic battery pack with EZ push
button control
•ABS with silver plating (silver bullet)
•Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote)
(pink and purple)
•2 AA batteries
•1”x .25”/3 cm x 1 cm (bullet)
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Whisper Micro Bullet™

Pink 0044-50-3
Purple 0044-60-3
•Super slim, self-heating,
silky smooth, whisper
quiet micro bullet
•2-speed push button control
•Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote)
•2 AA batteries
•1.25”x .25”/3 cm x 1 cm

Impulse® 3-Way Micro Arouser™

0046-14-3
•Superior couple’s enhancer provides sturdy
support for him, and 6 levels of vibration,
pulsation, escalation, and surging
power for her
•Ultra stretchy, textured ticklers
•Removable micro stimulator with plug-in jack
•TPR (enhancer) ABS (battery pack)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•3 AA batteries
•3.5”x 1.25”/9 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•1.25”x .5”/3 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Power Gem®

White Diamond 0048-00-3
Pink Diamond 0048-04-3
Sapphire 0048-12-3
Tanzanite 0048-14-3
•Gems are a girl’s best friend
•Beautiful, quiet, wireless ticklers may be worn anywhere!
This is a “must have” accessory

•Attach to any garment with their patented non-damaging
magnetic clasp

•25% more power •EZ push button control
• Silicone (sleeve) ABS (bullet) PVC (adornment)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.75” x .75” / 4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
•US Pat # 6-991-598 B2
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Impulse® Ultra 7 Bullet®

0050-00-3
•Multi-function silver bullet
•7 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•Ultra sensitive control pad with LED
•ABS with silver plating
•4 AA batteries
•2.5” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Impulse® Ultra 7 Penis™

0051-00-3
•Multi-function penis head bullet
•7 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•Ultra sensitive control pad with LED
•ABS with silver plating
•4 AA batteries
•2.5” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Impulse®

Kit with Bunny Arouser™

0052-04-3
•Multi-functional bullet with plushy
soft bunny sleeve
•Over 30 Impulse® patterns of pulsation,
vibration, and escalation
•Sensitive touch pad control with
plug-in jack
•TPR (bunny) ABS (battery pack)
•3 AA batteries
•5.75” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm (bunny)
•3.75” x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Impulse® 7X Power Pak
Bullet 0053-10-2
2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
Micro Bullet 0053-20-2
2.25” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm
•Ergonomic, multi-function battery
pack with bullet
•7 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation
and escation including random sequence
•Touch pad control with LED lights
•ABS with silver plating
•3 AA batteries

Impulse® Pocket Paks®

Silver Bullet 0054-10-3
2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3cm
Silver Egg 0054-20-3
2” x 1.5”/5 cm x 4cm
Slim Silver Bullet 0054-30-3
2.25” x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm
Slim Twin Bullets 0054-40-3
2.25” x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm
•Multi-function bullets powered by
the Impulse® 5 power pak

•5 powerful functions of vibration
and pulsation

•EZ touch control with LED light
•ABS with silver plating
•2 AA batteries
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Impulse®

Hypersonic Bullet™

0056-12-3
•Versatile multi-function bullet
•5 powerful functions plus 10 levels
of progressive speeds
•EZ touch control with LED lights
•ABS
•3 AAA batteries
•2.5”x 1.85”/6 cm x 5 cm (bullet)

Vibrating Crotchless Panty™

0059-03-3
•Vibrating crotchless panty with wireless,
removable, powerful micro-stimulator
•Stretchy, washable, comfortable panty
•Nylon/Lycra (panty) ABS with silver
plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•One size fits most
•1.5”x .5”/4 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Lover’s Thong®

with Stroker Beads™

0060-03-3
•G-string with stimulating
pleasure beads designed
for mutual pleasure
•Fully adjustable straps for
increased tension
•Elastic (thong) ABS (beads)
•One size fits most
•38.5”/98 cm (waist)
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Vibrating Lover’s Thong®

with Stroker Beads™

0060-25-3
•Lover’s thong with stroker
beads plus one added feature,
a waterproof removable stimulator

•Fully adjustable straps for
increased tension

•Elastic/rubber (thong) ABS (beads)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•One size fits most
•2”x .5”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)
•38.5”/98 cm (waist)

Lover’s Thong®

with Pleasure Pearls™

0060-35-3
•G-string with stimulating pearl-finish
stroker beads

•Fully adjustable straps for increased tension
•Elastic (thong) ABS (beads)
•One size fits most
•38.5”/98 cm (waist)

Wild Exotics Collection™

Wireless Vibrating Panty™

Zebra 0062-00-3
•Discreet vibrating G-string panty
•Removable, powerful micro orb
slides easily into snug pouch

•Cotton (G-string) ABS (micro orb)
•Battery included (1 N)
•One size fits most
•2.75”x .75”/7 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Power Tingler™

0063-00-2
•Sleek and discreet
•Powerful 2-speed massager
•EZ push button activation
•ABS with silver plating
•1 AA battery
•2.75” x .5”/7 cm x 1 cm

Micro Orb™

Pink 0064-04-2
Purple 0064-14-2
White 0064-22-2
•Discreet, petite, and powerful
mini massagers
•Handy nylon retrieval cord
•ABS
•Battery included (1 N)
•2.75” x .75”/ 7 cm x 2 cm

My Mini Vibe™

Nubby-Pink 0066-10-2 Nubby-Purple 0066-20-2
G-Spot-Pink 0066-30-2 G-Spot-Purple 0066-40-2
•Plushy soft, high quality mini vibes
•3-speed
•Push button activation
•Unscented TPR
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2.25” x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm (Nubby)
•2.5”x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm (G-spot)
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Waterproof Power Buddies™

Clear Studded 0070-00-2
2.75”x 1.25”/7 cm x 3 cm
Pink Rabbit 0070-04-2
3.25”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
Red Tongue 0070-11-2
3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm
Teal Ticklers 0070-12-2
3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm
Purple Teddy 0070-14-2
2.75”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm
•Ultra powerful, wireless,
plushy soft stimulators
with removable sleeve
•Push button activation
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included)

Waterproof Travel Blaster®

Blue 0070-25-2
Red 0070-35-2
Purple 0070-45-2
•Discreet, ultra powerful, wireless
massagers with removable
textured sleeve

•Push button activation
•ABS (stimulator) TPR (sleeve)
•1 AAA battery
•3” x .75”/8 cm x 3 cm

Mico Tinglers™

Tear Drop 0067-05-2
1.5” x .5”/4 cm x 1 cm
Bullet 0068-05-2
1.5” x .35”/4 cm x 1cm
Magnum 0069-05-2
3” x .35”/8 cm x 1cm
•Whisper quiet micro-sized stimulators
•Multi-speed
•ABS (battery pack)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•2 AA batteries
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Waterproof Micro Stimulator™

Pink 0071-04-2
Blue 0071-12-2
•Petite mini stimulator with handy
retrieval cord
•Powerful multi-speed
•ABS
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•1.75” x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm

Micro Vibro Keychain™

Silver 0072-05-2
Gold 0072-06-2
•Handy wireless micro massager
with easy-clip keychain
•ABS with silver/gold plating
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.5” x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm

Zingers™

Pink 0073-10-2
3.25”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
Purple 0073-20-2
3.35”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
Green 0073-30-2
4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm
•Soft and supple, powerful,
mini-massagers

•EZ push button control
•Removable Stimulator
•Unscented TPR
•1 AAA battery
•2.5” x .65”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Micro Finger Tingler™

0074-00-3
•Perfect for foreplay!
•Quiet and powerful micro-sized
massager fits comfortably on any finger

•ABS
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•1” x .9”/3 cm x 2 cm

High Intensity Bullets™

Black 0075-03-2
Pink 0075-04-2
Silver 0075-05-2
White 0075-22-2
•Seamless, discreet, and
long lasting

•3 intensely powerful speeds
•EZ push button activation
•ABS and ABS with silver plating
•Battery included (1 N)
•2.5” x .6”/ 6 cm x 2 cm

One Touch Wonder Egg™

Pink 0077-04-3
Purple 0077-14-3
•Quiet, versatile, multi-function egg
designed for solo use or with a partner

•3 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Easy to use, non-slip grip, push button,
one touch activation switch conveniently
located on the end of the retrieval cord

•Glowing LED light in the base of the egg
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•Batteries included (2 N)
•2.5”x 1.3”/6 cm x 3 cm
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Decadent Remote Control™

Dual Bullets
0079-14-3
• The most versatile remote control
available with 2 perfectly sized
vibrating bullets

• Foreplay, intimate play, or secret play
• EZ touch independent control with
LED lights

• 20-26 ft range (6-8 m)
• ABS with Soft Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
• 2 AAA batteries (not included)
1 N battery (included)

• 3” x 1.25” / 8 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
• 2” x .6” / 5 cm x 2 cm (slim bullet)

Remote Control Egg™

0080-00-3
•Whisper quiet, discreet, remote
control vibrating egg

•Easy to use remote control
with LED light

•15’/5 m range
•Handy retrieval wire
•ABS
•Batteries included (2 AAA; 1 N)
•3” x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm (egg)

Rubber-Cote™ Remote Egg™

0080-04-3
•New small size Rubber-Cote™
remote control egg

•3 amazing speeds
•Easy to use Rubber-Cote™
remote control with LED light

•Handy retrieval cord
•35’/11 m range
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included; 1 N)

•2.25” x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm (egg)
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Waterproof 7 Function
Remote Egg™

0080-10-3
•Sleek, powerful, multi-function
remote control egg

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Nylon retrieval cord
•15’/5 m range
•Instant on/off button
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•Batteries included
(6 watch, 12 included; 1 N)

•2” x 1.25”/5 cm x 3 cm (egg)

Pulsating & Vibrating
Ruby Thong™
0081-11-3
•Quiet, pulsating and vibrating
remote control panty

•3 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Push button activation
•15-20’/5m-6m range
•One size fits most
•Vinyl (panty) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 AAA; 1 N)
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)

7 Function Remote Panty
with Insertable Stimulator™

0081-25-3
•Adjustable thong with insertable
stimulator that securely positions
remote control egg

•Quiet, discreet, hands-free, wireless
remote control egg may also be
used independently

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•Push button remote control with
handy clip attaches anywhere

•Instant on/off button
•15’/5 m range
•Velour/patent leather (panty) ABS (egg)
•Batteries included (2 AAA; 1 N)
•2” x 1.25”/5 cm x 3 cm (egg)
•2.75” x 1.5”/7 cm x 4 cm (insertable)
•48”/122 cm (waist)
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Remote Control Panty™

0082-03-3
•Discreet, snug, and comfortable
T-back panty with removable
wireless remote control bullet

•Pocket-sized remote with
on/off switch and LED light

•15’/5 m range
•PU (panty) ABS (bullet)
•Batteries included (2 AA; 1 N)
•One size fits most
•2.25”x 1”/ 6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Remote Control Butterfly™

0083-00-3
•Remote control, full contact, powerful
pleasurizer with fluttering wings

•15’/5 m range remote with
on/off, LED light

•Comfortable, fully adjustable straps
•PVC (butterfly) ABS (vibe)
•Batteries included (2 AAA; 1 N)
•4” x 3.75”/ 10 cm x 10 cm (butterfly)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
•25”/64 cm (waist)

Wild Exotics
Collection™

Remote Control
Vibrating Panty™

Tiger 0085-00-3
•Removable, powerful, wireless
ZR-5000™ vibrating remote
control stimulator
•Comfortable Brazilian cut thong
with stretch-to-fit Lycra™ back
and discreet hidden pocket
•12’/4 m range
•Cotton (panty) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 AAA; 1 N)
•One size fits most
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
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Remote Control
Vibrating Wireless Thong™

0086-03-3
•Wireless, remote control stimulation
for him!
•Discreet 2-way positioning pocket for
anal or testicular stimulation
•Removable ZR-5000™ wireless
remote control stimulator
•12’/4 m range
•Lycra (thong) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 AAA; 1 N)
•One size fits most
•2.5” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)

Remote Control 3-Speed
Sapphire Thong™

0088-12-3
•Comfortable, stretch-to-fit,
thong with discreet
strategically positioned
remote control stimulator
•Quiet, powerful and discreet
•3-speed
•15’/5 m range
•Patent leather (thong) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 AAA; 1 N)
•One size fits most
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)

Remote Control
Venus Penis™

0089-00-3
•Triple point stimulator with full
contact pleasurizer for anal,
vaginal, or clitoral stimulation
•15’/5 m range
•Fully adjustable waist and thigh straps
•PVC (Venus Penis) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 N, 6 included)
•3.5” x 3.5”/9 cm x 9 cm (stimulator)
•3” x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (penis)
•38.5”/98 cm (waist)
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Remote Control Venus Penis™ “G”
0089-10-3
•Remote control, full contact, powerful G-spot
pleasurizer with tantalizing ticklers and
fluttering wings
•32’/10 m range remote with on/off, LED light
•Comfortable, fully adjustable invisible
thigh straps
•Power packed with 4 functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•Unscented TPR
•2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (slim G)
•3.25” x 4.25”/8 cm x 11 cm (pleasurizer)
•22”/56 cm (thigh)
•1 N battery (included)
•2 AAA batteries (not included)

Waterproof Remote Egg™

0091-04-3
•Versatile, powerful, discreet,
multi-function egg with retrieval wire
•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•15’/5 m range
•Remote control with LED light and
handy cord

•ABS
•3” x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm (egg)
•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
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Remote Control Waterproof
Venus Butterfly®

0093-14-3
•Removable Rubber-Cote™egg has a handy
retrieval cord and may be used with or without
the soft flickering Venus Butterfly®

•7 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•Non-slip Rubber-Cote™ remote control with
LED light clips anywhere

•Fully adjustable waist and thigh straps
•TPE (butterfly) ABS with Rubber-Cote™(PU) (bullet)
•Batteries included
(6 watch, 12 included; 1 N, 2 included)

•2.75” x 2.5”/ 7 cm x 6 cm (butterfly)
•2”x 1.5”/ 5 cm x 4 cm (stimulator)
•44”/112 cm (waist)
•24”/57 cm (thigh)

Electronic Stroke Master™

0092-00-3
• Increases sexual stamina and
helps prevent premature ejaculation!

•Soft, stretchy and life-like Futurotic®
training masturbator with an
LED readout unit that counts
strokes per minute

•Plug-in jack and adjustable sensor
•ABS (case) Futurotic®/TPR (sleeve)
•6.5” x 3”/ 17 cm x 8 cm
(masturbator)

•2 AA batteries

Our world famous
Venus Butterfly® is

now waterproof and
remote controlled!
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The Emperors®

Ivory 0100-01-2 6” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Ivory 0101-01-2 7” x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
Brown 0100-02-2 6” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Brown 0101-02-2 7” x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
Black 0100-03-2 6” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Black 0101-03-2 7” x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
•Better-Than-Real® dongs
•Hand sculpted and finished for a life-like feel
•Suction cup base
•Antibacterial PVC
•Lube included

Hand Painted Life-Like Dongs
…Made in the USA

The Czar™ Emperor®

Ivory 0120-01-3
Brown 0120-02-3
•Impressive dong with
engorged head and
majestic balls

•Suction cup base
•Antibacterial PVC
•11” x 2.25”/28 cm x 6 cm

Inflatable Emperor®

with Suction Cup
0123-01-3
•Better-Than-Real® 5”/14 cm dildo

inflates to a thicker, rigid 6”/15 cm
•Highly detailed and hand finished
•Easy to use pump with quick release
•PVC
•5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Vibrating Emperors®

Ivory 0130-01-2 6” x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm
Ivory 0131-01-2 7” x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
Brown 0130-02-2 6” x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm
Brown 0131-02-2 7” x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
Black 0130-03-2 6” x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm
Black 0131-03-2 7” x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Vibrating Better-Than-Real® dongs
•Multi-speed
•Hand sculpted and finished for a life-like feel
•Suction cup base
•Anti-bacterial PVC
•2 AA batteries

Pure Stud®

Ivory 0132-01-3 Brown 0132-03-3
•Incredibly soft, pliable, dual density Pure Skin®

for life-like sensations!
•3-speeds of vibration
•Push button control
•Maintenance Free
•Pure Skin® (TPR)
•2 AA batteries
•5.25” x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm

Sean Michaels® Dong
0150-03-3
•Sculpted from Sean Michaels®

for the life-like size and feel of
the real thing

•Suction cup base
•PVC
•7.5”x 2.25”/19 cm x 6 cm
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Ron Jeremy™ Dong
0151-01-2
•Sculpted from one of the most famous
names in adult entertainment!

•Hand finished for a life-like feel
•Suction cup base
•PVC
•8”x 1.75”/20 cm x 4 cm

Julian’s Private Parts™

0152-01-2
•Actual cast of Julian
•Hand finished for a life-like feel
•Suction cup base
•Anti-bacterial PVC
•6.75”x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm

Fabio’s Perfect Cock
0153-01-3
•The perfect lover!
•Hand detailed, soft, and
incredibly life-like

•Impressive length and girth
with a perfect head and
robust testicles

•Futurotic® (TPR)
•6.75”x 2.25”/17 cm x 6 cm
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Tyler Knight’s™ Futurotic® Cock™

0156-03-3
• Life-like actual cast of Tyler Knight’s unique curve!
• Hand finished and painted to exacting detail
• Suction cup base
• Multi-speed vibrations
• Futurotic® (TPR)
• 2 AA batteries
• 6”x 2”/ 15 cm x 5 cm

MAX Vibrating Cock & Balls™

0157-01-3
•Finely detailed, vibrating, life-like dong
•Powerful dual motors in the shaft and
balls plus impressive girth

•Multi-speed
•Suction cup base
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•2 AA batteries
•6.75”x 2.25”/17 cm x 6 cm

Gia Darling™ Futurotic® Dong
0160-01-3
•Vibrating life-like replica from an
actual cast of Gia’s cock!

•Suction cup base
•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•2 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.75”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Dong with Balls
Ivory Duo™ 0189-10-2
Blackjack™ 0189-20-2
•4.75”x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm

Ivory Duo™ 0189-30-2
Blackjack™ 0189-40-2
•6.75”x 1.75”/17 cm x 4 cm

Jr. Dong
Ivory Duo™ 0190-01-2
Blackjack™ 0190-03-2
•7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm

Smooth
Double Dong
Ivory Duo™ 0192-01-2
Blackjack™ 0192-03-2
•12”x 1.5”/30 cm x 4 cm

Veined
Double Dong
Ivory Duo™ 0193-01-2
Blackjack™ 0193-03-2
•12”x 1.5”/30 cm x 4 cm Perfect 10™

Ivory Duo™ 0194-01-2
Blackjack™ 0194-03-2
•10”x 1.75”/25 cm x 4 cm

Veined Dong
Ivory Duo™ 0191-01-2
Blackjack™ 0191-03-2
•8.5”x 1.75”/22 cm x 4 cm
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Life-Like Dongs…
soft, pliable, and highly detailed!

•Superior quality all-purpose dongs
in a variety of shapes and sizes

•Hand finished and detailed
•High quality, Anti-bacterial Poly-Melt™(PVC)
•Made in the USA

Smooth
Double Dong
Ivory Duo™ 0195-01-2
Blackjack™ 0195-03-2
•18”x 1.75”/46 cm x 4 cm

Veined
Double Dong
Ivory Duo™ 0196-01-2
Blackjack™ 0196-03-2
•18”x 1.75”/46 cm x 4 cm

AC/DC
Double Dong
Ivory Duo™ 0197-01-2
Blackjack™ 0197-03-2
•18”x 1.75”/46 cm x 4 cm

Slim Jim Duo™

Veined Super Slim Dong
Ivory Duo™ 0198-01-2
Blackjack™ 0198-03-2
•17”x 2”/43 cm x 5 cm
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Jumbo Jack
Man-O-War™

Ivory 0217-01-2
Black 0217-03-2
•7.25”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm

Jumbo Jack
Man-O-War™

Ivory 0218-01-2
Black 0218-03-2
•8”x 2.25”/20 cm x 6 cm

Super Jumbo Jack™

Ivory 0219-01-2
Black 0219-03-2
•10.5”x 2.5”/27 cm x 6 cm Super Duper

Ballsy Dong
Ivory 0220-01-2
Black 0220-03-2
•11”x 3”/28 cm x 8 cm

Super Duper Dong
Ivory 0222-01-2
Black 0222-03-2
•12.75”x 3”/32 cm x 8 cm

Life-Like Dong
Ivory 0216-01-2
Black 0216-03-2
•7”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm

Life-Like Dong
Ivory 0215-01-2
Black 0215-03-2
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

Life-Like Dong
Ivory 0214-01-2
Black 0214-03-2
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

•Superior quality all-purpose dongs
in a variety of shapes and sizes

•Hand finished and detailed
•High quality, Anti-bacterial Poly-Melt™(PVC)
•Made in the USA
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Crystal Cote™ Dong
Fuchsia 0249-04-2
Purple 0249-14-2
Peach 0249-19-2
•Dual coated, sumptuously
soft, pliable, and ribbed dongs
•Suction cup base
•Crystalessence™ (PVC)
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm

Crystal Cote™ Dong
Blush 0250-01-2
Pink 0250-04-2
Purple 0250-14-2
•Two-tone, soft, pliable, ribbed,
dual-cote Crystalessence® dongs
•Suction cup base
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•5.5”x 1.75 /14 cm x 4 cm

Euphoria™

Pleasure Ride™

0251-11-2
•Flexible, soft, and ergonomically
curved massager with a unique
head for multi-purpose use
•Suction cup base
•Hi/Lo vibrations
•Plug-in jack battery pack
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
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Veined Double Dong™

0279-14-2
•Jelly soft double dong
with AC/DC head

•Grape scented
•PVC
•17.5”x 1.75”/44 cm x 4 cm

Platinum Ultra™ Probes™

Purple 0275-14-2
Teal 0275-15-2
•Soft, pliable, and flexible
multi-function probes

•EZ grip handle
•TPR
•9”x 1.5”/23 cm x 4 cm
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Jr. Dong
0280-10-2
•7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm

Veined Chubby™

0280-20-2
•8.5”x 1.75”/22 cm x 4 cm

Perfect 10™

0280-25-2
•10.25”x 1.75”/26 cm x 4 cm

Dong with Balls
0280-35-2
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Dong with Balls
0280-38-2
•7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm

AC/DC
Double Dong
0280-80-2
•18”x 2”
46 cm x 5 cm

Smooth
Double Dong
0280-50-2
• 17.5”x 1.75”
44 cm x 4 cm

Veined
Double Dong
0280-60-2
•17.5”x 1.75”
44 cm x 4 cm

Veined
Double Dong
0280-40-2
•12”x 1.75”
30 cm x 4 cm

Slim Jim Duo™

Veined Super
Slim Dong
0280-90-2
•17.5”x 1.5”
44 cm x 4 cm

Smooth Double Dong
0280-30-2
• 12”x 1.5”
30 cm x 4 cm

Reflective Gel™ Series…Jelly Soft,
Pliable, Versatile Dongs in the Most

Popular Shapes and Sizes!
•Superior quality

•Hand finished
•High quality PVC
•Made in the USA
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Jr. Dong
0281-10-2
•7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm

Veined Chubby™

0281-20-2
•8.5”x 1.75”/22 cm x 4 cm

Perfect 10™

0281-25-2
•10.25”x 1.75”/26 cm x 4 cm

Dong with Balls
0281-35-2
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Dong with Balls
0281-38-2
•7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm

AC/DC
Double Dong
0281-80-2
•18”x 2”
46 cm x 5 cm

Smooth
Double Dong
0281-50-2
• 17.5”x 1.75”
44 cm x 4 cm

Veined
Double Dong
0281-60-2
•17.5”x 1.75”
44 cm x 4 cm

Veined
Double Dong
0281-40-2
•12”x 1.75”
30 cm x 4 cm

Slim Jim Duo™

Veined Super
Slim Dong
0281-90-2
•17.5”x 1.5”
44 cm x 4 cm

Smooth Double Dong
0281-30-2
• 12”x 1.5”
30 cm x 4 cm

Translucence™ Series… Soft, Pliable,
Translucent Jelly Dongs in the Most

Popular Shapes and Sizes!
•Superior quality

•Hand finished
•High quality PVC
•Made in the USA
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Aria’s Vibrating Big Boy™

0281-70-2
• Soft jelly, translucent, vibrating
dong with an impressive girth

•Suction cup base
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6.75”x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm

Shane’s World®

Stud 101™

Pink 0291-04-2
Purple 0291-14-2
• Dual density, vibrating,
Pure Skin® dong

•Maintenance Free
• Powerful 3-speed
• Push button activation
• Pure Skin® (TPR)
• 2 AA batteries
• 4.75” x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Shane’s World®

College Stud™

0290-01-2
• Big man on campus!
• Soft, bendable, and pliable
vibrating dong

•Multi-speed
• Better-Than-Real® (TPR)
• 3 AAA batteries
• 6.25”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm

Puregel™ Sleeve
Teal 0295-12-2
Plum 0295-14-2
• Soft, pliable, translucent
vibrator sleeve/tickler

• Puregel™ (PVC)
• 7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Softskins®

Clit Stimulator 0300-01-2
7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
Veined 0301-01-2
7.5”x 1.75”/19 cm x 4 cm
Clit Stimulator 0302-01-2
5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
Veined 0303-01-2
8”x 2”/20 cm x 5 cm
•Soft and pliable dongs
•PVC

Dynamic Duo™

Vibrating X-10 0304-10-3
7”x 1”/18 cm x 3 cm
Vibrating “P” 0304-20-3
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
•Plushy soft, flexible, firm, multi-use vibes may be
used independently or in the secure universal
suction cup base for hands-free movement

•Powerful 3-speed push button control may be
activated on vibrator or inside the base of
the suction cup

•Superior suction cup base with EZ release tab
•PVC
•2 AAA batteries
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Glitter Royale®

with Sure Grip Base
Lover™ (2 AAA batteries) 0305-10-2
5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
Stud® (2 AA batteries) 0305-20-2
5.75” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Jelly soft, pliable, glittered,
power-packed vibrating dongs
•Sure Grip base for secure
placement and play
•PVC

Jelly Crystal Passion™

G-Spot Probe 0306-10-2
Nubby Probe 0306-20-2
•Harness compatible!
•Crystal clear, soft, pliable and textured
probes with sturdy suction base
•PVC
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Power Stud®

0307-04-3
•Powerful, flexible electric massager
•Extra long 9.8’/3 m cord
•Plug-in jack
•Multi-speed
•Unscented TPE
•100-240 Volt AC
•6.75”x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm
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Bad Boyz Dong™

0309-02-3
•Chocolate brown vibrating
dong with suction cup base
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7.25”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm

Art Deco™

Butt Plug 0310-10-2
•Soft jelly, uniquely styled butt plug
with a designer’s touch!
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•4.75”x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm

AC/DC Double Dong 0311-50-2
•Soft jelly, u-shaped double dong
for simultaneous vaginal and
anal stimulation
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•12.25”x 1.25”/31 cm x 3 cm

Intense Vibro Stroker™

0308-11-2
•Intensity redefined!
•Soft jelly dong with unique up and down
revolving metal beads and incredibly
powerful vibrating head
•Multi-speed battery pack with independent
controls for beads and vibration
•Sturdy suction cup base
•PVC •4 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm
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Dong with
Suction Cup
Clear 0313-00-2
Pink 0313-04-2
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Dong with
Suction Cup
Clear 0314-00-2
Pink 0314-04-2
•7.25”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm

Butt Plug
Clear 0322-00-2
Pink 0322-04-2
•4.25”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm

Jelly Royales®… Superior Jelly Dongs
• Highly detailed, high quality dongs in

a variety of shapes and sizes
• Soft and flexible PVC

Butt Plug
Clear 0323-00-2
Pink 0323-04-2
•5”x 1.75”/13 cm x 4----- cm
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Pure Pussy™

0346-14-3
•Vibrating pink vagina with
multi-textured sleeve

•Multi-speed
•Puregel™ (PVC)
•Lubricant included
•2 AA batteries
•6.25” x 4.5”/16 cm x 11 cm

Hot Pinks™

Curved Penis 0330-04-2 6.25”x 1.5”/16 cm x 4 cm
Curved Penis 0331-04-2 8”x 2”/20 cm x 5 cm
Devil Dick 0332-04-2 8”x 2”/20 cm x 5 cm
Butt Plug 0333-04-2 5.25”x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm
Cliterrific 0334-04-2 8”x 2.25”/20 cm x 6 cm
Twister 0335-04-2 7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm
•Vibrating Jelly glitter dongs
•Multi-speed
•Soft and pliable PVC
•2 AA batteries
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Mermaid Masturbator™

0355-12-3
•Soft, tight, and stretchy masturbator
•Lubricant included
•TPR
•5.25”x 3”/13 cm x 8 cm

Blueberry Tart™

Jelly Pocket Pal
0356-12-3
•Finely detailed, tight, vibrating vagina
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•4”x 3.5”/10 cm x 9 cm

Emerald Screw®

0360-15-3
•Vibrating Jelly dong with corkscrew twist
•Multi-speed •PVC •2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Emerald Lips®

0361-15-3
•Vibrating oral pleaser with textured sleeve
•Multi-speed •PVC •2 AA batteries
•4.25”x 2.75”/11 cm x 7 cm

Crystal Pussy™

0368-00-3
•Crystal clear vibrating vagina
with a textured stimulating sleeve

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•Lubricant included
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 4.5”/15 cm x 11 cm
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Aluminum Mini™
3”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm 0369-10-3
(3.2 oz/ 0.09 kg)

4”x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm 0369-20-3
(4.1 oz/0.11 kg)
•Highly polished, weighted aluminum,
seamless plugs with a beautiful crystal
gem inset in the base

Universal Water Works System®

0371-00-3
•Multi-use system easily attaches to shower,
bath, or sink!

•Versatile attachments make this the perfect
bathroom accessory for intimate water play

•Directional valve adapter installs easily to
switch from shower head or faucet to the
Universal Water Works System®

•Includes: Directional valve adapter, 3 variable
spray attachments, hand-held on/off control,
6’/1.8 m of non-tarnishing, nickel-free,
non-crimping flexible hose, spare washers,
and full instructions

•ABS (handle and attachments) Steel/chrome (hose)
•3.25”x .5”/8 cm x 1 cm (pinpoint spray attachment)
•5.25”x .75”/13 cm x 2 cm (tiered multi-use wand)
•4.75”x .6”/12 cm x 2 cm (standard douche attachment)
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Universal Douche System™

0371-50-3
•Superior, multi-use douche system
•Designed to be used independently,
or with the patented Universal Waterworks
System® (available separately)

•Easy to assemble with 2 secure
attachments

•Easy to clean
•PVC (attachments) Natural Rubber (bulb)
•7.25”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
(perfect curve attachment)

•6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
(graduated attachment)

Universal Douche
System for Her™

0371-60-3
•For intimate water play
•Complete, high quality, multi-use
douche system is designed for
independent use, or with the
patented Universal Waterworks
System® (sold separately)

•3 easy to secure attachments:
standard tapered, G-Spot, and
vibrating bunny

•Easy to clean
•PVC (soft attachments)
ABS (hard attachment)
Natural Rubber (bulb)

•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•3.25”x .5”/8 cm x 1 cm
(standard tapered attachment)

•5”x .75”/13 cm x 2 cm
(G-Spot attachment)

•5.25”x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm
(bunny attachment)Removable

Micro Vibe
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Enema Syringe™

0372-11-2
•Easy to use, high quality syringe
with built-in squeeze bulb

•ABS (syringe) Rubber (hose)
•Complete hygiene system
comes with 2 syringes

•4.75”x .5”/12 cm x 1 cm (syringe)
•2.5”x .25”/6 cm x 1 cm (syringe)
•20”x .25”/51 cm x 1 cm (hose)

Vulcanite
Anal Douche™

0373-00-3
•Comfortable, easy-to-use,
unisex douche system
with 2 attachments

•ABS (attachments)
Rubber (bulb)

•3” x .25”/8 cm x 1 cm
(standard attachment)

•5”x .75”/13 cm x 2 cm
(large attachment)

Ultimate Douche™

0374-00-3
•Reusable, easy-to-use, easy-to-clean
hygienic system with transparent bottle
and 2 interchangeable nozzles

•PE (Polyethylene)
•3.25”x .25”/8 cm x 1 cm (slim nozzle)
•3.5”x .5”/9 cm x 1 cm (standard nozzle)

Deluxe Douche™

0375-03-3
•Comfortable, easy-to-use, simple to clean,
easy to store system with 2 interchangeable nozzles

•ABS (nozzles) Latex (bag)
•3.25”x .25”/8 cm x 1 cm (standard attachment)
•4.75”x .5”/12 cm x 1 cm (large attachment)
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Nite Ride™

0376-03-3
•Contoured, seamless, smooth,
soft and supple douche

•EZ squeeze bulb
•Flexible non-crimping hose
•PVC
•6.25”x 1.25”/16 cm x 3 cm

Cleaner™

Missile 0377-10-3
4.75”x 1.4”/12 cm x 4 cm
Torpedo 0377-20-3
5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
•Sleek and seamless anal douche
is easy to use and made for
comfort

•Soft and pliable, with a
tapered end, the Cleaner™ is a
complete hygiene system

•PVC
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Anal Douche™

0379-11-3
•Easy to assemble and clean,
water refillable douche with a
glow-in-the-dark applicator

•ABS (spike) Rubber (bulb)
•2.5”x .25”/6 cm x 1 cm (spike)

Anal Retriever™

Slender Probe 0378-10-3
4.25”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
Medium Probe 0378-20-3
5”x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm
•Jelly butt plug with nylon retrieval cord
•PVC

Flexible Double Dong™

Ice Blue 0380-12-2
Lilac 0380-14-2
•Multi-function, soft Jelly
double dong with vertebrae
flexes to desired shape

•PVC
•18”x 1.5”/46 cm x 4 cm
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Dual Vibrating Flexi-Dong™

0381-14-2
•Incredibly flexible, vibrating, soft Jelly
double dong with adjustable vertebrae
for amazing agility!

•Dual motors
•3 levels of wireless vibration and pulsation
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•15”x 1.75”/38 cm x 4 cm

Sensual Bender™

Pink 0382-04-2
Purple 0382-14-2
•Sturdy, graduated, soft
Jelly, glittered probe with
bendable vertebrae for
perfect placement

•Nylon retrieval cord
•PVC
•9.5”x 1.25”/24 cm x 3 cm
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Pink Jelly Teaser™

Small 0383-10-2
4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm
Medium 0383-20-2
4.5”x 1.2”/11 cm x 3 cm
•Ribbed Jelly teaser
•PVC

Gina Lynn’s®

Vibrating Pleasure Probes
Small 0385-10-2
3”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm
Medium 0385-20-2
4.25”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
•Exquisitely detailed vibrating probe
with superior suction cup base

•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries

Micro-Saber G™ Butt Plug
0384-12-3
•Sensuously tapered, pliable butt plug with wireless,
removable, self-contained micro stimulator

•Marbel-Jel™ (PVC)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm (plug)
•1.5”x .5”/4 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)
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Crystal Cote™

Probe
Black 0388-03-2
Red 0388-11-2
•Dual-cote, pliable,
hygienically superior
probes with sturdy
suction base

•PVC
•3.25”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm

Gumdrop Butt Plug™

Berry 0387-14-2
Mint 0387-15-2
Peach 0387-19-2
•Soft, durable, pliable,
graduated butt plugs
with secure grip base

•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm

6-Speed Back Door Rotator™

0386-03-3
•Rotating probe with non-jamming
metal beads, soft tip, firm shaft,
and superior quality suction cup base

•6-speed
•PVC
•4 AA batteries
•4.5” x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm
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Double Trouble™

Pink 0389-20-2
Purple 0389-30-2
•Uniquely shaped, double-sided,
seamless, multi-use probes are
firm, yet flexible enough to
move with you!

•Graduated for easy use
•TPE
•9.75”x 1.25”/25 cm x 3 cm

Triple Spoiler™

Pink 0389-04-2
Blue 0389-12-2
Purple 0389-14-2
•Versatile, soft, pliable, universal,
multi-use probe

•TPR
•4.75”x 1.15”/12 cm x 3 cm
(bead probe)

•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm (dong)
•4”x .6”/10 cm x 2 cm (slim probe)
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Vibro Play™

Pink 0390-04-2
Purple 0390-14-2
Green 0390-15-2
•Super slim, tiered, pliable probe
with a removable self-activation
push button mini vibe

•Suction cup base
•PVC (probe) ABS (mini vibe)
•1 AAA battery
•3.75”x 1.15”/10 cm x 3 cm

Pixie™

Curve – Pink 0391-10-2
Curve – Black 0391-20-2
Probe – Pink 0391-30-2
Probe – Black 0391-40-2
•Uniquely shaped, soft, pliable,
and durable probes

•Tapered tip for easy use
•Superior suction cup base
•Unscented PVC
•3.5” x 1.75” / 9 cm x 4 cm

XL Humongous Butt Plug
Ivory 0405-01-1
Black 0405-03-1
•Made of high quality, anti-bacterial Poly-Melt™ (PVC)
•8”x 4.5”/20 cm x 11 cm
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Totem Finger™ Butt Plug
Ivory 0409-01-2
Black 0409-03-2
•Ribbed, sturdy, durable
•PVC
•4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Swell Guy™

0406-01-3
•Vibrating inflatable butt plug
•Multi-speed
•Latex
•2 AA batteries
•3.75”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm

P-Rock™

Prostate Massager
0407-03-3
•The perfect angle for prostate
and testicular stimulation

•High powered stimulator with
push button activation

•Soft and pliable
•Unscented Silicone
•1 N battery, included
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm (P-Rock
•2” x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Ejaculating Butt Plug™

0408-01-3
•Vibrating butt plug with refillable squeeze bulb
•Multi-speed
•Latex
•2 AA batteries
•4” x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm
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Power Probe™

Blue 0412-12-2
Purple 0412-14-2
•Soft and pliable vibrating
probe with angled power tip
and flanged base for
perfect positioning

•4 powerful functions
•TPR
•3 AAA batteries
•4.25”x 1.4”/11 cm x 4 cm

Back Door Probes™

Ivory – Small 0410-01-2
4.25”x 1”/11 cm x 2 cm
Ivory – Medium 0411-01-2
5”x 1.6”/13 cm x 4 cm
Black – Small 0410-03-2
4.25”x .85”/11 cm x 2 cm
Black – Medium 0411-03-2
5”x 1.6”/13 cm x 4 cm
•Sturdy, durable probes
•Poly-Flex™ (PVC)

Sensuous Rotator™

0414-14-2
•Gyrating probe with rotating
pleasure beads and sturdy
suction base

•5-speed
•Crystalessence™ (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.25”/12 cm x 3 cm

Multi-Speed
Power Plug™

0415-12-2
•Vibrating, slender, pliable,
Jelly probe with stimulating
nodules and superior
suction base

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
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Sassy Bendi™
Ridge – Pink 0416-10-2
Ridge – Blue 0416-20-2
Dome – Purple 0416-30-2
Dome – Pink 0416-40-2
Arrow – Blue 0416-50-2
Arrow – Purple 0416-60-2
Curve – Pink 0416-65-2
Curve – Blue 0416-70-2
Pacifier – Blue 0416-75-2
Pacifier – Purple 0416-80-2
Bubble – Pink 0416-85-2
Bubble – Purple 0416-90-2
•Uniquely shaped soft and pliable
probes flex and move with you

•Superior suction base
•PVC
•3.75”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm
(varies by style)
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Tush Teaser™

Ivory 0419-01-2
Pink 0419-04-2
Blue 0419-12-2
Purple 0419-14-2
•Soft jelly butt plug with
removable micro-bullet is
powerful, quiet, and
stimulating
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm (plug)
•3” x .35”/8 cm x 1 cm (micro-bullet)

Silicone Tee Probe™

Clear 0418-00-2
Pink 0418-04-2
Blue 0418-12-2
Purple 0418-14-2
•Slim, soft, and pliable
•Silicone
•4.25”x .85”/11 cm x 2 cm

Mini Vibro Tease™

Clear 0420-10-2
Pink 0420-20-2
Smoke 0420-30-2
•Slender probe with removable,
power-packed, push button
stimulator

•TPR (probe) ABS with silver
plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm

Dual Magic Probe™

Smoke 0417-03-3
Pink 0417-04-3
•Extra length for unlimited possibilities!
•Exquisitely designed, versatile, graduated,
multi-use, pliable, and incredibly durable

•TPR
•10.5”x 1.3”/27 cm x 3 cm
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The Ultimate Love Pacifier™

Teaser – Pink 0421-04-3
Teaser – Blue 0421-12-3
3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
X-10 Beads – Black 0422-03-3
X-10 Beads – Pink 0422-04-3
X-10 Beads – Purple 0422-14-3
4”x 1.15”/10 cm x 3 cm
Teardrop – Pink 0423-04-3
Teardrop – Purple 0423-14-3
3.25”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
X-10 Duo – Orange 0423-25-3
X-10 Duo – Blue 0423-30-3
4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm
Pleaser – Pink 0423-35-3
Pleaser – Purple 0423-40-3
3.25”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm
•Angled for pleasure
•EZ-pull handles for greater maneuverability
•Durable, soft, and pliable
•Unscented Silicone
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Cushees™

Pink 0424-04-2
Blue 0424-12-2
•Soft, flexible, pliable plugs
with suction cup bases

•PVC
•2.75”x 1.5”/7 cm x 4 cm (small)
•3.5”x 1.3”/9 cm x 3 cm (large)

Tush Trainer™

Beginner 0426-10-2 2.7”x 1.3”/7 cm x 3 cm
Intermediate 0426-20-2 3.25”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
•Soft, quiet, durable, vibrating butt plugs with a unique
designer twist and suction base

•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence™ (PVC)
•2 AA batteries

Plush™

Intermediate – Blue 0427-10-2
5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
Advanced – Purple 0427-20-2
5.25”x 1.6”/13 cm x 4 cm
•Intimately sized, plushy soft
probes with graduated pleasure
bulbs and an amazing suction
cup base

•Futurotic® (TPR)
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Anal Explorer™

0428-01-3
•Vibrating, inflatable butt plug
•EZ-squeeze bulb with quick
release purge valve

•Multi-speed
•Latex
•2 AA batteries
•3.75”x 1.4”/10 cm x 4 cm

Inflatable Penis™

0429-01-3
•Vibrating expandable penis
with easy-to-use squeeze bulb

•Multi-speed
•Latex
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Inflatable Latex Probe™

0430-03-3
•Vibrating, soft, inflatable probe
with EZ squeeze bulb and quick
release purge valve

•Multi-speed
•Latex
•2 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm
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Inflatable Stud®

Ivory 0431-01-3
6.5”x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm
Black 0431-03-3
9.5”x 2”/24 cm x 5 cm
•Increase girth and length
with this soft and pliable
inflatable dong

•EZ hand pump with
quick release purge valve

•Latex
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Butt Banger™

0453-01-3
•Tight anus with teasing
balls and penis
•SoftTouch® (TPR)
•5.25”x 3.25”x 4.5”
13 cm x 8 cm x 11 cm

Wrap-Around Sallie®

0451-04-3
•Textured, soft, and stretchy
masturbator with a
tight love tunnel
•SoftTouch® (TPR)
•6”x 2.5”x 2”
15 cm x 6 cm x 5 cm

Devon’s
Private Pleasures™

0450-01-3
•Exquisitely detailed pussy
and anus masturbator
with a ribbed love tunnel
•SoftTouch® (TPR)
•6”x 2.75”x 3”
15 cm x 7 cm x 8 cm

Crystal’s Salsa Shaker™

0454-01-3
•Ultra-soft, beautifully detailed butt
masturbator with ribbed love passage
and removable vibrating bullet

•Multi-speed
•SoftTouch®/TPR (masturbator)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•5.25”x 3.25”x 2.5”/13 cm x 8 cm x 6 cm
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Titty Blow Job™

0455-01-3
•Life-like masturbator with sensuous
mouth and voluptuous breasts
•Soft, stretchy, and tight
•SoftTouch® (TPR)
•6”x 3.9”x 3”
15 cm x 10 cm x 8 cm

Lacey Double Trouble™

Masturbator
0458-03-3
•Masturbator with luscious lips,
breasts, and caressing hands
•Soft, stretchy, and tight
•SoftTouch® (TPR)
•5”x 3”x 2.9”
13 cm x 8 cm x 7 cm

Aria’s Cock Pleaser™

0460-04-3
•Masturbator with vibrating
and rotating tongue
•Powerful multi-speed
•SoftTouch®(TPR) (masturbator)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•8.25”x 2.5”x 3.75”
21 cm x 6 cm x 10 cm

SoftTouch® Penis
0465-01-3
•Life-like dong with sturdy vertebrae
for incredible flexibility
•Enlarged head and firm supple balls
•SoftTouch® (TPR)
•5.1”x 1.7”/13 cm x 4 cm



SoftTouch® Sleeve
Pink 0469-10-2
Purple 0469-20-2
•Ultra soft, highly detailed, textured sleeve
with a removable super-slim silver vibrator
•Multi-speed
•SoftTouch® (TPR) (sleeve)
ABS with silver plating (vibrator)
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm (vibe)
•7.25”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm (sleeve)

SoftTouch®

Vibrating Dong
0466-01-3
•Plushy soft vibrating dong with
a well endowed head
•Multi-speed
•SoftTouch® (TPR) (dong)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 2”/15 cm x 5 cm
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Hands Free
Vibrating Pleasure Ring™

0482-14-3
•Ultra-stretchy, super-soft, vibrating pleasure ring
•Wireless micro-stimulator
•SoftTouch® (TPR) (ring)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.75”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm (ring)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Satin G™ - Superslim
Sapphire Blue 0483-12-3
Passion Purple 0483-14-3
Burnt Orange 0483-19-3
•Silky smooth, satin finished,
seamless massagers

•Powerful multi-speed
•2 AA batteries
•6.2”x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm

Satin G™ - Slimline
Sapphire Blue 0483-22-3
Passion Purple 0483-24-3
Burnt Orange 0483-29-3
•Silky smooth, satin finished,
seamless massagers

•Powerful multi-speed
•2 C batteries
•6.75”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm

Velvet-Cote™

Clitoral Hummer™

0484-04-3
•Famous scoop design
with love nub

•Powerful multi-speed vibrations
•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™

(PU Cote)
•EZ load battery pack
•2 AAA batteries
•6.25”x 1.35”/16 cm x 3 cm

Velvet-Cote™

Pleasure Doppler™

0484-14-3
•Contoured head for
maximum contact

•Powerful multi-speed vibrations
•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™

(PU Cote)
•EZ load battery pack
•2 AAA batteries
•6”x 1.4”/15 cm x 4 cm
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Mini Hummer™ Vibe
0487-04-3
•Travel sized vibe with famous
“scoop” design, contoured head,
and stimulating love nub

•10 powerful functions
•EZ Push button control with
on/off setting

•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•4.5” x 1.2”/11 cm x 3 cm
•1 AA battery

Mini Doppler™ Vibe
0487-14-3
•Angled for pleasure, travel
sized vibe with contoured head

•10 powerful functions
•EZ push button control with
on/off setting

•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•5” x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
•1 AA battery

Forever Yours™

Pink 0485-04-3
Purple 0485-14-3
•Guaranteed to run 30 minutes
a day for one full year!

•Easy dial cap with
incremental speeds

•ABS with TPR inlay design
with double coting

•2 AA batteries
•6.35”x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm

Crystal Candy™

Rip-sicle 0486-10-3
6.25”x 1.2”/16 cm x 3 cm
G-licious 0486-20-3
6.45”x 1.15”/16 cm x 3 cm
•Powerful, sleek, smooth,
and seamless massagers

•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 AA batteries
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Opulent™ Compact Smooth
Abalone 0490-00-2
Ivory Pearl 0490-09-2
Ruby Luster 0490-11-2
Blue Opal 0490-12-2
•ABS with Lacquer Cote™

•Multi-Speed
•1 AA battery
•4.4”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Opulent™— Lacquer Cote™ Massagers
Ultra-Powerful, Lacquer Cote™,
Multi-Speed Massagers with a

High Gloss Sheen. Sensuously Shaped
Massagers for Optimum Arousal.

Dreamers™

Bliss 0488-10-3
5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
Heavenly 0488-20-3
5”x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm
Cloud 9 0488-30-3
4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm
•Whisper quiet massagers with
vibrating and gyrating action

•Incremental speeds
•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™

(PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries

Day Dreamers™

Wish 0488-02-3
3.75”x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm
Joy 0488-04-3
3.75”x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm
Love 0488-06-3
3.75”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm
Hope 0488-08-3
3.75”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm
•Whisper quiet massagers with
gyrating and vibrating action

•Incremental speed control cap
with EZ grip handle

•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•1 AA battery
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Opulent™ Compact Ridged
Abalone 0491-00-2
Pearl Pink 0491-04-2
Ivory Pearl 0491-09-2
Magenta Luster 0491-14-2
Aqua Marine 0491-21-2
•ABS with Lacquer Cote™

•Multi-Speed
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x .95”/11 cm x 2 cm

Opulent™ Ultra-Thin
Abalone 0492-00-2
Ivory Pearl 0492-09-2
Ruby Luster 0492-11-2
Blue Opal 0492-12-2
•ABS with Lacquer Cote™

•Multi-Speed
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm

Opulent™ Super-Slim
Abalone 0493-00-2
Pearl Pink 0493-04-2
Aqua Marine 0493-21-2
•Powerful, ridged, super-slim massagers
•Multi-speed
•ABS with Lacquer-Cote™

•2 AA batteries
•6.2”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm

Opulent™ Slimline
Abalone 0494-00-2
Ivory Pearl 0494-09-2
Blue Opal 0494-12-2
•ABS with Lacquer Cote™

•Powerful, seamless massager
•Multi-Speed
•2 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof Pixies®

Pinpoint – Red 0495-25-2
Pinpoint – Purple 0495-26-2
Mini-G – Blue 0495-27-2
Mini-G – Orange 0495-28-2
Glider – Red 0495-29-2
Glider – Purple 0495-30-2
Bliss – Blue 0495-31-2
Bliss – Orange 0495-32-2
•Power packed, petite massagers
contoured for maximum stimulation

•EZ push button activation
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•5”x .75”/13 cm x 2 cm
•US Patent # D450952
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Shane’s World®

Sparkle Vibes®

Pink 0497-04-2
Blue 0497-12-2
Purple 0497-14-2
Green 0497-15-2
•Smooth, seamless,
glitter finished vibes

•Multi-speed and powerful
•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Aquarius
Hydro Powered
Underwater Massager™

Pink 0496-04-2
Blue 0496-12-2
Purple 0496-14-2
•Uniquely textured removable
sensual jelly sleeves with
powerful massager

•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) PVC (sleeve)
•2 AAA batteries
•5.25”x .95”/13 cm x 2 cm (vibe)
•6”x 1.15”/15 cm x 3 cm (sleeve)

Vibe-2-Go™

Pink 0498-04-2
Purple 0498-14-2
Teal 0498-15-2
•Discreet, Rubber-Cote™ vibes,
with matching travel case

•ABS with Rubber-Cote™

(PU Cote)
•1 AA battery
•4”x .95”/10 cm x 2 cm (vibe)
•4.75”x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm (case)
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Precious Metal Gems™

Gold 0500-10-3
Gun Metal 0500-20-3
Bronze 0500-30-3
4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm
1 AA battery

Gold 0500-40-3
Gun Metal 0500-50-3
Bronze 0500-60-3
6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
2 AA batteries

Gold 0500-70-3
Gun Metal 0500-80-3
Bronze 0500-90-3
6.75”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
2 C batteries
•Sleek, smooth, seamless massagers
adorned with a crystal inlaid cap

•Powerful multi-speed
•ABS with Metallic Cote
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Couple’s Pleasure Paddle™

Pink 0501-04-2
Purple 0501-14-2
•Soft and smooth massagers
contoured for maximum contact

•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AAA batteries
•US Patent # D540952
•6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm

Illusion Wand™

Passion 0502-10-2
6.75”x 1.3”/17 cm x 3 cm
Rapture 0502-20-2
6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm
Seduction 0502-30-2
6.75”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Sensuous, silky smooth, vibrating
wands that vibrate, pulsate,
and escalate

•5 functions with push button controls
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries

Waterproof Aerotech™ Vibes
Pink 0503-04-2
Yellow 0503-10-2
Purple 0503-14-2
Teal 0503-15-2
•Sleek and powerful massagers
with locking cap

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6.7”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm
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i9 Teaser™

Racer – White 0504-10-3
Racer – Pink 0504-20-3
Racer – Black 0504-30-3
•Angled for maximum contact!
•9 functions, power packed,
with EZ push button control

•ABS with spectacular
seamless high gloss finish

•2 AAA batteries
•6.4”x 1.25”
16 cm x 3 cm

i9 Teaser™

Scoop – Pink 0504-40-3
Scoop – Blue 0504-50-3
Scoop – Purple 0504-60-3
6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm
Exciter – Pink 0504-70-3
Exciter – Blue 0504-80-3
Exciter – Purple 0504-90-3
6.5” x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm
•The perfect lover’s accessory!
Powerful, super-slim, seamless
vibes that vibrate, pulsate,
and escalate with the push
of a button

•9 functions
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AAA batteries
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Inked Vibes™

Superslim
White 0505-10-3
Pink 0505-20-3
Black 0505-30-3
6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
•2 AA batteries

Slimline
White 0505-40-3
Pink 0505-50-3
Black 0505-60-3
6.75”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
•2 C batteries
•Sleek, smooth, seamless
massagers adorned with
some serious “ink”

•Powerful multi-speed
•ABS
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Waterproof Elegance™

Massagers
Silver 0506-05-2
Gold 0506-07-2
•Powerful, sleek, smooth,
seamless massagers

•Multi-speed
•ABS with plating
•2 AA batteries
•6.75”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Play Toy™

Pink 0507-04-2
Yellow 0507-10-2
Blue 0507-12-2
Purple 0507-14-2
•Shimmering glitter finish
massagers with cap that
doubles as a shower hook

•2-speed with EZ push button control
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6.25”x 1.25”/16 cm x 3 cm
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Scoop Lover™

Pink 0508-20-2
Green 0508-21-2
Blue 0508-22-2
Orange 0508-23-2
6.75”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm

Clit Exciter™

Pink 0508-30-2
Green 0508-31-2
Blue 0508-32-2
Orange 0508-33-2
6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm

Heart Racer™

Pink 0508-40-2
Green 0508-41-2
Blue 0508-42-2
Orange 0508-43-2
6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Glittered, powerful, seamless
massagers designed for
intimate contact

•Scoop Lover™ snuggles the clitoris
•Clit Exciter™ encases the clitoris
•Heart Racer™ has a raised love nub
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•US Patent # D540952
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Glitter JoyStick™ Massager
Pink 0509-04-2
Blue 0509-12-2
Purple 0509-14-2
•Super slender, seamless,
power-packed massagers
with designer pleasure hearts

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•5.75”x .75”/15 cm x 2 cm

Metallic™ Massager
Blue 0510-12-2
Purple 0510-14-2
•Multi-speed
•ABS with electro-plating
•2 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm

Metallic™ Massager
Blue 0512-12-2
Purple 0512-14-2
•Multi-speed
•ABS with electro-plating
•1 AA battery
•4.3”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof Candy Canes™

Pink 0516-04-2
Blue 0516-12-2
Purple 0516-14-2
•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 AA batteries •6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm

Lacey’s Waterproof Jamaican Jammers™

Pink 0517-04-2
Purple 0517-14-2
•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 C batteries •6.6”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Slimline™ Vibrators
Red 0515-11-2
Blue 0515-12-2
Lavender 0515-14-2
Green 0515-15-2
•Power packed, translucent, seamless vibrators
•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 C batteries •6.6”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm

Superslim Waterproof ™ Massagers
Yellow 0514-10-2
Red 0514-11-2
Lavender 0514-14-2
•Translucent, seamless massagers
•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6.2”x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm
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Playful Curve™ Massager
G-Spot 0520-10-2
Probe 0520-20-2
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Clitoral Hummer™

0521-22-2
•The “original” famous gyrating clitoral
“scoop” with love nub

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm

Flirty™ Vibe
Pink 0522-04-2
Purple 0522-14-2
•Soft, smooth, and seamless vibrator
with an enticingly ribbed head and
unique pleasure pad for pinpoint
stimulation

•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.6”/18cm x 4 cm
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iTap™ Vibe
Pink 0523-10-3
White 0523-20-3
Lavender 0523-30-3

iTap™ “G” Vibe
Pink 0523-40-3
White 0523-50-3
Lavender 0523-60-3
•The world’s first touch activated vibe!
•Revolutionary new touch sensitive
technology

•No buttons or switches, simply
tap to activate each function

•Sleek and seamless construction
•5 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•ABS with Velvet-Cote (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
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Fujiko’s™ Waterproof Anal Probe™

Silver 0524-05-2
Purple 0524-14-2
•Sleek and slender, ultra-powerful and tapered
•Multi-speed
•ABS/ABS with silver plating
•2 AAA batteries
•6.5”x 1”/17cm x 3 cm

Classic Chic®

Maxi Mystique™ 0525-09-2
7”x 1”/18 cm x 3 cm 2 AA batteries
Slimline 0526-09-2
6.6”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm 2 C batteries
Probe 0527-09-2
7”x 1.3”/18 cm x 3 cm 2 C batteries
•Powerful, sleek and smooth vibrators in

the most popular sizes
•Multi-speed •ABS

Magic G™

Pink 0528-04-2
Blue 0528-12-2
Purple 0528-14-2
•Petite, sensual, and power packed
•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•1 AAA battery
•5”x .6”/13 cm x 2 cm



Power Penis Vibe™

Red 0531-11-2
Purple 0531-14-2
•Powerful, sensuously shaped
pleasure vibes

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 C batteries
•6.6”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof 7 Function G-Girl™

Pink – Nubs 0530-04-2
Green – Swirls 0530-15-2
•Uniquely shaped G-massagers
with an awesome pearl sheen finish

•7 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•EZ one-touch activation
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.2”/18 cm x 3 cm
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Metallic Shimmers®

Pink 0529-04-2
Silver 0529-05-2
Blue 0529-12-2
•Shimmering, powerful, sleek,
smooth, and seamless massagers

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
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My G™

Pink 0533-10-3
Purple 0533-20-3
•Extra long and slim with the perfect
angle for G-Spot stimulation

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•9.2”x 1.2”/23 cm x 3 cm

Our G™

Red 0533-30-3
Blue 0533-40-3
•Perfect shape and angle for G-spot
stimulation for her, or prostate
massage for him

•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 AA batteries •9”x 1.2”/23 cm x 3 cm

Water Pearls™

Pink 0534-04-2
White 0534-22-2
•Pearl shaped with pearl sheen massagers
that vibrate, pulsate, and escalate

•EZ one touch button control
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.2”/18 cm x 3 cm
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Mini Pearlessence® Vibes
Lake Blue 0543-12-2
Desert Rose 0543-14-2
Deep Forest 0543-15-2
Sky Blue 0543-21-2
Tahoe White 0543-22-2
Purple Haze 0543-24-2
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Mini Neon® Vibes
Pink 0542-04-2
Blue 0542-12-2
Purple 0542-14-2
•Multi-speed •ABS
•1 AA battery
•4.6”x 1”/12 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Dolphin
with Dual Teasers™

0540-10-2
•Micro-massager with powerful
soft dual teasers

•ABS (massager) Silicone (teasers)
•Batteries included (1 N)
•2.6”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Vibro Dolphin™

0539-12-2
•Ultra-powerful, micro-sized massager
with resonating dolphin tip

•ABS (massager) PVC (tip)
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm
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Charisma™

G – Black 0544-10-3 G – Violet 0544-20-3
Mini – Black 0544-30-3 Mini – Violet 0544-40-3
•Smooth, soft Rubber-Cote™ massagers
•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•1 AA battery
•3.4”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm

Crystal Chic™ Vibe
White 0545-10-3 Pink 0545-20-3 Black 0545-30-3
4.5”x .5”/11 cm x 1 cm
Crystal Chic™ “G”
White 0545-40-3 Pink 0545-50-3 Black 0545-60-3
5.5”x .5”/14 cm x 1 cm
•Elegant, super slim, discreet massager adorned with genuine high quality crystals
•Advanced electronics for 14 hours run-time on low speed, 7 hours on high speed
•3-speed with EZ push button control
•Silky smooth
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AAA batteries
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The Leopard Massager™

0547-50-2
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Lola™

Pink 0546-04-3
Blue 0546-12-3
Green 0546-15-3
•Bold and beautiful, seamless,
powerful designer massager

•Multi-speed
•ABS •2 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Houston’s Pink Leopard
Massager™

0547-10-2 1 AA battery
4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm
0547-20-2 2 C batteries
6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Multi-speed massager
•ABS
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Spellbound™ G
Pink 0548-50-2
Orange 0548-55-2
Purple 0548-60-2
•Velvety smooth, “perfect curve” massager
with an enhanced pleasure ring

•Powerful multi-speed
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 C batteries
•6.75”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

5 Function Compact Vibe™

Mini Vibe – Pink 0549-10-2
Mini Vibe – Purple 0549-20-2
Mini G – Pink 0549-30-2
Mini G – Purple 0549-40-2
•Travel size, discreet, soft, and smooth mini
vibe with EZ touch push button activation

•5 powerful functions of vibration
and pulsation

•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AAA batteries
•EZ load battery compartment
•4.25”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Spellbound™

Pink 0548-04-2
Green 0548-15-2
Orange 0548-19-2
•Cast a spell with this intensely powerful
vibrator with intoxicating magic beads

•Designed for “G” or “P” stimulation
•3 resonating speeds
•Push button activation
•Designed for thorough cleaning
•Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AAA batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
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ClitOriffic™

Pink 0550-04-2
Blue 0550-12-2
Purple 0550-14-2
•The perfect shape for all erogenous zones
•Designed for dexterity and maneuverability
•Multi-speed
•ABS with metallic plating
•2 AAA batteries
•US Patent # D540952
•6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm

Jumbo™ Massager
Platinum 0551-05-2
Lavender 0551-14-2
•Extra long, powerful,
seamless massagers

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•3 C batteries
•10”x 1.5”/25 cm x 4 cm

Double Tap Speeder™

Pink 0553-04-2
Yellow 0553-10-2
Purple 0553-14-2
Orange 0553-19-2
•Powerful massagers with
an EZ Grip for advanced
maneuverability!

•2-speed with push
button control

•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6.8”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof Micro Massager
with Silicone Sleeve™

0555-14-2
•Compact-sized, powerful, massager
with removable ridged Silicone sleeve

•ABS (massager) Silicone (sleeve)
•1 AAA battery
•3.2”x .6”/8 cm x 2 cm (massager)
•3.5”x .8”/9 cm x 2 cm (sleeve)

Temptress Collection™

Tiger 0556-10-2
Zebra 0556-20-2
Leopard 0556-30-2
•Multi-speed, slimline,
seamless massagers

•ABS
•2 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm

Slender G-Spot™

White 0557-00-2
Pink 0557-04-2
Purple 0557-14-2
•Powerful, ultra-slim,
G-spot massager

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•6.75”x .6”/17 cm x 2 cm
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Waterproof Turbo Sliders™

Red Scoop 0562-50-2
Purple Probe 0562-60-2
•Contoured, power-packed
massagers with exquisite detail

•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•5.5”x 1”/14 cm x 3 cm

Slender Tulip Wand™

Magenta 0563-04-2
Cobalt 0563-12-2
Violet 0563-14-2
•Ultra-thin vibrating wands with
uniquely shaped tulip tip

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•6.75”x .75”/17 cm x 2 cm

Waterproof Turbo Gliders™

Raspberry Crush 0561-04-2
Blueberry Bliss 0562-12-2
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6.3”x 1.2”/16 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof G-Spot 7™

0559-04-2
•Plushy soft G-spot vibe has 7 functions
of vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•One touch control with LED light
•ABS and PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm
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Neptune’s
Vibrating Penis™

Pink 0564-04-2
Purple 0564-14-2
•Powerful, ultra-thin massagers
with detailed, textured shaft

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6.1”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm

Shimmers® Waterproof Massager
Pink 0565-04-2
Teal 0565-12-2
Purple 0565-14-2
•Shimmering metallic two-tone massagers
•Powerful multi-speed •ABS with metallic plating
•2 AA batteries •6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof EZ Curve™

Raspberry 0566-04-2
Boysenberry 0566-14-2
•EZ reach, multi-purpose massager
•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•6”x 1.2”/15 cm x 3 cm

Impulse® Gyrating Beaded Dolphin™

0569-12-3
•7 Hypersonic functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•6 independent speeds of rotation
•40 non-jamming, synchronized, heavy-duty metal beads
•Glow-in-the-dark control pad with LED lights
•Crystalessence™ (PVC)
•4 AA batteries •7”x 1.2”/18 cm x 3 cm
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Motion Wave™ Massager
0573-04-3
•Soft massager with rhythm dots that move in
and out for incredible sensations plus vibration
•Multi-speed with independent controls
•ABS with removable Senso® (TPR) sleeve
•3 AAA batteries
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Waterproof Wireless Bunny™

0574-04-3
•Self-contained, wireless, plushy soft
pleasurizer with vibrating penis
and flickering bunny ears
•Comfortable, fully adjustable
waist and thigh straps
•Unscented TPR
•Batteries included (2 N, 4 included)
•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (penis)
•3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm (bunny)

Aria’s Decadent Lovebird™

0571-12-3
•Hands free, powerful, soft, full contact personal stimulator
•Impulse®5 battery pack with 30 functions
•Comfortable, fully adjustable G-string straps
•LED lights
•Handy clip-on
•TPR
•3 AAA batteries
•4.5”x 3.5”/11 cm x 9 cm
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Triple Luxe™

Pink 0575-04-3
Purple 0575-14-3
•Self-contained, tri-point,
powerful vibrating
stimulator

•3 speeds with push
button activation

•ABS with Rubber-Cote™
(PU Cote) (stimulator)
TPR (contact points)

•2 AAA batteries
•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (probe)
•4”x .75”/10 cm x 2 cm
(stimulator)

Swingin’ Pendulum™

Pink 0576-04-2
Purple 0576-14-2
•Ergonomically designed,
soft, powerful tri-stimulator

•Multi-speed
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with soft Rubber-Cote™ (PU)
•2 AA batteries
•3.25”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm (probe)
•3”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm
(stimulator)

Passion Flower™

0577-04-3
•Wireless, self-contained, hygienically
superior stimulator with removable bullet

•Multi-speed
•ABS (bullet) TPR (sleeve)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (probe)
•2.5”x 2.5”/6 cm x 6 cm (flower)
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Waterproof G with Fluttering Petals™

0577-11-3
•Incredibly powerful, wireless, G-spot explorer
•ABS (stimulator) TPR (sleeve)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•3”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm (G)
•3”x 3”/8 cm x 8 cm (petals)

The Daisy™

0578-14-3
•Intensely powerful intimate
stimulator with plushy soft
flickering nubbies

•Removable, fully adjustable
with comfortable waist
and thigh straps

•2-speed
•Plug-in jack
•Soft, unscented TPR
•2 AA batteries
•2.25”x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm

Vibrating Personal
Pleasurizer™

0579-04-3
•Ergonomically contoured,
Jelly soft, vibrating pleasurizer
has a noduled clitoral
stimulator
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•2.75”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm
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Passion Wings™

0580-04-3
•Intimately contoured, plushy soft, vibrating
butterfly with resonating passion ticklers
•Fully adjustable T-back strap
•TPR
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 3.25”/8 cm x 8 cm

Removable
Stimulator

Heart Throb™

0581-14-3
•Curved, soft, and pliable
pleasurizer with resonating
vibrations
•4-speed
•EZ push button controller
•TPE
•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x 1.25”/9 cm x 3 cm (probe)
•3.5”x 3”/9 cm x 8 cm (stimulator)

Hummingbird Arouser™

0581-11-3
•Slim, contoured, soft hummingbird has 4 distinct
vibrating pleasure zones for pinpoint stimulation
•4-speed
•EZ push button controller
•TPE
•2 AA batteries
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (probe)
•3.5”x 2.75”/9 cm x 7 cm (hummingbird)
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Bunny Hopper™

0584-04-3
•Powerful and soft bunny has
a removable stimulator!
•8 variable functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation to
the tickling bunny ears
•Push button controls with
LED light
•Comfortable, fully adjustable
waist and thigh straps
•TPR
•3 AAA batteries
•2.5”x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm

Impulse® Micro Butterfly™

0583-00-3
•Compact, discreet, powerful vibrating
stimulator with fluttering antennae
•5 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation plus 10 levels of
speed control
•Fully adjustable straps
•Battery case with clip-on design
and LED lights
•TPR
•3 AAA batteries
•2.25”x 1.75”/6 cm x 4 cm

Impulse® Butterfly™

0582-14-3
•Hands-free, full contact, powerful
vibrating stimulator with fluttering
antennae
•5 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation plus 10 levels of
speed control
•Fully adjustable straps
•Battery case with clip-on
design and LED lights
•TPR
•3 AAA batteries
•3.5”x 2.5”/9 cm x 6 cm
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Impulse® 5 HyperSonic™ G
0587-12-3
•Full contact pinpoint precision
•Soft clitoral stimulation, fluttering
wings, and curved “G”
•5 HyperSonic™ functions: vibration
with 10 levels of speed, plus 4 functions
of escalation with progressive patterns
of acceleration
•Fully adjustable waist and thigh straps
•TPR
•3 AAA batteries
•3”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm (“G”)
•4”x 3”/10 cm x 8 cm (butterfly)

Impulse® 5
HyperSonic™Bunny
0586-04-3
•5 HyperSonic™ functions:
vibration with 10 levels of speed,
plus 4 functions of escalation with
progressive patterns of acceleration
•Discreetly sized bunny nestles
while tapered ears stimulate
•Fully adjustable straps
•TPR
•3 AAA batteries
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm

Lover’s Arousal™

0585-12-3
•Full contact, powerful, soft, vibrating
arouser nestles and stimulates

•Fully adjustable straps
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•3.25”x 3.5”/8 cm x 9 cm
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Heart Shaped G-Spot™

0589-04-3
•4-way stimulation
•Multi-speed
•Fully adjustable T-straps
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x .75”/9 cm x 2 cm (probe)
•2.25”x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm (heart)

Rotating Venus Penis™

0590-01-3
•Rotating and vibrating soft
Venus Penis™ strap-on
•5 speeds of rotation plus
5 speeds of vibration
•Independent dual control power pack
with LED display
•Fully adjustable straps
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•3 AA batteries
•3.75”x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm (probe)
•3.5”x 3.5”/9 cm x 9 cm (stimulator)

Fluttering Monarch™

0588-14-3
•Soft, ultra-powerful stimulator
reverberates throughout
•Multi-speed
•Adjustable waist and thigh straps
•TPR
•3 AA batteries
•2.75”x 4”/ 7 cm x 10 cm
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Waterproof Venus Penis™

0592-50-3
•Soft, supple butterfly with angled penis,
fluttering wings, with graduated,
pliable pleasure beads

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•TPE
•2 AA batteries
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (penis)
•7.75”x .5”/20 cm x 1 cm (tail)
•3”x 3”/8 cm x 8 cm (stimulator)

Venus Penis™

0592-14-3
•Famous “Venus Butterfly®” with an insertable penis
•Soft jelly vibrating penis for vaginal penetration in addition
to clitoral stimulation and anal action

•Removable and adjustable thigh and waist straps
•Multi-speed •PVC
•2 AA batteries •TPR
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (penis)
•3”x 3.25”/8 cm x 8 cm (butterfly)

Pleasure Dome™

0591-12-3
•Perfectly sized graduated dome
with triple stimulation

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•2.25”x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm (probe)
•4.25”x 2.25”/11 cm x 6 cm (stimulator)
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Self Pleasurizer™

0593-04-3
•U-shaped double action arouser
for vaginal and anal stimulation

•Lubricant included
•PVC
•10.5”x 1”/27 cm x 3 cm

Mini-Rocker™

0593-25-3
•Discreetly sized, soft and flexible
self pleasurizer

•3 strategically placed metal beads
•Multi-speed
•Reverberating soft TPR
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm

Heart’s Desire Teaser™

0594-14-3
•Soft and sensual, full contact
vibrating stimulator

•Tickling teasers and a
raised love nub

•Powerful 2-speed
removable bullet

•Push button activation
•TPR (stimulator) ABS (bullet)
•1 AAA battery
•3”x 2.25”/8 cm x 6 cm (stimulator)
•2.75”x .5”/7 cm x 1 cm (bullet)
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Nipple Teaser™

0596-14-3
•Soft jelly teasing suction cup
with removable micro egg
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•1.75”x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm

Clit Kisser™

0595-14-3
•Soft vibrating mouth with a sensual
tongue that gently flutters and caresses
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•2.25”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm

Vibro Wings™

0598-15-3
•Jelly clitoral stimulator with
adjustable T-strap for
perfect placement
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•3”x 2.5”/8 cm x 6 cm

Pussy Pleaser™

0597-00-3
•Jelly suction cup with
textured nodules fits over
clitoris or nipples
•Removable bullet
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm
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Shane’s World®

Venus Butterfly®

0601-12-3
•Jelly soft and powerful
two-toned clitoral stimulator
has fluttering wings for
sensations throughout

•Comfortable, adjustable
waist and thigh straps

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•3.5” x 3.5”/9 cm x 9 cm

The “Original”
Venus Butterfly®

0601-04-3
•Multi-speed vibration
•Removable bullet
•Adjustable and removable
waist and thigh straps

•Unscented soft TPR (butterfly)
ABS (bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x 3.5”/9 cm x 9 cm

Intimate Dancer™

0600-14-3
•Intimately contoured for
full coverage stimulation
•50 soft tantalizing love ticklers
•Ergonomic EZ trigger pump
with flexible tube
•Removable 2-speed stimulator
•Unscented TPR
•1 AAA battery
•3.5” x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm
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Wireless Venus Butterfly®

0601-30-3
•The world famous Venus Butterfly®

is now hands-free
•Wireless and waterproof
•Soft vibrating full contact butterfly
with pinpoint stimulation

•Powerful, removable, wireless,
push button stimulator

•Fully adjustable and removable
waist and thigh straps

•TPR (butterfly) ABS with silver
plating (stimulator)

•1 AAA battery
•3.5”x 3.5”/9 cm x 9 cm (butterfly)
•2.75”x .5”/7 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

7-Function Venus Butterfly®

0601-25-3
•The world famous Venus Butterfly®
just got way better!

•Intensely powerful full contact
personal stimulation
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation
•Removable, fully adjustable
waist and thigh straps
•Push button control with instant off
•Removable bullet with plug-in jack
•Unscented TPR (butterfly)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•Soft and pliable
•3 AA batteries
•3.5”x 3”/9 cm x 8 cm

Venus Butterfly® II
0601-14-3
•High powered clitoral stimulator
•Removable bullet
•Multi-speed with long lasting
power pack
•Adjustable and removable
waist and thigh straps
•Unscented soft TPR (butterfly)
ABS (bullet)
•3 AA batteries for
maximum power
•3.5”x 3.5”/9 cm x 9 cm
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Betty’s Jelly Bumble Bee™

0603-04-3
•Turbo™ powered, soft and
flexible vibrating strap-on dong
•Vibrating clitoral stimulator
•Multi-speed dual motors
with independent controls
•Fully adjustable straps
•PVC
•3 C batteries
•7.5”x 1.75”/19 cm x 4 cm (penis)
•2.5”x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)

Vibrating Turbo
Suction Tongue™

0602-14-3
•Soft, sensuous sucking lips
with teasing vibrating tongue
•Sturdy suction base and easy
squeeze hand pump
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•2.75”x 2.25”/7 cm x 6 cm

Venus Bumble Bee™

0603-00-3
•The ultimate combination of the
original Venus Butterfly® and
Betty’s Jelly Bumble Bee™
•Sturdy, soft and supple, perfectly
curved penis has powerful
vibrations throughout, while the
Venus Butterfly® provides
pinpoint clitoral stimulation
•10-speed control with LED lights
•Dual motors with independent
controls
•Comfortable and adjustable
waist and thigh straps
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm (penis)
•3.5”x 3.5”/9 cm x 9 cm (butterfly)
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Sensual Curve™

0608-14-3
•Intensely powerful G-arouser with
dual tongs for pinpoint stimulation
•Battery case with non-slip
EZ grip rubber trim
•Multi-speed
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•3”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm

Shane’s World®

Girl’s Night Out™

0606-14-2
•Soft head, rotating ribbed
shaft, independently controlled
rotation, auto reverse, and
one-touch activation
•3-speed
•EZ load battery case
•TPR
•3 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

The Ultimate Beaver™

0605-01-3
•Stimulator with
rotating shaft and full
contact arouser
•Independent controls
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.25”
11 cm x 3 cm

Penetrating Mini
Clitoral Pump™

0604-14-3
•Personalize your pump with a
slide control that adjusts the
depth of clitoral penetration
•Hygienically superior vibrating
stimulator tip is soft and easily
removed for cleaning
•EZ grip bulb for superior suction
•PVC (stimulator tip) ABS (vibe)
•2 AAA batteries
•2.25”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm
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The Original Jack Rabbit®

0610-00-3
•The world famous Jack Rabbit® is
plushy soft with rotating beads and
tantalizing bunny ears

•Dual controls with reverse rotation
and powerful multi-speed vibrations

•PVC
•3 C batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

My First Jack Rabbit®

0610-05-3
•Designed with the first time user in mind!
Simple, easy to use Jack Rabbit®

•Jelly soft head
•Reversible rotating pleasure beads
•2-speed powerful bunny vibrations
•EZ push button control
•EZ load battery pack
•Soft textured PVC •4 AA batteries
•5” x 1.25” /13 cm x 3 cm

Impulse® Jack Rabbit®

0610-20-3
•The “Original” Just Got Better!!
•Leap into the future with 7 Hypersonic™
functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•Flickering rabbit ears
•6 powerful speeds of rotating, non-jamming,
synchronized, metal beads

•LED indicator with glow-in-the-dark push
button controls

•Quick on/off switch •PVC
•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Rechargeable Jack Rabbit®

0610-25-3
•The “original” is now better than ever
It’s now rechargeable
•Just plug-in and recharge for over
75 minutes of ultimate power!
•3 independent levels of rotation and
vibration, with a new reverse button
providing 9 different levels of ultimate
stimulation
•Soft Jelly (PVC)
•Charger and rechargeable
batteries included
•110/120 Volt AC
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Waterproof Jack Rabbit®

Clear (Floating Beads) 0610-50-2
Blue (Floating Beads) 0610-60-2
Pink (5 Rows of Beads) 0610-70-2
Purple (5 Rows of Beads) 0610-80-2
•The “original” just keeps getting better,
and better, and better!
•3 speeds of vibration
•3 speeds of rotation
•Reversing action
•One touch activation
•EZ load battery case
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm
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Thrusting Jack Rabbit®

0611-50-3
•The “Original” Jack Rabbit®
now thrusts!

•3 rows of incredible “thrusting”
beads and 2 rows of non-jamming
rotating beads

•6 speeds of thrusting motion
•7 super-charged functions of
vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•Automatic on/off button
and LED lights

•EZ load battery pack
•Unscented TPE
•4 AA batteries
•4.75” x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm

Platinum Collection
Jack Rabbit®

Silver 0611-10-3
Gold 0611-20-3
•The original Jack Rabbit®
just reached Platinum status!
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation
•6 powerful speeds of non-jamming
rotating metal beads
•Soft, unscented TPE
•Easy load battery pack
•Automatic off button
•4 AA batteries
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
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Butterfly Clitoral Pump™

0612-04-3
•Ultimate clitoral pump with
EZ finger grip, powerful vibrations,
and a suction cup with
stimulating ticklers
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence™ (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Waterproof Interactives®

Mini-Dolphin™

0613-04-3
•Intimately curved soft
Mini-Dolphin
•Power packed
•10 functions
•Comfortable, removable and
adjustable waist and thigh straps
•Unscented TPR (dolphin)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•3 AAA batteries
•3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm

Micro Dolphin™

0613-12-3
•Micro-sized jelly dolphin rests
gently and exactly on
the right spot
•Quiet, powerful, multi-speed,
Interactive® battery pack
•May be worn during lovemaking
•Fully adjustable thong design
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•2.75”x .75”/7 cm x 2 cm
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Waterproof Micro Dolphin™

0613-50-3
•Intimately sized, incredibly quiet
and power packed
•Contoured and easily worn during
lovemaking
•Fully adjustable and removable
waist and thigh straps
•7 functions
•Soft, unscented TPE
•2 AA batteries
•4.25”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Climax Maximizer™

0614-04-3
•Exquisite vaginal and clitoral
stimulation

•Removable egg and Jelly G-spot
combination may be worn all day
with or without the included G-string

•Panty style may vary
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•3”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm (probe)
•3.5”x 1.25”/9 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)

Enchanted Arouser™

0615-14-3
•Pretty and petite,
exquisitely textured,
wireless, powerful,
and quiet vibrating
micro-butterfly
clitoral stimulator

•Fully adjustable waist
and thigh straps

•Removable mini stimulator
•Silicone
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•3”x 3.25”/8 cm x 8 cm
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Mini Hummer™

0616-11-3
•Ridged, small, and easy to wear
•Powerful multi-speed
Interactive® battery pack

•Fully adjustable thong design
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•3.25”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm

Micro Butterfly®

0617-07-3
•Discreet butterfly may be
worn during lovemaking

•Adjustable strap design
for perfect placement

•Interactive® multi-speed
power pack

•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•2.5”x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm

Deep Penetrating
Latex Dong™

0618-01-3
•Vibrating dong with
powerful up and down motion

•Latex
•4 C batteries
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
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Decadent Clitoral Arouser™

0621-12-3
•The ultimate feminine intimate
pump with intense sucking action
•Ergonomic and EZ to use finger grip
•Multi-speed wireless vibrations
•50 tantalizing love tinglers
plus triple point stimulation
•EZ load battery pack
•Soft, unscented TPR
•Battery included (1 N)
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Golden Bumble™

0620-10-3
•Micro-egg vibrator combined
with sensational suction power
for an orgasmic combination
of vibrating and sucking action
•Multi-speed
•Honey lubricant included
•Soft Jelly (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•3”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Tickle Bear®

0619-14-3
•Customize your power pack
•Easy to use, soft, multi-function
Tickle Bear has a user-friendly
Nautilus 9™ power pack with unique
“pick-a-number” option that sends
you directly to your favorite pattern
•9 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•8 levels of non-jamming beaded
shaft rotation
•Sturdy suction cup base
•PVC
•4 AAA batteries
•5.75”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
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Clitoral Pump™

0623-14-3
•Self contained, easy to use female pump
•Includes two soft interchangeable sleeves
•Powerful Vibrations
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (handle)
PVC (hose) Rubber (bulb)
•2 AAA batteries
•2”x 1.5”/5 cm x 4 cm (suction cup)

Advanced Clitoral Pump™

Pink 0623-50-3
Purple 0623-60-3
•Perfectly contoured for personal intimacy
•Advanced design with a head that flexes
for optimum positioning
•Sensational suction
•3-speed
•ABS (handle) Soft TPR (sleeve with ticklers)
•2 AAA batteries
•2” x 1.5”/5 cm x 4 cm (suction cup)

Venus Butterfly® Pump
0622-04-3
•Customize your pleasure
•Removable wireless vibrator adjusts
up or down for personalized contact,
making this intimate pump the ultimate
in feminine arousal
•Pliable, soft, and easy to use
•TPR (probe) PVC (cup)
•1 AAA battery
•1.75”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (probe)
•3.75”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm (cup)
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Four Leaf Clover™

0626-00-3
•Lucky micro-stimulator with
powerful Interactive®
power pack
•Multi-speed
•Adjustable G-string
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•1.5”x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm

Resonating Butterfly™

0624-04-3
•Full contact vibrating feminine intimate
pump has over 40 tantalizing ticklers,
fluttering clitoral antennae,
unbelievable sucking action, and is
contoured to fit a woman’s body
•Easy-to-use finger pump
•Removable multi-speed micro vibe
•TPR
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Micro Butterfly® Arouser
0625-04-3
•May be worn during lovemaking
•Micro-powered butterfly arouser
randomly changes functions of
vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Multi-speed, removable micro bullet
•Mood Light Power Pack™ with
automatic random functions
automatically rotates color in sync
with each function change
•Removable plug-in jack
•Fully adjustable and removable straps
•Silicone (butterfly)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•3 AA batteries
•2”x 3”/5 cm x 8 cm
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Purple Flirt™

0628-14-3
•Contoured for pleasure
•Snuggly-soft and comfortable
stimulator is designed to
discreetly nestle and stimulate
with strategically placed beads
and love nodules
•Multi-speed
•Fully adjustable thong
•TPR (stimulator) ABS (vibrator)
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 1.25”/9 cm x 3 cm

Body Curve™

0630-04-2
•Quiet, powerful, soft, and flexible
Jelly stimulator
•Multi-speed slide control
•PVC •2 AA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

Lovers’ Teaser™

0631-14-2
•Vibrating arouser with soft stimulation nubs
strategically placed for maximum sensations
•3-speed •Push button control
•TPE •2 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Vibrating Anal-T™

0633-04-3
•Powerful soft Jelly
coated stimulator
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•1 AA battery
•3.25”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
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Bendables™

Vertebrae Vibes
Nubby 0637-10-2 5.25”x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm
Nubby Swirl 0637-20-2 7”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
Nubby Smooth 0637-30-2 7”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
Smooth Studs 0637-40-2 8.25”x 1.25”/21 cm x 3 cm
•Powerful soft Jelly vibes with vertebrae that flexes in any position
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AAA batteries
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EZ Bend Stud®

Dong 0639-10-2
7.5”x 1.25”/19 cm x 3 cm
Ballsy Dong 0639-20-2
5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
Probe 0639-30-2
7”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
Dong 0639-40-2
8.5”x 1.75”/22 cm x 4 cm
•Soft, pliable Jelly vibes that bend
for multi-directional positioning
•They stay in the position selected
•Multi-speed
•AquaGel (PVC)
•3 AAA batteries
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EZ Bend Bunny™

0639-90-2 5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

EZ Bend Bubbly™

0639-95-2 6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Dual motor vibrating probe flexes and bends
for multi-directional positioning
•Multi-speed •AquaGel™ (PVC)
•3 AAA batteries

Glow-in-the Dark Jelly Penis Vibe™

Green 0641-10-2 7”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
Orange 0641-20-2 6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
•Soft and pliable Jelly vibes that glow-in-the dark
•Multi-speed •PVC •2 AA batteries

Glow-in-the-Dark Vibrator™

0640-09-3
•Turn out the lights and watch this
vibrating, pliable dong glow
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•8”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm
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EZ Bend Slims™

Ridged Penis 0644-10-2
Veined Penis 0644-30-2
•Soft and pliable, vibrating probes flex and bend
for multi-directional positioning
•Powerful multi-speed
•Aqua Gel™ (PVC) •3 AAA
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

Waterproof Jelly Glitter™

Penis 0643-04-2 7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
“G” 0643-14-2 7.2”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Soft, supple, glittered Jelly stimulators
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Funky Jelly™ Vibe
Pink/Purple 0642-10-2
7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm
Orange/Green 0642-20-2
8”x 1.75”/20 cm x 4 cm
•Soft and pliable, multi-colored,
powerful vibrators
•Multi-speed •PVC
•2 AA batteries
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Power Bunny™

0645-10-2
Power Butterfly™

0645-20-2
•Easy-to-use, self-contained,
soft and pliable Jelly
stimulator
•Strategically placed dual
motors, bulbous textured
shaft, an ample head,
fluttering stimulator,
one-touch control, and
a handy nylon cord
•5 functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Gina Lynn’s®

Vibrating Adventure Arouser™

0649-14-3
•Unique glittered arouser resonates waves
of pleasure while nestling on the vaginal lips
•See-thru adjustable straps
•Powerful multi-speed
•PVC •2 AA batteries
•2”x 3.75”/5 cm x 10 cm
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Crystal Stimulator™

Flutter™ 0650-10-3
Teaser™ 0650-20-3
•Elegant, crystal clear, powerful,
multi-functional stimulators
•Shaft has 5 speeds and
3 functions of non-jamming
rotating beads
•Flutter/Teaser has 5 speeds
plus 3 exhilarating functions
of vibration, pulsation and
escalation
•Independent controls
•Automatic on/off button
•Unscented TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.75” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Power Gem™

Pink 0651-04-2
Blue 0651-12-2
Purple 0651-14-2
•Powerful vibrating stimulators
with reversible rotating
pearl beads
•EZ push button control
•2-speed
•PVC
•4 AA batteries
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
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Slimline Passion Wave®

0652-00-3
•Experience the wave with exhilarating
rolling and vibrating action
•3-speeds of continuous vibrating
wave motion up and down the shaft
•Super slim sleek new design
•Reverse control
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•TPE
•3 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
•US Patent # EP172053B1

Passion Wave®

Stimulator
0652-11-3
•Revolutionary patented technology
creates 3-speeds of rolling motion up
and down the soft and smooth shaft
•Soft and pliable head
•3-speed clitoral stimulator
•EZ load battery pack
•Push button control with LED lights
•TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
•US Patent # EP172053B1
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Slimline Passion Wave®

Jack Rabbit®

Pink/Clear 0652-25-3
Purple 0652-35-3
•Experience incredible waves of
ecstasy as this revolutionary
new patented technology
creates 3 speeds of rolling
motion up and down the soft
cushioned shafts of these
slimline stimulators
•Intense 3-speed
bunny vibrations
•TPE/TPR
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
•US Patent # EP172053B1

Passion Wave®

Butterfly
0652-14-3
•Intense sensations
•Revolutionary technology creates
3 speeds of rolling motion up and
down with reverse rotation of the
soft and smooth cushioned shaft
•3-speed vibrating butterfly
resonates with power
•EZ load battery pack
•Push button control with LED lights
•TPE
•4 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
•US Patent # EP172053B1
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Passion Wave®

Teaser
0652-45-3
•Teasing tongue with 3 speeds of
stimulation make this a favorite
in the Passion Wave® line
•Patented technology with
continuous wave motion up
and down the shaft
•Slimline design
•Reverse control
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•TPE
•3 AA batteries
•5.25” x 1.5” / 13 cm x 4 cm
•Patent # EP172053B1

Ravenous Rabbit®

0653-14-3
•Independently controlled,
multi-directional, rotating
spiral shaft with powerful
long slender vibrating ears
•Multi-speed
•Push button controls
•PVC
•4 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
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Passion Bee™

Pink 0654-04-3
Purple 0654-14-3
•Soft and pliable Jelly stimulators
with dual motors
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm

Hide-A-Vibe™

Black Marbled 0655-00-3
Pink Marbled 0655-04-3
Purple Marbled 0655-14-3
•Powerful, compact vibrator in
a discreet cosmetic case
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4.5” x .9”/ 11 cm x 2 cm (vibe)
•5.25” x 1.25”/ 13 cm x 3 cm (case)

Chíc Hide-A-Vibe™

0655-25-3
•Discreet, powerful, designer
styled massager with couture case
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x .9”/11 cm x 2 cm (vibe)
•5.75”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm (case)
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Pearl Butterfly™

0656-22-3
•Powerful stimulator with rotating pearl beads,
vibrating clitoral action, and independent controls
•5-speed
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Waterproof Beaded Butterfly™

0656-50-3
•Sensuous, crystal clear, hygienically superior pearl
beaded full-contact fluttering butterfly massager
•3 speeds of vibration
•3 speeds of reversible rotation
•EZ load battery case
•TPE
•3 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Triple Fling™

0658-12-3
•Versatile, triple action, and powerful
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation
•5 rows of non-jamming metal beads
•6 speeds of rotation
•TPE
•4 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
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Purring Thrusting Panther™

0663-14-3
•Get in touch with your wild side with this soft
and unscented multi-function stimulator
•Advanced controller with 9-speed random thrusting
function plus 9 speeds of vibration, and 5 functions
of pulsation and escalation
•Rotating beaded head, automatic “off” during any
functions, and independent controls with LED lights
•Soft TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Slimline Decadence™

0664-04-3
•10 independently controlled levels of shaft rotation and
clitoral vibration each with 10 levels of intensity with
5 HyperSonic™ functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation
•Ultra slim shaft with reverberating dual tongs
•Ultra-sensitive control pads with LED indicator
•TPR
•4 AAA batteries
•4.25”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Pearl Panther®

0659-00-3
•G-spot shaped shaft with stimulating
rotating pearls and vibrating panther
•Multi-speed
•Independent push button controls
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm
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Impulse® Slimline Rabbit™

0666-15-3
•Superslim rotating shaft with 7 levels of
clitoral vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Hi-tech LED indicator and easy-touch
glow-in-the-dark control pads
•TPR •2 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.25”/12 cm x 3 cm

Mermaid Dream™

0667-12-3
•3 functions plus 8 ascending levels
of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•8 speed levels of dual-sized
pleasure bead rotation
•New sleek waterproof controller
•Unscented, soft, and supple TPR
•LED Lights •EZ load battery pack
•Auto “off” function •3 AA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

Impulse® Lighted Mystic Jewel™

0665-12-3
•10 independent speeds of shaft rotation plus 5 HyperSonic™
functions of vibration and escalation with progressive
patterns of acceleration
•Strategically positioned metal rotating beads and
lighted clitoral arouser
•Ultra-sensitive, glow-in-the-dark control pads with LED indicator
•TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
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16 Function
Water Gems™

Bunny 0671-04-3
Seahorse 0671-11-3
Dolphin 0671-12-3
•16 Functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation
•8 levels of intensity for
both shaft and arouser
•8 variable shaft
rotation patterns
•8 arouser functions
•Independent SoftTouch™
controls with LED lights
•Synchronized non-jamming
metal beads
•Aqua Gel™ (PVC)
•EZ load battery pack
•4 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.4”/15 cm x 4 cm

Seahorse™

Triple Action Vibe
0668-12-3
•Power packed vibrating
seahorse with reversible
rotating shaft, synchronized
metal beads, bulbous head,
and vibrating tush teaser
•3-speed
•EZ touch push button
control with LED lights
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”
13 cm x 4 cm (vibe)
•3.75”x .8”
10 cm x 2 cm (tush teaser)
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The Ultimate Decadent™

Bunny 0672-04-3
Indulgence 0672-10-3
•Decadence has been taken to a
new level with this sleek, slimline,
new waterproof controller
•8 ascending levels of speed control
•3 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation
•Dual rotating patented bead
design – beads turn left and
right at the same time
•Easy on/off button
•Unscented TPR
•3 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.4”/14 cm x 4 cm
•US Patent # US007153004B2
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Decadent Indulgence® 3
0672-25-3
•Over 300 patterns of vibration
and pulsation
•10 independent speeds of shaft rotation
•3 clitoral vibration patterns
(each with 10 speeds)
•2 functions of escalation with
progressive patterns of acceleration
•Strategically positioned non-jamming
rotating pleasure beads
•Tri-point stimulator
•Glow-in-the-dark easy touch
controls with LED indicator lights
•Turns off on any function
•TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.4”/14 cm x 4 cm

Decadent Indulgence® 2
0672-12-3
•Over 300 functions
•Rotating, non-jamming metal beads
•10 independent speeds of shaft rotation,
plus 3 clitoral vibration patterns, each
with 10 speeds and 2 functions of
escalation with progressive patterns
of acceleration
•On/off switch turns off any function
•TPR
•Glow-in-the-dark easy touch controls
plus LED indicator lights
•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.4”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Waterproof G-Spot Tango™

0673-10-3
•Soft, powerful dual action rotating
G-spot stimulator and an independently
controlled clit kisser with vibrating
pistolettes for suction and stimulation
•Expandable versatile power cord
•3 speeds of reversible shaft rotation
•3 levels of vibration
•Soft, unscented TPE
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•7” x 1.25” / 18 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (clit kisser)

Waterproof
Passion Tango®

0673-20-3
•Soft, powerful dual action rotating
stimulator with an independently
controlled full contact butterfly with
fluttering wings and antennae
•Expandable versatile power cord
•3 speeds of reversible shaft rotation
•3 levels of vibration
•Soft, unscented TPE
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•7” x 1.25” / 18 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
•3.25”x 3”/8 cm x 8 cm (butterfly)
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Techno Rabbit®

0675-14-3
•Soft and pliable multi-
function stimulator
•Super charged rotating
pearl beads
•Turbo powered
vibrating rabbit ears
•Ultra sensitive control pads
with graduated LED display
•PVC
•4 AA batteries
•5.75” x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Decadent Indulgence®

0674-04-3
•The original best selling Decadent Indulgence®
•3 independent functions of reversible shaft rotation
and clitoral vibration
•8 levels of intensity for over 100 patterns of pure indulgence
•9 strategically placed heavy-duty rotating pleasure beads
•Well endowed head and pinpoint nubby ticklers with
caressing fluttering wings
•Ultra sensitive control pads with LED indicator lights
•Soft TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.3”/15 cm x 3 cm

Decadent Lover™

Pink Kiss 0674-25-3
Purple Kiss 0674-35-3
•Setting new levels of intimate
pleasure with 4 levels of
alternating beads
•8 independent functions of
vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Patented dual rotating bead design
•New streamlined size
•Easy on/off switch with LED lights
•Soft TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm
•US Patent # 7135004B2
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Water Gems™

Crystal 0677-00-3
Bunny 0677-04-3
Hummer 0677-15-3
•Sensuously glittered Jelly soft
head, rotating shaft with reverse
mode, flickering clitoral
stimulator, and easy-touch
push button controls
•EZ load battery pack
•Aqua Gel™ (PVC)
•4 AA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

The White Stork™

0676-10-3
•Indulge yourself in ancient secrets with this sensually
soft arouser with tiered ridges of passion

•8 speeds of shaft rotation with 3 functions
•Magical tiered fluttering stork with 8 speeds of
vibration and 3 functions

•3 rows of non-jamming, reversible,
rotating pleasure beads

•Automatic on/off button
•Unscented TPR
•EZ load battery case
•3 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

True Love™

0676-20-3
•Handcrafted to inspire true love
•Embrace passion and sensuality
with this full contact butterfly of
desire with triple stimulation

•8 speeds of shaft rotation
with 3 functions

•8 speeds of clitoral vibration
with 3 functions

•3 rows of non-jamming,
reversible, rotating
pleasure beads

•Automatic on/off button
•Unscented TPR
•EZ load battery case
•3 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Insatiable G™

0679-14-3
•Jelly G-spot that hits the right spot
while the noduled super-soft
clitoral stimulator maximizes
orgasmic pleasure

•Powerful, removable independently
operated dual bullets

•Multi-speed
•PVC (G-spot) ABS with silver
plating (bullets)

•3 AA batteries
•3.75”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (G-spot)
•1.25” x 1.25”/3 cm x 3 cm
(clit stimulator)

7-Function Insatiables™

Rose™ 0679-25-3
Butterfly™ 0679-35-3
•Dual action soft Jelly G-spot stimulator
with full contact fluttering clitoral arouser
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation
•Powerful removable dual bullets
•One touch controls with instant “off” button
•PVC (stimulator)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)
•3 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
•1.25”x 1.25”/3 cm x 3 cm (clit stimulator)
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Waterproof Triple Indulgence™

0681-12-3
•New “secret” motor in shaft
stimulates inner “G”
•3 intimately placed powerful motors
for triple intensity
•Contoured tip for amazing
foreplay/lovemaking
•7 function triple teaser
•Super slim shaft with
3 speeds of rotation
•Unscented TPR
•Soft and supple
•EZ load battery pack
•4 AAA batteries
•4.75” x 1.1” /12 cm x 3 cm

Insatiable Bunny™

0679-45-3
4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
Insatiable Ele™

0679-55-3
5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
•A provocatively seductive
stimulator ready to satisfy the
most demanding woman
•Powerful removable multi-speed
dual silver bullets with
independent controls
•Ergonomically contoured
•Unscented TPR (stimulator)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)
•Soft and pliable
•3 AA batteries
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Customize
Your “O”
Pink Bunny 0683-04-3
Blue Dolphin 0683-12-3
•Designed to fit every woman
•Adjustable clitoral
stimulation
•3-speed removable and
adjustable waterproof
clitoral stimulator may be
used with or without
vibrating and rotating shaft
•TPR
•3 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm

Mini Water Gems™

Squiggly 0682-00-3
5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
Nubby 0682-14-3
5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
•Perfectly sized, slimline,
exotic stimulators
•Mini clitoral stimulators with
non-jamming synchronized
beads, and power packed
vibrations with reverse rotation
•Aqua Gel™ (PVC)
•4 AAA batteries
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Shane’s World® Ultimate Beaver™

Powder Blue 0684-12-2
Lavender 0684-14-2
•Soft, supple massagers with easy push
button controls for vibration and rotation
•2 speeds of vibration plus 2 speeds of rotation
•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.3”/11 cm x 3 cm

Glittered Obsession™

Pink 0685-04-2
Purple 0685-14-2
•Plushy “G” with full contact
clitoral scoop and tantalizing ticklers
•Multi-speed
•Soft and supple TPR
•2 AAA batteries
•3.5”x 1.3”/9 cm x 3 cm (G)
•1.5” x 1.5”/4 cm x 4 cm (scoop)

Galaxy Stimulators™

Jupiter 0686-14-2
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Uranus 0687-14-2
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
Saturn 0688-14-2
7”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Powerful, soft, Jelly vibrators
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
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The Big Boy™

Pink 0690-04-2
Purple 0690-14-2
•Soft and pliable pearlized Jelly
stimulators with impressive girth
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•5.25”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm

Elite 7X™ - 7 Function
Waterproof Ultimate Orgasm™

0691-14-3
•21 Impulse® patterns including 7 infinite
levels of vibration, pulsation, and
escalation
•Rotating head with synchronized beads
•One touch activation
•EZ load battery pack
•TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.4”/15 cm x 4 cm

Pagoda Vibes™

Tiered Penis 0689-20-2
8”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm
G-Spot 0689-30-2
4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
•Jelly soft vibrators
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
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Impulse® Snow Bunny™

0693-00-3
•500 combinations of Impulse® functions
•10 independent speeds of shaft rotation
plus 5 Hypersonic™ functions
•Flickering bunny has 5 exhilarating
functions plus 10 speeds
•Strategically positioned metal beaded shaft
•Ultra-sensitive glow-in-the-dark control
pads with LED indicator
•Auto “off” on any function
•Soft, unscented, textured TPR
•4 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.3”/12 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Snow Bunny™

0693-10-3
•A best seller just got better
The incredible Snow Bunny™ is now waterproof!
•8 speeds of shaft rotation with 3 functions
•Full contact bunny with ascending levels
of speed controls plus 3 functions of
vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•3 rows of non-jamming metal pleasure beads
•Sleek new waterproof controller
•Auto on/off button
•Soft, unscented, textured TPR
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•5.25” x 1.25” /13 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof
Endless Pleasure®

0694-25-3
•Amazing 8 speed thrusting action
•Our best selling Endless Pleasure®
has a sleek new waterproof controller
•Slimline design
•3 functions and 8 speed full contact
fluttering hummingbird stimulator
•Auto “off” function
•LED lights
•Soft, unscented TPR
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•5.25” x 1.3”/13 cm x 3 cm

Endless Pleasure®

0694-14-3
•8 function, soft and pliable
shaft moves up and down while
non-jamming beads rotate
and gyrate
•Triple point clitoral stimulator
has 8 levels and 3 functions
of vibration and pulsation
•EZ on/off button with LED light show
•Soft, unscented TPR
•4 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
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Mr. Snuggly®

0695-12-3
•Forms to your body!
•Snuggly soft, sensuous,
multi-function stimulator
•5 enticing patterns of shaft rotation
•7 exhilarating patterns of vibration
and pulsation
•Ultra-sensitive glow-in-the-dark
controls with LED light show
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•3 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Hyper Bunny®

0696-04-3
•Quiet, soft and supple massager has
4 rows of bi-directional 8-speed
rotating beads that turn left and
right simultaneously
•Clitoral stimulator has 8 levels of
vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Independent controls, one touch
on/off, glow-in-the-dark EZ push
button controls, and LED light show
•Soft, unscented TPR
•4 AA batteries
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
•US Patent # 7153004B2
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Mystic Butterfly®

0696-14-3
•Quiet, soft, and powerful massager has
4 rows of non-jamming beads with 8 levels
of bi-directional rotation
•8 levels of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Butterfly has removable bullet for
versatile foreplay
•Glow-in-the-dark push buttons
independently control each function
•EZ on/off button turns off on any function
•LED light show
•Soft, unscented TPR
•4 AA batteries
•4.25”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm (stimulator)
•2.25”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)
•US Patent # 7153004B2

Impulse® Diva™

Dolphin (1 Row of Beads)
0697-10-3
5.5”x 1.6”/14 cm x 4 cm
Teaser (4 Rows of Beads)
0697-20-3
5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
•Release your inner Diva with these high
quality, soft and pliable, waterproof,
slimline stimulators
•7 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation
•3 speeds of strategically placed,
non-jamming, rotating beads
•Easy to use streamlined push button
controller with LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•Soft, unscented TPR
•3 AA batteries
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Girl’s Best Friend™

Diamond Butterfly 0698-10-3
Diamond Dolphin 0698-20-3
•Exquisite ultimate multi-functional
stimulator adorned with “diamonds”
•Elegantly sized
•4 rows of 3-speed non-jamming
reversible metal beads
•Micro-sized butterfly/dolphin with
3 powerful speeds of vibration
•LED lights
•EZ load battery pack
•TPE
•3 AA batteries
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Strobing Bunny™

0699-04-3
•Multi-function, soft and supple
bunny stimulator
•7 functions: 3 levels of vibration,
1 level of escalation, and
3 progressive patterns of
pulsation
•Crystal clear beaded G-spot
shaft has 6 independent speeds
of rotation and a brilliant array
of strobe lights
•Glow-in-the-dark control pads
with LED indicator
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•4 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
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Future Flex®

Meteorite 0700-01-2
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Skin Rocket 0701-01-2
6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Turbo-Dyne 0702-01-2
6.25”x 1.3”/16 cm x 3 cm
•Soft and flexible, powerful, multi-purpose vibes
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Jelly Future Flex®

Meteorite 0700-12-2
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Skin Rocket 0701-12-2
6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Turbo-Dyne 0702-12-2
6.25”x 1.3”/16 cm x 3 cm
•Soft and flexible, powerful,
multi-purpose Jelly vibes
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

10 Function Satin Slim™

Curve 0703-10-3
7.75”x 1.6”/20 cm x 4 cm
Bubbles 0703-20-3
7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm
Tickler 0703-30-3
7.75”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm
•Shaped for pleasure
•10 functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation
•Advanced electronics that
resumes to function last used
•EZ on/off button
•PVC
•Plushy soft and satiny smooth
•2 AA batteries
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Pleasure Softee® G-Spot Curve™

Pink 0704-04-3
Purple 0704-14-3
•Powerful, opulent, custom G curve
•3 ascending speeds
•EZ push button
•Unscented TPR
•Supple and silky smooth
•2 AAA batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Regal®
Clit Rocket 0707-14-2
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
Prickly 0708-14-2
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
Penis 0709-14-2
6.75”x 1.4”/17 cm x 4 cm
Veined G-Spot 0710-14-2
6.75”x 1.4”/17 cm x 4 cm
•Powerful, soft and pliable,
multi-use, jelly vibes
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Shane’s World® Hottie™

Pink 0705-10-2
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Purple 0705-20-2
6.25”x 1.3”/16 cm x 3 cm
•Soft, pliable, power-packed vibrators
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
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Jaime’s™ Waterproof Bunny™

0715-04-2
•Unscented, Jelly-soft massager has a
removable hygienically superior sleeve
•Powerful multi-speed
•TPR
•Batteries included (2 N)
•5”x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm

Jaime’s™ Waterproof Tickler™

0715-14-2
•Unscented, noduled, Jelly-soft massager
with sensual ticklers and removable
hygienically superior sleeve
•Powerful multi-speed
•TPR
•Batteries included (2 N)
•4.75”x .9” /12 cm x 2 cm

Waterproof Delights®

Clit – Blue 0713-12-2
6.75”x 1.3”/17 cm x 3 cm
Clit – White 0713-22-2
6.75”x 1.3”/17 cm x 3 cm
Ballsy – Blue 0714-12-2
6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
Ballsy – White 0714-22-2
6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Ultra thin, soft and pliable,
powerful vibes
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Ultra Thin Jelly Delights®

Pink 0711-04-2
Purple 0712-14-2
•Ultra thin, powerful, soft Jelly vibes
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6.75”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
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Lacey’s™ Waterproof Jelly G™

0717-11-2
•Soft, super powerful Jelly G
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AAA batteries
•7”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm

Head Twister™ Stimulators
Pink 0718-04-2
Blue 0718-12-2
•Powerful soft Jelly vibrating twist
with enlarged penis head
•Multi-speed •PVC
•2 AA batteries •6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Softees®

Clear 0720-00-2
4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
Pink 0720-04-2
4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
Purple 0720-14-2
4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
•Soft, stretchy, super powerful
stimulators have a removable
textured sleeve for easy cleaning
•Multi-speed
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•2 AAA batteries

10 Function Impulse® Softee®

Satin 0716-15-3
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Plush 0716-25-3
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
Splash 0716-35-3
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Satiny soft Jelly, waterproof, pliable massagers
feature a memory chip that allows you to
turn off the vibrator, and later resume the
same function
•10 incredible functions
•EZ on/off push button controls
•PVC •2 AA batteries
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Shane’s World® Glitters™

Secret Lover™ 0723-10-2
6.5 x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Boy Toy™ 0723-20-2
4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
•Sensually soft, glittered,
powerful dongs with EZ push
button controls
•10 incredible functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation
•EZ On/Off button
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Sparkle Softees®

Swirl 0722-04-2
5”x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm
Nubbie 0722-12-2
5”x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm
The “G” 0722-14-2
5.25”x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm
•Superior quality, soft and sensuous,
power packed glittered massagers
•3-speed
•Push button control
•TPR
•2 AAA batteries

Tickler Vibe™

Pink 0721-04-3
Blue 0721-12-3
Orange 0721-19-3
•Just the right size
•Soft, sensual, multi-function massagers
have nubs and ribs for extra pleasure

•10 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Unscented TPR
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Jelly Sparkle™

Scoop 0726-10-2
G Spot 0726-20-2
•Super slim, Jelly soft, sensuous,
powerful, sparkled massagers with
nubbies and ticklers
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6.25”x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm

Vroom™ Massager
Pink 0725-10-2
2 AAA batteries 5”x .9”/13 cm x 2 cm
Blue 0725-20-2
2 AAA batteries 5”x .9”/13 cm x 2 cm
Purple 0725-30-2
2 AAA batteries 5”x .9”/13 cm x 2 cm
Pink 0725-40-2
2 C batteries 6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
Blue 0725-50-2
2 C batteries 6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
Purple 0725-60-2
2 C batteries 6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Seamless, smooth, Rubber-Cote™ massagers
with EZ push button control that turns off
on any function
•10 accelerating functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
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Tender Moments™

Bubbly 0729-10-3 6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Pleaser 0729-20-3 6.5”x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm
Triple 0729-30-3 4.25”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
Swirl 0729-40-3 6”x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Soft pearly finish in fun shapes
•Pliable •Multi-speed
•Unscented TPR •2 AA batteries

Waterproof Gyrator™

Blue Ripple 0728-10-2
6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Purple Probe 0728-20-2
6.25”x 1.5”/16 cm x 4 cm
•Gyrating action
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 C batteries

Waterproof Crystalessence®

Gyrating Penis™

0727-14-2
•Powerful vibrating and gyrating penis
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
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Silicone Starlight Massagers™

Pink Probe 0732-04-2
5.5”x 1.2”/14 cm x 3 cm
Teal Probe 0732-12-2
5.5”x 1.2”/14 cm x 3 cm
Purple G 0733-14-2
6”x 1.2”/15 cm x 3 cm
White G 0733-22-2
6”x 1.2”/15 cm x 3 cm
•Soft, powerful, hygienically superior massagers
with a soft tip that have a brilliant starlight glow
•Multi-speed •Silicone •3 AAA batteries

Plushee Power Vibe™

Slim 0731-10-2
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
“G” 0731-20-2
6”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm
Ripple 0731-30-2
6”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm
•Silky soft and superslim
•7 powerful functions
•State-of-the-art push
button control
•TPR
•2 AA batteries

Gina’s® Flexi Vibe™

0730-50-2
•Super soft vibrator moves with you
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AAA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Waterproof Mood-Light™

Slimline Penis 0739-50-2
•Powerful, Jelly soft vibe with
an array of luminous rainbow lights
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm

Magic Swirl™
Lover 0737-10-2
Dreamer 0737-20-2
•Sensually soft, textured Jelly massagers
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm

Jelly Gumdrop™ Vibes
Kiwi Jelly T 0734-10-2
3.25”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm
Cherry Smoothie 0734-20-2
4.75”x 1.75”/12 cm x 4 cm
Grape Nubbies 0734-30-2
4.75”x 1.25”/12 cm x 3 cm
•Discreet, power packed Jelly vibes
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•1 AA battery
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Tickle™ Vibe
The G-Girl 0741-20-2
The Teaser 0741-25-2
•Powerful, soft and sensual vibes
with an advanced pleasure point
•Multi-speed •Flexible PVC
•2 AAA batteries •4.25”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Tickle Me Soft™

Pink 0741-04-2
Purple 0741-14-2
•Soft, powerful, textured Jelly stimulators
with sensuous vibrating ticklers
•Multi-speed •PVC
•2 AAA batteries •4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Lover’s Wand™

Pink 0740-04-2
Purple 0740-14-2
•Floating silver ball in the flexible
tip resonates for added intensity
•Multi-speed
•Unscented TPE
•Soft and pliable
•2 AAA batteries
•6”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Tsunami™ Stimulator
Torpedo 0743-10-2 7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
G-Spot 0743-20-2 6.75”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Jelly soft glittered slimline vibe
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AAA batteries
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Waterproof Glow-In-The-Dark Stud®

Mint 0746-15-2
7.5”x 1.75”/19 cm x 4 cm
Orange 0746-19-2
7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
•Glow-in-the-dark, soft, powerful stimulators
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Wireless Personal Pleasurizer™

0744-14-3
•Ergonomically designed for a woman
•Discreet, powerful, vaginal and clitoral stimulation
•Superior soft nodules
•Nestles and flexes with your body movements
•Unscented TPR
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5” x 1.4”/9 cm x 4 cm

10 Function
Hot Pinks™

Ballsy 0747-10-2
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
G-Spot 0747-20-2
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Stud® 0747-30-2
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Powerful, soft, and flexible
hot pink Jelly dongs
•10 functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•EZ On/Off button
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
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Intimate Pleasure
with Magic G™

Pink 0748-10-2
Purple 0748-20-2
•Two independent motors for
simultaneous ecstasy
•3 ascending speeds
•Unscented TPR
•Soft and supple
•EZ push button controls
•2 AAA batteries
•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm

Crazy G™

Pink 0748-30-2
Purple 0748-40-2
•Intensely powerful, playful,
curvy “G”
•3-speed
•Unscented TPR
•Soft and pliable
•EZ push button controls
•2 AAA batteries
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Jelly Rapture™

Pink 0749-04-2
7”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
Purple 0749-14-2
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Soft, contoured massagers
with enhanced girth
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
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Night Rider™

Ballsy 0751-10-2
7”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
G-Spot 0751-20-2
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Stud® 0751-30-2
7.25”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Seductive Jelly soft dongs
•State-of-the-art memory chip
resumes function last used

•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•EZ touch control
•EZ On/Off button •PVC
•2 AA batteries

Emerald Studs®

Cliterrific 0752-10-2
6.5”x 1.75”/17 cm x 4 cm
G-Spot 0752-20-2
6.5” x 1.75”/17 cm x 4 cm
Arouser 0752-30-2
7” x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Provocative, like rare emeralds
•Jelly soft, flexible, powerful
stimulators

•State-of-the-art memory chip
resumes function last used

•10 functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•EZ touch control
•EZ On/Off button •PVC
•2 AA batteries

Tidal Wave™

Waterproof Jelly Dong
0749-12-2
•Exquisitely ribbed, power
packed Jelly dong

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm
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Flexi Slim™

Pink Pearl 0759-04-2
7.5”x 1.25”/19 cm x 3 cm
Blue Wave 0759-12-2
7.5”x 1.25”/19 cm x 3 cm
Purple Nubby 0759-14-2
7.5”x 1”/19 cm x 3 cm
•Totally flexible, soft, high quality,
pliable massagers
•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•Push button control
•TPR
•Batteries included
(2N, 4 included)

Hygienically Superior Vibes™

Clit ‘n Balls 0755-10-2
7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
Long John 0755-20-2
7.75”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm
•Powerful vibrators made of hygienically
superior material (TPR)
•Multi-speed
•2 AA batteries

Hygienically
Superior Vibes™

Cliteriffic 0755-40-2
7.75”x 2”/20 cm x 5 cm
•Powerful vibrators made
of hygienically
superior material (TPR)
•Multi-speed
•2 AA batteries

Bathtub Buddies™

Rose 0754-11-2
Blue 0754-12-2
•Ultra thin, supple, vibrating vibes
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6.25”x 1.25”/16 cm x 3 cm
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Tickle Teaser™

Pink 0762-04-2
Purple 0762-14-2
•Ultra slim and powerful stimulator
with soft and flexible tickler tip
•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•State-of-the-art memory chip
resumes function last used
•Non-slip grip with push button
control cap
•EZ on/off button
•Handy retrieval cord
•TPR
•2 AAA batteries
•7.5”x 1”/19 cm x 3 cm

Frosties®

ZigZag 0761-10-3
6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Streamer 0761-20-3
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
Twister 0761-30-3
6.75”x 1.75”/17 cm x 4 cm
•Superior, plushy soft, frost matte
finish vibrators in 3 sensual shapes
•Multi-speed
•TPE
•2 AA batteries

Midnight Vibes™

Midnight Cliterrific™ 0760-20-2
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Midnight G 0760-30-2
6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
•Powerful, soft, flexible shimmering Jelly dongs
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
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Waterproof Silicone Bendi G™

Pink 0764-04-2
Yellow 0764-10-2
Teal 0764-12-2
•Soft and pliable G-Spot massager
bends in any direction

•2-speeds
•EZ push button control
•Silicone
•1 AA battery
•7.75”x 1”/20 cm x 3 cm

Shane’s World®

Party Bender™

0766-04-2
•Glittered, slimline Jelly
vibe flexes with you

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AAA batteries
•6.25”x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm

i10 Dancer™

Salsa 0762-25-2
Tango 0762-35-2
•Multi-functional, satiny soft magical wand
•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•State-of-the-art memory chip
resumes function last used

•EZ On/Off
•Convenient versatile cord
•TPR
•2 AAA batteries
•7.25”x 1”/ 18 cm x 3 cm
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Love Vibes®

Love G 0767-10-2
7.25”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
Sweetheart 0767-20-2
7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm
Lover 0767-30-2
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Hearts and glitter adorn this Jelly soft vibrator
•State-of-the-art memory chip resumes
function last used

•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•EZ On/Off button
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Waterproof Slim Tim™

0768-04-2 2 AAA batteries
5.25”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
Waterproof Pearl-G™

0769-12-2 2 AAA batteries
5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
Waterproof Vibro Jim™

0770-04-2 2 AA batteries
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
•Pearlized soft Jelly vibrator
•Multi-speed
•PVC

Love Vibes® Double Lover™

0767-50-2
•Unique magic heart dual action stimulator
•3-speed
•EZ push button control
•Non-slip grip
•TPE
•2 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Love Vibes® Big Boy Lover™

0767-40-2
•Size does matter
•Soft and pliable vibrator with
an impressive length and girth

•State-of-the-art memory chip resumes
function last used

•10 functions of vibration, pulsation and escalation
•EZ touch control
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•8.25”x 1.75”
21 cm x 4 cm
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Waterproof Impulse®

Pink Ele™

0774-04-2
•Exquisitely textured Pink Ele™ has 7 levels
of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•3 speeds of rotating synchronous beads
•Rotating shaft is pleasantly scented
and Jelly soft
•EZ load battery pack
•PVC
•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm

Double Trouble™

0776-14-3
•Powered for double pleasure
•This is a first, with jumbo, non-jamming
rotating, reversible beads
•Full contact, Jelly soft, intense
bunny with fluttering ears
•User-friendly controls with instant on/off
•EZ load battery case
•PVC
•4 AA batteries
•5”x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm

Rockin’ Robin®

0772-11-2
•7 rows of non-jamming metal beads
make this full contact Robin rock
•4 levels of vibration and pulsation
•6 speeds of bead rotation
•Easy on/off switch
•Independent control with LED light
•Easy load battery compartment
•PVC •4 AA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof
Crystalessence®

Chubby G™

0781-10-2
•Soft, sensuous, powerful
G-spot massager
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•3.25”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm

Stubby Nubby G™

Clear 0781-20-2
Pink 0781-30-2
•G-Spot massager with added girth
and soft nubbies. The ultimate “G”
for beginners through advanced users
•3-speed
•Unscented TPE
•Soft and supple
•2 AA batteries
•3.25”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm

Stubbies™

Nubby G 0781-00-3
•Clear double dipped
Jelly vibrator
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•3.25”x 1.25”
8 cm x 3 cm

Power “G”™

0780-04-3
•Electric G-Spot massager with added
girth and soft, stimulating nubbies

•For beginners or advanced users
•Extra long 9.8’/3 m cord
•Plug-in jack
•Multi-speed
•Unscented TPE
•100-240 Volt AC
•3.25” x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof Thumping Bunny™

0784-04-2
5”x 1.3”/13 cm x 3 cm
Waterproof Action Packed G™

0784-12-2
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Sensually soft stimulators with powerful
dual motors and elegant pearl finish

•Multi-speed •PVC
•2 AA batteries

Waterproof Crystal Flex®

0783-00-2
•Crystal clear soft Jelly vibrator has
tri-point stimulation

•Shaft flexes to move with you
•Multi-speed dual motors
•PVC •3 AAA batteries
•5”x 1.4”/13 cm x 4 cm

Butterfly Kiss™

Pink 0782-04-2
Blue 0782-12-2
•The ultimate in total feminine arousal
•Sensually designed, power packed arouser
with an unbelievable fluttering butterfly,
and a delicately shaped G-spot stimulator

•3-speed
•Push button control
•Unscented TPR
•2 AAA batteries
•3”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm

Chubby G™

Clear 0781-50-2
Purple 0781-60-2
•Size does matter! Enhanced ripple
“G” with 3-way stimulation

•3 powerful speeds
•Unscented TPE
•Soft and supple
•EZ push button controls
•2 AA batteries
•3.75”x 1.6”/10 cm x 4 cm
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10-Function Flexi
Clitoral Hummer™

Pink 0786-04-3
Purple 0786-14-3
•Experience the ultimate in flexibility!
•Jelly soft, high quality stimulators
with a uniquely designed tip for
pinpoint clitoral arousal
•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation
•Push button control with EZ on/off
•PVC
•3 AAA batteries
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

10-Function
Dual Motor Bendi™
Dual Teaser 0785-04-3
Satisfier 0785-14-3
•Awesome soft Jelly stimulator bends
and maintains the perfect position
for any woman
•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation
•Dual motors
•Push button control pad with
EZ on/off during any function
•PVC
•3 AAA batteries
•5.75”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
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Passion Dial™
Pink Scoop 0790-10-3
6.75”x 1.8”/17 cm x 5 cm
Smoke Twist 0790-20-3
7.25”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
Purple Play 0790-30-3
6.5”x 1.6”/17 cm x 4 cm
•Powerful, Jelly soft massagers
with a new dial-up speed control
•Multi-speed
•Soft PVC
•2 AA batteries

Icicle™

Flexi-P™ 0789-10-3
Flexi-G™ 0789-20-3
Flexi-O™ 0789-30-3
•Flexible, multi-position, dual
cote, high quality, soft Jelly
massagers are quiet and
super-powerful
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•3 AAA batteries
•6.75”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Crystal’s Vibrating Jelly-B™

0788-20-2
•Soft Jelly, swirled plug
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•4”x .9”/10 cm x 2 cm
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10 Function Flexor™ Stimulator
Dolphin 0792-10-3 Elephant 0792-20-3
Teddy 0792-30-3 Bunny 0792-40-3
•Exotic, powerful, high quality, unscented Jelly arousers bend to the perfect
angle for erogenous zone stimulation
•10 functions of vibration, pulsation and escalation
•Push button controls
•PVC •3 AAA batteries •6.5” x 1.4”/17 cm x 4 cm

10 Function Flexi™
Massager
Sweet G Spot™ 0791-10-3
6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Nubby Lover™ 0791-20-3
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Ribbed Lover™ 0791-30-3
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
•Sensually textured soft
Jelly massagers that flex
for the perfect angle
•10 functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation
•Push button control
•PVC
•3 AAA batteries
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Pleasure Zone™

Slim Contoured Clitifier™

Pink 0793-30-3
Purple 0793-40-3
•Oh so soft, oh so slim, oh so powerful
•The perfect scoop for intense pleasure
•3-speed
•Unscented TPE
•2 AAA batteries
•5.25”x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm

Pleasure Zone™

Slim Magic Duo™

Pink 0793-50-3
Purple 0793-60-3
•Uniquely designed for pinpoint
soft, sensual contact

•3 speeds of resonating power
•Non-slip grip with push button control
•TPR
•2 AAA batteries
•8”x 1.25”/20 cm x 3 cm

Pleasure Zone™ Slim Dual “G”
Red 0793-10-3
Blue 0793-20-3
•Ergonomically curved, enticingly slim, incredibly
flexible massagers with powerful dual bullets
strategically placed in the tip and clitoral stimulator
•3-speed
•Non-slip grip with EZ push button control
•Unscented TPE
•2 AAA batteries
•5.5” x 1”/14 cm x 3 cm
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Nestlin’ Bunny™

0795-04-3
Dancin’ Dolphin™

0795-14-3
•Totally flexible
•Powerful vibrator with a
soft, supple, flexible, and
graduated shaft that
resonates throughout

•Multi-speed
•Unscented TPR
•2 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm

Envy™

Petite 0794-10-3
5.5”x 1.25”/14 cm x 3 cm
Petite “G” 0794-20-3
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
Ripple 0794-30-3
7”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
Elegant 0794-40-3
7.25”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
Elegant “G” 0794-50-3
7.75”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm
•The easy-to-use crystal cap says
it all… elegance and function!
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•Soft and pliable
•2 AAA batteries
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Vibrating Diva®

Pleaser™

Purple 0798-14-3
Orange 0798-19-3
•Triple stimulation
•Graduated shaft,
ergonomically shaped
clitoral stimulator with
ticklers, and a strategically
placed back door probe

•3-speed
•EZ load battery pack
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•6.75”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Sensual Swirls™

Teaser 0797-10-2
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
Pleaser 0797-20-2
6.25”x 1.5”/16 cm x 4 cm
Exhilirator – Dual Motors 0797-30-2
3.25”x 1.4”/8 cm x 4 cm
•Smooth, luxurious, power
packed massagers
•Multi-speed
•TPR
•2 AA batteries

Magic Slim™

Intimate Glider™ – Pink 0796-10-2
Intimate Glider™ – Purple 0796-20-2
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Precious Paddle™ – Pink 0796-30-2
Precious Paddle™ – Purple 0796-40-2
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Designed for maximum stimulation at the tip
•Super slim size for satisfaction
•Intimate Glider™ is slim and tapered, while

the Precious Paddle™ has a nubbed
stimulation pad at the tip

•3 powerful speeds of vibration
•TPE
•EZ load battery pack
•2 AAA batteries
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Raw Studs®

Little Guy 0800-01-2
5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
Stud 0801-01-2
6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Veined 0803-01-2
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Raw Studs®

Manhandler
German Brown
0830-20-2
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm

Raw Studs®

Super Veined 0817-01-2
8”x 1.75”/20 cm x 4 cm
Realistic Flex 0818-01-2
6.75”x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Raw Studs®

Stud German 0815-01-2
Super Stud German 0816-01-2
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7.75”x 1.75”
20 cm x 4 cm

Latex Studs®

Ribbed – Pink 0804-04-2
Ribbed – Purple 0804-14-2
Smooth – Pink 0805-04-2
Smooth – Purple 0805-14-2
•Multi-speed
•Plushy Latex
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.75”/17 cm x 4 cm
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Shane’s World ®

Waterproof Gal Pal™

Chubby 0820-04-2
6.5”x 1.75”/17 cm x 4 cm
The Stud® 0820-14-2
7”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Plush, soft, pliable vibrating dong
•Multi-speed
•Latex
•2 AA batteries

Dual Penetrator™

0834-12-2
•Vibrating stimulator with pliable
penis and anal beads
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•5”x .8”
13 cm x 2 cm
(penis)
•4.75”x .6”
12 cm x 2 cm
(anal beads)

Waterproof Over and Under™

0835-01-2
•Soft and flexible tool for total
front and back action
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.3”/12 cm x 3 cm (large penis)
•4.5”x .9”/11 cm x 2 cm (small penis)

Black Velvet™ Vibes
Massager 0838-10-2
6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
2 C batteries
Veined Dong 0838-20-2
6.25”x 1.5”/16 cm x 4 cm
2 AA batteries
Clit Stimulator 0838-30-2
5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
2 AA batteries
Curved Dong 0838-40-2
6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
2 AA batteries
•Velvety soft vibrators
•Multi-speed
•ABS with Velvet Touch™
(PU Cote)
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Spellbound Stud®

Curved Jack – Pink 0839-10-3
Curved Jack – Purple 0839-20-3
5.75”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Double Jack – Pink 0839-30-3
Double Jack – Purple 0839-40-3
4.75”x 1.25”/12 cm x 3 cm

Slim Jack – Pink 0839-50-3
Slim Jack – Purple 0839-60-3
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Prepare to be spellbound
with these mind-blowing,
power-packed, plushy
soft, firm, and
flexible Studs®

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
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Optimum Power®

Blow Job Stroker™

0851-14-3
•Stroking pearl beaded ring with
stretchy SoftTouch® masturbator

•Exquisitely detailed luscious lips
and ultra-soft, life-like noduled sleeve

•Multi-speed
•LED indicator
•ABS (masturbator)
SoftTouch® (TPR) (sleeve)

•4 AA batteries
•6”x 2”/15 cm x 5 cm

INNOVATIVE, SELF-CONTAINED,
EASY TO STORE, SUPER
STRETCHY, NODULED
SOFTTOUCH® MASTURBATORS.
MULTI-SPEED, TURBO
POWERED BATTERY PACK
PLUS LID INCLUDED
FOR CONVENIENCE.

Optimum Power®

Vibro Sucking Stroker™

0852-12-3
•Vibrating stroker with superb
sucking action

•Penis enhancement with intense
vibrations throughout

•Hi-grade easy pump bulb
•LED indicator
•ABS (masturbator)
•SoftTouch® (TPR) (sleeve)
Rubber (bulb)

•4 AA batteries
•6”x 3”/15 cm x 8 cm
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Optimum Power®

Thrusting Power Climaxer™

0853-03-3
•Extreme thrusting and sucking action
•Multi-speed
•SoftTouch® anal exciter with a richly
noduled, hygienically superior sleeve

•Thrusting shaft with hi-grade
easy pumping action

•Extra long non-crimping tube
for complete maneuverability

•Quick release valve
•LED indicator
•ABS (masturbator)
SoftTouch® (TPR) (sleeve)
Rubber (bulb)

•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 2.5”/14 cm x 6 cm

Optimum Power®

Pussy Power Stroke™

0855-00-3
•Power packed full shaft arousal
is now at your fingertips

•Multi-speed
•Twin rows of pearl beads stroke
the penis with rapid intensity
creating orgasmic pleasure

•Super-soft, hygienically superior,
SoftTouch® Plus pussy

•Self-contained with ribbed sleeve
•LED indicator
•ABS (masturbator)
SoftTouch® (TPR) (sleeve)
Rubber (bulb)

•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 2.5”/14 cm x 6 cm
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Xtreme Optimum
Power Vertical
Turbo Stroker™

0856-10-3
•Xtreme power-packed
stroker

•10 strategically placed
beads and a soft, snug,
noduled Senso®

masturbator sleeve
•Plug-in jack
•ABS (masturbator)
Senso® (TPR) (sleeve)

•4 C batteries
•5.5”x 1.8”/14 cm x 5 cm

Xtreme Optimum
Power Hand Job
Turbo Stroker™

0856-20-3
•The ultimate hand job
•Xtreme power-packed
stroking hands with a
soft life-like Futurotic®

masturbator sleeve
•Plug-in jack
•ABS (masturbator)
Futurotic® (TPR) (sleeve)

•4 C batteries
•5.5”x 1.8”/14 cm x 5 cm
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Maximus® Power Stroker™

Viper™– Beaded Power Masturbator
0857-03-3
•5 rows of metal beads stroke up
and down the shaft

•Powerful multi-speed controller
•Plug-in jack
•Soft TPR (noduled sleeve)
ABS (masturbator)

•4 C batteries
•Masturbator:
8”x 4.5”/20 cm x 11 cm

•Sleeve: 4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Xtreme Optimum
Power Rotating
Turbo Stroker™

0856-30-3
•Xtreme power for
Xtreme intensity

•Newly designed rotating
stroker beads create
intense sensations
twirling around the soft,
snug Senso®

masturbation sleeve
•Plug-in jack
•ABS (masturbator)
Senso® (TPR) (sleeve)

•4 C batteries
•5.5” x 1.8”/14 cm x 5 cm
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Maximus® Power Stroker
Hummer-Rotating
Power Masturbator
0857-11-3
•8 pleasure discs gently caress
with rhythmic rotation

•Powerful multi-speed controller
•Plug-in jack
•Soft TPR (noduled sleeve)
ABS (masturbator)

•4 C batteries
•Masturbator:
8” x 4.5”
20 cm x 11 cm

•Sleeve: 4.8”x 1.5”
12 cm x 4 cm

Maximus®

Power Stroker
Jak-Off-Rhythmic
Power Masturbator
0857-12-3
•10 stimulation fingers move
rhythmically up and down
the shaft

•Powerful multi-speed controller
•Plug-in jack
•Soft TPR (noduled sleeve)
ABS (masturbator)

•4 C batteries
•Sleeve: 4.9”x 1.8”
12 cm x 5 cm

•Masturbator:
8” x 4.5”
20 cm x 11 cm
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Lacey’s Futurotic®

Travel Pussy™

0859-10-3
4”x 1.8”/10 cm x 5 cm

Lacey’s Futurotic®

Travel Tush™

0859-20-3
4” x 1.6”/10 cm x 4 cm
•Soft, super-stretchy masturbators
•Life-like Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included

Aria’s Body Stroker™

0861-01-3
•Voluptuous curves for the ultimate cock stroker
•Ultra-tight fit, hand painted, super stretchy masturbator
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Gia Darling®

Futurotic® Masturbator
0862-01-3
•Unique masturbator with the best of both worlds
•Soft, supple, and tight
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•4”x 2.5”/10 cm x 6 cm
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Futurotic® Ballsy™

0864-10-2
4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Futurotic® Veined™

0864-20-2
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
•Life-like, detailed,
vibrating dongs

•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•2 AAA batteries

Futurotic®

EZ Bend Stud®

Ballsy 0863-10-2
3 AAA batteries
5.5”x 2”/14 cm x 5 cm
Dong 0863-20-2
1 AA battery
8”x 1.6”/20 cm x 4 cm
•World’s most flexible life-like
vibrating dong

•Soft, pliable, and stays in any
shape selected for multi-directional
positioning

•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPR)
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Futurotic® Slimline Lover™

0866-01-2
•Superslim, plushy soft vibrating dong
•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPE)
•2 AAA batteries
•6”x 1.4”/15 cm x 4 cm

Futurotic® Slimline Ballsy™

0866-02-2
•Soft, pliable, curved vibrating penis

with tactile balls
•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPE)
•2 AAA batteries
•5.5”x 1.1”/14 cm x 3 cm

Futurotic® Flexi Dong™

Pink 0865-04-2
Purple 0865-14-2
•Feels like the real thing
•Soft, textured, hygienically

superior dong has a bendable
vertebrae for added dexterity

•Futurotic (TPR)
•6”x 1.6”/15 cm x 4 cm
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Play Pal™

Squiggles 1- Pink 0867-50-3
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Squiggles 1- Purple 0867-60-3
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Squiggles 2- Pink 0867-70-3
6” x 1.6”/15 cm x 4 cm
Squiggles 2- Purple 0867-80-3
6” x 1.6”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Dual density with a truly life-like feel
•3-speed •Pure Skin® (TPR)
•Soft and pliable •Maintenance free
•EZ push button control •2 AA batteries

Pure Skin® Play Pal™
Bumper 0867-30-3
6.1”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Thumper 0867-40-3
6.1”x 1.6”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Dual density with an amazing
life-like feel

•3-speed
•Pure Skin® (TPR)
•Soft and pliable
•Maintenance free
•EZ push button control
•2 AA batteries

Futurotic® Play Pal™

The Probe™ 0867-10-3
The Wave™ 0867-20-3
•Plushy soft, powerful massagers
with dual density firmness

•3-speed
•EZ push button control
•Futurotic® (TPR)

•Maintenance free
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1.8”/15 cm x 5 cm
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Gina Lynn’s®

Futurotic® Super Tight Pussy™

0872-01-3
•Super-tight, super-soft masturbator
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•5.5”x 2”/14 cm x 5 cm

Elite 5X™ 5 Function
Couples Enhancer™

0873-12-3
•Simultaneous excitement for you
and your partner

•Ultra-powerful, supple, couples
enhancer with removable
multi-function power pack

•5 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and surging action

•Senso® (TPR)
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Lilac Dreams™

Joyous™ 0870-10-3
6.25”x 1.5”/16 cm x 4 cm
Elation™ 0870-20-3
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
Euphoric™ 0870-30-3
6.25”x 1.5”/16 cm x 4 cm
•Dual density, plushy soft,
life-like Pure Skin® massagers

•10 functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation

•State-of-the-art memory chip
resumes use on the same function

•Maintenance free
•Unscented Pure Skin® (TPR)
•EZ push button control
•2 AA batteries



Wireless Lilac Ele™

0874-14-3
•Comfortable, plushy soft, stretch-to-fit
arouser with wireless, self-contained,
micro stimulator

•Support ring provides full contact
simultaneous stimulation

•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPR) (Ele)
ABS (micro-stimulator)

•Powder included
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
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Shane’s World® Wireless Tiger Ring™

0878-10-3
•Fun, stretchy, comfortable enhancer ring with
removable wireless stimulator

•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Futurotic® Diving Dolphin® Kit
0876-04-3
•Versatile kit includes a slimline dolphin

enhancer for use with two mini-bullets,
and a soft stretchy dual enhancer

•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm (dolphin)
•2.75” x 2”/7 cm x 5 cm (dual ring)
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Futurotic®

Nice-N-Tight Pussy™

0880-01-3
•Soft, life-like, stretchy masturbator
with an extra long and tight shaft

•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•6”x 2.6”/15 cm x 7 cm

My Cocoa Stroker™

0879-03-3
•Highly detailed masturbator
•Soft, tight and stretchy
•Ribbed pleasure chamber
•Life-like Pure Skin® (TPR)
•Maintenance free
•4” x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm

Linn Thomas™ Private Pleasures™

0883-01-3
•Genuine cast of Linn’s private parts
•Includes a removable, multi-purpose,
wireless, micro-stimulator

•Multi-speed
•Powder included
•Soft, life-like Futurotic Plus® (TPE) (vagina)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•5”x 3”/13 cm x 8 cm (vagina)
•1.5” x .5”
4 cm x 1 cm
(stimulator)
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Jana Cova™ Dual Pleasure™

0889-01-3
•Genuine cast of Jana Cova molded with every
delicious fold and curve of her insatiable
pussy and ass

•Life-like, hand painted detail
•Dual, removable, vibrating bullets
•Multi-speed
•Futurotic Plus® (TPE) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)

•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•5.75”x 6”/15 cm x 15 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Aria’s™ Pussy and Ass
0888-01-3
•Exquisitely sculpted to reveal every sumptuous
fold of Aria Giovanni’s succulent ass and
hand-painted luscious pussy

•Removable multi-speed battery pack
with vibrating bullet

•Ultra-real, super-soft
Futurotic Plus® (TPE) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 6.5”/15 cm x 17 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Nicole’s™ Futurotic®

Pussy and Ass
0891-01-3
•3 lbs/1.36 kg of “Pure Futurotic®Pleasure”
•Exact replica of her size, shape and contours
down to her hand painted sumptuously
detailed lips
•Multi-speed, removable vibrating bullet
•Futurotic® (TPE) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•6.5” x 8”/17 cm x 20 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Gina Lynn’s®

Futurotic® Pussy and Ass
0892-01-3
•Ultra life-like genuine cast of Gina’s sumptuous
pussy and ass with deep rich lustrous folds
•Hand painted to enhance every detail
•5 function push button battery pack with
LED indicator
•Soft, supple, super-stretchy
Futurotic Plus® (TPE) (pussy and ass)
•ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries (not included) and
watch batteries (1 watch, 2 included)
•6.5” x 6”/17 cm x 15 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Lisa Ann’s™ Pussy and Ass
0895-01-3
•Genuine cast of Lisa Ann’s luscious tight pussy and ass
•Hand painted and finished for exacting detail
•Dual, multi-use, multi-speed removable vibrating bullets
•Contoured shape for EZ stroke action
•Soft, life-like Futurotic® (TPR) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)

•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 2.5”/17 cm x 6 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Lacey’s™ Afro-Centric™ Pussy and Ass
0893-03-3
•An exact replica of her shape and contours
down to her hand-painted, sumptuously
detailed lips

•Removable 5-function power pack provides
vibration, pulsation, and surging stimulation

•Life-like Futurotic Plus® (TPR)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries (not included) and
watch batteries (1 watch, 2 included)

•6.5” x 2.75”/17 cm x 7 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Futurotic® Clitoral Stimulator
with Floral Prongs
0897-04-3
•Soft, sensual, fluttering sleeve with dual
prongs gently flutters and stimulates
•Powerful, removable, multi-speed bullet
•Life-like Futurotic® (TPR) (sleeve)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•2.75”x 2”/7 cm x 5 cm (sleeve)
•2.2” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Ayana Angel ™Pussy and Ass
0896-03-3
•Genuine cast of Ayana Angel is detailed down to
every luscious curve and fold
•2 tight and stretchy passages
•Multi-speed dual bullets for extra stimulation
•Life-like, hand finished, soft Futurotic® (TPR) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 4.5”/17 cm x 11 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Fujiko’s™ Secret Passages™

0899-01-3
•Explore the Asian mystique
with Fujiko™
•Ultra life-like, and life-size,
this genuine cast of Fujiko’s™
sumptuous pussy and ass has
deep rich lustrous folds
•5-function push button battery pack
with removable bullet for added
orgasmic intensity
•Soft and stretchy
Futurotic Plus® (TPE) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries (not included) and
watch batteries (1 watch, 2 included)
•6.5”x 7”/17 cm x 18 cm
(pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Dayton Rains™ Futurotic Plus® Pussy and Ass
0898-01-3
•Genuine cast of Dayton Rains
•Ultra life-like with an incredibly noduled stimulator sleeve
•5-function removable bullet
•Soft and stretchy Futurotic Plus® (TPE) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries (not included)
and watch batteries (1 watch, 2 included)
•5.5”x 3”/14 cm x 8 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Justine’s™ Futurotic® Vagina
0903-01-3
•This is as close as you can get to the real
thing with this genuine cast of Justine

•Multi-speed removable vibrating bullet
•Life-like Futurotic Plus® (TPR) (vagina)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 4”/15 cm x 10 cm (vagina)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Futurotic® Honey Pot™

0902-01-3
•Popular contoured design
•Almost 2 lbs./0.91 kg of
pure pleasure

•Soft, stretchy, and tight
life-like, hand painted
pussy and ass

•Multi-speed, high powered,
removable, vibrating stimulator

•Futurotic® (TPR) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 3”/18 cm x 8 cm
(pussy and ass)

•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Alexis Amore’s™

Vibrating Pussy and Ass
0900-00-3
•Life-like genuine cast of
Alexis Amore™
•Dual entry and dual vibration
•Multi-speed removable
dual bullets
•Super stretchy, super soft,
incredibly natural feeling
•Futurotic® material (TPR)
(pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 3.5”/15 cm x 9 cm
(pussy and ass)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
(bullet)
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India™ Sweet Pussy™

0904-10-3
India™ Bad Ass Booty™

0904-20-3
•Soft, life-like, meticulously
detailed pussy and ass actually
cast from India™
•Multi-speed, removable,
vibrating bullet
•Futurotic® (TPR) (pussy/booty)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 3.5”/15 cm x 9 cm (pussy/booty)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Daisy’s™ Futurotic® Vagina
0905-01-3
•Super tight, soft, and ribbed inside for added sensations
•Life-like Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•8”x 4”/20 cm x 10 cm

Jana’s™ Futurotic® Pussy
0907-01-3
•Soft and stretchy vagina with hand
painted lush lips and exquisite sleeve
•Life-like Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•4”x 4”/10 cm x 10 cm
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Passionate Pussy™

0908-01-3
•Beautifully detailed, hand painted vagina
with a superior noduled sleeve for
added sensations

•Better-Than-Real® (Anti-bacterial PVC)
•5.5”x 3”/14 cm x 8 cm

Fujiko’s™ Velvet-Touch™

Masturbator
0946-11-3
•Soft, super-stretchy masturbator
•Velvet Touch™ (TPR)
•Powder included
•4” x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm

Sultry Vibro Pussy™

0909-01-3
•Exquisitely detailed, hand
painted, life-like vagina with
noduled love tunnel
•Multi-speed, removable
vibrating bullet for added
sensations
•Better-Than-Real®/Anti-bacterial
PVC (vagina) ABS with silver
plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•5.5”x 3”/14 cm x 8 cm (vagina)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Black Orchid™ Masturbator
0950-03-3
•Soft 5-chamber masturbator gets tighter
with deeper penetration
•Internal design creates sucking action
•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm

Shane’s World®

The Girl Next Door™

0949-04-3
•“Just like the first time!”
•Tight, glittered masturbator
has an intact hymen and
textured nodes inside for
increased sensations
•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm

Beaded
Stroke Master™

0948-00-3
•Super tight and soft
masturbator with 20
strategically placed
stroker beads
•Oversized ribbed chamber
for incredible sensations
•Stretchy Senso® (TPR)
•5.25”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm

Daisy’s™ PlayPal™
0947-04-3
•Super-stretchy masturbator with 3 chambers for
graduated, increasing tightness
•Hygienically superior Senso® Plus (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•4.75”x 2”/12 cm x 5 cm
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Pearl Power Piston™

0953-00-3
•Clear and tight, soft Jelly, super
stretchy masturbator with pearl
pleasure beads

•Senso® (TPR)
•6”x 2”/15 cm x 5 cm

Cock Stroker Ass™

0951-00-3
•Super stretchy masturbator
with a generous shaft
•3 internal chambers for
increasing tightness
•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•6”x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm

Cock Stroker Pussy™

0951-04-3
•Stretchy masturbator with a
generous shaft and unique inner
ribbing for maximum sucking action
•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•6”x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm

Gina Lynn’s® Wild Pussy™

0952-14-3
•Soft and stretchy masturbator has 3 inner chambers
for increasing tightness and suction

•TPR
•4.5”x 2.2”/11 cm x 6 cm
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Deep Throat Stroker™

0956-04-3
•Feels like the real thing!
•Soft, glittered, stretchy, life-like
masturbator is ergonomically
curved for deep throat action
•TPR
•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm

Shane’s World® Virgin Stroker™

0955-01-3
•Just like the first time!
•Super soft and tight masturbator with
an intact hymen
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•5”x 2.5”/13 cm x 6 cm

Shane’s World® Masturbator
Sorority Pussy™

0954-10-3
College Tush™

0954-20-3
•Ohhhhh so tight!
•Super stretchy and soft
masturbators with stroker
beads for incredible sensations
•Senso® (TPR)
•4”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm
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Just Lips™ 0958-10-3
Just Pussy™ 0958-20-3
Just Booty™ 0958-30-3
•Any way you want it!
•Soft, tight and stretchy
•Unique EZ grip handles for fast action
•Maintenance free
•Pure Skin® (TPR)
•4”x 2.5”/10 cm x 6 cm

Maximum Masturbator™

with Enhancer Ring
0957-01-3
•Super soft, tight, and stretchy
masturbator with an enhancer
attachment that easily slides
from the masturbator onto the
penis, or use it independently
to maintain that rock hard look
•TPR (masturbator), TPR (ring)
•4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm
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Double Beaded
Ultimate BJ™

0961-00-3
•2 rows of strategically placed metal
stroker beads for increased pleasure
•Soft, tight, and stretchy masturbator
with extra length for maximum
stroking action
•Closed bulbous head for
superior suction
•Unscented TPR
•6” x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm

Crystal Stroker™

Rocket 0960-10-3
(Over 125 Pleasure Ticklers)
5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm
Ballistic 0960-20-3
(3 Intensive Pleasure Chambers)
5.75”x 2”/15 cm x 5 cm
•Perfect-sized masturbators with
intense suction chambers for
explosive pleasure
•Stretchy and tight
•Closed head for superior suction
•Perfect easy grip
•Unscented TPR

Big Man Masturbator™

0959-00-3
•Super-sized masturbator with ample girth,
ultra ribbed and extraordinary ticklers
•Closed tip and bulbous head for superior suction
•TPR
•Soft and stretchy
•6”x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm
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Multi-Function Maestro™

with Push Button Control
0966-12-3
•Jelly soft, textured masturbator
with a removable mini-bullet
•4 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation
•Ergonomic battery case with
push button control and LED light
•PVC (masturbator) ABS (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 2.75”/11 cm x 7 cm (masturbator)
•1.5” x .5”/4 cm x 1 cm (bullet)

Advanced Male Masturbator™

0965-00-3
•Enhanced bulbous designed masturbator
with gripping base and an orgasmic,
noduled shaft
•Multi-speed bullet positioned at tip to
add intense sensations
•EZ grip Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote) battery pack
•TPR (masturbator) ABS (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm (masturbator)
•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm (stimulator)

Body Stroker™

0962-04-3
•Meet your new bff!
•Anatomically designed for a true fantasy experience
•Super-tight, stretchy, glittered masturbator with
a ribbed shaft for added pleasure

•Senso® Plus/TPR
•4.75”x 2.5”/12 cm x 6 cm
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JackMaster™

Red 0972-11-3 Blue 0972-12-3
•Better than the real thing!
•Premium self-contained masturbator in a discreet
travel case with cover

•Dual-sided, soft pleasure chamber with unique
tinglers and ridges

•Flexi-grip design for controlled stroking pressure
•Opens easily for cleaning •TPR (sleeve) ABS (case)
•7.25” x 3.75”/18 cm x 10 cm (case)
•6.5” x 3.75”/17 cm x 10 cm (sleeve)

One Shot® Masturbators
Clear Pussy 0973-00-3
Pink Pussy 0973-04-3
Purple Pussy 0973-14-3
•Disposable masturbators
•TPR •Lubricant included
•5”x 2.5”/13 cm x 6 cm

One Shot® Masturbator
Male 0973-05-3
•Disposable, self-lubricated masturbator
•TPR •Lubricant included
•5”x 2.5”/13 cm x 6 cm
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Nicole’s Senso®

Fondle My Pussy Stroker™

0977-04-3
•Two-toned, super stretchy pussy
masturbator with noduled sleeve
•Senso® (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•5.5”x 2.5”/14 cm x 6 cm

Stroker Bud™

Pink 0976-04-3
Blue 0976-12-3
•Soft, stretchy masturbator
with sucking action
•Senso® (TPR)
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Road Warrior Whacker™

0974-01-3
•Soft, textured masturbator
•Lubricant included
•PVC
•5.5”x 2”/14 cm x 5 cm
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Senso® Glowing Pussy™

0979-00-3
•Super-stretchy and tight pussy
masturbator glows-in-the-dark
•Senso® (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Senso® Vagina
0980-04-3
4”x 1.75”/10 cm x 4 cm

Senso® Lips
0981-15-3
4.25”x 2.2”/11 cm x 6 cm

Senso® Pocket Gal™
0982-14-3
4”x 1.75”/10 cm x 4 cm
•Compact, super-stretchy
masturbators
•Soft Senso® (TPR)
•Lubricant included

Grip-n-Stroke™

0983-00-3
•Masturbator with non-slip thumb grip
•Ribbed pleasure chamber for
superior suction
•Nodular head
•Durable, unscented TPR
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
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Senso® Tight Pink Pussy™

0987-04-3
•Super-stretchy, tight masturbator
with sensually ribbed shaft
•Senso® (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•4.75”x 2”/12 cm x 5 cm

Senso®

Pocket Penis™

0986-00-3
•Crystal clear,
super-stretchy Pocket Penis™
for use as a masturbator
or extension
•Soft Senso® (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm

Senso® Dual Playmate™

0985-04-3
•Dual vibrating vagina and
tush masturbator with
a generous shaft
•Multi-speed removable bullet
•Senso® (TPR), ABS with
silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm

Senso® Sapphire™

0984-12-3
•Full size super-stretchy masturbator that fits like a glove!
•Senso® (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•5.5”x 2.5”/14 cm x 6 cm
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Ribbed Stroker™

0989-10-2
•Soft, stretchy, reversible textured
masturbator sleeve
•TPR
•4”x 1.2”/10 cm x 3 cm

Hand Job Stroker™

0989-00-2
•Super-stretchy, textured masturbation sleeve
•TPE
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Ultimate Jack-Off Sleeve™

0988-10-3
•Soft, tight, and stretchy masturbator with over
150 stimulation nodules inside the shaft
•TPR
•Lubricant included
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Jac-Off™

0988-00-3
•Textured, soft, and stretchy masturbator pad
•TPE
•5.2”x 4.5”/13 cm x 11 cm
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Crystal’s
Salsa Pussy™

0992-02-3
•Super-soft vibrating vagina
with removable bullet
•Ridged sleeve
•Multi-speed
•Senso® (TPR), ABS with
silver plate (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Double
Beaded
Deep Throat
Stroker™

0991-04-3
•2 rows of perfectly positioned
stroker beads make this the
ultimate masturbator
•Textured love tunnel
•TPR
•Stretchy and tight
•4”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm

Glow Stroker™

Luscious Lips 0990-10-3
Sweet Pussy 0990-20-3
Tempting Ass 0990-30-3
•Super soft, stretchy masturbators with
a unique glow-in-the-dark stroker channel

•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm
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Lotus Collection™

Mini Vagina 0994-14-3
4.2”x 1.65”/11 cm x 4 cm
Mini Butt 0995-04-3
3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm
Mini Flower 0996-00-3
3”x 1.3”/8 cm x 3 cm
•Travel sized, tight and
stretchy masturbators

•Senso® (TPR)
•Lubricant included

Senso® Beaded Crystal Pussy™

0993-00-3
•Tight and stretchy masturbator with a
pearl beaded love tunnel

•Senso® (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm

Shane’s World® Anal Exam 101™

0997-10-3
•Soft, tight, stretchy ass glows-in-the-dark
•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm

Shane’s World® Friday Night Special™
0997-20-3
•Soft, tight, super-stretchy, glittered pussy
•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•Lubricant included
•4”x 1.4”/10 cm x 4 cm
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Telescoping
Travel Pump™

1000-03-3
•Handy travel pump with a unique
adjustable telescoping tube

•Standard bulb with quick
release valve

•Removable high quality,
extra cushioned donut

•Flanged cylinder
•ABS (cylinder) PVC (bulb) TPR (donut)
•3.75”x 2.2”/10 cm x 6 cm (travel size)
•6”x 2.2”/15 cm x 6 cm (extended size)

Jelly Climaxer™

0999-04-3
•Vibrating pump with an
ample, Jelly soft shaft
creates a sucking
sensation

•Multi-speed
•Soft PVC (climaxer,
hose, and bulb)

•2 AA batteries
•6”x 4”/15 cm x 10 cm

Dayton Rains™

Cock Sucker™

0998-14-3
•Vibrating and sucking
action!

•Comfortable, soft,
two-toned, vibrating
masturbator

•Multi-speed
•Latex
•2 AA batteries
•6” x 3.5”/15 cm x 9 cm

Power Piston™

1002-00-3
•Combination pump and vibrating pocket pal
•Standard bulb with quick release valve
•Multi-speed with plug-in jack
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•8.2”x 2.2”/21 cm x 6 cm
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Fireman’s Pump®

1008-00-3
•Super suction power
•Standard bulb with
quick release valve

•ABS (cylinder)
PVC (hose, bulb, sleeve)

•7.5”x 2.2”/19 cm x 6 cm

Vibrating Oro Simulator™

1006-00-3
•Vibrating penis sleeve designed
for incredible sensations

•Multi-speed
•Lubricant included
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•3.5” x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm

The Original Oro Simulator™

1005-01-3
•Great for beginners or advanced users
•Flexible sleeve designed
for sucking action

•Standard bulb
•Lubricant included
•PVC
•4”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm

Doc Joc’s
Incredible
Jack-Off Device™

1004-00-3
•Easy grip pump with
stretchy sleeve and
removable vibrating bullet

•Multi-speed
•EZ soft bulb
•ABS (cylinder and bullet)
TPR (sleeve) PVC (bulb)

•2 AA batteries
•4.2”x 1.8”/11 cm x 5 cm

Samurai™ Vibrating Pump
1003-00-3
•Vibrating suction pump with inflatable and vibrating tongue
•Multi-speed
•Standard bulb with quick release valve
•ABS (cylinder) Latex (sleeve) PVC (bulb)
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm
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Big Man’s Pump™

1009-00-3
•12”/30 cm oversized clear cylinder with
3 interchangeable sleeves of various
dimensions: small, medium, and large
designed to accommodate the length
and girth of the big and long man

•Hi-tech pump creates a superb vacuum
seal quickly and effortlessly

•Includes precise measurement system
on cylinder

•Superior bulb with quick release valve
•TPE (sleeve) ABS (cylinder)
PVC (hose and bulb)

•12”x 2.5”/30 cm x 6 cm

Vibrating Big Man’s Pump™

1010-00-3
•Hands-free vibration
•12”/30 cm oversized clear cylinder
with 2.5”/6 cm diameter and
3 interchangeable sleeves

•Precision measurement pump
creates a superb vacuum seal

•Powerful, removable stimulator
and convenient latex pouch may be
strategically placed in any position

•Superior suction bulb with quick
release valve

•Multi-speed vibration
•TPE (sleeve) ABS (cylinder)
PVC (hose and bulb)

•2 AA batteries
•12”x 2.5”/30 cm x 6 cm
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Penis Head Pump™

1011-00-3
•Designed to enhance and stimulate
•Finger grip pump with a swivel
handle for ease of use

•Seamless, clear cylinder
•Flexible non-crimping
rubberized hose

•Comfortable removable
stretchy sleeve

•ABS (cylinder)
TPE (sleeve)
PVC (hose and bulb)

•4.5”x 2.6”/11 cm x 7 cm

Advanced Big Man’s Pump™

1010-25-3
•Man-sized, advanced enhancement
pump for maximum results

•Seamless, flanged, clear cylinder
•EZ grip pump handle for
premium suction

•Flexible non-crimping air hose
•Quick release valve
•TPE (donut)
ABS (cylinder)
PVC (hose)

•Soft and stretchy TPE
All Star Enhancer Ring™ included

•12”x 2.5”/30 cm x 6 cm
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Muscle Maxx™

Vacuum Pump
1015-00-2
•High quality penis pump with
premium suction for maximum
results, perfect for your
exercise routine

•EZ grip handle
•Seamless cylinder with
measurements

•Flanged base
•Flexible air hose
•Universal disconnect
•Silicone (sleeve)
ABS (cylinder)
PVC (hose)

•9”x 2.1”/23 cm x 5 cm

Finger Grip Pump™

1013-00-3
•Professional grade super pump features a
convenient finger grip angled handle

•Seamless cylinder with flared base for
maximum comfort and suction

•Extra soft and comfortable, removable sleeve
•Disassembles for easy cleaning
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (cylinder and handle)
•9”x 2.2”/23 cm x 6 cm

Deluxe
Pleasure Pump™

1014-00-2
•Deluxe pleasure pump with
clear cylinder, flexible hose,
and quality pump handle

•Includes How to Enlarge
Your Penis™ book

•ABS (cylinder)
PVC (sleeve and hose)

•9”x 2.1”/23 cm x 5 cm
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Jack-Off Pump™

Smoke 1016-03-3
Red 1016-11-3
•Enhancement pumps with Jelly
soft textured masturbation sleeve

•Standard bulb with quick
release valve

•Non-crimping flexible hose
•ABS (cylinder)
PVC (hose, sleeve, bulb)

•7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm

Ramrod® Pump
1017-00-3
•Powerful vibrating pleasure pump with a
hands-free vibrator pack

•Removable comfort sleeve
•Standard bulb with quick release valve
•Multi-speed
•ABS (cylinder) PVC (sleeve, hose, bulb)
•2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 2.1”/19 cm x 5 cm

Head Coach Pump™

1018-00-3
•Erection pump with flexible non-crimping
hose and soft Jelly sleeve

•Standard bulb with quick release valve
•Lubricant included
•ABS (cylinder) PVC (sleeve, hose, bulb)
•7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm
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Executive Oro Simulator™

1022-00-3
•Soft and powerful oral simulator with
vibrating and sucking action

•Erotic ticklers for heightened sensations
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•5”x 2.5”/13 cm x 6 cm

E-Z™ Pump
1021-00-2
•Easy to use pump with incredible suction power
•Removable soft sleeve
•Standard bulb
•ABS (cylinder) PVC (sleeve, hose, bulb)
•7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm

Guardian and its Keeper™

1026-00-3
•Quality pleasure pump with the famous
Guardian™ erection prolong ring

•PVC (hose, sleeve) ABS (cylinder)
•8.7”x 2.1”/22 cm x 5 cm

Rookie™ Penis Pump
1020-00-3
•Enhancement pump designed for
fast results

•Flanged clear cylinder
•Detachable, flexible, non-crimping hose
•EZ squeeze pressure bulb with
quick release valve

•Rubber sleeve for comfort and a secure seal
•ABS (cylinder) PVC (hose and bulb)
Rubber (donut)

•7.5”x 2.2”/19 cm x 6 cm
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Bullfighter Pump™

1030-00-3
•Penis pump with clear cylinder, precision
measurement system, non-crimping hose,
standard bulb, and quick release valve

•Removable Jelly sleeve creates superb suction
•PVC (sleeve, hose, bulb)
ABS (cylinder)

•7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm

Miracle Pump™

1029-00-3
•Pistol grip pump with unique non-slip trigger mechanism
•Superior flanged seamless cylinder for a superb vacuum
seal quickly, comfortably, and effortlessly

•Easy release purge valve
•Soft, comfortable, removable donut
•TPR (sleeve and hose) ABS (cylinder and pump)
•9.5”x 2.5”/24 cm x 6 cm

Nick Manning’s™ MasturStroke™ Masturbation Kit
1028-00-3
•Complete kit includes: suction pump, 3 stretchy multi purpose
rings in assorted sizes, and a soft masturbation sleeve

•Lubricant included
•Senso®(TPR) (rings and sleeve) Latex (pump sleeve)
ABS (cylinder) PVC (hose and bulb)

•8.2”x 2.1”/21 cm x 5 cm

Quick Draw Vacuum Pump™

1027-03-2
•Maximum results with minimal effort
•Pistol grip pump creates a super strong
vacuum with just a few quick pulls

•High quality 9”/23 cm clear cylinder
with flanged base and measurements

•Removable snug Latex sleeve
•Flexible non-crimping hose
•Push button safety release valve
•Silicone Commander™ erection enhancer
with finger grips included

•Latex (sleeve) ABS (cylinder)
PVC (hose) Silicone (ring)

•9”x 2.1”/23 cm x 5 cm
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Precision Pump™ with Erection Enhancer
1034-00-3
•Cylinder with precision measurement system
•Erection ring fits on the base of the cylinder
•Slip ring on base of penis when erect
•Easy grip handles on ring for easy removal
•Removable pump sleeve for comfortable use
•Lubricant included
•Latex (sleeve) ABS (cylinder)
PVC (hose) Rubber (bulb) Silicone (ring)

•8”x 2.1”/20 cm x 5 cm

Grand Prix Stroker Pump™

1035-00-3
•Ultra-powerful turbo-charged sucking
and stroking action

•Pump has superb sucking action and
tight vacuum seal

•Soft and stretchy noduled stroker sleeve
with ejaculating turbo-charged head exciter

•Independent controls for vibration and
ejaculating motion

•Multi-speed
•ABS (cylinder and pump)
TPE (sleeve) PVC (bulb)

•4 C batteries
•6”x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm

Pistol Pump®

1032-00-3
•Pump with clear cylinder, precision measurement
system, and easy to use pistol grip trigger action

•Quick release valve
•Removable noduled Senso® stimulation sleeve
•Soft donut for a secure vacuum seal
•Lubricant included
•PVC (sleeve and hose)
ABS (cylinder and pump)

•8”x 2.5”/20 cm x 6 cm

Power Gauge Pump™

1033-00-3
•Finally a pump handle sized for a real man
•Superb suction, easy-to-use heavy duty precision pump
•Incremental professional pressure gauge
plus extra long cylinder

•Flexible air hose
•Comfortable Latex sleeve for a secure fit
•ABS (cylinder and pump) Latex (sleeve) Silicone (hose)
•10”x 2.5”/25 cm x 6 cm
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Automatic Sta-Hard® Pump™

1037-03-3
•Advanced automatic pump…
just squeeze the trigger and the
pump does the rest

•Battery operated automatic suction
•Seamless, flanged cylinder
with measurements

•Easy release valve
•Flexible non-crimping hose
•TPR donut and ABS cylinder
•3 AAA batteries
•8”x 2.5”/ 20 cm x 6 cm

Automatic Rock Hard Pump™

1037-00-3
•No squeezing, no pumping, just press the button
for automatic suction

•Compact, quiet, automatic pump controller is designed
for one-hand operation and superior suction

•Clear cylinder with flanged base and measurements
•Flexible, non-crimping, detachable hose
•High quality tapered sleeve for comfort and secure seal
•Automatic release button
•EZ activation power switch
•Silicone (sleeve) ABS (cylinder and controller) PVC (hose)
•2AA batteries
•7.75”x 2.25”/20 cm x 6 cm

Power Grip Pump™

1036-00-3
•Pump system with an easy to use grip handle for maximum results
•Seamless clear vacuum tube with flexible rubber donut
•Includes Guardian™ erection enhancing ring to maintain results
•Lubricant included
•ABS (cylinder, pump and ring) PVC (sleeve, hose)
•9”x 2.1”/23 cm x 5 cm
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Master Gauge™ Penis Pump
1040-00-2
•Advanced hi-tech pump has an
easy-to-read built-in pressure gauge

•Clear vacuum tube with measurements
•Flexible non-crimping hose
•Easy-to-use pump handle
•Soft TPE donut ring for comfort
•Quick release valve
•TPE (sleeve) PVC (hose)
ABS (cylinder and pump)

•8”x 2.75”/20 cm x 7 cm

Hard Man’s Tool Kit™

1038-00-3
•A complete pleasure system for any man
•Kit includes 6 interchangeable tools: pump, sleeve,
vibrating butt plug, stretchy penis sleeve with vibrating
bullet, 2 stretchy rings with stimulating nodules,
and 5-speed power pack

•ABS (cylinder) TPE (rings) PVC (plug, sleeve, hose, and bulb)
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 2.1”/18 cm x 5 cm

Top Gauge™

Professional Pressurized Pump
1039-00-2
•Powerful pistol grip pump with industrial
grade pressure gauge

•Seamless cylinder with flanged base for
maximum comfort and sucking action

•Removable Latex sleeve
•ABS (cylinder and pump)
Latex (sleeve) PVC (hose)

•7”x 2.1”/18 cm x 5 cm
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Travelers Versa Pump™

1041-00-3
•For the man on the go
•Ultra powerful Turbo™ charged sucking action
with push button automatic activation

•Self-contained pump kit includes: one-touch
control with contoured handle, 8”/20 cm clear
vacuum tube, soft donut, unique size adapter,
3 Commander Erection Enhancers™ (medium, large,
and x-large), enhancement assistant, and travel bag

•Easy to disassemble and clean
•TPR (sleeve) Silicone (ring) ABS (cylinder and pump)
•3 AA batteries
•8”x 2”/20 cm x 5 cm

Waterproof Turbo Stroker™

1042-03-3
•Fully automatic, one hand activation
turbo stroker vibrates and strokes

•3-speed
•Soft donut and noduled sleeve
•Easy push button activation with LED lights
•Easy to disassemble and clean
•ABS (cylinder and pump) TPE (sleeve)
•4 AA batteries
•5.5”x 2.5”/14 cm x 6 cm
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Black Jack Stroker™

1043-03-3
•Super-powerful robotic sucking
and stroking action

•All-purpose pump has a form fitting
vertical stroking textured sleeve,
powerful vibrations, incredible vacuum
sucking action, and a soft stretchy
vacuum sleeve

•Independent multi-speed controls
for vibration and stroking action

•Standard pump bulb with
quick release valve

•TPE (sleeve)
ABS (cylinder and pump)
PVC (bulb)

•4 C batteries
•6.5”x 2.5”/17 cm x 6 cm

Accomodator®

Personal Exercise Pump
1044-00-3
•High quality penis pump with
the world’s first automatic,
vibrating, spring loaded head
stimulator that moves with
you as you grow

•Powerful multi-speed vibrations
•Premium suction
•Quick action EZ grip
trigger pump

•Seamless cylinder with
measurements

•Cylinder removes for
easy cleaning

•Flanged base for secure fit
•ABS (cylinder and pump)
TPR (stimulator sleeve)

•2 AA batteries
• 7.5”x 2.25
19 cm x 6 cm
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Pure Skin® Pump Sleeves
Lips 1047-10-2
Pussy 1047-20-2
Universal 1047-30-2
•Tight, stretchy, comfortable, and life-like
Pure Skin® sleeves that fit most
pump cylinders

•Maintenance free
•Pure Skin® (TPR)
•2” x 2.5”/5 cm x 6 cm

Universal Replacement
Pump Sleeves™

1046-00-3
•2 stretchy sleeves fit most pump
cylinders for added comfort

•Latex
•4.1”x 3.1”/10 cm x 8 cm

Universal Pump Sleeve™

1045-00-2
•Donut stretches to fit most
pumps up to 3.25”/8 cm

•Stretchy TPR
•1.5”x 3”/4 cm x 8 cm
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Posh® Massager
Pink 1055-04-2
Yellow 1055-10-2
Purple 1055-14-2
Green 1055-15-2
•Discreet, silky smooth massager
has pinpoint accuracy

•2-speed push button control
•Pure Silicone
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x 1.2”/11 cm x 3 cm

Premium Posh®

Pink G-Spot 1055-25-2
4.5”x 1.1”/11 cm x 3 cm
Teal Arrow 1055-35-2
4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
Purple Nubby 1055-45-2
4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
•Powerful, plushy soft,
silky smooth massagers

•2-speed push button control
•Pure Silicone
•1 AA battery

Travel Buddy®

Pink 1056-04-2 Purple 1056-14-2
•Power packed vibrating dongs with sturdy suction cup base
•4 functions of vibration and pulsation
•Easy-touch, non-slip grip, Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote) controller
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
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Night Time Buddy™

Pink 1057-04-2
Purple 1057-14-2
•Power packed vibrating dongs with
sturdy suction cup base

•4 functions of vibration and pulsation
•Easy-touch, non-slip grip,
Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote) controller

•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Mini G Rock®

Pink 1058-00-3
Purple 1058-01-3
•Compact and discreet vibrating pleasurizer
is ergonomically contoured for a woman’s body

•Flexes for comfortable use and the angled
shape is designed for simultaneous G-spot
and clitoral stimulation

•Powerful micro stimulator with push
button control removes for easy cleaning

•Silicone
•Battery included (1 N)
•8”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm
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Sensual Softees®

Waves of Euphoria™ 1059-10-2
Rings of Passion™ 1059-20-2
Hearts of Love™ 1059-30-2
•Delicately detailed, plushy soft,

powerful massagers
•Multi-speed
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

My Secret Buddy™

1060-04-3
•Plushy soft and pliable vibrating

probe shaped for pleasure
•Sturdy suction cup base
•4-speed
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•4”x 1.3”/10 cm x 3 cm

G Rock®

Pink 1058-04-3 Purple 1058-14-3
•Full contact personal G-Spot vibrating pleasurizer ergonomically

contoured for a woman’s body
•Flexes for simultaneous G-Spot and clitoral stimulation
•Powerful stimulator with push button control removes for easy cleaning
•Silicone
•Battery included (1 N) •9”x 2”/23 cm x 5 cm
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Bendi Clitifier™

Exotic Butterfly Arouser
1064-04-3
Triple Pleasure Arouser
1064-14-3
•Ergonomically designed, high
quality personal arouser

•Fully adjustable and flexible
clitoral stimulator may be
positioned to just the right
spot to personalize your pleasure

•3 speeds of vibration
•3 speeds of rotation
•5 rows of reversible rotating
non-jamming beads

•Control pad with LED lights
•EZ load battery case
•Soft TPE
•3 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

The Pearl Lotus™

1063-14-3
•Powerful triple action
•Soft and supple stimulator
•9 patterns of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•8 speeds of non-jamming rotating beads
•Easy to use control panel with LED light show and
EZ on/off button that turns off any function

•Unscented TPR
•4 AAA batteries
•5.5”x 1.75”/14 cm x 4 cm

My Secret™

Pink – Dual Motors 1062-04-2
4”x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm
Green 1062-15-2
6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
•Designer vibes with soft and smooth matte finish
•Multi-speed
•TPR
•2 AAA batteries
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Impulse® Flexi™

Rabbit 1070-04-3
4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
Dolphin 1070-12-3
4.5”x 1.2”/11 cm x 3 cm
•Soft and supple massagers flex
for optimum positioning

•7 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation

•Dual motors strategically placed
for maximum performance

•EZ load battery case with
push button control

•Soft TPR
•4 AAA batteries

Impulse® Flexi P™

Red 1069-11-3
Purple 1069-14-3
•Moves with you
•Soft and pliable, totally flexible vibrators
•7 power packed functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation

•Strategically placed motor in the tip
•EZ load battery case with push button control
•Soft TPR
•4 AAA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Wild G™

1065-14-2
•Exciting triple prongs for maximum
clitoral stimulation

•3 speeds of vibration
•3 speeds of non-jamming bead rotation
•Reversible head rotation
•Easy-to-use controller
•TPE
•3 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Little Softee®

1076-14-3
•The super slim bunny that
goes everywhere

•3-speed reversible rotation
•3-speed vibration
•Independent controls
•TPR
•Silky soft
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AAA batteries
•4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm

All Time Pleaser™

1077-14-3
•Soft and supple contoured intimate
cup with ticklers provides
incredible sensations

•7 high-powered functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation

•EZ touch controller
•EZ “off” switch
•Silicone (cup) ABS (controller)
•3 AA batteries
•2.75”x 2”/7 cm x 5 cm

Bunnygizer®

1074-04-3
•Feel the surge!
•8 energizing patterns of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•3 speeds of rotating non-jamming
beads strategically placed for
maximum pleasure

•Smooth, sensuous matte finish with
a non-slip Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
battery case

•EZ push button controls with LED lights
•TPR
•3 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
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Totally Blissful™
1081-14-3
•Textured soft stimulator with power
packed vibrations and a sensually
rotating shaft

•Orgasmic fluttering clitoral tongs and
a soft love button for added sensations

•EZ grip Rubber-Cote™ controller
•TPR (stimulator) ABS with
Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote) (controller)

•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm

Silicone Bliss Vibe™

1080-00-3
•Perfectly shaped G-Spot stimulator with a
silky smooth shaft

•2 powerful vibration speeds
•3 rows of heavy-duty non-jamming beads
with reversible rotation

•Double pleasure teasers for clitoral stimulation
•EZ load battery case
•Soft, seamless Silicone
•4 AAA batteries
•5” x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Silicone Insatiable G™

1078-14-3
•Insertable Silicone G features a clitoral stimulator
with pleasure nodes and a flickering tongue

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation and escalation
•Removable twin bullets for pinpoint stimulation
•EZ touch controller
•EZ “off” switch
•Silicone (Insatiable G) ABS with silver plating (bullets)
•3 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
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Power G Arouser™

1083-14-3
•Amazing triple-action arouser increases

sensitivity and intensifies orgasms
•Form fitting shape and full

contact noduled base
•Multi-speed
•Fully adjustable and comfortable

waist and thigh straps
•TPE (arouser)
•2 AA batteries
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Pleasure Kiss®

Pink 1084-04-3
Purple 1084-14-3
•Soft supple arouser has

amazing ticklers to intensify
sensations of all erogenous
zones

•7 powerful functions of
vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•Removable sleeve for
easy cleaning

•EZ push button controls
with on/off setting

•Silicone (arouser)
•3 AA batteries
•2.75”x 2”/7 cm x 5 cm
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Triple Teaser™

Pink 1087-04-2
Purple 1087-14-2
Orange 1087-19-2
•Soft and pliable vibrators with
front-to-back stimulation
points are perfect for beginners
as well as advanced users

•3-speed
•Unscented TPR
•2 AAA batteries
•3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm

Pleasure Spot™ Tickle Massager
1086-04-3
•Ergonomically curved, soft and pliable,
vibrating massager with sensuous ticklers

•Powerful 3 speeds
•EZ push button control and a
non-slip grip base

•TPE
•2 AAA batteries
•4”x 2.5”/10 cm x 6 cm

Intimate Diver™

Pink Porpoise 1085-04-3
Purple Porpoise 1085-14-3
•Triple action
•Designed for the ultimate in personal
pleasure with clitoral, vaginal, and
G-Spot stimulation

•3-speed
•EZ push button control in base for ease of use
•Soft TPE
•2 AAA batteries
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm
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Girl’s Best Friend™

Butterfly Teaser™ 1090-10-3
3.5” x 3”/9 cm x 8 cm
Tickling Dolphin™ 1090-20-3
2.5” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
•Powerful and discreet mini massagers
with removable soft and stretchy sleeves

•Wireless micro stimulator with 25% more power
•TPR (sleeve) ABS with silver plating

(micro stimulator)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)

Ultimate Couples Enhancer™

Purple 1089-14-2
Pearl 1089-22-2
•Support for him and sensuous vibrations for her!
•Discreet, comfortable, stretchy erection enhancer with raised pleasure dots
•Removable super-slim wireless micro stimulator
•Soft, stretchy TPR •Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•1.75”x 1.75”/4 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•1”x .5”/3 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Secret Play™

Pink 1091-04-3
Purple 1091-14-3
•Powerful personal pleasurizer contoured
for versatile use

•Touch activated, wireless, removable stimulator
•Velvety soft ticklers
•Pure Silicone
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•3.75”x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm

Lover’s Arouser™

Dolphin 1088-10-3
3.2”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
Bunny 1088-20-3
3.75”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm
•Comfortable enhancer slips over the
penis for extra support

•Arousal for her provided by a removable
mini bullet with 25% MORE POWER

•Easy one touch push button control
•Soft, stretchy TPR (enhancer) ABS (bullet)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
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Ultimate Satisfier™

Magenta 1095-10-3
Black 1095-20-3
•Ribbed and contoured vibrating
probes for pure pleasure

•2-speed removable push
button stimulator

•Unscented Silicone (probe)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Soft and flexible
•1 AAA battery
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm (probe)
•2.75” x .5”/7 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Triple Satisfier™

Blue 1095-30-3
Black 1095-40-3
•Vibrating pleasure probes with
anatomically angled solid head

•Triple pleasure points
•Removable push button vibe
•Unscented Silicone (probe)
ABS (stimulator)

•Soft and pliable
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm (probe)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

iTap™ Bullet
Pink 1098-04-3
Lavender 1098-14-3
White 1098-22-3
•Revolutionary touch-sensitive technology!
•No buttons or switches, touch activated!
•Battery case with silver bullet delivers
5 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•ABS (battery case) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AAA batteries
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Bullet Center Display
1099-00-3
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Combo Pack # 1
1099-10-3
•Powerful 2-speed push button
controller with single plug-in jack

•Standard silver bullet
•ABS with silver plating
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.75”/11 cm x 4 cm
(controller)

•2.2” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Combo Pack # 2
1099-11-3
•Powerful 2-speed push button
controller with single plug-in jack

•Velvet-Cote™ slim line bullet
•ABS with silver plating (controller)
Velvet-Cote™ (PU cote) (bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•4.5 x 1.75”/11 cm x 4 cm (controller)
•2.2”x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Combo Pack # 3
1099-12-3
•Powerful 2-speed push button
controller with single plug-in jack

•Standard silver bullet
•Soft and stretchy bullet sleeve
with pleasure bumps

•ABS with silver plating (controller
and bullet) TPR (sleeve)

•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.75”/11 cm x 4 cm
(controller)

•2.2” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Combo Pack # 4
1099-13-3
•Powerful 7-function controller
with single plug-in jack

•Velvet-Cote™ standard bullet
•ABS with silver plating (controller)
Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote) (bullet)

•3 AA batteries
•3.75” x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm (controller)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Combo Pack # 5
1099-14-3
•Powerful 7-function controller
with 2 jacks

•Independent controls
•ABS (controller) ABS with
silver plating (bullets)

•4 AA batteries
•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm (controller)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
(standard silver bullet)

•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm
(slimline silver bullet)

Controller
2-Speed
1099-20-3
•Single jack
•2 Powerful speeds
•ABS with silver plating
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.75”/11 cm x 4 cm

Controller
7-Function/Single
1099-21-3
•Compact design
•Single jack
•Independent
on/off button

•7 functions
•ABS with
silver plating

•3 AA batteries
•4”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm

Controller
7-Function/Dual
1099-22-3
•2 independently
controlled jacks for
multiple bullet use

•7 functions
•EZ touch control
•ABS with silver plating
•4 AA batteries
•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm
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Silver Egg
1099-30-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with silver plating
•2”x 1.2”/5 cm x 3 cm

Silver Bullet
1099-31-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with silver plating
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Velvet-Cote™

Bullet
1099-32-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™

(PU Cote)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Slimline
Silver Bullet
1099-33-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with silver plating
•2.2”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm

Slimline
Velvet-Cote™ Bullet
1099-34-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™

(PU Cote)
•2.2”x .6” /6 cm x 2 cm

Mini Silver Bullet
1099-35-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with silver plating
•1.5”x .5”/ 4 cm x 1 cm

Mini Velvet-Cote™ Bullet
1099-36-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™

(PU Cote)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm

Micro Sized Silver Bullet
1099-37-3
•Self-heating
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with silver plating
•1.2”x .25”/3 cm x 1 cm

Micro Sized
Velvet-Cote™ Bullet
1099-38-3
•Self-heating
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•1”x .25”/3 cm x 1 cm
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Tiered Silver Bullet
1099-39-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with silver plating
•2.2”x 1.2”/6 cm x 3 cm

Tiered
Velvet-Cote™ Bullet
1099-40-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™

(PU Cote)
•2.2”x 1.2”/6 cm x 3 cm

Triple Tiered
Silver Bullet
1099-41-3
•Plug-in jack
•ABS with silver plating
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm

Mini Stimulator
with Retrieval Cord
1099-50-3
•Self-contained, wireless
massager with handy
retrieval cord

•ABS with silver plating
•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included)

•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm

2-Speed
Push Button Stimulator
1099-51-3
•Self-contained
•Powerful 2-speed massager
•Easy push button activation
•ABS with silver plating
•1 AAA battery
•2.75”x .6”/7 cm x 2 cm

Sleeve Set # 1
1099-60-3
•Nubby sleeve with
60 stimulating love nubs
(2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm)

•Pinpoint sleeve with
a unique angled tip
(3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm)

•Soft and stretchy
unscented TPR

Sleeve Set # 2
1099-61-3
•Intimate scoop
with ticklers
(3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm)

•Tickler tip sleeve
with love bumps
(2”x 1”/ 5 cm x 3 cm)

•Soft and stretchy
unscented TPR

Sleeve Set # 3
1099-62-3
•Ribbed sleeve
(2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm)

•Triple teaser sleeve
(3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm)

•Soft and stretchy
unscented TPR
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Shane’s World® Anal-T ™

1101-50-2
•Powerful glow-in-the-dark Anal-T
•Multi-speed
•PP (Polypropylene)
•2 AA batteries
•3.25”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm

Compact Discretion™

Carbon Fiber 1100-10-2
•Discreet, all-in-one, slim, vibrating stimulator
in a compact travel case

•5-speed
•LED indicator
•ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
Carbon Fiber (case)

•2 AA batteries
•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm (case)
•2.2”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Glow-in-the Dark
Pocket Exotics®

Glowing Bullet 1101-10-2
2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm
Glowing Double Bullets 1101-20-2
2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm
Glowing Egg 1101-30-2
2”x 1.3”/5 cm x 3 cm
Glowing Ring 1101-40-2
3”x 1.85”/8 cm x 5 cm
•Pocket sized glow-in-the dark stimulators
•Multi-speed
•PP (Polypropylene)
•2 AA batteries
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Pink Passion Bullet
1102-04-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (Polypropylene) (bullet)
TPR (stimulator)

•2 AA batteries
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm

Gold Egg
1103-07-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
with gold plating

•2 AA batteries
•2” x 1.2”/5 cm x 3 cm

Double Silver Bullets
1104-05-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
with silver plating

•2 AA batteries
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (ea)

Double Gold Bullets
1104-07-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
with gold plating

•2 AA batteries
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (ea)

Silver Bullet
1105-05-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
with silver plating

•2 AA batteries
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm

Ivory Bullet
1106-09-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
•2 AA batteries
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm

Ivory Egg
1107-09-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
•2 AA batteries
•2”x 1.2”/5 cm x 3 cm

Ivory Anal “T” Vibe
1120-09-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
•2 AA batteries
•3.25” x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm

Ivory Ring
1450-09-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
•2 AA batteries
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Vibro Ring
1453-00-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
with PVC

•2 AA batteries
•5”x 2.5”/13 cm x 6 cm

Anal “T” & Ring
Combo
1477-09-2
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene)
•2 AA batteries
•3.25” x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (T)
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm (ring)

Versatile, compact,
powerful and
pocket sized!
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Mini Silver Torpedo™

1108-05-2
•Powerful, amazingly quiet, discreet mini stimulator
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene) with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•1.75”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm

Shane’s World® Stimulators™

Her Stimulator 1102-10-2
2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm
His Stimulator 1102-20-2
4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm
•Vibrating bullet and love ring are
compact, powerful, and pocket sized

•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene), TPR (ring)
•2 AA batteries

7 Function Ultra™

Silver Egg 1101-65-3
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
C-Ring 1101-75-3
3”x 2.2”/8 cm x 6 cm
Vibro-T 1101-85-3
3.25” x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
•Advanced, high powered, multi-functional,
slim-grip stimulators

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•ABS with silver plating (egg)
•ABS with silky smooth Rubber-Cote™ (PU)
(C-Ring and Vibro-T)

•EZ on/off button
•EZ load battery pack
•2 AA batteries
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Teardrop Bullet™

Clear 1110-00-1
Grey 1110-03-1
Pink 1110-04-1
Purple 1110-14-1
•Powerful stimulators sold in “bulk”
•Multi-speed
•PP (polypropylene) with
silver plating (bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•2.1” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm

Silver Bullet™

1109-05-3
•Multi-speed
•ABS with silver plating
•2 AA batteries
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Golden Bullet™

1109-07-3
•Multi-speed
•ABS with gold plating
•2 AA batteries
•2.2” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Micro Pocket Exotics®

Micro Anal “T” Vibe
1108-20-2
•Turbo powered, micro-sized Anal-T
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•3.25” x .5”/8 cm x 2 cm
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Inter-Actives™

Anal-T & Egg Combo 1111-22-2
•3.25”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (T)
•2”x 1.25”/5 cm x 3 cm (egg)
Double Bullet Combo 1112-22-2
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (each)
Super Bullet & Magnum Combo 1113-22-2
•2.75”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm (super bullet)
•4.25”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm (magnum bullet)
•Independent dual controls
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•3 AA batteries

Double Play™

1110-14-3
•Interchangeable bullet and clit cup massagers
with plug-in jacks

•Powerful 3-speed power pack with LED indicator
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
•2.75”x 1.25”/7 cm x 3 cm (cup massager)

Interactive® Double™

Twin Silver Bullets 1116-10-3
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (each)
Twin Rubber-Cote™ Bullets 1116-20-3
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (each)
Slim and Super Slim
Rubber-Cote™ Duo 1116-30-3
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (slim)
2.2” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (super slim)
•Versatile dual bullets in the most
popular shapes, sizes, and finishes

•Independent non-slip dual controls
•Extra long 30”/76 cm cords
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
(Controllers and bullets)

•ABS with silver plating
(silver bullets)

•3 AA batteries
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Ballistic Bullet™

Bullet 1118-10-3
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
Slimline 1118-20-3
2.2” x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm
Mini 1118-30-3
1.6”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm
•Quiet and powerful
vibrating bullets with
versatile plug-in jacks,
soft touch speed control

•2-speed
•ABS (control) ABS with
silver plating (bullet)

•2 AA batteries

Turbo 8 Accelerator™

Single Bullet 1117-10-2
Double Bullets 1117-20-2
•8 extreme levels of stimulation
with removable tickler sleeve(s)

•Easy touch graduated control pad
with LED display

•TPR (sleeve) ABS (bullet)
•4 AA batteries
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Interactive® Trio
Silver Bullets 1116-40-2
Pink Rubber-Cote™ Bullets 1116-50-2
•Infinite possibilities for loving couples
•InterActive® power pack with dual controls
drives three ultra powerful bullets

•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU) (controller)
•ABS with silver plating (silver bullet)
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU) (RC bullet)
•3 AA batteries
•2.2” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (each)
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Elite 5X™ 5 Function Vibro Ring plus Tickler™

1125-00-3
•Both enhancement ring and tickler may be used together
or independently

•5 functions of vibration and pulsation
• TPR (ring and tickler) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries (not included)
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm (ring)
•2.1” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (tickler)

Elite 5X™ 5 Function
Micro–Couples Enhancer plus Tickler™

1124-00-3
•Discreet, micro-sized stimulator with two hygienically superior
stretchy sleeves

•5 functions of vibration and pulsation
•TPR (sleeves) ABS with silver plating (bullet) PP (battery case)
•2 AA batteries (not included)
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•1.6”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm

Glitter Jelly Vibro Ring™

1123-14-2
•Glittered Jelly vibrating couples ring
•Multi-speed
•ABS (control) PVC (ring)
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm

Twin Pleasure Pak™

Pink 1119-04-2
Purple 1119-14-2
•Powerful, whisper quiet, magic bullet
and super-slim textured bullet have
plug-in jacks for interchangeable use

•2-speed with push button activation
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries
•2.5”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm (slim bullet)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (magic bullet)
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Tickling Bill™
Purple 1128-14-3
Orange 1128-19-3
•3-speed push button activation
•Removable stimulator
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (massager)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
•2.2”x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm (sleeve)

Shane’s World®

Waterproof Study Buddy™

Pink 1129-10-2
Blue 1129-20-2
Purple 1129-30-2
•Micro stimulator with soft removable Jelly sleeve
•Handy retrieval cord
•Multi-speed
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2.5”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (sleeve)
•2”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Pleasure Orb™

Pink 1126-04-3
Purple 1126-14-3
•Powerful vibrating egg with removable soft sleeve
•Multi-speed
•ABS (bullet) TPE (sleeve)
•2 AA batteries
•2.75”x 1.2”/7 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Micro Orb™

Clear 1127-00-2
Purple 1127-14-2
•Self contained, powerful, compact massager with
removable noduled sleeve and retrieval cord

•ABS (massager) TPE (sleeve)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2.3”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
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Pure Bliss™

Pink 1135-25-2
Purple 1135-35-2
•Powerful, discreet mini-massagers with
tantalizing triple vibrating teasers

•Non-slip, push button activation
•TPE (sleeve) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (1 N, 2 included)
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm

Diva Collection®

Mini Push Button Bullet™

Silver 1135-05-2
Red 1135-11-2
Purple 1135-14-2
•Discreet mini massagers with non-slip
push button activation

•Powerful
•ABS or ABS with silver plating
•Batteries included (1 N, 2 included)
•2.2”x .8”/6 cm x 2 cm

Silicone Slims™

Smooth Bullet 1130-14-2
(2 AA batteries)
2.75”x 1.1”/7 cm x 3 cm
Slimline Bullet 1131-04-2
(2 AA batteries)
3”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm
Nubby Bullet 1132-14-2
(2 AA batteries)
3”x 1.1”/8 cm x 3 cm
Self-Satisfier 1133-04-2
(2 AA batteries)
2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
G-Teaser* 1134-04-2
(3 AAA batteries)
3.5”x 1.2”/9 cm x 3 cm
G-Spot* 1134-14-2
(3 AAA batteries)
3.5”x 1.1”/9 cm x 3 cm
*Waterproof
•High quality slimline
massagers

•Powerful multi-speed
•Silicone (stimulators)
ABS (battery packs)
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Flutter™

Pink 1136-50-3
Blue 1136-60-3
•Soft, fluttering triple point
stimulator

•Quiet and powerful 2-speed
removable arouser

•Push button control
•Unscented TPR (sleeve)
ABS (stimulator)

•1 AAA battery
•3.5” x 4”/9 cm x 10 cm

Mr. Buzz™

Pink 1136-30-3
Blue 1136-40-3
•Intense, sensually soft,
pinpoint arouser

•Quiet and powerful 2-speed
removable stimulator

•Push button control
•Unscented TPR (sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•1 AAA battery
•3.5”x 1.5” / 9 cm x 4 cm

Petals™

Pink 1136-10-3
Purple 1136-20-3
•Vibrating intimate arouser with
soft nubbies and full contact petals

•Quiet and powerful 2-speed
removable stimulator

•Push button control
•Unscented TPR (sleeve)
ABS (stimulator)

•1 AAA battery
•3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm
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Waterproof
Pocket Exotics®

Bullet 1139-10-2
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
Egg 1139-20-2
2”x 1.2”/5 cm x 3 cm
Vibro Ring 1139-30-2
4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm
Anal-T 1139-40-2
3.2”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
•Silky smooth, Velvet-Cote™

controllers, Egg, Bullet,
and Anal-T

•Powerful and compact
•4-speed easy touch controller
•ABS with Velvet Cote™ (PU)
PVC (vibro ring)

•2 AA batteries

Waterproof
Aquatic Arouser™

Dolphin 1138-10-3
3.2”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
Bunny 1138-20-3
3.75”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm
•4-cell super-charged stimulator
with removable sleeve plus ticklers

•Powerful multi-speed
•TPE (sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included)

•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Waterproof
Pocket Exotics® Teasers™

Green 1140-15-2
•Contoured, powerful teaser
•4-speed easy touch, non-slip controller
•TPR with ABS
•2 AA batteries
•4”x 1.2”/10 cm x 3 cm
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Xtreme Pack™ Slimline Bullet
1142-30-2
•Soft mini-bullet with plug-in jack
and Xtreme controller

•5 power packed speeds and
7 Xtreme functions

•EZ on/off
•LED light show
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries
•2.2”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm

Xtreme Kit™

1142-40-2
•Kit includes interchangeable soft mini-bullet
and bullet with plug-in jacks

•5 powerful speeds and 7 Xtreme functions
•EZ on/off
•LED light show
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
•1.75”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (mini-bullet)

Xtreme Pack™

Penis Bullet 1142-10-2
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
G-Spot 1142-20-2
3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm
•5 Xtreme speeds with
7 Xtreme functions

•LED light show
•EZ on/off
•Convenient plug-in jack
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries

Triple Action Arouser™

Smoke 1141-10-2
Pink 1141-20-2
•Soft and pliable multi-use stimulator
for her or him

•Push button control
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•1 AAA battery
•3”x 3.5”/8 cm x 9 cm (sleeve)
•2.75”x .75”/7 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Passion Tickler™

Bunny 1149-10-2
3.2”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
Nubby 1149-20-2
2.5”x 1.2”/6 cm x 3 cm
•Soft Jelly, powerful plug-in
stimulators controlled by a
super charged speed
blaster power pack

•Variable speed
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (bullet)
•2 AA batteries

Bliss Bullet®

Red 1148-11-3
Purple 1148-14-3
•Ergonomically designed
universal silver bullet

•2-speed push button control
•ABS with silver plating
•2 AA batteries
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Orgasmic Teardrop™

Pink 1146-04-2
Purple 1146-14-2
•Powerful removable Jelly soft tear drop
with stimulator with resonating ticklers

•EZ grip battery case
•Multi-speed
•TPR (tickler) ABS (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm
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Spritzers™ Gyrating Vibe
Mini “G” 1152-10-3 3.5”x 1.2”/9 cm x 3 cm
Teaser 1152-20-3 3.2”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
Ripple 1152-30-3 3.2”x 1.4”/8 cm x 4 cm
•Quiet and powerful gyrating, soft and smooth stimulators with an EZ grip battery case
•3-speed •Plug-in jack with extra long 35”/89 cm cord
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote) •3 AA batteries

Retractable Heart Massager™

Pink 1151-04-2
Red 1151-11-2
Blue 1151-12-2
Purple 1151-14-2
•Powerful heart shaped massager
with retractable mini-bullet

•Sturdy cord extends to 30”/76 cm
•Push button activation
•ABS with silver plating
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm

Elle™ 10-Function Clitoral
Dancer™

Pink 1150-04-3
Purple 1150-14-3
•Whisper quiet, with famous scoop
design and pinpoint stimulation

•10 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•Ergonomic battery case
•Instant on/off button with LED light
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries
•4”x .8”/10 cm x 2 cm
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Waterproof Mystical Dragon™ Stimulator
Pink 1154-04-3
Purple 1154-14-3
•Powerful, multi-functional Mystical Dragon™

with triple ticklers
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Soft and supple, removable, unscented TPE Sleeve
•Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote) battery pack
•EZ load battery case
•EZ on/off button
•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x 1.25”/9 cm x 3 cm

Super – Soft Plusheez®

Dolphin 1153-10-3
2.6”x 1.2”/7 cm x 3 cm
Tongue 1153-20-3
2.6”x 1.2”/7 cm x 3 cm
Hummer 1153-30-3
2.5”x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm
•Plushy soft and pliable multi-use vibrating
stimulators with removable micro-bullet

•Powerful multi-speed
•TPR (stimulator) ABS (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
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Micro Power™

“T” 1157-10-3
1.6”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm
Egg 1157-20-3
1.1”x 1”/3 cm x 3 cm
Ring 1157-30-3
1”x 1.5”/3 cm x 4 cm
•Small, discreet, quiet and
power packed

•4 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•One touch control
•Silky smooth Velvet Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries

7-Function Buddie™

Mini-Bullet 1156-10-2
1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm
Power Bullet 1156-20-2
2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm
Vibro-Egg 1156-30-2
2”x 1.4”/5 cm x 4 cm
•Powerful, soft stimulators designed
in the most popular styles

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•New sleek and slim controller
with EZ on/off switch and LED light

•EZ load battery pack
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries

Passion Bullets®

Dual Bullets 1155-10-3
2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (each)
Slim Bullet and Mini-Probe Bullet 1155-20-3
2.5”x .65”/6 cm x 2 cm (slim bullet)
2.25”x 1.1”/6 cm x 3 cm (mini probe)
Bullet and Multi-Probe Bullet 1155-30-3
2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
2.9”x 1.2”/7 cm x 3 cm (multi probe)
•Sophisticated and comprehensive dual controllers
with awesome power

•Multi-use bullets with independent controls
•7 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•EZ push buttons
•Plug-in jacks
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote)
•4 AA batteries
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Flirty™ Plush Pak
Honeycomb 1159-10-3 2”x 1.25”/5 cm x 3 cm
Magic Ball 1159-20-3 1.5”x 1.5”/4 cm x 4 cm
Sea Shell 1159-30-3 2”x 1.5” /5 cm x 4 cm
•Flirty designs! Plushy soft, powerful, and multi-functional
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Unscented TPE (sleeve) ABS with PU cote (battery pack)
•EZ on/off button
•EZ load battery pack
•2 AA batteries

i10 Flutter™

1158-04-3 3.4”x 1.25”/9 cm x 3 cm
i10 Diver™

1158-14-3 3.25”x 2.25”/8 cm x 6 cm
•Powerful multi-function bullet with
removable tantalizing arousers

•10 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•Unscented TPR (arouser) ABS (controller)
•Soft and stretchy
•EZ touch control
•EZ load battery pack
•Automatic “off” button
•LED light
•2 AA batteries
•2.2” x .9”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)
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10-Function C-Teaser
1161-10-3
3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm (contoured scoop)
10-Function Teardrop
1161-20-3
3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm (pinpoint stimulator)
•Intimately designed and sensually
soft stimulators

•10 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•EZ operation push button controller
with auto on/off function

•TPR (stimulator) ABS (controller)
•2 AA batteries

Candy Color Teasers™

Pink 1160-10-3
3.1”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm
Yellow 1160-20-3
3.5”x 1.2”/9 cm x 3 cm
Orange 1160-30-3
3.5”x 1.2”/9 cm x 3 cm
Purple 1160-40-3
3.1”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm
•Soft and playful
multi-use teasers

•4 functions of vibration
and pulsation

•PVC (teaser)
ABS (battery pack)

•3 AAA batteries
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X-10 Beads®

Black 1233-03-2
Pink 1233-04-2
Blue 1233-12-2
Purple 1233-14-2
•Graduated durable Jelly
beads with retrieval ring

•PVC
•11”x.3” to .9”
28 cm x 1 cm to 3 cm
(graduated)

Anal Beads™

Small 1200-00-2
.5”/1 cm (diameter)
Medium 1201-00-2
.75”/2 cm (diameter)
Large 1202-00-2
.9”/2 cm (diameter)
•Assorted colors
•ABS with nylon cord

Climax Beads™

Small 1220-00-2
.5”/1 cm (diameter)
Medium 1221-00-2
.75”/2 cm (diameter)
Large 1222-00-2
.9”/2 cm (diameter)
•Assorted colors
•ABS with nylon cord
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Superior X-10 Beads®

Black 1237-03-2
Red 1237-11-2
Purple 1237-14-2
•Soft, stretchy, and firm
graduated beads with
retrieval ring

•TPR
•11” x 9”/28 cm x 2 cm
(graduated)

Crystalline Beads™

Champagne – Small
1234-04-2
.6”/2 cm (diameter)
Purple – Small
1234-14-2
.6”/2 cm (diameter)
Champagne – Medium
1235-04-2
.8”/2 cm (diameter)
Purple – Medium
1235-14-2
.8”/2 cm (diameter)
Champagne – Large
1236-04-2
1”/3 cm (diameter)
Purple – Large
1236-14-2
1”/3 cm (diameter)
•Pleasure beads are
incredibly smooth
and extremely durable
with a heavy-duty
nylon cord

•ABS/nylon cord
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Softee® Beads
Smoke 1240-03-2
Red 1240-11-2
Purple 1240-14-2
•Soft, seamless, durable and
easy to clean pleasure beads

•PVC
•.8”x 10”/2 cm x 25 cm

Squiggle Pleasure Probe™

Frost 1239-00-2
Pink 1239-04-2
Blue 1239-12-2
•Sensuous pleasure probes are
graduated, pliable, and durable

•Sturdy retrieval handle
•PVC
•7”x .5” to 1”
18 cm x 1 cm to 3 cm (graduated)

X-10 Glider™

Smoke 1238-03-2
Pink 1238-04-2
•Sturdy, graduated, pliable,
beaded all-purpose probe

•TPR
•9”x .75” to 1.1”
23 cm x 2 cm to 3 cm (graduated)
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Crystal Balls™

Heart 1295-10-3
Butterfly 1295-20-3
•Hand blown glass duotone pleasure
balls in a heart shaped storage case

•Sensual, smooth, and discreet
•Perfect addition to a Kegelmaster®

routine, or on their own
•Glass
•1”/3 cm (diameter)

Heart Shape Wand™

Pink 1242-04-2
Blue 1242-12-2
Purple 1242-14-2
•Sturdy, seamless, pliable,
and graduated pleasure probes

•Handy retrieval handle
•Unscented TPE
•5.5”x 1”/14 cm x 3 cm
(graduated)

Enchanted Pleasure Wand™

Pink 1241-04-2
Purple 1241-14-2
•Amazingly soft, slender, vibrating
pleasure wand with graduated,
textured, and ribbed design

•Sturdy retrieval handle
•4 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm
(graduated)
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Weighted Orgasm Balls™

Metallic 1301-00-3
•50% larger than the original
•Weighted balls are seamless,
nickel free, and non-tarnishing

•Beautiful designer storage
pouch included

•ABS with plating
•1”/3 cm (diameter)

Opulent™ Lacquer Cote Pearls™

1300-14-3
•Weighted ecstasy balls
•Designer Opulent™ finish
•Discreet storage case
•ABS with plating
•.8”/2 cm (diameter)

Silver Pearls™

1300-05-3
•Exercise and ecstasy in a shell
•Multi-use weighted silver pearls
•Discreet storage case
•ABS with silver plating
•.8”/2 cm (diameter)

Pleasure Pearls™

1300-00-3
•Weighted ecstasy balls
•Beautiful pearl finish
•Discreet storage case
•ABS
•.8”/2 cm (diameter)
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Silver Balls in Presentation Box
1305-05-3
•Multi-use weighted pleasure balls
•Steel with plating
•1.6”/4 cm (diameter)

Deep Anchor Probe™

Smoke 1304-03-2
Purple 1304-14-2
•Pliable and firm, graduated for
pleasure, with a sturdy handle

•TPR
•6”x .8”/15 cm x 2 cm
(graduated)

Love Pacifier™– Advanced
Black 1303-03-3
Red 1303-11-3
•Bulbous, durable, multi-functional
probe with EZ pull handle

•Silicone
•1.8”x 1.5”/5 cm x 4 cm

Love Pacifier™– Beginner
Pink 1302-04-3
Purple 1302-14-3
•Discreet, angled multi-functional
probe with EZ pull handle

•Silicone
•1.2”x 1.35”/3 cm x 3 cm
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Lacey’s™ Graduated Orgasm Balls™

1313-03-2
•Translucent weighted orgasm balls
with sturdy nylon retrieval cord

•PP (polypropylene)/nylon cord
•Diameter: 0.75”/2 cm (small),
1”/3 cm (medium), 1.25”/3 cm (large)

The Leopard Duotone Balls™

1312-00-2
•Perfectly weighted duotone balls
•Sturdy nylon retrieval cord
•ABS
•1.25”/3 cm (diameter)

Graduated Orgasm Balls™

Pink 1313-04-2
Teal 1313-12-2
•Translucent weighted orgasm balls
with sturdy retrieval cord

•PP (polypropylene)/nylon cord
•Diameter: 0.75”/2 cm (small),

1”/3 cm (medium), 1.25”/3 cm (large)

Duotone Orgasm Balls™

Pink/White 1311-04-2
Purple/White 1311-14-2
•Weighted pleasure balls
•ABS/nylon cord
•1.25”/3 cm (diameter)

Multi-Weighted Rocker Balls™

Pink 1310-04-2
Purple 1310-14-2
•3 sizes for heightened sensitivity
•Transparent graduated orgasm balls
•Rocking internal multi-weighted metal beads
•Handy nylon retrieval cord
•ABS/nylon cord
•Diameter: 1.25”/3cm (large),
1.1”/3 cm (medium), 0.9”/2 cm (small)
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JelSoft Luv Beads™

Clear 1316-00-2
Red 1316-11-2
Teal 1316-12-2
Purple 1316-14-2
•Heart shaped graduated
orgasm beads with sturdy
retrieval ring

•PVC
•8.2”/21 cm (length)
1”/3 cm (diameter)
(graduated)

Swirl Pleasure Beads™

Pink 1315-04-2
Blue 1315-12-2
Purple 1315-14-2
•Graduated, durable, flexible,
pliable Crystalessence® beads

•Sturdy retrieval ring
•PVC
•8”/20 cm (length)
.75”/2 cm (diameter)
(graduated)

Shane’s World®

Anal 101 Intro Beads™

Clear 1314-00-2
Pink 1314-04-2
Blue 1314-12-2
Purple 1314-14-2
•Graduated, durable, and
slim sized Jelly soft beads
designed for the novice

•Handy retrieval ring
•PVC
•7.5”/19 cm (length)
.75”/2 cm (diameter)
(graduated)
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Lover’s Pleasure Balls™

1325-04-2
•3 pleasure balls with
secure retrieval ring

•PVC
•1.25”/3 cm (diameter)

Shane’s World®Orgasm Balls™

Eight Balls 1324-10-2
Basketballs 1324-20-2
Footballs 1324-30-2
Soccer Balls 1324-40-2
•Sports shaped weighted orgasm
balls with a sturdy retrieval cord
•ABS/nylon cord
•1.25”/3 cm (diameter)

Pink Futurotic® Orgasm Balls™

1320-04-2
•Orgasm balls are weighted and dipped
in Futurotic® material (TPR)

•Nylon retrieval cord
•1.35”/3 cm (diameter)

Power Balls™

1318-03-2
•Nylon cord connecting 5 Latex
covered weighted pleasure balls

•ABS with Latex coating
•1.25”/3 cm (diameter)
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Alchemy Metallics™– Metal Bands
Medium 1364-10-2 2.1 oz/.06 kg
Large 1364-20-2 3.1 oz/.09 kg
•Seamless, heavy duty, non-tarnishing rings
•Steel with chrome plating
•2”/5 cm (medium diameter)
•2.2”/6 cm (large diameter)

Alchemy Metallics™ - Solid Seamless
Metal Balls
Large 1366-20-2 6.5 oz/.18 kg
•Heavy-duty, non-tarnishing, seamless solid
metal balls connected by a sturdy nylon cord

•Steel with chrome plating
•.75”/2 cm (diameter)

Waterproof Vibrating Pleasure Beads™

Pink 1329-04-2
Purple 1329-14-2
•Glittered vibrating Jelly soft
probes with beaded shaft

•Multi-speed
•PVC (beads) ABS (handle)
•2 AAA batteries
•4.5” x .75”/11 cm x 2 cm

Wireless Vibra-Ball™
1327-04-2
•Wireless, self-contained,
vibrating stimulator

•Removable textured sleeve
•Sturdy nylon retrieval cord
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (ball)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included))
•1.4”/4 cm (diameter)
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Adonis Leather Collection®.
100% Hand Stitched, Soft,
and Comfortable Genuine
Leather Adornments
Designed to Enhance
and Impress!

Ares™

1367-10-3
•5 snap, adjustable leather strap
•Leather with nickel-free metal snaps
•8.75” x .5”/22 cm x 1 cm

Apollo™

1367-20-3
•3 snap, adjustable leather strap
•Leather with nickel–free
metal snaps

•9” x 1”/23 cm x 3 cm

Helios™

1367-30-3
•Double ring leather harness
with 3 interchangeable rubber rings

•Leather with nickel-free metal snaps
•Rubber rings
•4.8” x .5”/12 cm x 1 cm

Triton™

1367-40-3
•Leather harness with 3 rubber rings
•Leather with nickel-free metal snaps
•Rubber rings
•6.5” x .5”/17 cm x 1 cm

Zeus™

1367-50-3
•2 snap, wide ball strap with
3 interchangeable rubber rings

•Leather with nickel-free metal snaps
•Rubber rings
•6” x .45”/15 cm x 4 cm
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One Shot® Wireless Vibro Ring™

1399-00-2
•Discreet, stretchy, one touch activation
wireless micro-enhancer that’s
disposable after 15 minutes

•TPE (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included
•1.5”/4 cm (diameter)

Sexagon Enhancer™

1398-10-2
1.5”/4 cm (diameter)

Sexagon Enhancer 2™

1398-20-2
1.6”/4 cm (diameter)
•Erection enhancer for
comfortable support and
increased girth

•Stretchy TPE

Alloy Metallic Ring™

Medium 1370-10-2
1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm
Large 1370-20-2
1.75”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm
Extra Large 1370-30-2
2”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm
•Smooth and seamless
metallic enhancement rings

•Aluminum
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Silver Ring™

Small 1400-05-2
1.75”/4 cm (diameter)
Medium 1401-05-2
2”/5 cm (diameter)
Large 1402-05-2
2.5”/6 cm (diameter)
3 Piece Set 1403-05-2
•Metal adornment rings
•Steel with silver plating

Gold Ring™

Small 1400-07-2
1.75”/4 cm (diameter)
Medium 1401-07-2
2”/5 cm (diameter)
Large 1402-07-2
2.5”/6 cm (diameter)
3 Piece Set 1403-07-2
•Metal adornment rings
•Steel with gold plating

Rubber Ring™ – Black
Small 1404-03-2
1.75”/4 cm (diameter)
Medium 1405-03-2
2”/5 cm (diameter)
Large 1406-03-2
2.5”/6 cm (diameter)
3 Piece Set 1407-03-2
•Rubber adornment rings
•Rubber

Rubber Ring™ - White
Small 1404-09-2
1.75”/4 cm (diameter)
Medium 1405-09-2
2”/5 cm (diameter)
Large 1406-09-2
2.5”/6 cm (diameter)
3 Piece Set 1407-09-2
•Rubber adornment rings
•Rubber
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Ball Spreader™

Medium 1412-01-3 2”/5 cm (diameter)
Large 1412-02-3 2.5”/6 cm (diameter)
•Adjustable strap with ring
•Leather (strap) Rubber (ring) Steel with plating (snaps)

Leather 3-Snap Ring™

1411-03-2
•Adjustable multi-purpose ring
•Leather with nickel-free,
non-tarnishing snaps

•8”x .5”/20 cm x 1 cm

Sean Michaels® Love Ring™

1410-11-3
•Fully adjustable •Latex
•5.5”/14 cm (adjustable)

Leather Cinch™

1409-03-3
•Adjustable enhancer with
quick release snaps

•Leather with nickel-free
metal snaps

•10.3” x .5”/26 cm x 1 cm

The Lasso®

1408-01-2
•Comfortable and adjustable erection keeper
•Latex
•4.8”/12 cm (adjustable)

Velcro® Rings
1413-00-2
•Assorted colors •Velcro®

•8.8”x .5”/22 cm x 1 cm
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Julian’s Stud Ring™

1417-00-2
•Fully adjustable, supple, assorted vibrant colors
•Latex
•5”/13 cm (adjustable)

4 Gates of Hell™
1418-00-3
•Washable harness with 4 interchangeable rubber rings
•Cotton (strap) Rubber (rings) Steel with coating (snaps)
•3.5”/9 cm (length)
•1.5”/4 cm (small ring) 1.75”/4 cm (medium ring)
2”/5 cm (large ring), 2.25”/6 cm (x large ring)

Universal Gates of Hell™

1416-03-3
•Adjustable leather harness
with three interchangeable
rubber rings

•Leather (strap) Rubber (rings)
Steel with plating (snaps)

•9”x .5”/23 cm x 1 cm
(leather strap)

•1.75”/4 cm (small rubber ring),
2”/5 cm (medium rubber ring),
2.5”/6 cm (large rubber ring)

Leather
Cock Collar™

1415-03-2
•Comfortable,
adjustable,
3-snap design

•Leather (strap)
Steel with plating
(snaps)

•8”x .5”/20 cm x 1 cm

Double Helix®

1414-50-3
•Trim-to-fit quick release
double erection enhancer

•Rubber
•2.75”/7 cm (large ring/diameter)
•2.25”/6 cm (small ring/diameter)

Quick Release Erection Ring™

1414-00-3
•Trim-to-fit rubber erection ring
•Rubber
•9”x .5”/23 cm x 1 cm
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Adjustable Loop™ Enhancer
Clear Glitter 1422-00-2
Red Glitter 1422-11-2
Blue Glitter 1422-12-2
Purple Glitter 1422-14-2
•Fully adjustable, comfortable
enhancers

•Stretchy TPR
•5”/13 cm (adjustable)

Tri-Rings™

Glow-in-the-Dark 1421-00-2
Natural 1421-01-2
Black 1421-03-2
Red 1421-11-2
Blue 1421-12-2
•Includes medium, large, and
extra large multi-purpose rings

•Rubber
•1.75”/4 cm (medium)
2”/5 cm (large) 2.5”/6 cm (x large)

The Guardian™

Erection Ring
1420-00-2
•Erection prolong ring
with instructions

•ABS
•2”/5 cm (diameter)

Quick Release Cock Cage™

1419-00-3
•Trim-to-fit quick release 3 ring erection enhancer
•Rubber
•2”/5 cm (small ring) 2.25”/6 cm (medium ring)
2.5”/6 cm (large ring)
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Penis Pump Commander™

Erection Enhancer
1427-00-2
•Stretchy 2 handled erection ring
designed specifically for use
with an erection pump

•Fits securely on the base of the
pump cylinder and simply slips
down over the penis when erect

•Silicone
•3.1”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Dual Ringer™

Nubby 1428-10-2
Tickler 1428-20-2
•Stretches to fit comfortably over the penis and balls
•Enhancement for him, stimulation for her
•Stretchy TPR •2.8”x 2”/7 cm x 5 cm

Pearl Beaded Prolong Ring®

Glow-in-the-Dark 1425-00-2
Smoke 1425-03-2
Purple 1425-14-2
Pearl 1425-22-2
•Stretchable erection enhancer
with pearl stimulation beads

•Silicone •1.5”/4 cm (diameter)

Metallic Bead Ring™

1424-00-2
•Stretchy enhancer ring with
5 metal stimulation beads

•Silicone (ring) Steel (beads)
•1.25”/3 cm (diameter)

Support Girth Ring™

Ivory 1423-01-3
Black 1423-03-3
•Pliable enhancer designed to support, add girth,
and assist in maintaining an erection

•Soft pleasure nodes for added stimulation
•Silicone
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm



Couples Love Enhancers™

Pleasure Rings 1 1430-10-2
Diameter: 1.2”/3 cm (round) 1.75”/4 cm (star)
Pleasure Rings 2 1430-20-2
Diameter: 1.5”/4 cm (round) 2.5”/6 cm (oblong)
•Comfortable rings enhance, support, and stimulate
•Unscented TPR
•Soft and stretchy
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Senso Rings®

3-Pack Clear 1431-00-2
3-Pack Pink 1431-04-2
3-Pack Purple 1431-14-2
•Super-stretchy all purpose rings
•For use on penis or vibrator
•Senso® (TPR)
•1.75”x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm

Magic C-Rings™

Clear 1429-25-2
Red 1429-30-2
Blue 1429-35-2
•Set of 3 sturdy, comfortable,
stretchy, all purpose support rings

•Adorned with raised hearts, stars,
and nubbies for added stimulation

•TPR
•Diameter: 1”/3 cm (star),
0.85”/2 cm (nubbie), 0.75”/2 cm (heart)

Island Rings™

Clear 1429-00-2
Pink 1429-04-2
Purple 1429-14-2
•3 sizes of soft and stretchy all purpose rings
•TPR
•Diameter: 0.75”/2 cm (small),
0.85”/2 cm (medium), 0.9”/2 cm (large)
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Love Savers™

1434-10-2
•Comfortable rings support,
enhance, and stimulate

•Unscented TPR
•Soft and stretchy
•Set of 4
•0.6”/2 cm (diameter)

Senso®

Enhancers™

1434-00-2
•3 stretchy enhancers
•Senso® (TPR)
•0.5”/1 cm (diameter)

The Perfect Tie™

Clear 1433-10-3
Black 1433-20-3
•Soft, smooth, stretchy,
comfortable enhancer

•Trim to fit, or tie it twice
•Silicone
•14”x .2”/36 cm x 1 cm

Senso® 6 Pak™

1432-00-2
•6 super-stretchy erection
enhancers in assorted
shapes and colors

•Senso® (TPR)
•.75”/2 cm (diameter)
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Silicone Rings™

1438-00-2
•Large and X-Large
multi-functional rings

•Silicone
• Diameter: 1.5”/4 cm (large)
• Diameter: 1.75”/4 cm (x-large)

Silicone Tribal™ Rings
White 1438-80-2
Black 1438-90-2
•High quality multi-use rings
enhance, support, and stimulate

•Sturdy, soft, stretchy and pliable
•Silicone
•Diameter: 1.15”/3 cm (small)
•Diameter: 1.3”/3 cm (large)

Super Stretch™

Stimulator Sleeves
Style A Bump Pink
1435-10-2 2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm
Style B Noduled Pink
1435-20-2 2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm
Style C Nubby Pink
1435-30-2 2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm
Style D Dual Noduled Purple
1436-10-2 3.2”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm
Style E Dual Smooth Purple
1436-20-2 3”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm
•Comfortable, durable and stretchy
erection enhancement rings
with ticklers

•TPR

Island Rings™ Double Stacker™

Glow-in-the-Dark 1437-00-2
Pink 1437-04-2
•Double support stretchy rings
•TPE
•0.85”/2 cm (diameter)
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Senso® Cock Ring with Balls™

1440-00-2
•Enhancement support with anal beads
•Stretchy TPE
•11”x 1”/28 cm x 3 cm

Support Ring™

Nubby 1441-10-2
Ribbed 1441-20-2
Tickler 1441-30-2
•Super-stretchy, comfortable
erection enhancers

•Stretchy TPR
•2.5” x 1.2”/6 cm x 3 cm

Invisible
Companion 2™

1439-25-2
•Support and enhance
with this clear and
discreet, comfortable, and
stretchy triple action stimulator

•Designed to optimize lovemaking
for her and him

•Powerful vibrator
•EZ touch push button control
•TPE (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•5”x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Invisible Companion™

1439-00-2
•Ultra-discreet, soft, stretchy dual support
ring with micro-wireless stimulator

•TPE (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .5”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)
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Man Shark™ Enhancer Ring
1444-00-3
•Enhance, support and stimulate with
this comfortable universal ring

•Soft ticklers for added sensations
•Stretchy TPR
•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm

Matrix™ Vibrating Cock Enhancer
1445-03-3
•Comfortable dual support enhancement rings
with powerful removable micro-stimulator

•Multi-speed
•Rubber (rings) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

One Touch™

Flicker 1443-00-2
Dolphin 1443-12-2
Nubby 1443-14-2
•Discreet, comfortable,
stretchy enhancer with
removable and reusable
super-slim micro stimulator

•Stretchy TPE
•Batteries included
(2 watch, 4 included)

•2.5”x 1.75”
6 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)

•1.75”x .5”/4 cm x 1 cm
(stimulator)

Ultimate Stroker Beads™

1442-05-3
•5 rows of support rings of smooth silver pearl beads
•Stretchy support and enhanced stimulation
•ABS
•1.5”x 1.5”/4 cm x 4 cm
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Leather Cock Cage™

1448-03-3
•Fully adjustable leather harness with quick release snap closures
•Includes medium, large, and x-large enhancement rings
•Leather (harness) Rubber (rings)
•9”x .5”/23 cm x 1 cm (strap)
•1.5”/4 cm (diameter/medium ring)
•2”/5 cm (diameter/large ring)
•2.5”/6 cm (diameter/x-large ring)

Strap-On
Cock Ring™

1447-03-3
•Fully adjustable,
superior quality leather
harness with quick release snaps

•Includes medium, large, and x-large pliable rings
•Leather (harness) Rubber (rings)
•46”x .6”/117 cm x 2 cm (harness)
•1.5”/4 cm (diameter/medium ring)
•2”/5 cm (diameter/large ring)
•2.5”/6 cm (diameter/x-large ring)

Power Ring™ Wireless Vibrating Enhancer
Clear 1446-00-2 Smoke 1446-03-2
Pink 1446-04-2 Purple 1446-14-2
•Comfortable, discreet, wireless, power packed, erection enhancer
•Removable and reusable stimulator
•Stretchy TPR
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•Diameter: 0.5”/1 cm (enhancer)
•1”x .5”/3 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Leather Cock Ring with Micro-Stimulator™

1449-03-3
•Adjustable 3-snap leather enhancer
with removable micro-stimulator

•Multi-speed
•Leather (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•8”x .5”/20 cm x 1 cm (strap)
•2.25”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)
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Micro-Max®

Vibro Tongue 1454-10-3
2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
Vibro Teaser 1454-20-3
3”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm
•Discreet, comfortable, and wireless
•Erection enhancer for him, vibrating love nubs for her
•Power-packed removable and reusable stimulator
•Stretchy TPR
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•1” x .5”/3 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Double Lover’s Enhancer™

1452-04-3
•Comfortable dual supporting
rings for him, passionate
vibrations for her

•Powerful multi-speed, quiet,
removable stimulator

•TPE (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Silicone Beaded Stud® Rings™

1455-11-2
•Sturdy multi-function erection enhancers
with metal pleasure beads

•Silicone
•Diameter: 1.5”/4 cm (medium)
•Diameter: 2”/5 cm (large)

Cock Rocker™

1451-00-3
•Stimulation for her, arousal and sturdy support for him
•Soft and stretchy substantial enhancer
•Removable dual power-packed wireless stimulators
•Push button activation
•Unscented TPR
•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•4” x 2.1”/10 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

NOTE:
The following

items are located
on page 258 with
Pocket Exotics

1450-09-2,
1453-00-2,
1477-09-2
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Tickling “D” ™

Pink 1457-04-3
Purple 1457-14-3
Green 1457-15-3
•Escalate your romance with these
fun couple’s enhancers

•Comfortable, stretchy and durable
•Provides sturdy support for him
and vibrations for her

•3-speed removable stimulator
•Unscented TPR (enhancer)
ABS (stimulator)

•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2.1”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Waterproof Passion Ring™

Pink 1458-04-3
Blue 1458-12-3
•Comfortable, stretchy, and durable
vibrating enhancer

•Support for him, with unique texture
nodes supply added sensations for her

•Push button micro stimulator for
powerful vibrations

•Unscented TPR
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.2”x 1.2”/6 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Waterproof MAXIMUS®

Enhancement Ring™

5 Stroker Beads 1456-10-3
10 Stroker Beads 1456-20-3
•Soft, stretchy, and durable double
enhancement rings

•Maximum support and control for him,
strategically placed stroker beads and
love nodules for her

•Wireless mini vibrating bullet provides
powerful clitoral stimulation

•Unscented TPR (ring)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.5”x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .75”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)
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All Star Enhancer Ring™

1459-03-3
•Pliable and super stretchy enhancer ring
designed for comfort and sturdy support

•Durable TPE
•2”x 1.75”/5 cm x 4 cm

Sapphire Enhancer Ring™

1460-20-3
•Easy-to-use, soft, stretchy, comfortable,
and sturdy erection enhancer

•Provides support at the base of the
penis for added stability

•Unscented TPE
•1.5”x 2”/4 cm x 5 cm

Sapphire Magnum Ring™

1460-30-3
•Super stretchy, comfortable, easy-to-use
erection enhancer with a dual
support system for added stability

•Nubbed for added pleasure
•Unscented TPE
•3”x 1.5”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm

Dual Support Magnum Ring™

1460-11-3
•Maximum support with extra wide
stretchy enhancer ring

•Scrotum ring for added stability
•Durable TPE
•3”x 1.5” x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm x 4 cm
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T-Licious Ring™

1464-00-3
•Intimate design enhances and adds girth plus shaft support
•Powerful removable push button stimulator
•TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Teaser Tongue
Enhancer™

1463-04-3
•The perfect lover’s tool
•Soft, pliable, and supportive
enhancement ring for him

•Amazing flickering tongue for her
•3-speed wireless, removable,
reusable stimulator

•TPR (enhancer)
ABS (stimulator)

•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Cock Commander™

1462-00-3
•Textured dual ring enhancer with top loading micro stimulator
•Sturdy support for him, powerful vibrations for her
•TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2.5”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Vibrating Cinch Ring™

Clear 1461-00-3
Smoke 1461-03-3
•Erection enhancer comfortably
adjusts to fit any size man

•Reverberating vibrations that
are quiet and powerful

•Pleasure ticklers
•Soft and stretchy
•Removable wireless stimulator
•Unscented TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm
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Vibrating Support Plus™

Pleasure Point Ring
1466-10-3
•Soft, sensuous ticklers with an “O”
pleasure point for instant stimulation

•Removable 3-speed high intensity bullet
•TPR (enhancer) Stainless Steel (rings)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•1 N battery (included)
•1.5”x 2.5”/4 cm x 6 cm (enhancer)
•2.5”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm (bullet)

Vibrating Support Plus™ Beaded Ring Exciter
1466-20-3
•Soft, stretchy enhancer with 3 strategically placed metal
beads for added pleasure for her

•Flanged support ring for added comfort and support for him
•Removable 3-speed high intensity bullet
•TPR (enhancer) Stainless Steel (beads and rings)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•1 N battery (included)
•2.5”x 1.5”x 1.25”/6 cm x 4 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•2.5”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm (bullet)

Support Plus™

Extended Ring Head Exciter
1465-10-3
•3 strategically placed stainless steel pleasure
beads for extra stimulation for her and him

•TPR (enhancer) Stainless Steel (rings and beads)
•3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm

Support Plus™…the world’s first patented support
system with added flexibility and comfort. Dual semi-

circle stainless steel supports for extra stamina!
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Vibrating Support Plus™ Extended Head Exciter
1466-30-3
•Soft, stretchy, extended length enhancer with added support for him
•Tantalizing ticklers provide added pleasure for her
•Removable 3-speed high intensity bullet
•TPR (enhancer) Stainless Steel (rings)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•1 N battery (included)
•2.5”x 1.5”x 2”/6 cm x 4 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2.5”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm (bullet)

Vibrating Support Plus™

Instant Activation Extended Enhancement System™

1467-10-3
•Durable, stretchy, and discreet!
•Extra length support system with an option of contact or
constant vibration with the flip of a switch

•3 strategically placed metal beads add incredible sensations for her
•Removable, powerful stimulator
•TPR (enhancer) Stainless Steel (beads and rings) ABS (stimulator)
•3”x 1.5”x 3.25”/8 cm x 4 cm x 8 cm

Vibrating Support Plus™

Extended Ring Matador®

1466-40-3
•World famous Matador® enhancer paired with the
Support Plus™ system for incredible sensations and support!

•2 tantalizing beads reverberate for unbelievable sensations
•Removable 3-speed push button stimulator
•TPR (enhancer) Stainless Steel (rings and beads)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.25”x 1.5”x 2”/8 cm x 4 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Slip On Tool®

1500-03-3
•Comfortable, soft, stretchy Latex panty with
dong
•Latex
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm (dong)

Pink Slip-On Tool®

1502-04-3
•Latex panty with removable, powerful
power pack and superslim dong

•Multi-speed
•Latex (harness) silver plate (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•5”x 1.2”/13 cm x 3 cm (dong)
•2.75” x .75”/7 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Slip On Tool®

1500-01-3
•Comfortable, soft, stretchy Latex panty
with robust dong with balls

•Latex
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm (dong)

Ultimate Harness with Chubby Dong™

1499-04-3
•Dong with a robust 2”/5 cm girth
•Comfortable, soft, stretchy harness
with a Brazilian cut panty

•Powerful, multi-positional, removable
wireless micro-stimulator

•Latex (dong and panty)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm (dong)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Dual Harness™

1505-04-3
•Simultaneous stimulation for
you and your partner

•Harness fully adjustable
to 58”/147 cm waist

•Self pleasurizing plug slides
for perfect positioning

•Removable, easy to secure
double dongs

•Powerful dual control 3-speed
plug-in battery pack

•PVC
•3 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”/17cm x 3 cm (dong)
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm (plug)

Sister Strap-On™

1504-03-3
•Dildo with adjustable panty and
heavy duty snap closure

•Removable, multi-speed,
vibrating stimulator

•Latex (harness) silver plate (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•5.8”x 1.4”/15 cm x 4 cm (dildo)
•2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)

Blue Latex Slip-On Tool®
1503-12-3
•Ultra-thin Latex penis for deep
penetrating pleasures

•Versatile, stretch to fit panty with 2 wireless,
removable vibrating micro orbs

•One orb slides behind panty, the other
behind the dong for a partner

•Latex (harness), ABS (orb)
•2 N batteries (included)
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm (penis)
•2.75”x .75”/7 cm x 2 cm (micro orb)
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Vibrating Slender Penis Harness™

1508-00-3
•Sleek, soft, slender vibrating Latex penis
with detachable stretch-to-fit straps

•Crotchless style for easy access
•Detachable multi-speed battery pack
•Latex (dong) Elastic (straps)
Polyurethane (harness)

•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1.2”/15 cm x 3 cm (penis)

Crotchless Harness with 2 Dongs™

1509-03-3
•Comfortable, durable harness with 2 interchangeable dongs
•Crystalessence® (PVC) (dongs) Leather/Cotton (harness)
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm (dong)
•5”x 1.2”/13 cm x 3 cm (dong)

Executive Double Dong Harness™

Ivory 1507-01-3
Black 1507-03-3
•Latex life-like dong with small
sliding latex dong for vaginal or anal use

•Harness fully adjusts to 46”/116 cm waist
•Removable multi-speed stimulator
•Latex (dong) Leather (harness)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•2 AA batteries
•6.6”x 1.6”/17 cm x 4 cm (dong)
•2.1” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)

Double Dong with Harness™

Ivory 1506-01-3
Black 1506-03-3
•Harness has a 7”/18 cm Latex dong on
the front, and a 3”/8 cm Latex dong
on the T-strap

•Adjusts to a 46”/116 cm waist
•Latex (dong) Leather (straps)
•7” x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm (large dong)
•3”x 1.75”/8 cm x 4 cm (small dong)
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Jack Rabbit® Harness
1512-00-3
•Original Jack Rabbit® design coupled with
an innovative fully adjustable, crotchless,
sturdy, high quality strap-on harness

•Jack Rabbit® snaps into the comfortable
harness for secure thrusting action

•Removable Jack Rabbit® has non-jamming
synchronized rotating metal beads, and a
vibrating rabbit stimulator

•Jack Rabbit® may be used independently
•Dual control multi-speed battery pack
•Extension straps adjust to 45”/114 cm waist
to accommodate most shapes and sizes

•3 AA batteries
•PVC (Jack Rabbit®) Leather (harness)
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm (Jack Rabbit®)

Jelly Universal Harness™

1511-14-3
•Crotchless harness pleasure system
with 3 distinctive removable dongs
(G-spot, veined, and slender)

•Waist extensions adjust to 47”/119 cm
to accommodate most shapes and sizes

•PVC (harness, dongs) Cotton (straps)
•7.25”x 1.45”/18 cm x 4 cm (G-spot)
•6.75”x 1.6”/17 cm x 4 cm (veined)
•6.25”x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm (slender)

Furplay® Harness and Mask
Blue Leopard 1510-10-3
Brown Tiger 1510-20-3
•Exotic and durable faux fur padded
harness and mask

•Harness features non-tarnishing metal ring
that accommodates most flanged probes

•Adjustable waist and thigh straps for
anatomically correct positioning

•Waist adjusts up to 58”/147 cm
•Cotton/Velvet (mask, harness)
•1.75”/4 cm (ring/diameter)
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Wireless Power Harness™

1534-14-3
•The Wireless Power Harness™

is the most versatile harness
available

•Patented self-contained motor
•Ergonomically curved shaft
•Resonating vibrations throughout
•Totally wireless
•Push button control with 3 speeds
•Harness is fully adjustable to
50”/127 cm waist

•Soft, comfortable waist and
thigh straps with secure snaps

•PVC (dong) PU (harness)
•3 AAA batteries
•6” x 1.5” /15 cm x 4 cm (dong)

The Accomodator®

1514-01-3
•The ultimate oral sex stimulator
•Latex
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Passion Wave® Kit
1513-14-3
•Patented 3-speed wave motion rolls
up and down the smooth shaft of this
powerful, soft, and pliable massager

•Bunny stimulator provides 3 speeds
of clitoral vibration and may be used
with or without the harness

•Independent push button controls
with LED display

•EZ load battery pack
•Comfortable, secure harness includes
2 waist extensions that adjust to a
53”/135 cm waist for the perfect fit

•TPR (massager) Leather (harness)
•4 AA batteries
•6” x 1.6”/15 cm x 4 cm (dong)
•Patent #EP172053B1
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Bendable Wireless Harness™

1540-14-3
•Soft, stretchy harness is super comfortable
•Bendable dong with an impressive girth
•Removable, powerful, wireless
micro-stimulator

•Latex (harness) PVC (dong)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•5”x 1.6”/13 cm x 4 cm (dong)
•1.8”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Shane’s World®

Wireless Latex Harness
with Slender Penis™

1535-01-3
•Soft, stretchy harness with a super-slender penis
•Wireless micro-stimulator slides to any
position along the shaft

•Latex (harness, penis)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•5”x 1.2”/13 cm x 3 cm (penis)
•1.8”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Wireless Power Harness 2™

1534-20-3
•Our versatile Wireless Power Harness™

now available with a dual density,
maintenance-free, life-like, tapered
Pure Skin® dong

•Patented self-contained motor
•3 powerful speeds with push button control
•Fully adjustable tush and waist straps
(up to 40”/120 cm)

•Secure snaps
•Pure Skin®/TPR (dong)
ABS (base) Nylon (straps)

•4.75”x 1.75”/12 cm x 4 cm (dong)
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Uninhibited™

2 Ring Harness
1545-14-2
•Harness with 2 interlocking
rings is compatible with all
strap-on devices

•Quick release clasps and
waist extension straps for
additional comfort and fit

•Adjustable up to
53”/135 cm waist

•Nickel free,
non-tarnishing rings

•Velour (harness)
Nylon (straps)
Steel (non-tarnishing rings)

•2.5”/6 cm (ring diameter)

Leather Ring Harness™

1550-03-3
•Crotchless harness with stretch-to-fit straps
and removable non-phallic dildo

•Leather (harness) Elastic (straps) PVC (dildo)
•5.7”x 1.6”/14 cm x 4 cm (dildo)

Double Ring Harness™with Dong
1552-14-3
•Comfortable plush harness with
waist extenders, plus removable dildo

•Adjustable up to 50”/127 cm waist
•Durable, dual metal rings are designed
to fit most flanged toys

•TPR (dong) PVC (harness)
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm (dildo)

Harness Accessory Jelly Thruster™

1557-14-3
•Soft, flexible two-toned Jelly probe,
designed to fit most strap-on harnesses

•PVC •4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

The Translucent Wonder Harness™

with Removable Dong
1541-00-3
•Translucent crotchless harness with
a sturdy removable pliable dong

•Included extensions adjust up to 54”/137 cm waist
•PVC
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm (dong)
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Glow-in-the-Dark Reversible Sleeve™

1599-00-2
•Stretchy glow-in-the-dark sleeve with stimulating
nodules inside and out

•TPR •5.5”x 1.4”/14 cm x 4 cm

Glow-in-the-Dark
Extension™

1598-00-2
•Stretchy glow-in-the-dark
extension with ticklers

•TPR
•5.5”x 1.6”/14 cm x 4 cm

Universal Sleeves™

Glow-in-the-Dark 1597-00-2
Pink 1597-04-2
•Soft, stretchy, textured sleeves
for use with any standard vibrator
or as an erection enhancer

•TPR
•5.5”x 1.2”/14 cm x 3 cm

Universal Stimulator™

1596-00-3
•Multi-purpose, reversible,
soft Senso® enhancer

•Lube included
•Senso® (TPR)
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm

Penis Extension with Vibrator™

1595-14-2
•Soft, stretchy textured sleeve with enlarged penis head
•Designed for use on penis, or on included silver vibrator
•Multi-speed
•TPE (sleeve) ABS with silver plating (vibrator)
•2 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm
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Adjustable
Extender™

1600-25-2
•Add 2”/5 cm to
your length

•Custom fit for any man
•Pleasure ticklers
•Soft and stretchy PVC
•8.5”x 1.5”/22 cm x 4 cm

Senso Sleeves®

Clear 1601-00-2 Smoke 1601-03-2
•2 pack of super-stretchy sleeves
•Senso® (TPR)
•5”x 1.2”/13 cm x 3 cm

Senso Extension®

1600-00-2
•Super stretchy extension with solid head is made
for sensual enhancement and stimulation

•Senso® (Silicone)
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Reversible Sleeve™

Clear 1599-10-2
Glow-In-The-Dark 1599-20-2
•Reversible universal sleeve with ridges
and pleasure nodules

•Use on penis or vibrator
•Soft, stretchy, unscented TPR
•5.5”x 1.2”/14 cm x 3 cm
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Micro-Vibro Pleaser™

1604-00-3
•Noduled clear sleeve with clitoral tongue
•Removable micro-bullet
•Multi-speed
•Senso® (TPR) (sleeve) silver plated (bullet)
•Lubricant included
•2 AA batteries •5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Hot Rod Enhancer™

1605-00-2
•Super stretchy, comfortable enhancer
with ridged surface will add girth and
provide extra stimulation

•TPR
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm

Julian Senso Sleeve®

1603-00-2
•Clear, textured, super stretchy,
reversible sleeve

•Senso® (TPR)
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Vibrating Penis Extension™

1602-01-3
•Plushy soft, natural feel stretchy extension
with powerful wireless vibrations

•Roll-down sheath is extra long and tight
for added enhancement

•Latex (extension) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•8”x 1.6”/20 cm x 4 cm
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G-Spot Extension™

Clear 1608-00-2
Pink 1608-04-2
•Jelly tipped extension with
unique G-Spot head

•Soft PVC
•1”x 1.2”/3 cm x 3 cm

Bigger and Better
Hot Rod Enhancer™

Clear 1605-10-2
Smoke 1605-20-2
•Our best selling Hot Rod Enhancer™

just got better
•40% larger than the original,
super-stretchy, and comfortable
to add that “snug feeling”
for you and your partner

•TPR
•3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm

3” Latex Extension
Nubby Ivory 1606-00-2 3”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm
Smooth Ivory 1606-01-2 3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
Nubby Brown 1606-02-2 3”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm
Smooth Black 1606-03-2 3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
•Soft and supple penis extension with roll down sleeve
•Latex

4” Latex Extension
Ivory 1607-01-2
•Soft and smooth penis
extension with roll
down sleeve

•Latex
•4”x 1.4”/10 cm x 4 cm
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SoftSkins®Plus Bunny™

1612-14-3
•Designed for couples
•Triple-action vibrating enhancer includes
2 powerful, wireless, removable stimulators

•Plushy soft SoftSkins®/TPR (bunny)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•4.5”x 1.4”/11 cm x 4 cm (bunny)
•2” x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

SoftSkins®Plus
Tickling Tongue™

1613-14-3
•Plushy soft, vibrating enhancer
with stimulating flickering tongue

•Removable, wireless stimulator
•TPR (tongue)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm (tongue)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Pleasure Enhancing Tongue™

1614-00-3
•Sturdy, stretchy enhancer with shaft
support for him, and nubby ticklers for her

•TPR
•2.5” x 2”/6 cm x 4 cm

Cock Cage Enhancer™

Clear 1609-00-3
Smoke 1609-03-3
•Enhance, support, and stimulate
•Super stretchy, sturdy, soft and pliable
•Unscented TPR
•4.5” x 1”/ 11 cm x 3 cm
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Futurotic® 4-Way Arouser™

Ultimate Beaver™ 1619-10-3
Darting Duck™ 1619-20-3
•Soft vibrating arouser with interior pleasure nodes
slips over the penis to add girth and support

•Removable and reusable micro-stimulator
•Powder included
•TPR(arouser) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm (arouser)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Girth Rings™

1618-00-2
•2 soft, stretchy, comfortable rings
provide extra support and added
girth for him

•TPE
•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm (nubby)
•1.8”x 1.5”/5 cm x 4 cm (ticklers)

Vibrating Latex PPA™ with Pump
1617-01-3
•Vibrating PPA slides over the penis and
inflates to desired girth

•3-speed bullet is placed at the tip for
optimal stimulation

•Easy-to-use squeeze bulb
•Quick release purge valve
•LED light
•Latex (dong) Rubber (bulb)
•3 AA batteries •5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm

The Facilitator®

1615-01-3
•Vibrating strap-on dong designed for men
with difficulty maintaining an erection

•Solid dong strap-on fits comfortably above genitals
•Multi-speed •Latex
•2 AA batteries •6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
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Power Rock™

Vibrating Cock Tickler
1621-00-3
•Super stretchy, comfortable
enhancer with ticklers

•Powerful, removable, reusable
micro stimulator

•Stretchy TPR (enhancer)
ABS (stimulator)

•Batteries included
(1 watch, 2 included)

•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•1” x .4”/3 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Power Rock™

Vibrating Penis Sleeve
1622-00-3
•Life-like, translucent penis sleeve
•Powerful removable and reusable
micro stimulator

•Stretchy TPR (sleeve) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•4.5”x 1.2”/11 cm x 3 cm (sleeve)
•1” x .4”/3 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Power Rock™ Vibrating Girth Ring
1622-10-3
•Add girth, enhancement, and support for him,
with discreet vibrations for her

•Soft and stretchy
•Removable wireless micro-stimulator
•Unscented TPR (ring) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm (ring)
•1.1”x .5”/3 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Futurotic®

Natural Feel
Penis Extension
1620-00-2
•Trim-to-fit extension
with solid head

•Futurotic® (TPR)
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

Pleasure Enhancer™

1619-50-3
•Comfortable supportive enhancer adds girth and stimulation
•Powerful vibrations and ticklers for her
•Wireless, removable, push button stimulator
•TPE (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Stud® Extender
with Support Ring™

Clear 1625-00-2
Smoke 1625-03-2
•Soft, textured and stretchy penis extender
adds girth plus 1”/3 cm in length

•Nubby stimulators add extra stimulation
•Support ring for a secure fit
•Unscented TPR
•5.5”x 1.2”/14 cm x 3 cm

Neptune’s Sheath™

1624-12-3
•Durable and stretchy textured enhancer provides
extended support and girth for him

•Removable, wireless, push button stimulator
•TPR (enhancer) ABS (bullet)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Ridge Rider™ Enhancer
1623-01-3
•Soft, comfortable to wear enhancer
with pleasure ridges adds girth and
provides extra stimulation

•Unscented TPR
•2.75”x 1.5”/7 cm x 4 cm

Invisi-Rider™ Enhancer
1623-10-3
•Extra girth and support for him
•Soft and comfortable
•3 metal beads and soft ribbing
add pleasure for her

•Unscented TPR
•3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm
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Lover’s Cage™

1628-04-3
•Intricately designed, super-stretchy, comfortable
enhancer with a micro stimulator

•Soft TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•2.1”x .5”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Deep Diver Dolphin™ Enhancer with Beads
1627-12-3
•Versatile, soft comfortable enhancer adds support and girth for him
•Dolphin stimulator with removable, wireless, and reusable
micro-stimulator adds triple stimulation for her

•TPR (enhancer) silver plated (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•4”x 1.2”/10 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Adonis™ Extension
1625-25-2
•Size does matter!
•Adds a full 2”/5 cm to length
•Soft, sensual, ribbed extension
with an accentuated penis head

•Comfortable and discreet
•Unscented TPR
•One size fits all – trim to fit
•6.25”x 1.5”/16 cm x 4 cm

Futurotic®

Penis Extender™

1626-01-3
•Comfortable, soft,
stretch-to-fit extension
adds girth and a full
2”/5 cm in length

•Futurotic® (TPR)
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Jaguar™ Enhancer with Beads
1631-10-3
•Comfortable ribbed support system
with a tapered head

•2 strategically placed stainless steel
balls for added stimulation

•Removable, wireless push button stimulator
provides pinpoint sensations for her

•Soft, stretchy TPR (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 1.25”x 2.75”/9 cm x 3 cm x 7 cm (enhancer)
•2.2” x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Barracuda™ Enhancer
Glider (Smooth) 1630-10-3
Teaser (2 rows soft ticklers) 1630-20-3
•Stretch-to-fit enhancers add girth, firm support,
and added sensations

•Comfortable and discreet
•Unscented TPR
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Vibrating “O” Plus™

1629-10-3
•Perfect for couples!
•Soft, stretchy, and comfortable enhancer provides
support and sensations for him

•Removable vibration head provides an incredible “O” for her
•Activates on contact or switches to continuous vibrations
•Unscented TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch)
•6.5”x 1.2” / 17 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•1”x .75”/3 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Vibrating “O” Sleeve™

1629-01-3
•Soft and stretchy enhancer sleeve provides support
and sensations for him

•Vibrating head provides an incredible “O” for her
•Activates on contact
•Unscented TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch)
•6.5”x 1.2”/17 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•1” x .75”/3 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Orgasm Ticklers™

1713-00-3
•3 soft and durable finger
sleeves fit pinky, thumb,
and middle finger for
added foreplay
•Unscented TPR
•1.6” x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm (sleeve 1)
•1.8” x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (sleeve 2)
•2.25” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (sleeve 3)

Universal Bullet Sleeve™

1714-00-2
•Soft and stretchy sleeve for
use on any vibrator or bullet

•Unscented TPR
•2”x 1.2”/5 cm x 3 cm

Micro Bullet Sleeve 3 Pack™

1715-00-2
•Soft and stretchy ticklers fit mini and micro bullets
•Unscented TPE
•1.5”x .5”/4 cm x 1 cm

Finger Teasers™

1712-00-2
•Soft, stretch-to-fit teasers
•Unscented TPE
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (ticklers)
•2.75”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm (bumps)

El Toro™ Enhancer with Beads
1631-20-3
•Ole! Ride the bull to ecstasy
•Soft, stretchy enhancer with a ribbed design
for extra support for him

•4 strategically placed stainless steel balls and
famous bull’s head provide extra stimulation for her

•Powerful vibrations from a removable, wireless
push button stimulator

•Unscented TPR (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 1.25”x 2.75”/9 cm x 3 cm x 7 cm (enhancer)
•2.2” x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Senso® Teaser™

1708-04-2
•Stretchy finger or
vibrator sleeve

•Senso® (TPR)
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm
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Basic Essentials™

Bunny Enhancer™

1738-10-2
Butterfly Enhancer™

1738-20-2
•Comfortable and
stretchy enhancer

•Removable and reusable
micro-stimulator

•TPR (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating
(stimulator)

•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm
(enhancer)

•1.25” x .5”/3 cm x 1 cm
(stimulator)

Basic Essentials™…High Quality, feature-packed
products for couples that enhance lovemaking —

at a price that can’t be beat!
A great addition to any toy collection!

Basic Essentials™

Enhancer Ring with Beads
1725-00-2
•Comfortable ring with 4 pleasure beads
•Enhances, supports, adds girth, stimulates
•Unscented TPR •Soft and stretchy
•2.5” x 2.5”/6 cm x 6 cm

Teaser Enhancer Ring
1726-00-2
•Erection enhancer with strategically
placed stainless steel ball & pleasure nub

•Unscented TPR •Soft and stretchy
•3” x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm

Pearl Stroker Beads
5 Rings/ small beads 1727-10-2
•Mystical pearls enhance and stimulate
•Smooth, comfortable, and stretchy
•ABS •1.5”x 1.5”/4 cm x 4 cm

Pearl Stroker Beads
6 Rings/ large and small beads 1727-20-2
•Mystical pearls create enhancement
and stimulation

•Smooth, comfortable, and stretchy
•ABS •3” x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Vibrating Action Enhancer
1735-00-2
•Ultimate enhancer with support for him and
fluttering ticklers for her

•Soft and stretchy
•Removable push button control stimulator
•TPR (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•2” x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Vibrating Dual Support Enhancer
1736-00-2
•Vibrating enhancer with dual support for him
•Pinpoint tickler with removable, wireless vibrations
•Push button control
•TPR (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•4” x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2” x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Basic Essentials™

Fluttering Butterfly™

1778-04-2
5.5” x 1.6”/14 cm x 4 cm
Dolphin™

1778-12-2
5” x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
•2-speed
•4 rows of reversible
rotating beads

•Push button control
•EZ load battery pack
•EZ on/off button
•Unscented TPE
•Soft and plaible
•4 AAA batteries

Basic Essentials™ Softee®

Pink 1766-04-2
Purple 1766-14-2
•Power-packed, soft massager
with stimulating design

•Removable sleeve for
independent use

•Multi-speed
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (massager)
•1 AA battery
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Basic Essentials™

Slim Softee®

Pink 1765-04-2
Purple 1765-14-2
•Power-packed, soft, sensually ribbed
“G” massager

•Removable sleeve for independent use
•Multi-speed
•TPR (sleeve) ABS (massager)
•2 AAA batteries
•5.5”x 1”/14 cm x 3 cm
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Basic Essentials™ Tight Pussy™

1785-00-3
•Masturbator with ribbed shaft
•TPR
•Soft and stretchy
•3.2”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm

Basic Essentials™

Beaded Masturbator™

1786-12-3
•Soft, stretchy, and super tight masturbator
•4 rows of silver stroker beads
•Ridged chamber
•TPR (masturbator)
ABS with silver plating (beads)

•5”x 2.5”/13 cm x 6 cm

Basic Essentials™ Penis Pump™

1790-12-2
•Clear cylinder with precision measurements
•EZ push button purge valve
•Soft ribbed Latex donut
•PVC (bulb) ABS (cylinder) Latex (sleeve)
•8”x 2.1”/20 cm x 5 cm

Basic Essentials™ Bunny™

Pink 1775-04-2
Purple 1775-14-2
•10 functions of vibration,
pulsation and escalation

•Push button controller
•EZ load battery pack
•EZ on/off button
•Unscented TPE
•Soft and plaible
•2 AA batteries
•5.5” x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
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Dual Clit Flicker™

1801-30-3
•Dual support for him plus amazing vibrations
and flickering tongue for her

•Powerful removable push button stimulator
•TPR (ring), ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Soft and stretchy
•Uses powerful N size battery (1 included)
•3.5”x 2.5”/ 9 cm x 6 cm (ring)
•2.75”x.6”/7 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Wireless Ring of Passion™

1801-20-3
•Discreet, sturdy, comfortable support for him
with soft vibrating ticklers for her

•Removable push button stimulator
•TPR (ring), ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 1.4”/ 8 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Fluttering Dove™ Enhancer
1801-10-3
•Optimize lovemaking with this full
contact triple point stimulator

•Personalized design with 2 options for bullet
placement to customize your “O”

•Unscented TPR (Ring)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 2.5”/ 8 cm x 6 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Vibro Flipper®

1804-12-3
•Super stretchy, high quality enhancer provides
dual support for him, and a fluttering stimulator
adds powerful sensations for her

•Removable micro-bullet with push button control
•TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 1.75”/9 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Platinum Ultra Enhancer with Tongue Teaser™

Single Ring 1803-10-2 3”x 1.2”/9 cm x 3 cm
Double Ring 1803-20-2 3.75”x 2.2”/10 cm x 6 cm
•Hi-tech stimulator may be used independently or with enhancer
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Comfortable and stretchy
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Elite 7X™

7 Function Sexual Exciters™

Sapphire 1802-10-3
Ruby 1802-20-3
Aqua Marine 1802-30-3
•Super stretchy dual ring enhancers
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Powerful removable bullet
with plug-in jack

•Easy one touch activation
•Glow-in-the-dark controls
•TPR (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•3 AAA batteries
•3”x 2.5”/9 cm x 6 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (bullet)
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One Touch Plus™ Couple’s Enhancer
1809-10-3
•Sturdy erection enhancer vibrates on contact,
or works continuously with the flip of a switch

•Comfortable support for him
•Extended bulbous stimulator and sensuous love nubs for her
•Removable, wireless micro-stimulator
•4 weighted, graduated pleasure balls
•Unscented TPR
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•9.75”x 1.5”/25 cm x 4 cm (overall length)

One Touch Instant Enhancer™

1809-00-3
•Erection enhancer vibrates on contact, or
works continuously with the flip of a switch

•Soft ticklers for her
•Comfortable and sturdy support for him
•4 weighted, graduated pleasure balls
•Wireless micro stimulator

•Unscented TPR
•Soft, stretchy and comfortable
•Batteries (2 watch, 4 included)
•10”x 1”/25 cm x 3 cm
(overall length)

Pink Heart Mini-Ring™

1807-04-2
•Small yet powerful mini-enhancer with textured
hearts to stimulate him and her

•Unscented TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries (1 watch, 2 included)
•2”x 1.2”/5 cm x 3 cm (ring)
•1”x .6”/3 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Reckless Rabbit™

1806-14-3
•Sturdy, pliable couples enhancer
provides sturdy support for him,
and the vibrating bunny adds
powerful sensations for her

•Multi-speed
•PVC (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•2 AA batteries
•5.5”x 2”/14 cm x 5 cm

Clitoral Stimulator™

1805-01-3
•Sturdy couples ring provides support for him,
and a vibrating dolphin stimulator for her

•Multi-speed •PVC (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•2 AA batteries •5.2”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm
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Vibrating Action Ring™

1812-14-3
•Soft and stretchy couples ring with
removable bullet provides support for him,
and powerful vibrations for her

•Multi-speed
•TPE (ring) ABS (bullet)
•3.75”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm (ring)
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Double Diver™

1813-00-3
•Enhancer gives ample support for him
with powerful vibrations for her

•Flexible penetrator with bendable
shaft for perfect “double diving” positioning

•3-speed removable wireless push button bullet
•Sturdy TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•4”x 1.2”/ 10 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Pleasure Duo Wireless Couples Kit™

1814-00-3
•Versatile kit includes a wireless micro-stimulator,
clear, stretchy enhancement ring, and a noduled
tickler sleeve

•TPR (ring and tickler)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm (ring)
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 2 cm (tickler)
•2” x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Senso Lover®

Prickly Pink 1810-04-2
Prickly Purple 1810-14-2
Bump Pink 1811-04-2
Bump Purple 1811-14-2
•Sturdy support for him,
raised pleasure nodes for her

•Senso® (TPE)
•3.5”x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm
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The Matador®

1818-11-3
•World famous Matador® enhancement ring provides
firm support for him, and pinpoint stimulation for her

•Removable multi-speed bullet
•PVC (ring) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•3”x 1.75”/8 cm x 4 cm (ring)
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Figure 8 Stimulator™

1817-12-3
•Sturdy Jelly enhancer stimulates both her and him
•Multi-speed removable bullet
•PVC (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•5”x 2.75”/13 cm x 7 cm (enhancer)
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Cascade®

1816-04-3
•Soft Jelly enhancer provides support for him,
and triple-point stimulation for her

•2 powerful multi-speed BP-100™ power packs
for independent use

•PVC (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (bullets)
•4 AA batteries
•4”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Clearly Sensual™

1815-00-2
•Stretchy couples ring supplies support for him,
powerful vibrations for her

•Removable multi-speed bullet
•TPE (enhancer) ABS (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•2.5”x 1.2”/6 cm x 3 cm (ring)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (bullet)
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Wireless Vibrating
Techno Lover™

Orgasm 1819-00-3
Arouser 1820-12-3
•Hands free lovemaking
•Wireless, whisper quiet couples arouser
•Powerful self-contained
Nitris 8000™ power pack

•Super stretchy TPR
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm

Erotic Blue™

5 Function Micro-Bullet with Sleeve
1821-00-3
•Great for foreplay
•Slimline bullet may be used with or without
the soft and versatile finger sleeve

• 5 functions of vibration and pulsation
•TPR (sleeve) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2AA batteries (not included)
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (sleeve)
•2.2”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Beaded Matador®

1818-25-3
•World famous Matador® enhancer is now wireless
with added graduated and weighted pleasure beads

•Powerful, removable micro-stimulator
•Unscented TPR (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2”x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Erection Master™

1824-00-3
•May be worn during lovemaking
•Micro-sized, quiet, super-stretchy,
ribbed, vibrating pleasure ring

•Multi-speed removable bullet
•TPR (ring) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•3.2”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (ring)
•1” x .75”/3 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Dolphin Erection Arouser™

1822-00-3
•May be worn during lovemaking
•Stretchy, discreet, quiet, micro-sized erection
enhancer maximizes sensitivity for her and him

•Multi-speed
•TPR (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•2.75”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•1.2”x .6”/3 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Sexual Safari™
1823-10-3
•Vibrating erection enhancer with a flexible
stimulating ribbed anal probe

•Removable multi-speed bullet
•PVC (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm (enhancer/probe)
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Rockin’ Rabbit®

1825-00-3
•Sturdy erection enhancer
with vibrating ears and tail

•Two multi-speed bullets dual controls
for independent use

•PVC (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (bullets)
•4 AA batteries
•4”x 1.75”/10 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Ring of Passion™

1828-14-3
•Vibrating couples enhancer with full contact,
contoured nubby stimulator tip

•Removable multi-speed bullet
•PVC (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Lover’s Triad™

1827-14-3
•Easy, top-loading, vibrating erection
enhancer with large and small teasing nubs

•Multi-speed
•PVC (ring) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•3.5” x 1.75”/9 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Clit Flicker™ with Wireless Stimulator
1829-11-3
•Vibrating erection enhancer with flickering tongue
•Powerful, removable, wireless stimulator
•PVC (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•1.5” x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Diving Dolphin®

1826-12-3
•Triple action love ring supports him,
dual bullets provide exciting stimulation for her

•Powerful multi-speed, dual control power pack
•PVC (ring) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•3 AA batteries
•4”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm (ring)
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)



Jana’s Butterfly Ring™

1832-14-3
•Comfortable, Jelly soft, textured enhancer for
complete hands-free enjoyment

•Multi-speed, wireless, micro-sized removable stimulator
•PVC (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.75”x 2”/7 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Double Dolphin™

1833-12-3
•Opulent blue dolphin enhancer is the
ultimate in dual action couples arousal

•Self-contained, hands free, removable
stimulators with powerful vibrating sensations

•PVC (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulators)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.2” x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Triple Clit Flicker™

1831-04-3
•Enhancement for him
and triple action for her

•Soft Jelly triple prongs
powered by a wireless
stimulator, provide
reverberating vibrations

•PVC (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating
(stimulator)

•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm
(enhancer)

•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm
(stimulator)

Wireless Butterfly Ring™

1830-00-3
•Vibrating enhancer arouses and maintains him
while providing incredible stimulation for her

•Removable wireless micro-stimulator
•PVC (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2” x .5”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)
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Triple Orgasm Erection Enhancer™

1838-04-3
•Comfortable support for him and triple
action stimulation for her

•Dual removable stimulators
•Soft TPE (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Wireless 2-Speed Couples Ring™

1837-00-3
•Self-contained, wireless, and totally hands free dual arouser
•2-speed •TPR (arouser) ABS (power pack)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•4”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm

Body to Body™

Auto Vibrating Ring 1835-25-3
Auto Vibrating Dual Ring 1836-12-3
•Wireless stimulator/erection enhancer is
self-contained and activates on contact

•Whisper quiet •Unscented TPR
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm (ring)
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm (dual ring)

Passion Heart™ Cock Ring
1834-04-3
•Full coverage erection enhancer provides sturdy support for him
•Strategically placed metal bead adds clitoral stimulation for her
•3-speed removable push button stimulator
•Unscented TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Soft and stretchy
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.5” x 2.75”/6 cm x 7 cm (enhancer)
•2.2”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Love Stuff®

Wireless Vibrating
Erection Enhancer™

1839-11-2
•Soft, stretchy, comfortable, and
durable enhancement ring

•Wireless removable and reusable
stimulator with push button activation

•TPE (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•2.5”x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm (ring)
•2” x .5”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Double Rock Ring™

1840-00-3
•Stretchy, durable dual rings for added support and enhancement
•Streamlined design with top loading, push button, EZ activation,
wireless vibrations

•TPR (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 2.5”/9 cm x 6 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Smokin’ 8 Vibe Ring™

1841-03-3
•Our famous Figure 8™ stimulator just got better
•Sturdy dual support for him with resonating
vibrations for her

•Powerful, removable, reusable advanced
push button magic bullet

•Soft and comfortable •3-speed
•Unscented TPE (ring)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•4”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm (ring)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Ultimate Triple
Stimulator®

1850-04-3
•Triple your pleasure
•Vibrating support ring with flexible vertebrae dong
•Multi-speed removable bullet
•PVC (ring/dong) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•5” x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm (dong/ring)
•2.1”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Erotic Symphony™

1851-03-3
•Heavy duty graduated pleasure beads
with a powerful vibrating head

•Multi-speed
•PVC (beads) ABS (battery case)
•2 AA batteries
•12” x 1.25”/30 cm x 3 cm
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Wireless Adonis Pouch™

Black Knight 1871-03-3
•Soft and stretchy enhancing ring with
testicular pouch

•Removable high-powered micro-stimulator
adds vibrating action with the push of
the EZ touch button

•Latex (pouch) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•5”x 2.5”/13 cm x 6 cm (pouch)
•2”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Adonis Pouch™

1870-03-3
•Vibrating testicular stimulator with
built-in erection support ring

•Multi-speed
•Latex (pouch) ABS (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•5”x 2.5”/13 cm x 6 cm (pouch)
•2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Anal Invader with Cock Cage™

1872-03-3
•Curved pliable vibrating butt plug
attached to an erection support ring

•Multi-speed
•Lubricant included
•PVC (plug) Latex (support ring)
•1 AA battery
•4.2”x 2.75”/11 cm x 7 cm (support ring)
•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (plug)

Invisible Adonis Pouch™

1870-00-3
•Clearly discreet with total support
for him plus vibration

•Clear, stretchy, and comfortable to wear
•3-speed removable wireless
push button bullet

•Pliable TPE (pouch) ABS (bullet)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•5” x 2.5” /13 cm x 6 cm (pouch)
•2.2”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)
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Inflate-A-Babe™

1899-00-2
•Universal inflation pump
•ABS (pump) PVC (hose)

Devon’s
Futurotic® Pleasure Doll
1904-01-3
•Life-size doll with vibrating and
rotating Futurotic® pussy

•Large breasts, mannequin face, and blonde hair
•Multi-speed
•Lubricant included
•PVC (doll) Futurotic® (TPR) (vagina)
•Powder included
•Repair kit included
•2 AA batteries

Jill Kelly®

Sensual Suction Sex Doll™

1906-01-3
•Life-size doll with natural feel breasts,
removable Senso® vagina, and a mouth
that sucks and vibrates

•Mannequin head, blinking eyes, and blonde hair
•Multi-speed
•Lubricant included
•Repair kit included
•PVC (body, lips, nipples, anus)
Senso® (TPR) (vagina)

•2AA batteries
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Aria Giovanni™
Italian Love Goddess™

1915-01-3
•Life-like, ultra-soft, with Futurotic®

vagina, anus, nipples, and
customized-to-fit mouth

•Almost seamless, life-like feeling
skin, full mannequin head,
long flowing hair, and
voluptuous breasts

•Movable arms with soft hands
with painted nails, slim waist,
and firm ass

•2 removable multi-speed bullets
•PVC (vagina, anus, body)
Futurotic® (TPR) (lips, nipples)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)

•Powder included
•4 AA batteries

My Baby Got Back!™

Doggie Style Love Doll™

1914-03-3
•Ultra-soft, realistic love doll with
a Futurotic® wireless vibrating
vagina and anus

•Full mouth and nipples
•Almost seamless construction
with a full mannequin head,
long flowing black hair, and
beautiful brown eyes

•Sumptuous Futurotic® mouth
with full lips, movable arms,
soft hands, and painted nails

•Life-like feet, firm ass,
full breasts, and slim waist

•PVC (body) Futurotic® (TPR)
(lips, nipples, vagina, anus)

•Powder included
•Repair kit included
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)
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Gina Lynn’s® Wireless Infinite
Sex Positions Love Doll™
1916-01-3
•Wireless vibrating love doll with movable arms and
orbital sockets creating an exceptional range of motion

•Sculpted mouth expands to fit any size
•Almost seamless, full mannequin head, long flowing
blonde hair, radiant blue eyes, real feel hands and feet

•Wrap-around legs are positioned to hug you
or she kneels for back door pleasures

•Wireless micro-stimulator may be
placed in any erogenous zone

•Powder included
•Repair kit included
•Futurotic® (TPR) (vagina, anus, nipples, lips)
PVC (body) ABS (stimulator)

•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included)

Linn Thomas™ Talking Love Doll™

1917-01-3
•Wireless vibrating love doll with pre-recorded
“sex talk” by Linn Thomas that
activates on penetration

•Almost seamless, life-like feeling skin, mannequin
hands, feet, and head with flowing hair,
and expandable mouth design

•Large breasts and jointed arms with orbital sockets
•Futurotic® (TPR) (vagina, anus, lips)
PVC (body and nipples) ABS (stimulator)

•Repair kit included
•Powder included
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
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Mr. Stud™ Love Doll
1923-01-3
•Life-like doll with an
8”/20 cm penis

•4-color face
•1 love hole •PVC

Tyler Knight™ Doll
1922-03-3
•Life-like doll with an
8”/20 cm penis

•4-color face
•1 love hole •PVC

Wrap Around Lover™ Doll
1920-01-3
•Wrap-around arms and legs design
•4-color face
•3 love holes
•PVC

Jana Cova™ Love Doll™

1919-01-3
•Revolutionary single mold 100% medical
grade soft skin Latex has the look
and feel of Jana Cova

•Totally seamless unibody construction
with dual inflation chambers that
holds up to 300 lbs./136 kg

•Life-like mannequin head with kissable
lips, long flowing hair, erotic deep blue
eyes with life-like eyelashes, and a
Futurotic® mouth that easily
adjusts to any size

•Extra tight and tantalizing
pussy and ass

•Fully detailed fingers and feet
•Natural breasts with perky nipples
•Wireless stimulator
•Includes inflation pump,
maintenance powder, repair kit,
and accessory pouch

•Latex (body, vagina)
PVC (anus and nipples)
ABS (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
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The Private Secretary™

1945-01-3
•Beautiful 3-D face, sensuous long
hair, voluptuous breasts

•Removable sexy skirt, blouse, and bra
•2 love passages
•PVC

Lacey™ Sexy Sista Doll™
1938-03-3
•Gorgeous life-like love doll
with 4-color face

•Voluptuous breasts with
firm nipples

•3 love passages
•PVC

Big Bust Babe™

1932-01-3
•Beautiful life-like doll with
4-color face

•Large breasts with firm nipples
•3 love passages
•PVC

Taunting Tanya™

1929-01-3
•3 love passage doll
•PVC

Shane’s World®

College Party Doll™
1933-01-3
•The perfect party girl
•4-color face
•3 love holes
•PVC

India™ Nubian Love Doll™

1931-03-3
•Life-like 4-color love doll
•Firm breasts and 3 love passages
•PVC
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Mail Order Bride™

1945-50-3
•Life-like love doll plus 3-D mannequin
face with kissable lips

•Removable white wedding outfit,
complete with veil and garter

•Long flowing blonde hair
•2 love passages •PVC

Sexy Flight Attendant™

1945-40-3
•3-D mannequin face, kissable lips,
and long flowing brunette hair

•Removable uniform and cap
•2 love passages
•PVC

California Girl™ Love Doll
1945-30-3
•Realistic 3-D face, flowing blonde
hair, perfect breasts

•Removable pink bikini
•2 love passages
•PVC

My Naughty Nurse™

1945-20-3
•Realistic 3-D face, kissable lips,
long flowing blonde hair

•Removable nurse uniform and cap
•2 love passages
•PVC

Sexy Cabbie™ Love Doll
1945-10-3
•Beautiful 3-D mannequin face,
blonde hair, kissable lips,
and perky breasts

•Removable cabbie outfit
•2 love passages •PVC

Big Joe™ Doll
1952-01-3
•Mannequin face with
wide-open mouth

•7”/18 cm removable dong
with suction cup

•2 love holes •PVC

Construction Man™

1959-01-3
•Inflatable “hunk” with an 8”/20 cm solid life-like dong
•2 love passages •PVC
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Blow Up
Playful Penis™

Centerpiece
1985-04-2
•Fun, inflatable centerpiece
with weighted base

•PVC
•11”x 3”/28 cm x 8 cm

Blow Up Penis™

1986-01-3
•Blow up penis inflates
to 14”/36 cm

•PVC

Blow-Up Boobs™

1984-01-3
•Each boob inflates to
11”/28 cm x 11”/28 cm

•PVC

Ms. Piglet Party Pig™

1982-01-3
•Inflatable party pig
•PVC

Talking Sheep™

1981-01-3
•Blow-up sheep with
action activated sound

•PVC

Ms. Eva the Ewe™

1980-01-3
•Inflatable party sheep
•PVC

Gia Darling™

TransSexual Love Doll™

1962-01-3
•Something for everyone
•4-color face, blonde hair,
voluptuous breasts, and a
7”/18 cm cock

•2 love passages
•PVC
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5 Speed Pretty Pastels™

Pink 1998-04-2
Lavender 1998-14-2
•5-speed with easy on/off
switch and LED indicator

•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Impulse®

Twin Action Stimulators™

1992-04-3
•Dual action Impulse® power pack provides
10 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Ultra-powerful penis shaped stimulator
and interchangeable micro-bullet may
be used independently or simultaneously

•Micro-bullet fits snuggly into a super
stretchy enhancer

•Dual plug-in jacks and LED indicator
•TPR (enhancer) ABS (penis)
ABS with silver plating (micro-bullet)

•4 AA batteries

Ultimate Couples Kit™

1990-00-3
•Powerful, Interactive® collection
for couples

•Over 100 powerful combinations
of programmed stimulation,
all in a storage case

•Multi-function power pack
vibrates, pulsates, and escalates

•4 interchangeable
plug-in stimulators

•3 plush heads
•2 adjustable nipple clamps
•Comfortable enhancer ring
•ABS (controller, stimulators)
PVC (heads, enhancer)

•4 AA batteries
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4 Play Kit™

2001-14-3
•3 slimline soft and pliable pleasure accessories
•2-speed power pack
•Plug-in jack
•PVC (attachments) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries

Waterworks™

Waterproof Mini 6 Pak™

1999-00-3
•High power motor in a wireless
mini ridged “G” may be used
independently or with enhancers

•Includes 5 soft sleeves
•Multi-speed
•ABS (mini ridged “G”) PVC (sleeves)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)

Intimate Foreplay Kit™

Purple 2002-14-3
Orange 2002-19-3
•Explore infinite possibilities
•Velvety soft, power packed,
versatile kit with 3 interchangeable
multi-use tips

•Tips screw on for a secure fit
•Plug-in jack
•Multi-speed dial control
with LED light

•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
TPR (nubby insert on
pinpoint stimulator)

•2 AA batteries
•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm
(stimulator with attachment)

Waterworks™ Waterproof 3 Pak™

2000-00-3
•Super-powerful, wireless, Opulent™ ridged “G”
•2 soft stimulator attachments
•Multi-speed
•ABS (ridged “G”) PVC (stimulators)
•2 AAA batteries
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Lavender 6 Pak™

2004-14-3
•Kit with 2 powerful massagers
and 4 interchangeable stylized sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS (massagers) PVC (sleeves)
•3 AA batteries

Tickle Me Pretty™

2005-04-3
•Essence® massager plus
foreplay feather

•Powerful
•ABS and Silicone (massager)
Natural Feather/PVC (foreplay feather)

•1 AA battery

Tickle Me Cupid™

2005-11-3
Tickle Me Passion™
2005-14-3
•Massager plus foreplay feather
•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager)
Natural Feather/PVC (foreplay feather)

•2 AA batteries

Waterproof
Mini Jack Rabbit® Kit
2007-00-2
•Powerful wireless stimulator
•Graduated pleasure beads
•Mini Jack Rabbit® sleeve
•ABS (stimulator)
•Crystalessence (PVC) (beads and sleeve)
•Batteries included (1 N, 2 included)
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Men’s Ball Buster Kit™

2014-00-3
•Leather (3-snap strap, cage)
Velcro® (strap) Rubber (rings)

Night Glow Kit™

2008-00-3
•Lavender glow-in-the-dark kit includes a
slimline massager, soft penis sleeve,
super-stretchy star and beaded
enhancement rings, and pleasure beads

•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) PVC (sleeve, rings, beads)
•2 AA batteries

Frisky Play™

2009-00-3
•3 times the fun
•Sensuous couple’s kit with 2 enhancers
•Soft and stretchy
•2-speed bullet
•Push button battery case
•TPR (enhancers) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries

Orgasmic Foreplay Kit™

Kit 1 2011-10-3
Kit 2 2011-20-3
•Multi-functional 2-speed soft stimulator with
reversible non-jamming pearl beads with independent
rotation and vibration, and instant on/off control

•2-speed plug-in power pack with powerful bullet
may be used independently, or with the sturdy
and soft multi-use probe

•ABS (bullet) PVC (stimulator, probe)
•6 AA batteries
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Nouveau Lover’s Kit™

2021-00-3
•Includes a versatile assortment of comfortably
stretchy rings plus tickling enhancer

•Removable 2-speed push button stimulator
•Unscented TPR
•1 AAA battery

Ring, Rings, Rings!™

2020-00-3
•Bonus set includes a
super-sized enhancer
with metal beads,
plus 6 assorted
multi-use rings

•Soft and stretchy TPR

Playful Lovers Ensemble™

2019-00-3
•Ergonomically shaped 2-speed massager
with pliable pleasure beads

•PVC (beads) ABS (massager)
•2 AAA batteries

Bottom’s Up Kit™

2017-00-3
•Multi-speed vibrating soft and pliable butt plug
•Powerful multi-speed bullet
•Seamless anal beads with handy retrieval ring
•Lubricant included
•PVC (plug) ABS (bullet, beads)
•4 AA batteries

Erogenous Zone Kit™

2016-00-3
•2-speed push button bullet
•Textured sleeve
•.5 oz/15 ml Arousal Gel™
•TPR (sleeve) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
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Pastel Pleasures™

2047-00-3
•Powerful mini massager with
4 pastel sleeves

•Multi-speed
•PVC (sleeves) ABS (massager)
•1 AA battery

Nicole’s Fantasy Kit™

2040-00-3
•Powerful ribbed massager with
three pliable solid tipped sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) PVC (sleeves)
•2 C batteries

Future Flex® Kit
2038-00-3
•Silver massager with
2 sensuous multi-use sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS with silver plating (vibrator)
PVC (sleeves)

•2 AA batteries

Senso® Couples Kit™

2036-00-3
•Multi-speed
•Soft and stretchy stimulator and 2 love rings
•Senso® (TPE) (stimulator, rings) ABS (vibe)
•2 AA batteries
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Sensuous Gliders™

2057-00-3
•2 versatile Jelly sleeves and
a powerful vibrator

•Multi-speed
•ABS (vibrator) PVC (sleeves)
•2 C batteries

Lovers Crystal
Collection™

2054-00-2
•Powerful vibe, multi-use
bullet, weighted balls,
and 2 super-stretchy rings

•Multi-speed
•ABS (vibe, bullet)
TPE (rings)

•3 AA batteries

Duotone Collection™

2050-00-2
•Versatile kit includes a
powerful massager,
multi-use vibrating bullet,
and weighted beads

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•4 AA batteries

Tropical Vibrations™

– Super-Slender Collection™

2049-00-3
•Powerful vibrator with 3 removable
extension sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS (vibrator) PVC (sleeves)
•2 AA batteries

Lilac Lovers Collection™

2048-00-3
•Mini massager with 4 multi-use
soft gel sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) PVC (sleeves)
•1 AA battery
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Glow-in-the-Dark Couple’s Kit™

2061-00-3
•Powerful massager with
2 interchangeable sleeves
that glow-in-the dark!

•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) PVC (sleeves)
•2 C batteries

Waterproof Travel Kit™

Pink 2060-04-3
Blue 2060-12-3
•On the go mini massager with
3 interchangeable pleasure sleeves

•ABS (massager) PVC (sleeves)
•1 AA battery

Celestial Sensations™

2059-00-3
•Powerful massager with 3 versatile
pleasure sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS with silver plating (massager)
PVC (sleeves)

•2 C batteries

Sultry Sensations™

2058-00-3
•Soft tongue and veined penis sleeves
with a powerful sleek vibrator

•Multi-speed
•ABS (vibrator) PVC (sleeves)
•2 C batteries
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Crystalessence® Passion Kit™

2066-11-3
•Powerful massager with 2 high
quality solid tipped sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) PVC (sleeves)
•2 AA batteries

Hot Pink Lover’s Kit™

2064-04-3
•Powerful massager with 2 solid tipped sleeves
•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) PVC (sleeves)
•2 AA batteries

Waterproof
Ultra Thin Teasers™

2063-00-2
•Powerful vibrator with
3 interchangeable, multi-use,
shimmering sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS (vibrator) PVC (sleeves)
•2 AA batteries

Luscious Lavender
Collection™

2062-14-2
•Versatile set of 4 assorted size massagers
•Multi-speed
•ABS •5 AA and 2 C batteries

Crystal Kit™

2065-14-2
•Powerful stimulator with 2 soft, high quality,
solid tipped sleeves

•Multi-speed
•ABS (stimulator)
Crystalessence®/PVC (sleeves)

•2 AA batteries
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LoveVibe Number 9™

Pink 2083-04-3
Green 2083-15-3
Orange 2083-19-3
White 2083-22-3
•Sophisticated chic massager
with 9 high intensity functions
of vibration, pulsation, and
escalation

•Travel size
•Silky smooth Velvet-Cote™

(PU Cote) (massager)
•Hygienically superior
TPR tips

•2 AAA batteries
•4.5” x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Water Whirl® Massager
Pink 2082-04-3
Purple 2082-14-3
•Ergonomically designed massager
is designed to fit in the palm
of your hand

•Powerful 2 speeds with
EZ push button control

•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•4.25”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
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My Mini-Miracle
Massager® Electric
2089-20-3
•All the power of the Miracle
Massager®… now in a
convenient compact size

•2-speed high intensity motor
•Angled, soft, spring-mounted
tip for ease-of-use

•EZ grip handle
•PVC (tip) Polypropylene (handle)
•120 Volt AC
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (tip)
•8”x 1.2”/20 cm x 3 cm (overall)

My Miracle
Massager™

2089-10-3
•High intensity,
ultra-powerful massager

•2-speed
•Ergonomic shape for
ease-of-use

•Spring mounted
ribbed head

•EZ grip handle
•PP (handle) PVC (head)
•120 Volt AC
•2.5” x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm (head)
•10.5” x 2”
27 cm x 5 cm (overall)

Miracle Massager®

2089-00-3
•High intensity, ultra
powerful massager with
maximum torque

•2-speed
•Ergonomically angled shape
•EZ grip handle
•Soft and supple flexible
head for versatile use

•PP (handle) PVC (head)
•120 Volt AC
•2.25”x 2”
6 cm x 5 cm (head)

•10.25” x 1.75”
26 cm x 4 cm (overall)
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My Mini-Miracle Massager® Wand
2089-30-3
•All the great features of our famous Miracle
Massager®…now in a compact battery operated
model that’s perfect for travel

•Multi-speed high intensity motor
•Flexible soft tip
•PVC (tip) Polypropylene (handle)
•2 AA batteries
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (tip)
•7.75”x 1”/20 cm x 3 cm (overall)

My Mini-Miracle Massager® Accessory
G-Whiz 2090-50-3
Scoop 2090-60-3
•Soft and pliable attachments that fit securely on
My Mini-Miracle Massager®, electric or battery operated

•PVC
•3”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm (G-Whiz)
•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm (Scoop)

Miracle Massager®

Accessory – For Him
2090-40-3
•The ultimate in male masturbation.
Attach to the Miracle Massager®

and experience unequivocal power
packed pleasure

•Fits Miracle Massager® and
most standard massagers

•TPR
•Soft and pliable
•3.75”x 4”/10 cm x 10 cm

Miracle Massager®Accessory – For Her
2090-30-3
•Contoured self pleasurizing “G” with full contact scoop

is the perfect Miracle Massager® accessory for her
•Fits Miracle Massager® and most standard massagers
•TPR •Soft and pliable
•5.5”x 2.5”/14 cm x 6 cm

Miracle Massager®Accessory
2090-20-2
•Textured soft Jelly probe with dual tantalizers for
triple stimulation fits securely on the Miracle Massager®

and most standard massagers
•PVC
•6.5”x 4”
17 cm x 10 cm

Miracle Massager®Accessory
2090-10-2
•Soft Jelly G-spot probe with tantalizing love nubs
fits securely on the Miracle Massager®

and most standard massagers
•PVC •6”x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm
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Dream Massager®

— The “G”
Pink 2096-10-3
Blue 2096-20-3
Purple 2096-30-3
5” x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm

Dream Massager®

— Ripple
Pink 2096-40-3
Blue 2096-50-3
Purple 2096-60-3
4.5” x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
•Whisper quiet gyrating
massagers with soft
Rubber-Cote™

•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™

(PU cote)
•2 AA batteries

Waterproof Vibrating
Body Scrunchie™

2095-04-3
•Nylon mesh scrunchie for shower or bath
•Removable, wireless micro-massager
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•Nylon (scrunchie) ABS (stimulator)
•4” x 5”/10 cm x 13 cm (scrunchie)
•2”x .75”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Hot Love™

2094-10-3
• 2 soft and sensual gel packs that
warm up when activated

•Use for massage on any body area
•Totally reusable (directions included)
•Vinyl
•3.75” x 3.75”/10 cm x 10 cm (each)
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Passion Probe™

Curvy 2097-04-3
Ripple 2097-14-3
•Oscillating, vibrating, power-packed massagers
•Multi-speed
•ABS with silky smooth Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote)
•2 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.6”/ 17 cm x 4 cm

Miti-Mite™

2103-14-2
•Personal pleasure massager
with 2 stretchy sleeves

•ABS (massager)
TPE (sleeves)

•1 AA battery
•3.5”x 1.2”/9 cm x 3 cm (sleeves)
•4” x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (vibe)

Flex-O-Pleaser™

2100-01-3
•Powerful angled stimulator
with flexible shaft

•Variable speed
•ABS
•2 C batteries
•8”x 1”/20 cm x 3 cm

Techno Flex™

2099-12-3
•Incredible stimulator
with flexible shaft

•2-speed
•ABS
•3 AA batteries
•7.75”x 1.25”/20 cm x 3 cm
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Compact WaterPro™

2104-01-2
•Discreet travel massager
with 4 tips

•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4” x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm

Essence®

For Couples
Pink 2105-25-3
Blue 2105-35-3
Purple 2105-45-3
•Sensually curved multi-use
massagers with textured
Silicone tips

•ABS (massager)
Silicone (tip)

•1 AA battery
•6” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm

Essence®

Pink 2105-04-3
Red 2105-11-3
Purple 2105-14-3
Teal 2105-15-3
•Power packed, ergonomically
shaped massagers with
nubby Silicone tips

•ABS (massager) Silicone (tip)
•1 AA battery
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
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10 Function Mystic Wand™

2110-14-3
•Endless possibilities with this multi-function massager
with 3 interchangeable tips that hit all the right spots

•Tips screw on for secure fit
•10 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Touch sensitive controls •On/off function
•ABS (massager) TPR (tips) •1 AA battery
•5” x 1”/13 cm x 3 cm (wand)
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (tips)

Waterproof
Mega-Mite™

Black 2109-03-2
Red 2109-11-2
•Ultra-powerful mini massager
with soft oscillating tips

•ABS (massager) TPR (tips)
•1 AA battery
•4.25” x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Anal-Flex™ Probe
2108-11-2
•Soft, sensual, ribbed probe flexes
and stays in perfect position

•4 powerful speeds
•Non-slip push button control
•LED light display
•EZ load battery pack
•ABS (handle) PVC (probe)
•2 AA batteries
•7” x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

Vibrato®

Energico 2106-10-3
Cadenza 2106-20-3
Allegro 2106-30-3
Gavotte 2106-40-3
•Perfectly sized, innovatively shaped
massagers with soft Rubber-Cote™

•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote)
•2 AAA batteries
•5” x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
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Crystal Chic™ Wand
Black 2113-03-3
Pink 2113-04-3
•Elegant, smooth, satin finish wand
adorned with genuine high
quality crystals

•Graduated, beaded, bendable shaft
•3 powerful speeds of vibration
throughout

•Runs for 6 hours on high speed,
9 hours on medium speed,
and a full 12.5 hours on low speed

•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•Easy cleaning instructions included
•1 AA battery
•7”x .75”/18 cm x 2 cm

Gerbil Flex Stimulator™

2112-00-3
•Powerful Jelly coated flex stimulator
•2-speed with on/off button
•Shaft bends and flexes to a
multitude of angles

•ABS (handle) PVC (coating)
•3 AA batteries
•8.5” x 1.25”/22 cm x 3 cm

Surprise Massager™

Clear 2111-00-2
Pink 2111-04-2
Purple 2111-14-2
•Uniquely designed, easy-to-use, one
touch activation massager that
bends and flexes

•Sized to slip on any finger
•Soft textured removable sleeve
•ABS (massager) TPR (sleeve)
•2 AAA batteries
•5”x .75”/3 cm x 2 cm
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Shane’s World® Power Massager™

2117-11-2
•Power-packed mini massager with
a soft stimulation tip

•ABS (massager) TPR (tip)
•1 AA battery
•2.75”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm

Mini Dual Massager™

Pink 2116-04-2
Purple 2116-14-2
White 2116-22-2
•Discreet mini massager
with 2 powerful heads

•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4” x 1.1”/10 cm x 3 cm

Triple Pleasure Dolphin™

Pink 2115-04-2
Purple 2115-14-2
•Diving dolphin with a fluttering
tail and tickling bill

•Powerful push button
removable bullet

•Soft and supple
•Unscented TPE (dolphin)
ABS (bullet)

•1 AAA battery
•4” x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (dolphin)
•2.75”x .75”/7 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Silicone Flexi-Power Rod™

2114-03-2
•Hi-tech power rod flexes in a
multitude of directions

•7 infinite and powerful levels of
vibration, pulsation, and escalation

•EZ on/off
•ABS (control) Silicone (power rod)
•3 AA batteries
•8”x 1.25”/20 cm x 3 cm
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Micro Touch Massager™

Blue 2120-40-2
Pink 2120-50-2
Purple 2120-60-2
•Superior quality soft inlay ticklers adorn
this discreet and powerful massager

•ABS (massager) TPR (inlays)
•1 AAA battery
•3”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm

My Private “O”™

Blue 2120-10-2
Pink 2120-20-2
Purple 2120-30-2
•Power packed, discreet massagers with
superior quality designer inlay

•ABS (massager) TPR (inlays)
•1 AAA battery •2.75”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm

Waterproof Mini-Marvel™ Pleasure Set
Pink 2119-10-3
Teal 2119-20-3
•Super compact, discreet, and powerful
massager with 3 unique interchangeable tips

•3-speed
•ABS
•Batteries included (1 N, 2 included)
•2.5” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Micro Touch Massager™

Pink 2118-05-2
Blue 2118-10-2
Purple 2118-15-2
Pink G 2118-20-2
Blue G 2118-25-2
Purple G 2118-30-2
•Discreet massagers with designer inlays
•Powerful push button control
•ABS with TPR inlays •1 AAA battery
•3.25”x .75”/8 cm x 2 cm (vibe)
•3.25”x .9”/8 cm x 2 cm (G)
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Waterproof
Mini Metal Wireless
Micro Massager™

Onyx 2122-03-2
Pink 2122-04-2
Red 2122-11-2
•Powerful self-contained
metallic massagers

•Nylon retrieval cord
•Wireless
•ABS with metallic color coating
•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included)

•2” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm

Easy Touch™ Wand
Pink 2121-30-3
Lavender 2121-40-3
•Personal massager is silky smooth
with designer TPR inlays and raised
pleasure dots

•Powerful 2-speed push button control
•ABS (massager) TPR (inlays)
•2 AA batteries
•6.5” x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

Easy Touch™ Massager
Pink 2121-10-3
Lavender 2121-20-3
•Intimately contoured, silky smooth
massager with designer inlay and
sensuous ribbing

•Powerful 2-speed push button control
•ABS (massager) TPR (inlay)
•2 AA batteries
•6.5” x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
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360º Swivel Personal Massager™

2126-14-3
•Multi-directional, powerful, compact
massager swivels 360º for just the right angle

•Swivels between a nubby and
smooth head

•2-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•2.5” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Four Play Massager Kit™

2125-14-3
•Powerful intimate massager with
pinpoint magnetic studs

•4 multi-functional attachments
•One touch activation
•ABS (massager and attachments) TPR (sleeve)
•Soft tickler sleeve •2 AA batteries
•1.1” x 1.1”/3 cm x 3 cm (tips)
•5.75” x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm (massager)

Waterproof Travel Massager™

2123-04-2
•Metallic massager with keychain
•5 interchangeable pleasure tips
•ABS and metal color coating
•1 AA battery
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
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Pleasure Dot®

Red 2131-11-3
Blue 2131-12-3
Purple 2131-14-3
•Ergonomically designed
massager with discreet
one-touch activation and
a smooth rubber head
for pinpoint action

•3-speed
•ABS (massager)
TPR (head)

•2 AA batteries
•2.25”x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm
(massage pad)

•8” x 2.5”/20 cm x 6 cm
(overall length)

Waterproof
Duckie Massager™

Black 2129-03-3
Yellow 2129-10-3
Purple 2129-14-3
White 2129-22-3
•Super cute, soft tipped,
powerful massagers

•ABS (massager) PVC (bill)
•1 AA battery
•3.75”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm

Ivy® Intimate Touch Massager™

Pink 2128-10-3
Red 2128-20-3
Purple 2128-30-3
Teal 2128-40-3
•Ergonomically shaped to fit in
the palm of your hand

•7 Impulse® patterns of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•Sensuous Silicone pleasure tips
•Powerful and quiet
•Push button control
•ABS (massager) Silicone (tip and pad)
•2 AAA batteries
•4” x 2.5”/10 cm x 6 cm
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Petit Ami™

Silver 2133-10-3
Black 2133-20-3
Pink 2133-30-3
•Personal massager fits in the palm of your hand
•Slimline contour design
•One touch push button control
•High gloss finish with elegant floral design
•Power packed •ABS
•1 AAA battery •Patent pending

•3”x 1.75”/8 cm x 4 cm

Impulse® 5
Hypersonic Wand
2132-00-3
•Innovative, easy-reach, multi-functional massager
•5 HyperSonic™ functions: vibration with
10 independent levels of speed plus
4 functions of escalation

•ABS (wand) TPR (sleeve)
•3 AAA bateries
•5.25” x .85”/13 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
•2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3 cm (sleeve)

Le Curve®

Pink 2134-04-3
Purple 2134-14-3
•Intensely powerful, ergonomically
shaped metallic massagers

•7 exhilarating functions of
vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Advanced touch
pad controller

•Auto on/off
•LED light
•ABS with metallic coating
•3 AA batteries
•6” x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm (length)
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Zen®

Black 2140-03-3
White 2140-22-3
•Embrace tranquility and
indulge your senses
with Zen, the calming
massager with
ergonomic shape and
push button control

•High gloss finish
•Powerful, multi-speed,
soothing vibrations

•Quiet
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•7” x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
(length)

Oui™
Personal Pleasure
Massager
Chrome 2139-00-3
Black 2139-03-3
Pink 2139-04-3
Purple 2139-14-3
•A simply elegant personal
massager…so thin, it fits
in the palm of your hand

•One touch push
button control

•High gloss finish
•Power packed
•Travel pouch included
•ABS
•1 AAA battery
•3”x 1.75”/8 cm x 4 cm
•Patent Pending
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Anal-Eze™ Gel
2200-00-3
•Desensitizing gel
•Unscented
•1.5 Fl Oz/44 ml

Tush-Eze™ Gel
2200-25-3
•Desensitizing gel
•Unscented
•1.5 Fl Oz/44 ml

Sta-Hard® Cream
2201-00-3
•Desensitizing cream
•Unscented
•1.5 Fl Oz/44 ml

Tighten Up
Shrink Cream®

2205-00-2
•Enhances tightening
sensation and heightens
sensitivity

•Long lasting formula
•Unscented
•Water soluble
•0.25 Fl Oz/7 ml

Cherry Sta-Hard®

Cream
2209-00-3
•Desensitizing cream
•Lickable
•Cherry scented
•1.5 Fl Oz/44 ml

MAXIMUS® Male
Enlargement Cream
2207-00-3
•Homeopathic formula
to enhance and enlarge

•1.5 Fl Oz/44 ml

Julian’s Rock
Hard™ Cream
2203-00-3
•Desensitizing cream
•Unscented
•1.5 Fl Oz/44 ml

For the highest quality
and standards, all oils,

potions, lubricants
and love candles are

made in the USA!
Available

packaged or bulk.
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Warming Gel™
Sweet Strawberry 2241-10-1
Candy Apple 2241-20-1
•Sensual, silky smooth gel warms on contact
•5.4 Fl Oz/160 ml

LipSlick™ Cinnamon Oral Arousal Gel
2240-00-2
•Edible, warm and tingly arousal gel
•Contains a special blend of Aloe Vera, Vitamins A, E & C
to enhance and create fuller looking lips

•Easy application tip •Cinnamon flavored
•Water soluble and rubber compatible
•0.5 Fl Oz/15 ml

Tingle Gel™
2239-00-2
•Stimulation Plus™ advanced
formula arousal gel

•Minty fresh, lickable, and tingly
•Contains Arginine HCL and
American and Amazon Ginseng

•2.4 Fl Oz/71 ml

Feminine Moisturizer™

2238-00-2
•Advanced formula moisturizing spray
•Contains a skin smoothing and soothing
agent plus libido enhancers

•2 Fl Oz/59 ml

Pussy Enhancers™

Hot Cherries Jubilee 2213-57-2
Hot Apple Pie 2213-58-2
•Tasty flavored warming oils
•4 Fl Oz/118 ml
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Feminine Arousal Gel™
2246-00-2
•Increases blood flow for more intense orgasms
•Edible •Cherry flavored
•Intimate applicator tip
•Special blend of L’Arginine and Vitamin E
•0.5 Fl Oz/15 ml

Edible Climax Gel™
2245-12-2
•Mint flavored, cool,
tingly love gel

•2 Fl Oz/59 ml

Arousal Gel™
2244-00-2
•Cool and tingly, mint flavored
arousal gel for any erogenous zone

•0.25 Fl Oz/7 ml

Lip Service®

Oral Arousal Gel
2243-00-3
•Elevates oral pleasures
•Cool and tingly gel is
totally edible

•Contains Aloe Vera,
Vitamins A, E, and C

•1.5 Fl Oz/44 ml

Pleasure Enhancing Gel™
Strawberry 2242-10-3
Fresh 2242-20-3
•High potency formula
•Sensuous gel stimulates and heightens
any erogenous zone

•Creates a cooling sensation, followed
by sensual warming

•1.5 Fl Oz/44 ml
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Tantric™ Natural Soy
Massage Oil Candles
Reach new heights of intimacy with these very
sensual, stress-busting, tension taming massage
candles created with a blend of 100% natural
ingredients. Enjoy as a candle, massage oil,
or moisturizing lotion. Burns for a full 60 hours.
Passion Fruit 2255-10-1
Vanilla Breeze 2255-20-1
Orange Ginger 2255-30-1
Tasty Strawberry 2256-10-1
(Lickable)
Tasty Cherry 2256-20-1
(Lickable)
6 oz/170 g

Erect Nipple Gel™
2249-00-2
•Unique hardening gel
formulated to give long
lasting fully erect nipples

•Intensifies sensitivity
•Peppermint flavored
•0.5 Fl Oz/15 ml

Climax
Nipple Gel™
2248-00-2
•Edible, minty fresh
and tingly nipple gel

•0.5 Fl Oz/15 ml

Wild™Lube
…for a Night of Passion
Water Based, Glycerin Free,
Paraben Free, Stimulating Lubricants
in either Scented or
Unscented Formulas.
Non-Edible.
Unscented 2247-00-1
Mint Scented 2247-10-1
Cherry Scented 2247-20-1
Strawberry Scented 2247-30-1
4 Fl Oz/118 ml
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Tantric Massage Oils™

Bodhi Spice 2260-00-1
Tibet Ginger 2261-00-1
Mantra Musk 2262-00-1
Tantric Breeze 2263-00-1
Shakti 2264-00-1
Nirvana 2265-00-1
•Exotic fragrances
heighten pleasure

•8 Fl Oz/237 ml

Pheromone Lotions
Citrus-Basil 2259-10-1
Ginger-Lime 2259-20-1
Cucumber-Melon 2259-30-1
•Delicately scented with the
fresh fragrances of nature

•Formulated with pheromones
•4 Fl Oz/118 ml

Pheromone Massage Oil
Citrus-Basil 2258-10-1
Ginger-Lime 2258-20-1
Cucumber-Melon 2258-30-1
•Aromatic sensual massage oil
•Formulated with pheromones
•4 Fl Oz/118 ml

Pheromone Mist™

Citrus-Basil 2257-10-1
Ginger-Lime 2257-20-1
Cucumber-Melon 2257-30-1
•Aromatic scents delicately balanced
with a fine powder

•Formulated with pheromones to
enhance sex appeal

•For use on bed or body
•3.5 Fl Oz/104 ml
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Smooth & Slick Lubricant™

2394-00-1
•Water-based formula
•Superior lubricity
•8 Fl Oz/237 ml

Universal Adult Toy Lubricant™

4.2 Fl Oz/119 ml 2390-10-1
8.3 Fl Oz/245 ml 2390-20-1
•The only lubricant you will ever need!
•Safe for all toys and materials
•Special Silicone based formula is
long lasting and stays on in the water

•Washes off with soap and water
or Toy Cleaner™

•Superior lubricity for lovemaking

Anti-Bacterial Toy Cleaner™

With Aloe Vera
2385-10-1
•Our best-selling Toy Cleaner™

now with Aloe Vera
•Fights bacteria with Triclosan,
an anti-bacterial ingredient

•4.3 Fl Oz /127 ml

Anti-Bacterial Toy Cleaner™

2385-00-1
•Fights bacteria with Triclosan,
an anti-bacterial ingredient

•4.3 Fl Oz/127 ml

Love Stuff® All Night Long™

Erection Cream 2270-10-3
•Newly formulated desensitizing
cream for long lasting erections

•2 Fl Oz/59 ml

Love Stuff®

Feminine Arousal Creme™

Berries & Cream 2271-10-3
•Increase clitoral sensitivity
•Contains Arginine HLC and
American and Amazon Ginseng

•2 Fl Oz/59 mL
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Tasty™ Body Paint
2398-00-2
•Edible pleasure paint
•Candy Apple, Cherry Crush,
Blueberry Bliss, and
Luscious Strawberry

•0.34 Fl Oz/10 ml (each tube)

Pussy Whip™

Cherry Rum 2401-10-1
Cinnamon Schnapps 2401-20-1
Black Berry Brandy 2401-30-1
•Whipped body topping with Splenda®

– the no calorie sweetener
•8 Fl Oz/237 ml

Warming Lube™

2397-00-1
•Water-based formulation
with Aloe Vera, Ginseng,
and cinnamon flavor

•Edible
•Rubber compatible
•Incredible lubricity
•4 Fl Oz/118 ml

Anal Lube™

Original Formula 2396-00-1
Cherry Scented 2396-10-1
•Water-based formula
•Superior lubricity
•6 Fl Oz/177 ml
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Peni-Cake Pan™

2410-25-2
•Perfect for gelatin,
cookie or cakes

•Non-tarnishing,
dishwasher safe

•Carbon steel
•10.5”(high) x 6.25” (wide)
x 1.25” (deep)
27 cm x 16 cm x 3 cm

Erotic Penis
Cake Pan™

2410-30-2
•Perfect for gelatin, cookie
or cake
•Dishwasher safe,
non-tarnishing
•11.5” (h) x 7” (w) x 1.75” (d)
29 cm x 18 cm x 4 cm

Penis
Cookie Cutters™

2410-20-2
•3 piece set
•Dishwasher safe,
non-tarnishing

Peni-Cookie Cutters™

2410-10-2
•2 Dishwasher safe, non-tarnishing
cookie cutters

Perfect
Head™

2406-00-2
•Sexy water bottle
•Holds 17 Fl Oz/503 ml

Sexy Confetti™
2404-00-2
•Penis, boob, lip, and heart shaped

Party Shots™

Yes, Maybe, No 2402-10-2
Married, Divorced, Single 2402-20-2
Back, Front, Oral 2402-30-2
•Fun-filled shot glasses with handy neck strap
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Penis Whistle™ Boobs Whistle™

2419-10-2 2419-20-2

Bouncing Penis™

2417-10-2
•Fun on your desk, computer, or dashboard
(assorted colors)

Peni Flapper™

Pink 2416-04-2 Purple 2416-14-2
•Pull the string and watch them wave and flap

Kiss Me Pecker™

2415-00-2
•Wind-up walking
pecker delivers a
message of love

Peni-Lite™

2413-10-2
•Lighted keychain
•Assorted colors

Penis & Hearts™ Cookie
Cutters
2410-40-2
•Make a dozen sexy cookies
with one cut
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Penis Straws™

2424-10-2
•2-pack of flexible,
reusable straws in
assorted colors

Peni-Straws™

2424-20-2
•8 durable, reusable, plastic straws

Sippy Dick™

2424-00-2
•6-pack of reusable straws

Pokin’ Penis™

2423-00-2
•Playful, wind-up
pecker on wheels

Walkin’ Willie™

2422-00-3
•The lil’ wind-up
hoppin’ penis

Mini-Peter
Water Gun™

2421-00-3

Flippin’ Pecker™

2420-10-2
•Wind him up and watch him flip!

Flippin’ Pussy™

2420-20-2
•You’ll flip over her!
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Flashing Dice™

2435-00-2
•Pull the tab and
dice flash
•Roll the dice
and take action

Shane’s World®

Sex Dice 101™

2434-10-2
•Roll 3 dice for a
night of sexy fun

Hot & Spicey Party Dice™

2434-00-2
•Erotic dice game for fun loving couples

Peni-Toss™

2433-00-2
•Spice up any party with these 2 soft heart-
shaped paddles with plush peni-bob

Penis Noise Makers™

2430-00-2
•4 fun-filled party favors

Penis Party
Poppers™

2426-00-2
•6 confetti filled
penis party poppers

Peni Flexi
Party Straws™

2424-30-2
•4 bendable
party straws
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Inflatable
Sex Dice™

2443-00-3
•Dice game for lovers
•Fun in or out of the water

Screaming Dice™

2442-20-2
•Get the party started
•Dice with flashing lights
and 6 exciting action sounds

•6 brand new action sayings

Hot Sex Dice™

2442-00-2
•Choose your pleasure with a toss of the dice

Flashing
Party Dice™

Red 2441-10-2
•Toss the dice and
watch them light up
with your favorite
sex positions

Flashing
Party Dice™

Glow-In-The-Dark
2441-20-2
•Toss the dice and
watch them light up
with your favorite
sex positions

Spicy Dice™

2440-00-2
•Party game for
adventurous couples
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Pecker
Party Ice
Coolers™

2459-00-2
•6 piece
ice coolers

Mini-Peni™
Cake Candles
2458-00-2
•7 penis shaped decorative
mini candles

Penis Birthday Candles™

2456-00-2
•Erotic candles

Perky Penis Candles™

2452-04-2
•4 playful party candles

Bachelorette Tiara
with Veil™

2448-00-2
•Dress to impress

Queen of Dicks™

2447-10-2
King of Boobs™

2447-20-2
•Adjustable regal party crowns

Wind-Up
Walkin’ Flasher™

2446-00-2
•He walks, waddles and
drops his pants

Dick-thru-the-Head™

2445-00-2
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Couple’s Sex Positions Game™

2470-00-2
•Pull the cord to activate the penis pointer that
swivels around the selector base to randomly
pick a sexual position

Stroking Peni-Pen™

2466-00-2
•Ink pen with playful
stroking man

Heart Shaped
Ice Cubes™

2463-00-2
•Ice tray makes
assorted sized
heart shaped
ice cubes

Bobble Head
Pecker Pen™

Pink 2462-20-2
Purple 2462-25-2
•The perfect pen
for sexy notes

Hearts of
Love Pen™

2462-00-2
•Fun writing pen

Peni-Ice Tray™

2461-10-2
•Create some sexy ice
for that special cocktail

Sex-Ice™ 2460-00-2
•Ice tray with assorted sexy shapes

Penis-Ice™ 2461-00-2
•Ice tray for the perfect cocktail
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Rose Petal
Soap Flakes™

2487-00-3
•Sensual rose petal
scented bath flakes

Peni-Charm
Necklace™

2479-00-2
•Penis adorned,
stretchable
party accessory

Flashing Pacifier™

2477-00-2
•Flashing lights and lots of fun!
•Assorted colors
•Batteries included (3 watch)

Peni-Bubbles™

2473-00-2
•Bubbles in a fun-shaped
penis bottle with
neck lanyard

Dick of Cards™

2472-00-2
•Penis shaped deck of
cards with plastic
storage case

Peni-Garter™

Purple 2471-14-2
White 2471-22-2
•Plushy soft garter
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Let’s Party!™

Happy Penis Partyware™

Cups (8) 2488-10-2
Plates – Dessert size (8) 2488-20-2
Plates – Dinner size (8) 2488-30-2
Napkins (8) 2488-40-2
Table Cloth (1) 2488-50-2
(6’x 4.3’/1.8m x 1.3m)
Invitations (8) 2488-60-2
Treat Bags (20) 2488-70-2
Hanging Decoration (3) 2488-80-2
Chinese Yo Yo’s (4) 2488-90-2
•Everything you need for a
great bachelorette party

Let’s Party!™

Happy Penis Snack Tray™

2488-95-2
•3 compartment snack tray
with Happy Penis centerpiece
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Hot Stuff Massagers™

Pink 2496-10-2
White 2496-20-2
Blue 2496-30-2
•Super slim glittered massagers
that say “Hot Stuff”
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm

Love You Massagers™

Pink 2496-40-2
White 2496-50-2
Purple 2496-60-2
•Power packed massagers that
say “I Love You” in glitter
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 C batteries
•6.5” x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Emergency
First Aid Kit™

2497-00-3
•For emergencies only
•Multi-speed vibrator
•ABS
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm (vibrator)

Happy Birthday
Massager™

2495-10-3
Let’s Celebrate
Massager™

2495-20-3
Party All Night
Massager™

2495-30-3
•Get the party started
with a powerful massager
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”
17 cm x 3 cm

Party Bottle Opener™

Female 2493-10-2
Male 2493-20-2
•Sexy bottle openers

Penis Party Utensils™

2490-25-2
•8-piece place setting of forks,
knives, and spoons

Penis Party Tray™

2490-00-2
•Perfect party tray to liven up
any gathering
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Sealed with a Kiss™

2522-00-3
•Explore the intimacy and romance that a great kiss brings!
•Includes: 54 Sealed with a Kiss™ cards, 1 “Keep It Slow Sexy!”
(K.I.S.S.) booklet, instructions

•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Flick!™

2521-00-3
•Adventurous and sexy….a f#cking great game!
•Includes: Playing board, 1 die, instructions
•For 2 adult players
•12.25”x 8.25”x 1”/31 cm x 21 cm x 3 cm

Hook Up™

2520-00-3
•The adult game of behind
closed doors encounters

•Includes: 108 Hook Up playing
cards, instructions

•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”
16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Tempt & Tease™

2519-00-3
•Simple, very sexy adult couple’s card game
•Includes: 54 Tempt and Tease cards,
60 reward cards, instructions

•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Talk Dirty to Me, Lover®

2518-00-3
•Spicy dice game
•Includes 42 dice, 2 timers, rules, and instructions
•For 2 or more players
•7”x 5.2”x 1.25”/18 cm x 13 cm x 3 cm
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Entice!™

2528-00-3
•Be the first to circle the board to reach the Climax Finish Space
by answering questions about sex, romance, and relationships

•Includes: 55 “Male Entice” cards, 55 “Female Entice” cards,
25 “Get Hot” cards, game board, 2 pawns,
1 six-sided die, instructions

•For 2 adult players
•9.25”x 6.25”x 1.5”/23 cm x 16 cm x 4 cm

Pair Up!™

2527-00-3
•Couples game that lets lovers use their
passion to gain romantic and sexy rewards

•Includes: 54 Pair Up™ cards, instructions
•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Encounters™

2526-00-3
•Sexually challenges couples alone, or compete
with other couples to find out who is the
hottest, the horniest, or the kinkiest

•Includes: 50 location cards, 1 levels card,
rule book, instructions

•For 1 or more adult couples
•4.5”x 2.6”x 1.1”/11 cm x 7 cm x 3 cm

Sweet Seduction™

2525-00-3
•An unforgettable couples game of love,
sex, knowledge, and romance

•Includes: 54 playing cards, instructions
•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Passionate Pursuits™

2524-00-3
•Compete for intimate encounters
on the spot, or during a later
lovemaking session

•Includes: 60 playing cards,
instructions

•For 2 adult players
•4.5”x 2.6”x 1.1”
11 cm x 7 cm x 3 cm

A Little Lovin’™

2523-00-3
•Fun couples game that opens the door for sex and romance
•Includes: 104 playing cards, instructions
•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm
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(Cubilete Caliente™)
2532-00-3
•Bi-lingual
•X-Rated version of Latin America’s
most popular dice game

•Turns up the sexual heat with
each throw of the dice

•Includes: 5 Hot Dice™ poker dice,
1 dice cup, rule booklet in
English and Spanish

•For 2 or more adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”
16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm
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Love Poker™

2533-00-3
•So…you’re pretty good at poker, right?
•Card game for couples opens doors to passion,
rekindles romance, strips away inhibitions, and
encourages great dialogue between lovers.

•Includes: 54 Love Poker™ cards, 52 Love cards,
2 poker hand ranking guide cards, instruction booklet

•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Afternoon Delight™

2531-00-3
•Afternoon Delight™ is the
exciting game for couples
designed to bring out the
“daylight lover” hidden in
most of us!

•Includes: 54 Afternoon Delight™
playing cards, 1 play book,
instructions

•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”
16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Jacks & Jills®

2530-00-3
•Play the “Climbing the Hill” strip
version, or the “Fetch a Pail”
drinking version…either way,
it’s loads of naughty fun

•Includes: 108 Jacks & Jills™

cards, instructions
•For 2 or more adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”
16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Intimate Dares™

2529-00-3
•Opens the door to hours of naughty, sexy fun with your friends and lovers
•Includes: 1 Intimate dares™ playing deck, 1 deck of Dare cards, instructions
•For 2 or more adult couples
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm
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Loving Desires™

2537-00-3
•Adult couple’s card game
where desires become reality!

•Includes: 52 Loving Desires
playing cards, instructions

•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”
16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Passion Dice™

2538-00-3
•The sexy dice game with one simple
objective…to get you naked!

•Includes: 3 Passion Dice, instructions
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Sexy Scavenger Hunt™

2536-00-3
•Sexy Scavenger Hunt game livens
up a bachelorette party or
girl’s night out!

•Includes: 60 Sexy Scavenger
Hunt cards, instructions

•For 2 or more adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”
16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Love Rewards™

2535-00-3
•Sexy game lets you earn sexy rewards
for a bedroom full of fun

•Includes 60 Love Rewards cards,
instructions

•For 2 adult players
•6.25”x 3.75”x .75”/16 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm

Getting Naked!™

2534-00-3
•The “so simple” and “so sexy” game
for couples that boils down to just
one thing: getting you both naked!

•Includes: 52 Getting Naked playing
cards, rule book, complete instructions

•For 2 adult players
•4.5”x 2.6”x 1.1”/11 cm x 7 cm x 3 cm
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Heart Shaped
Breast Massagers™

2592-04-3
•Ultra quiet, powerful, wireless, soft, and stretchy massagers
with enticing love nubs attach to breasts with gentle suction

•EZ push button control •TPR (massagers) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•3”/8 cm (diameter) •1.5” x .4”/4 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Bull Nose™ Nipple Jewelry
2590-00-2 10.5”/27 cm (chain) 2”/5 cm (clamp)
Silver Prongs™ Nipple Jewelry
2591-00-2 11”/28 cm (chain) 3”/8 cm (prong)
•Adjustable tension, non-tarnishing nipple jewelry
•Latex dipped (tips) Steel with silver plating (prongs)

Nipplettes®

Pink 2589-04-3
Purple 2589-14-3
•Powerful, self-contained, smooth and
seamless vibrating nipple clamps

•Fully adjustable for comfort and fit
•Push button activation
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote)
•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•2.75”/7 cm (length)

One Touch™ Micro Vibro Clamps™

2588-04-2
•Discreet, lightweight, power packed, wireless,
fully adjustable Jelly coated clamps

•ABS (stimulators) PVC (coating)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•3.5”/9 cm (length- bullet and clamp)
•1”/3 cm (length – clamp)

Weighted Nipple Clamps™

2593-00-2
•Fully adjustable, non-tarnishing, weighted clamps
•PVC (tips/weight cover) Steel (chain, clamps)
•4.5 oz/.13 kg (weights)
•14.25”/36 cm (chain)
•1.75”/4 cm (clamp)
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Vibrating Nipple Clamps™

2595-00-3
•Dual Latex dipped non-tarnishing vibrating clamps
with adjustable tension

•Multi-speed with incredible power
•Steel with Latex (tips) ABS (stimulators)
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”/11 cm (length-bullet and clamp)
•1.75”/4 cm (length-clamp)

Silicone Breast Enhancers™

2594-00-3
•2 soft, pliable, comfortable, vibrating breast
enhancers with graduated enticing nipple teasers

•Superior suction with EZ release tabs
•2 removable, powerful, push button stimulators
•Flanged cups for comfort and fit
•Silicone (cup) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•2.75”/7 cm (diameter) 1”/3 cm (deep)
•2.25” x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Vibrating Micro-Heated™ Nipple Clamps
2597-00-3
•Micro-sized, lightweight, powerful, vibrating nipple arousers
•Textured Jelly coated pads provide a comfortable fit
with adjustable clamps

•Multi-speed
•ABS (stimulators) Electro-Plated Steel (clamps) PVC (coted)
•2 AA batteries •2.5”/6 cm (length- bullet and clamp)
•1”/3 cm (length – clamp)

Pulsating Nipple Clamps™

2596-00-3
•Pulsation, vibration or both at the push of a button
•Multi-speed clip-on power pack
•Tension adjuster with comfortable rubber coating
•Rubber (tips) ABS with silver plating (stimulators)
•3 AAA batteries
•4.5”/11 cm (length – bullet and clamp)
•2”/5 cm (length – clamp)
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Asian Hearts™ Rings
Nipple Rings 2608-10-2
3.25”/8 cm (length)
Navel Ring 2608-20-2
3”/8 cm (length)
•Non-tarnishing, nickel free
•ABS (hearts) Steel (chain, clip)

E-Zone™

2598-04-3
•Sucking stimulators with superior suction and powerful vibrations
•Unique soft bristles for additional stimulation
•Variable speed power pack
•PVC (bulb) Polystyrene (cups)
•2 AA batteries
•2.25”/6 cm (length – bullet and clamp)
•1.15”/3 cm (diameter)

Crystal Nipple Clamps™

2599-14-2
•Adjustable tension nipple jewelry adorned
with purple crystals

•Latex (tips) ABS (jewelry) Steel (clamps)
•5.25”/13 cm (length w/beads)
•2”/5 cm (length- clamp)

Cleopatra Collection™

Nipple Jewelry
Black Chain 2600-03-2
Silver Chain 2600-07-2
Gold Chain 2600-11-2
Pearl White 2603-00-2
Pearl Metallic 2605-00-2
•Non-tarnishing, nickel free
•Steel with electro-plating (chain)
ABS with nylon cord (pearls)

•12”/30 cm (length)
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Shane’s World™ Jewels™

2615-04-2
•Non-tarnishing set includes
nickel free nipple and naval rings

•ABS (beads) Steel (clips)
•1.5”/4 cm (length – naval ring)
•1.75”/4 cm (length – nipple ring)

Nipple and Clitoral
Non-Piercing Body
Jewelry™

Silver 2610-20-2
Ruby 2611-11-2
Amethyst 2612-14-2
•Matching sets
•Non-tarnishing,
adjustable, nickel free

•ABS (beads) Steel (clips)
•4”/10 cm (length- clitoral clip)
•1”/3 cm (diameter – nipple ring)

Nipple Clamps™

Purple Chain
with Navel Ring 2609-14-2
Silver Beaded 2610-10-2
•Totally adjustable, comfortable,
non-tarnishing, rubber-coated nipple clamps

•Steel (chain) ABS (beads) PVC (tips)
•16”/41 cm (chain)
•2”/5 cm (length- clamp)
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Silver with Blue
Crystal Bead
Nipple Rings™

2634-05-2
•Non-tarnishing,
nickel free

•Electro plated steel (ring)
ABS (crystal)

•1.2”/3 cm (diameter)

Belly Button Ring™

2638-05-2
•Non-piercing silver ring
•Electro plated steel
•.8”/2 cm (diameter)

Nipple Rings™

Silver 2630-05-2
Gold 2630-07-2
•Non-tarnishing, nickel-free
•Electro plated steel
•1.2”/3 cm (diameter)

Cleopatra Collection™

Clitoral Jewelry
Black 2620-03-2
Pearl Metallic 2621-00-2
Pearl Red 2621-11-2
Pearl Blue 2621-12-2
Crystal – Clear 2625-00-2
Crystal – Purple 2625-14-2
•Non-tarnishing, nickel free
•ABS (beads and crystals) Steel (clip)
•4.25”/11 cm (length)

Upstairs Downstairs Arousers™

2627-14-2
•Versatile stimulators
•Attach to any erogenous zone or use butterfly to stimulate
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence (PVC) (butterfly) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•4.75”/12 cm (length – stimulator and clamp)
•1”/3 cm (length – clamp)



Nipple Suckers™

2640-03-3
•Soft, pliable nipple teasers with gentle suction
•PVC
•.9”/2 cm (diameter)

Nipple Bulb™

2641-14-3
•Vacuum bulb with 4 nipple erection rings
•ABS (nozzle) PVC (bulb, rings)
•.4”/1 cm (tip diameter)
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Breast Pump™

2639-00-3
•Clear, contoured breast cups
with flexible air hoses for
single or dual sucking action

•Easy-to-use finger grip pump
with independently controlled
quick release purge valves
for individual or dual suction

•Flanged cups for superior
suction and fit

•ABS
•4”/10 cm (cup diameter)
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Shane’s World™ Cuffs™

2650-04-3
•Soft, comfortable, faux-fur lined
handcuffs with 2 keys and a
quick safety release

•Chromed steel (cuffs) Cotton (faux-fur)
•2.9”/7 cm (diameter)

Playful Tickler™

2642-00-2
•Feather teasers in assorted colors
•ABS (handle) Natural feathers
•9”/23 cm (length)

Advanced Nipple Suckers™

Black 2644-03-3
Pink 2644-04-3
•Nipple enhancers for increased sensitivity
•Superior suction
•Flanged design
•PVC
•Soft and pliable
•2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Mini Nipple Suckers™

Purple 2644-25-2
Pink 2644-30-2
•Soft and pliable nipple suckers
for intimate couples play

•Super suction for
heightened sensitivity

•PVC
•1”x .75”/3 cm x 2 cm
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Vibrating Pleasure Periscope™

2655-00-3
•Hi-tech, vibrating self-examiner
with built-in periscope light
and viewing window

•ABS (periscope) Polystyrene (clear tip)
•2 AA batteries
•4.25”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Cuff-in-the-Dark™

2653-00-3
•Plastic glow-in-the-dark cuffs with 2 keys
•ABS
•2.5”/6 cm (diameter)

Metal Wrist
and Ankle Cuffs™

2652-00-3
•Heavy duty, nickel-free,
non-tarnishing, locking wrist
and ankle cuffs

•Includes 4 keys
•Chromed steel
•2.75”/7 cm (diameter-wrist cuff)
•3.5”/9 cm (diameter-ankle cuff)
•28”/71 cm (chain length)

Chrome Handcuffs™

2651-00-3
•Heavy duty, nickel-free, non-tarnishing cuffs
with safety release and 2 keys

•Chromed steel
•2.6”/7 cm (diameter)
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Plushy Gear™

Eye Mask 2660-00-3
8” x 3.25”/20 cm x 8 cm (mask)
Lover’s Ball Gag 2660-10-3
2.5”/6 cm (ball) (diameter)
8” x 2.5”/10 cm x 6 cm (mask)
Wrist Cuffs 2660-20-3
14”x 2”/36 cm x 5 cm)
Ankle Cuffs 2660-30-3
19”x 2”/48 cm x 5 cm
Lover’s Harness 2660-40-3
48”/122 cm (length)
Bed Straps (2) 2660-50-3
36”/91 cm (each)
Doggie-Style Harness 2660-60-3
42”/107 cm (length)
•The perfect lovers gear
•Luxurious velvety soft
playful accessories

•Padded on both sides
•Double stitched
•Adjustable, comfortable
•Polyester (material),
nylon (straps),
copper (hardware),
rubber (ball)
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Lover’s Super Strap®

Universal Harness 2666-03-3
Harness and Probe 2667-11-3
Harness and Thruster 2667-14-3
•Totally comfortable universal
harness is perfect for use with
any detachable probe.

•Snap ring for stability and
ease-of-use

•Fully adjustable waist
(up to 64”/163 cm) and
thigh straps

•One size fits most
•Nylon, Cotton, PVC (harness)
TPR (probe and thruster)

•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
(probe and thruster)

Super Strap®

Super Sheet™

2665-11-3
•Versatile, king size, shiny vinyl
sheet cover beds, chairs,
couches, floors, etc.

•PVC
•80.25”x 88”/204 cm x 224 cm
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Super Strap® Teaser™

2675-00-2
•Creative teasers in assorted colors
•PVC (handle) Aluminum (teaser)
•12”/30 cm (length)

Super Strap®

Leather Thigh and Wrist
Harness™

2679-03-3
•High quality, fully adjustable, soft
and supple thigh and wrist cuffs

•Leather (cuffs) Velcro® (closures)
•24”x 1.5”/61 cm x 4 cm (thigh)
•12”x 1.5”/30 cm x 4 cm (wrist)

Super Strap®

Leather Cuffs
Wrist 2671-03-3
12”x 2”/30 cm x 5 cm
Ankle 2672-03-3
12”x 3”/30 cm x 8 cm
•High quality, adjustable wrist
and ankle cuffs including
“O” rings and non-tarnishing clips

•Leather/chromed steel

Super Strap®

2670-03-3
•Versatile, durable, fully adjustable nylon strapping
•Wrap around any size mattress and attach wrist or
ankle cuffs (not included) to the various included D-rings

•Nylon (strapping) Chromed steel (D-rings)
•17’x 1.5”/5 m x 4 cm
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Lover’s Super Strap®

Heart Ring Fantasy Kit™

2686-00-3
•Teasing whip •Eye mask
•Plushy faux fur lined, adjustable cuffs with heart shaped
“D” rings and Velcro® closures

•Leather (mask) Nylon (tethers) Nylon/Cotton (cuffs)
Chromed Steel (hardware) PVC (whip)

•14”/36 cm (whip) •7.75” x 3”/20 cm x 8 cm (mask)
•14”x 2”/36 cm x 5 cm (cuffs)

Lover’s
Super Strap®

3-Ring Tethers™

2685-03-3
•The most versatile
tethers on the market

•2 “Y” shaped heavy
duty black tethers,
each with 3 clasps
and 3 heart shaped
“D” rings

•Fully adjustable
•Non-tarnishing
hardware

•Nylon (tethers)
Chromed steel
(hardware)

•24”x 2”/61 cm x 5 cm

Lover’s Super Strap®

Heart Ring™

Wrist Cuffs 2684-10-3
14”x 2”/36 cm x 5 cm
Ankle Cuffs 2684-20-3
18”x 3”/46 cm x 8 cm
•Durable red nylon,
adjustable cuffs with
black faux fur lining

•Non-tarnishing heart
shaped D-rings with clasp

•Nylon (cuffs)
Cotton (faux fur)
Chromed steel
(D rings, clasp)

Super Strap®

Love Ties™

Black 2681-03-3
Red 2681-11-3
Purple 2681-14-3
•Multi-functional, durable,
reusable, comfortable ties

•4 separate 60”/152 cm
ties included

•Soft and stretchy TPR

Lover’s Super Strap®

Lover’s Ribbon™

Black 2680-03-3
Red 2680-11-3
•Reusable Vinyl ribbon
•Vinyl •60”x 1.75”/152 cm x 4 cm
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Lover’s Super Strap®

Lover’s Riding Crop 2690-00-2
24”/61 cm
Heart Shaped Crop 2690-20-2
25”/64 cm
•High quality leather tip with
a sturdy textured handle

•Leather (tip) PVC (shaft)
Polyurethane (handle)

Lover’s Super Strap®

Fur Lined Lover’s Sling™

2689-00-3
•Fully adjustable, versatile lover’s sling
•Plushy soft faux fur neck support
and fur cuffs

•Nylon (sling) Cotton (faux fur)
Velcro® (closures)

•77”/196 cm (sling)
•14”x 2”/36 cm x 5 cm (cuffs)

Lover’s Super Strap®

Lover’s Restraint Kit™

2687-00-3
•4 tethers with attached faux fur lined cuffs
•Faux fur lined pleasure mask
•Nylon (tethers) Cotton (faux fur) Velcro® (closures)
•42”/107 cm (tethers)
•11”x 2”/28 cm x 5 cm (cuffs)
•8.25” x 3.25”/21 cm x 8 cm (mask)
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Luv-U-Lounge™

2698-03-3
•Find the perfect sexual position with this
high quality, heavy-duty, fully portable,
inflatable love lounge with powerful
thrusting unit

•Comfortable angled back for perfect
positioning and sturdy support

•Adjustable remote controlled motorized
insert unit provides thrusting action with
an included detachable Futurotic® vibrating
dong, either as part of the lounge, or as
a separate unit

•Strategically positioned arm and ankle straps
•Includes a powerful 2-speed bullet
for added sensations

•Holds up to 350 lbs/159 kg
•PVC (lounge) Futurotic®(TPR) (dong) ABS (bullet)
•1 N battery (included)
4 AA batteries (not included)

•Premium storage bag included
•Hand pump included
•Repair kit included
•53”x 30”/135 cm x 76 cm (lounge)
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm (dong)
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Lover’s Headgear™

Eye Mask & Ball Gag – Black 2736-03-3
9” x 2.5”/23 cm x 6 cm (mask)
Eye Mask & Ball Gag – Red 2736-11-3
9” x 2.5”/23 cm x 6 cm
Advanced Eye Mask & Ball Gag – Black 2737-03-3
8” x 3.25”/20 cm x 8 cm
Advanced Eye Mask & Ball Gag – Red 2737-11-3
8” x 3.25”/20 cm x 8 cm
•Designer eye masks with ball gags
•Velvety soft, lined, padded, adjustable masks with ball gag
•Polyurethane and Polyester (masks) PVC (ball)
•1.75”/4 cm (diameter ball)
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Pleasure Cuffs
with Satin Mask™

2742-04-2
•Metal cuffs with faux fur cover
and soft cushioned blindfold

•2 keys
•Nylon/stainless steel
•7.5” x 3.25”/19 cm x 8 cm (mask)
•2.5”/6 cm (diameter cuffs)

Pleasure Masks™

2741-00-2
•2-pack of universally sized masks
for her or him

•Polyester/cotton
•7.5” x 3.25”/19 cm x 8 cm

Party Time™ Bunny
Ears & Cottontail
White with Black Trim
2744-10-3
White with Pink Trim
2744-20-3

•Sassy and seductive
bunny ears that flex to
the perfect position

•Stretch-to-fit sexy
G-string with playful
bunny tail

•Polyester/nylon/lace

Nicole’s Teasing Whip™

2759-03-3
•Beaded handle pleasure whip
•ABS (handle) PVC (whip)
•20.5”/52 cm

Full Hood™

2738-03-3
•Comfortable
•One size fits most
•Leather and
Nylon
Spandex

Ball Gag™

2740-00-2
•Paint free with a
sturdy strap and
easy release cinch

•Rubber (ball)
Leather (strap)

•2”/5 cm
(diameter ball)

Kitty Kat™

Leopard Mask and Ears
2743-00-3
•For play and passion
•Polyester/elastic
•7.5” x 2.25”
19 cm x 6 cm (mask)
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Vibrating
Lovers Crop™

2776-04-2
•High quality riding crop
with powerful vibrations

•E-Z push button control
•ABS (handle) PVC (heart)
•1 AA battery
•20”/51 cm

Twinkle™ Lover’s Riding Crop
Pink Star 2775-04-2
Silver Star 2775-05-2
19”/48 cm
Red Heart 2775-11-2
Purple Heart 2775-14-2
18.75”/48 cm
•Festive and sturdy riding crops
with ribbed handles

•PVC (handle) ABS (shaft) PU (trim)

Gator Restraints™

Ball Gag 2766-11-2
•Comfortable, fully adjustable,
plush-lined, high quality
imitation alligator

•Nickel-free and non-tarnishing
hardware

•PVC (ball) Polyurethane (strap)
•1.5”/4 cm (diameter ball)

Festiva™ Exotic Mask
Purple 2780-10-2
White 2780-20-2
Black 2780-30-2
•Sensuous masks for an uninhibited
passionate night or festive party

•Natural Feathers and Polyurethane
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Toy Covers™… setting new standards for adult toy performance
and personal hygiene! Sized for a secure fit on most toys.

Toy Covers™

Counter Display 2910-00-3
•Cover up with Toy Covers™

•California Exotic Novelties® brand
Toy Covers™ are sanitary sleeves
made of the highest quality natural
rubber Latex and manufactured
under ISO 9001 standards in a
certified facility

•Each Toy Cover™ is electronically
tested to provide maximum
protection

•Self-contained display includes
12 - 3 packs of Small (slim and
small toys) and 12- 3 packs of
Standard (traditional size toys)
each individually sealed,
plus a vibrator and Toy Cover™

to be used as a demo
•Toy Covers™ have a non-reservoir tip
•Toy Covers™ are non-lubricated
•Latex

Toy Covers™

Single Pack- Small 2910-10-3
Single Pack-Standard 2910-20-3

Toy Covers™

3-Pack – Standard 2910-30-3
3-Pack –Small 2910-40-3

Glow-in-the-Dark Ticklers™

2810-00-2
•3 pieces assorted styles
•PVC
•7.5”/19 cm (length)

InterStellar™ Cosmic Ticklers
2800-00-3
•2.75”/7 cm webbed shaft ticklers
•12 per display
•TPR

French Ticklers™

1 Piece 2801-00-2
3 Piece 2802-00-2
•PVC
•7.5”/19 cm (length)
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Pocket Vibe™

Red 3005-11-3
Purple 3005-14-3
•Discreet, super powerful
mini-massager with
4 interchangeable tips

•Handy keychain clip
•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™

(PU cote)
•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included)

•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm

Dolphin Pleasers™

Double Pink 3004-10-3
4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm
Triple Purple 3004-20-3
4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
•Super soft, quiet, powerful
teasers with resonating
ticklers, strategically placed
love nubs, and an ergonomic
non-slip battery case

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Tush Teaser™

Pink 3003-04-2
Purple 3003-14-2
•Soft, sturdy, graduated, pliable
vibrating probe with a secure suction cup

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•5.75”x 1.25”
15 cm x 3 cm
(graduated)
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G-Spot Arouser™

Pink 3008-04-2
Purple 3008-14-2
•Jelly soft arouser is
ergonomically designed

•Vibrating clitoral stimulators,
and a perfectly angled probe
for G-spot stimulation

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm

Eloquent Lover™

3007-04-2
•High quality, soft, pliable personal arouser
•3 speeds of reversible shaft rotation
•3 speeds of powerful clitoral vibration
•4 rows of non-jamming metal beads
•Control panel with LED lights
•EZ load battery case
•TPE (arouser) ABS (battery case/controls)
•3 AA batteries
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm

Sensual Touch Vibe™

Fluttering Butterflies 3006-04-2
Shooting Stars 3006-14-2
•Power packed, soft massagers with
raised designs

•3-speed
•EZ touch push button control
•ABS with Velvet-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•3 AAA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
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Glitter Dual Probe™

Pink 3017-04-2
Purple 3017-14-2
•Super slim, uniquely shaped,
soft, and pliable multi-use
glittered probes

•TPR
•7.5”x 1”/19 cm x 3 cm

Pink Harness with Stud®

3016-04-3
•Plushy soft, padded,
double-stitched, 4-snap
universal harness

•Non-chafing, fully adjustable
waist and thigh straps and a
hidden pocket for an optional
stimulator (not included)

•Includes a superior quality dong
•TPR (dong)
velvet/cotton (harness)
nylon (straps)

•7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm (dong)
•Harness fits up to a
50”/147 cm waist

Nipple Teasers™

3015-14-3
•Quiet, discreet, soft, and pliable vibrating
nipple teasers with gentle suction

•Wireless push button activation
•PVC (cups) ABS (stimulators)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
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Casey’s™

Glow-In-The-Dark
Stroker Kit™

3034-00-3
•3 super soft, stretchy, glow-in-the-dark,
life-like masturbators

•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm

Casey’s™ On-The-Go Vibe™

Swirligirl 3033-10-2 2”x 1.25”/5 cm x 3 cm
Sweetheart 3033-20-2 3”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm
•Compact, soft and sensual, dual stimulator
•Multi-speed
•TPR •1 AA battery

Casey’s™ Pink Power™

The Plunge 3032-10-2
My G-Play 3032-20-2
•Super soft, powerful massagers with
sensual ridges and a removable sleeve

•Multi-speed
•TPR (sleeve) silver plated (massager)
•2 AAA batteries
•5.15”x .65”/13 cm x 2 cm (massager)
•6”x 1.3”/15 cm x 3 cm (sleeve)

Casey’s™ Lil’ Teaser™

3031-04-2
•Hand held, self-contained, vibrating teaser
•Multi-speed removable stimulator
•TPE (teaser) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•1.8” x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
•2.8” x .8”/7 cm x 2 cm (sleeve)
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Casey’s™ Petite Beads™

Pink 3040-04-2
Blue 3040-12-2
Purple 3040-14-2
•Soft, smooth and seamless
pleasure beads with
EZ clean retrieval cord

•PVC
•10”x .75”/25 cm x 2 cm

Casey’s™ Travel Pussy™

3036-10-3
6”x 3.5”/15 cm x 9 cm
Casey’s™ Travel Tush™

3036-20-3
5.5”x 2.5”/14 cm x 6 cm
•Genuine cast of Casey Parker
•Finely detailed masturbator
•Extra long ribbed love tunnel
•Pure Skin® (TPR)
•Soft and life-like
•Maintenance free

Casey’s™ Pussy & Ass™

3035-01-3
•Genuine cast of Casey’s tight
little pussy and ass

•Meticulously sculpted, detailed and
hand painted for realism beyond belief

•2 tantalizing love passages
•Multi-speed dual bullets for
optional vibration

•Powder included
•Futurotic® (TPR) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)

•2 AA batteries
•5” x 4”/13 cm x 10 cm (Pussy and Ass)
•2” x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm (bullet)



Indulge your fantasies and inner passions with this outstanding
collection of sexy garments made of high quality fabrics that
are soft, supple, and stretchable. Revealing… exciting…enticing!
One size fits most.
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Tantric Satin Ties™... eye catching, luxurious, satin with
intricate hand-sewn lace trim and non-tarnishing hardware.
The perfect love play accessories. One size fits most.

Party Time™

Naughty Nurse
4008-10-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Party Time™

Naughty Maid
4008-20-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Party Time™

After Hours for Him
4004-00-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Party Time™

After Hours for Her
4005-00-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Party Time™

Playtime Hottie
4006-00-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Party Time™

French Maid
4007-00-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Eye Mask
4025-10-3
•Polyester
•8”/20 cm

Whip
4025-20-3
•The perfect love
play accessory

•Polyester
(handle and whip)
Chromed steel
(grommets)

•6.5”x .75”
17 cm x 2 cm
(handle)

•11.5”/29 cm (whip)

Wrist Cuffs
4025-30-3
•Polyester (cuffs)
Zinc Alloy (rings)
Velcro® (closures)

•9.5”x 2.3”
24 cm x 6 cm

Ankle Cuffs
4025-40-3
•Polyester (cuffs)
Zinc Alloy (rings)
Velcro® (closures)

•13.5”x 2.75”
34 cm x 7 cm
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Denim & Lace
Crotchless G-String
4057-10-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Denim Tie-Up
Bra & Low-Rise Panty
4057-20-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Denim Tie-Up
Teddy
4057-30-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Wet Look™

Soft Sexy Gloves
4061-03-3
•90% Nylon/10% Spandex

Wet Look™

Strappy Halter
4063-03-3
•90% Nylon/10% Spandex

Wet Look™

Boy Shorts & Halter
4064-03-3
•90% Nylon/10% Spandex

Wet Look™

Enticing Teddy
4065-03-3
•90% Nylon/10% Spandex

Wet Look™ Baby Doll
4065-10-3
•Enticing babydoll and
g-string with pink bows

•90% Nylon/10% Spandex

Wet Look™

Halter and Crotchless
Panty with Garter
4065-20-3
•90% Nylon/10% Spandex

Wet Look™ Sexy “V”
4066-03-3
•90% Nylon/10% Spandex

Wet Look™ Lingerie –
Shines like it’s wet!
Soft, sexy, stretchy
and comfortable.
One size fits most.

Erotique®

Sensual
Attire

Adonis™ Men’s Wet Look Collection… Shimmering, soft, comfortable, stretchy
garments designed to accentuate a man’s greatest asset! One size fits most.

Zipper Pouch
4029-10-3
•Convenient side zipper
•90% Poyester/10% Spandex

Jock
4029-20-3
•easy access opening
•90% Polyester/10% Spandex

Thong
4029-30-3
•90% Polyester/10% Spandex

Boxer
4029-40-3
•Revealing see-thru front panel
•90% Polyester/10% Spandex
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Enchantress™

Peek-A-Boo Bra & G-String
Black 4067-03-3
•100% Nylon

Enchantress™

Peek-A-Boo Bra & G-String
White 4067-22-3
•100% Nylon

Enchantress™ Barely
There Bra & G-String
4067-25-3
•Fun and flirty, soft,
stretchy-to-fit bra and
G-string

•Lace and Spandex

Enchantress™ Playful
Ties - Pink
4067-55-3
•6-piece set of wrist cuffs (2),
ankle cuffs (2), sexy “G” (1)
and lacey choker(1).

•Lace and Nylon

Enchantress™

Brazilian Teddy
4067-30-3
•Pure indulgence! Soft
and sensuous teddy

•Lace and Spandex

Enchantress™ Sassy
Halter & Thong - Blue
4067-35-3
•Soft, stretchy-to-fit
halter and thong

•Lace, Nylon and Spandex

Enchantress™ Sassy
Halter & Thong – Pink
4067-40-3
•Soft, stretchy-to-fit
halter and thong.

•Lace, Nylon and Spandex

Enchantress™ Playful
Ties – Blue
4067-50-3
•6-piece set of wrist cuffs (2),
ankle cuffs (2), sexy “G” (1)
and lacey choker(1).

•Lace and Nylon

Decadence™ Sexy Tube
Top, Choker & Thong
4068-10-3
•Soft Velour
80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Decadence™

Babydoll with Thong
4068-20-3
•Soft velour
80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Decadence™

Seductive Black Mini
4068-30-3
•Soft velour
80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Decadence™

Mesh Halter and Panty
4068-40-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Decadence™Brazilian
Halter & Thong
4068-50-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Decadence™

Halter Teddy
4068-60-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Decadence™

Break-Away Triangle
Top & Panty Skirt
4068-70-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex
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Decadence™

Mesh Teddy &
Break-Away Panty
4068-80-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Decadence™

Break-Away Babydoll
With Thong
4068-85-3
•82% Nylon/18% Spandex

Decadence™

Peek-A-Boo Babydoll
With Thong
4068-90-3
•78% Nylon/22% Spandex

Showgirl™
Black Sequined
Panty & Pasties
Black 4071-03-3
•Polyester

Erotique®

Pink & White
Peek-A-Boo Bikini
4069-10-3
•65% Polyester
35% Polyurethane

Erotique®

Pink & White
Barely There Tuxedo
4069-20-3
•65% Polyester
35% Polyurethane

Leather Chastity G-Belt™

with Lock & Keys
4070-03-3
•Soft and supple with
lock and 2 keys

•Leather (belt) Nylon
(G-string) Chromed Steel
(chain, locks, keys)

Showgirl™ Hearts
of Love Sequined
Panty & Pasties
Pink 4071-04-3
•Polyester

Showgirl™ Hearts
of Love Sequined
Panty & Pasties
Silver 4071-05-3
•Polyester

Showgirl™
Red Sequined
Panty & Pasties
Red 4071-11-3
•Polyester

Showgirl™ Hide and
Seek Black Sequined
Panty & Choker
Black 4071-25-3
•Polyester/cotton

Showgirl™ Hide and
Seek Pink Sequined
Panty & Choker
Pink 4071-35-3
•Polyester/cotton

Showgirl™

Collection
Sequined
Eye Masks,
Chokers and
G-Strings
with
light-weight
matching
pasties
and
adhesive

Shane’s World® Party Pasties™

Black 4072-03-3
Purple 4072-14-3
•Provocative velvety soft butterfly
shaped pasties with adhesive

•Polyester



Adonis™ Men’s Collection
Mesh Pouch
Leopard 4530-00-3
Black 4530-03-3
Purple 4530-14-3
•100% Nylon

Adonis™ Men’s Collection
Mesh Thong
Black 4531-03-3
Red 4531-11-3
Purple 4531-14-3
•100% Nylon

Sunset Collection™

Neon G-String
Magenta 4532-04-3
Indigo 4532-12-3
Purple 4532-14-3
•Comfortable, stretchy
mesh pouch

•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Adonis™

Shimmering Pouch
Blue 4533-12-3
•Shiny 100% Nylon

Exotic Body Wear™

The Mesh Enhancer
Black 4535-03-3
Red 4535-11-3
•Built-in “lift” pouch to
enhance package

•80% Nylon/20% Spandex426

Risqué Wear™

Crotchless
Panty
Pink 4503-04-3
•67% Polyester
33 % Polyurethane

Sensual Lingerie Collection™

Exotic Web Teddy 4088-03-3
Exotic Web Bikini 4089-03-3
Exotic Web Baby Doll 4090-03-3
•100% Nylon

Sensual Lingerie
Collection™

Crotchless G
Black Lace 4076-03-3
White Lace 4076-22-3
•100% Nylon

Sensual Lingerie Collection™

Sheer Crotchless Black Panty
4075-03-3
•100% Nylon

Sunset Collection™

Neon Ruffled Crotchless G-String
Magenta 4074-04-3
Indigo 4074-12-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex

Exotic Body Wear™

Break-Away Thong™

Black 4073-03-3
Red 4073-11-3
White 4073-22-3
•Quick release clips!
•100% Nylon
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Hugs™ and Kisses™

Hugs™ - Pink 4565-04-3
5.5” x 1”/14 cm x 3 cm
Kisses™ - Purple 4565-14-3
5.25” x 1.15”/13 cm x 3 cm
•Pure Silicone, high quality, powerful,
super slim, multi-function massagers

•10 dreamy functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•Silicone
•EZ on/off, soft touch buttons
•Batteries included (2 N)
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Petite Couture™

silhouette 4569-10-3
5.25”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
gracious 4569-20-3
5.25”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
enchanted 4569-30-3
5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
euphoria 4569-40-3
5.25”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
precious 4569-50-3
5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm
serenity 4569-60-3
5.25”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

•Powerful, compact and discreetly sized
•Soft, pliable, flexible, seamless, and unscented
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Feather touch controller with luminous light
•Automatic on/off button
•Medical grade Japanese Silicone
•2 AAA batteries

Couture™ éclipse
Pink 4568-04-3
Purple 4568-14-3
White 4568-22-3
•Elegantly understated, graduated,
scientifically weighted spheres
designed for maximum results
as part of a daily vaginal
exercise program

•Increases orgasmic intensity
•ABS with Japanese medical
grade Silicone

•Secure retrieval cord
•4.5” x 1.4”/11 cm x 4 cm

Innovation, luxury, power, and passion are the
inspiration for the elegantly understated new
Couture Collection™. Seamless, sophisticated,

waterproof massagers crafted from
Japanese medical grade Silicone.

Designed for power and performance!
“Couture” is simply the best!
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Couture™

celestial 4570-10-3
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
organza 4570-20-3
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
dauphin 4570-30-3
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
nirvana 4570-40-3
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
cyclone 4570-50-3
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
sublime 4570-60-3
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
tsunami 4570-70-3
7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
•Soft, flexible, pliable, seamless,
and unscented

•7 functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•Feather touch controller
with luminous light

•Automatic on/off button
•Medical grade Japanese Silicone
•2 AA batteries
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Couture™

abstract 4571-10-3
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
utopia 4571-20-3
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
rhythm 4571-30-3
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
melody 4571-40-3
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
nouveau 4571-50-3
5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm
•Premium multi-function
dual stimulators

•Soft, flexible, pliable, seamless,
and unscented

•7 functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•3 speeds of shaft rotation
•Feather touch controller
with luminous light

•Automatic on/off button
•Medical grade
Japanese Silicone

•3 AA batteries
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How to Enlarge Your Penis Book™

5000-00-1
•The original “How-To-Do-It” photo book

Tantric Sex Positions Book™

5001-00-1
•Guide to tantric yoga, an ancient system designed
to elevate sexual energies and awareness

•Written by Kay Parker
•64 pages, ALL COLOR

Ebony Erotica™

A Lover’s Guide to Sexual Positions
5002-00-1
•Guide to sexual exploration with
a foreword by Sean Michaels®

•68 pages, ALL COLOR

Foreplay Book™

5004-00-1
•Comprehensive guide to the art of foreplay
•74 pages, ALL COLOR

How to Enlarge Your Penis™

5005-00-1
•Comprehensive guide to enlarging your penis
•46 FULL COLOR photos and diagrams

Sean Michaels®

Sex Positions Guide™

5008-00-1
•Over 100 color photos by the
romance expert, Sean Michaels®

•ALL COLOR

Lusty Lovers Book™

5009-00-1
•The definitive guide to hot-blooded
sexual positions

•Over 160 full color photos

A Pumper’s Handbook:
Enlarging Your Penis™

5010-00-1
•Comprehensive guide to the methodology
of pump use.

•Foreword by world renowned
expert, Dr. Joel Kaplan®

•65 pages, ALL COLOR
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Erotic Sex Positions™

5503-10-3
•Educational DVD for couples
•1 hour

Seductive Sex Positions™

5503-20-3
•Educational DVD for couples
•1 hour

Tantric Guide to Sexual Potency™ DVD
5502-00-2
•Educational DVD for couples
•84 minutes

Gina Lynn® Playing Cards
5100-00-2
•Collector cards featuring Gina Lynn®

Asian Invasion™ Playing Cards
5101-00-2
•Featuring beautiful women of the Far East
Mamacitas™ Playing Cards
5102-00-2
•Hot Latin women
My Baby Got Back™ Playing Cards
5103-00-2
•Gorgeous women of color
Hot Beavers™ Playing Cards
5104-00-2
•Spicy, hot, beaver shots
•All Playing Cards also available in Bulk
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Male Masturbator™

5620-01-3
•Soft, stretchy masturbator
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm

Intimate Relationship Enhancer™

Clear Single Ring 5630-10-2
3”x 1.25”/8 cm x 3 cm
Clear Dual Ring 5630-20-2
4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
•Couples enhancers designed
for comfort and durability

•Stretchy TPR

Vibrating Angled Probe™

5637-03-2
•Slim, pliable, vibrating probe
perfectly angled for prostate
or G-Spot stimulation

•2-speed ergonomic controller
•Plug-in jack
•Sturdy suction cup base
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•5.25”x 1.1”/13 cm x 3 cm

Intimate Arouser™

Designed for Women
5615-00-3
•Mini, wireless, soft Jelly stimulator with ergonomically
designed suction base and sensual ticklers

•EZ vacuum pump with quick release button
•Non-crimping tubing
•Multi-speed
•PVC (sleeve, hose, bulb), ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.7” x .85”/4 cm x 2 cm (suction base)
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Anal Curve Kit™

5638-03-3
•Ergonomically shaped, soft and pliable,
graduated plugs with strong suction cup bases

•TPR
•3.3”x .9”/8 cm x 2 cm (small)
•4.4”x 1.3”/11 cm x 3 cm (medium)
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm (large)

Anal Dilator Kit™

5641-01-3
•Firm, pliable butt plugs with tapered grip
•PVC
•3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm (small)
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 3 cm (medium)
•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm (large)

Anal Developer™

5640-03-3
•Long-handled anal developer with a
circular expansion bulb

•Seamless design, quick release valve,
and an easy-to-squeeze bulb

•Flexible hose
•Easy to clean
•ABS (handle) Rubber (bulb) PVC (hose)
•6”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Prostate Probe™

5639-03-2
•Graduated anal beaded wand with pleasure nodes
•Pliable, flexible, and multi-functional
•EZ grip handle
•TPR
•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
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5-Function Prostate Stimulator™

5644-03-2
•Seamless stimulator with ergonomic ridges and
an angled tip for pinpoint prostate stimulation

•5 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Push button control
• ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU cote)
•2 AA batteries
•6.75”x 1.4”/17 cm x 4 cm

Power Probe™

Missile 5645-10-2
Prostate 5645-20-2
•Ergonomically shaped massagers with
push button controls and a non-slip grip

•2-speed
•Silicone
•1 AA battery
•4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm

Perineum Massager™

5643-10-2 4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm 2 AAA batteries
5643-20-2 6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm 2 AA batteries
•Intimately curved to stimulate the
prostate and perineum

•Powerful multi-speed
•Nylon retrieval cord
•ABS

Prostate Massager™

5642-03-2
•Powerful massager angled for ultimate contact
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•6.75”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm
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Intimacy Massager™

5665-10-2 4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm 1 AA battery
5665-20-2 6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm 2 C batteries
•Smooth, seamless and powerful massagers in the most popular sizes
•Multi-speed •ABS

Enhancer Rings™

5653-03-2
•Two high grade, stretchy,
comfortable enhancers
that also add girth

•Stretchy TPE
•1.75”/4 cm (diameter)

Pump Erection Enhancer™

Clear 5652-00-2
Ivory 5652-01-2
•Stretchy, two-handled erection ring designed
for use with an erection pump

•Fits securely on the base of the pump and
simply slides over the penis when erect

•Silicone
•3.75”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm

Erection Enhancing Lasso®

Natural 5651-00-3
Black 5651-03-3
•Fully adjustable enhancers are
comfortable and easily removed

•Surgical grade Latex •4.75”/12 cm

Silicone Prolong Ring™

Clear 5650-00-2
Black 5650-03-2
•Smooth, hygienically superior rings
•Pure Silicone
•1.2”/3 cm (diameter)
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Stroking Power Pump™

5680-00-3
•Robotic vertical stroking action pump with an
easy to use suction bulb and powerful vibrations

•Transparent vacuum tube with a
textured soft pump sleeve

•Multi-speed
•ABS (tube) PVC (bulb) TPE (sleeve)
•4 C batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm (sleeve)
•2.25”/6 cm (cylinder diameter)
•8” x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm (cylinder)

Penis Pump System™

5681-10-2
•Complete pump system with durable
construction for reliable use

•Heavy-duty high pressure metal
vacuum pump with EZ grip handles

•Professional vacuum gauge
•Flanged clear cylinder
•Non-crimping flexible hose
•Universal interlocking male and
female connectors

•Quick disconnect valve
•Superior vacuum pump sleeve
•ABS (cylinder) Silicone (sleeve)
PVC (hose) Chromed Steel (handle)

•2.25”/6 cm (cylinder diameter)
•9” x 2.25”/23 cm x 6 cm (cylinder)
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Passion Lily™

5792-11-3
•Sensually soft and delicately detailed
lily with a flickering pistil

•4 powerful speeds
•EZ push button battery pack
•TPE
•2 AA batteries
•Patent Pending
•4”x 1.75”/10 cm x 4 cm

Water Lily™

Pink 5795-04-3
Purple 5795-14-3
•The water lily, the most sensuous
of flowers has fluttering petals plus
a teasing pistolette

•3 speeds and a non-slip grip
•TPE
•EZ load battery compartment
•2 AA batteries
•Patent Pending
•7.25”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm

Rose Bud™

5790-11-3
•Powerful passion bud massager
•Multi-speed
•TPE
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2.25”x 1.15”/6 cm x 3 cm

Flowers really are a
girl’s best friend!
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Water Rose™

5797-14-3
•Sensually curved for “G” stimulation
•3-speed push button control
•Non-slip grip and EZ load
battery compartment

•TPE
•2 AA batteries
•7.25”x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm

Honeysuckle™

Teaser 1-Speed 5799-10-3
2.5”x 1.2”/6 cm x 3 cm Battery included (1 N)
Bud 3-Speed 5799-20-3
6”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm 2 AAA batteries
G 3-Speed 5799-30-3
6.25”x 1.4”/16 cm x 4 cm 2 AAA batteries
•Exquisite dual textures, sensually soft,
powerful massagers

•TPE
•EZ push button and non-slip grip
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Nipple Pleaser™

5870-04-3
•Incredible suction and vibration!
•Finger-grip pump and 2 easy to use micro
stimulators with soft Jelly ticklers that can
be used on any erogenous zone

•Convenient Y-converter for simultaneous
vacuum control

•Quick release purge valves
•ABS (stimulators) PVC (suction cups)
•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•1.75” x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)

Passion Enhancer™

5865-04-3
•Support for him with pinpoint teasers and stimulation
•2 removable, powerful, self-contained,
micro-stimulators

•TPE •Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•4” x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)
•2” x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (strimulator)

Passion Massager™

5853-14-3
•High-powered mini-massager
with 3 interchangeable tips

•ABS (massager) PVC (tips)
•1 AA battery
•4”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
(massager)

•1.25”x 1”/3 cm x 3 cm
(attachments)

Orgasmic Balls™

Pink 5830-04-2
Purple 5830-14-2
•Textured orgasm balls are weighted and dipped
in hygienically superior, soft and smooth, TPR

•Nylon retrieval cord •ABS with TPR coating
•4.25”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm

Glitter Gels™

Vibrating Dong 5814-10-2 7” x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
Vibrating Dong
with Balls 5814-20-2 6” x 1.6”/15 cm x 4 cm

•Jelly soft, sensually glittered, vibrating dongs
•Multi-speed
•PVC •2 AA batteries

Dr. Victoria Zdrok, J.D., Ph.D. is
an author (Anatomy of Pleasure),
a psychologist and sexologist!
Her goal for her toy collection
is a “total body experience.”
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COLT® Vacuum Pump System™

6790-00-2
•Complete pump system with durable
construction for reliable use

•Heavy-duty high pressure metal vacuum
pump with EZ grip handles

•Professional vacuum gauge
•Flanged clear cylinder
•Non-crimping flexible hose
•Universal interlocking male and
female connectors

•Quick disconnect valve
•Superior vacuum pump sleeve
•ABS (tube) Silicone (sleeve) PVC (hose)
Chromed Steel (handle)

•9.25”x 2.25”/ 23 cm x 6 cm (cylinder)

Buckshot® Toys Enhancer Rings
Clear 6775-00-2
Red 6775-11-2
Blue 6775-12-2
•Soft, stretchy, comfortable 2 and 4
tiered erection enhancers

•TPE
•.75” x .7”/2 cm x 2 cm (2 tiered)
•1.5” x 1.7”/4 cm x 2 cm (4 tiered)

Buckshot® Toys
Buddy 1 6751-12-3
Buddy 2 6752-00-3
•Bulbous stretchy masturbator
with stroking ticklers

•Lubricant included
•Soft TPR
•4.6”x 1.75”/12 cm x 4 cm
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COLT®

Vacuum Pump System Cylinders
6792-10-2 9.25”x 2.25”/23 cm x 6 cm
6792-20-2 9.25”x 2.75”/23 cm x 7 cm
6792-30-2 9.25”x 3.25”/23 cm x 8 cm
•Durable and flanged clear cylinders are interchangeable
with any COLT® Pump System component

•Complete with universal quick disconnect
•ABS

COLT®

Vacuum Pump System
Silicone Sleeves
6793-10-2 2.25”/6 cm (diameter)
6793-20-2 2.75”/7 cm (diameter)
6793-30-2 3.25”/8 cm (diameter)
•Tapered Silicone sleeve for use on any
pump cylinder for a secure, comfortable fit

•Silicone

Buckshot® Pump
6798-00-3
•Professional grade enlargement system
•Oversized, seamless smoked cylinder with
a flared base for comfort and sucking action

•Non-slip rubber bulb for single hand operation
•Rubber sleeve for the perfect vacuum seal
•ABS (cylinder) PVC (bulb and sleeve)
•9.5”x 2.5”/24 cm x 6 cm (cylinder)

COLT®

Vacuum Pump with Pressure Gauge
6791-00-2
•Heavy-duty high pressure metal vacuum pump with
EZ grip handles, non-crimping hose, and universal
quick disconnect

•Chromed steel (pump) PVC (hose)

COLT™
Pump Components
All COLT™ components are
compatible with each other
for a personalized system!
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COLT® Pump Lube™

6815-00-2
•Ultimate sealing power for the serious pumper!
•Silicone based
•9 Fl Oz/266 ml
*Also available in bulk

COLT®

Sta-Hard Cream™

6811-00-2
•Sta-Hard Cream™ with L’Arginine
and Ginseng for long lasting erections

•2 Fl Oz/59 ml
*Also available in bulk

COLT®

Silicone Slick™

Personal Lubricant
6810-60-1
•Use as a personal
lubricant or with any toy

•Compatible with
all materials

•Silicone based
•6 Fl Oz/177 ml

COLT® Slick™

Personal Lubricant
8.9 Fl Oz/263 ml 6810-10-1
12.85 Fl Oz/380 ml 6810-20-1
16.57 Fl Oz/490 ml 6810-30-1
•Water based personal lubricant

COLT® Slick™ Display
6810-00-3
•Contains 100 0.25 Fl Oz/7.4 ml individual packets
of COLT® Slick™ water based personal lubricant

COLT®Playing Cards
COLT® MEN™ 6800-10-2
•Collection of their biggest stars of all time!
Hairy Chested Men™ 6800-20-2
•COLT’s best known hairy men!
Leather Men™ 6800-30-2
•COLT® has selected their favorite men in black leather
Naked Muscles™ 6800-40-2
•COLT® picks their favorite muscular stars
*All playing cards also available bulk
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COLT®

Tod Parker’s Cock™

6825-01-3
•Genuine cast of Tod Parker™!
•Robust length and impressive girth
•Better-Than-Real® material is hand
finished and colored for exacting detail

•Sturdy suction cup base
•Premium storage bag
•Anti-Bacterial PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 7”/18 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 2”/5 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 6.5”/17 cm
•Circumference (scrotum):12.25”/31 cm
•Overall length: 9.5”/24 cm

COLT®

Adam Dexter’s Cock™

6826-03-3
•Genuine cast of Adam Dexter™

with his world renowned curve!
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand
finished and colored for exacting detail

•Sturdy suction cup base
•Premium storage bag
•Anti-Bacterial PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 8.5”/22 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 1.75”/4 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 5.75”/15 cm
•Circumference (scrotum): 11”/28 cm
•Overall length: 11”/28 cm

COLT®

Dave Angelo’s Cock™

6827-01-3
•Genuine cast of Dave Angelo™!
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand
finished and colored for exacting detail

•Perfect length and impressive girth
•Sturdy suction cup base
•Premium storage bag
•Anti-Bacterial PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 8”/20 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 1.5”/4 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 6”/15 cm
•Circumference (scrotum): 10.75”/26 cm
•Overall length: 10.25”/26 cm

COLT®

Edu Boxer’s Cock™

6828-01-3
•Genuine cast of Edu Boxer™!
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand
finished and colored for exacting detail

•Sturdy suction cup base
•Premium storage bag
•Anti-Bacterial PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 7.8”/20 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 1.75”/4 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 5.75”/15 cm
•Circumference (scrotum): 12”/30 cm
•Overall length: 10.25”/26 cm
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COLT®

Chris Wide Cock™

6829-01-3
•Genuine cast of Chris Wide™

•Impressive length and girth!
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand
finished and colored for unbelievable detail

•Sturdy suction cup base
•Premium storage bag
•Anti-Bacterial PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 7.5”/19 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 1.9”/5 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 5.5”/14 cm
•Circumference (scrotum): 11.5”/29 cm
•Overall length: 9”/25 cm

COLT®

Gage Weston Cock™

6830-01-3
•Genuine cast of Gage Weston™

•Impressive length and girth!
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand
finished and colored for unbelievable detail

•Sturdy suction cup base
•Premium storage bag
•Anti-Bacterial PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 8”/20 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 1.75”/4 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 6”/15 cm
•Circumference (scrotum): 10.5”/27 cm
•Overall length: 10”/25 cm

COLT®

Luke Garrett Cock™

6831-01-3
•Genuine cast of Luke Garrett™
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand
finished and colored for exacting detail

•Sturdy suction cup base
•Premium storage bag
•Anti-Bacterial PVC
•Insertable length (shaft): 7.5”/19 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 2”/5 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 6.25”/15 cm
•Circumference (scrotum): 10.5”/27 cm
•Overall length: 8.5”/22 cm

COLT®

Carlo Masi Cock™

6832-01-3
•Genuine cast of Carlo Masi™
•Better-Than-Real® Plus material is hand
finished and colored for exacting detail

•Anti-Bacterial PVC
•Sturdy suction cup base
•Premium storage bag
•Insertable length (shaft): 6.25”/16 cm
•Diameter (shaft): 2”/5 cm
•Circumference (shaft): 6.25”/16 cm
•Circumference (scrotum): 11.5”/29 cm
•Overall length: 8.5”/22 cm
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COLT®

Leather Cock
and Ball Straps
Double Wide Strap 6843-10-2
9”x 1.5”/23 cm x 4 cm
Adjustable 3-Snap 6843-20-2
9”x .75”/23 cm x 2 cm
Adjustable 5-Snap 6843-30-2
11.25”x .75”/29 cm x 2 cm
8-Snap Fastener 6843-40-2
9”x .75”/23 cm x 2 cm
H-Piece Divider 6843-50-2
9”x .75”/23 cm x 2 cm
Cock and Ball
Domed Strap 6843-60-2
6.25”x 1”/16 cm x 3 cm (strap 1)
8”x 1”/20 cm x 3 cm (strap 2)
•Soft and supple, high quality,
hand double stitched, secure snaps

•Leather (straps)
Chromed Steel (snaps)

COLT®

Vibrating Cock Ring™

6841-03-3
•Supple leather, 3-snap
adjustable ring for support
and stimulation

•Removable vibrating
micro stimulator

•Leather (ring)
Chromed Steel (snaps)
ABS with silver plating
(stimulator)

•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included)

•8.25” x .65”/21 cm x 2 cm (ring)
•2.5” x .6”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

COLT®

Vibrating Stud®

6842-03-2
•Stretchy vibrating cock ring with
removable micro stimulator

•EZ push button control
•TPE (ring) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•1.2”/3 cm (diameter)
•2” x .5”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

COLT®3 Ring Set
6840-03-2
•Pliable rubber rings in 3 convenient sizes
•PVC
•2.5”/6 cm (Diameter-Large)
•2.75”/7 cm (Diameter-X Large)
•3”/8 cm (Diameter-XX Large)
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COLT®

Expandable Butt Plug™

6870-00-3
•Inflatable butt plug with an
easy purge valve

•Lube included
•PVC (plug and hose) Rubber (bulb)
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm

COLT®

Anal Douche™

6875-00-3
•Easy-to-use cleaning
system designed for
comfort and simplicity

•Dual tips for versatile use
•EZ squeeze bulb
•ABS (tips) Rubber (bulb)
•3”x .5”/8 cm x 1 cm
(small tip)

•4”x .75”/10 cm x 2 cm
(beaded tip)

COLT®

The Guyser™ Anal Douche
6874-00-3
•Reusable douche with a soft tip for firm comfort
•EZ squeeze bulb
•Easy to assemble, clean, and use
•TPR (tip) Rubber (bulb)
•5.5”x 1”
14 cm x 3 cm (tip)

COLT®

Anal Trainer Kit™

6871-03-3
•Firm and pliable butt plugs
•PVC
•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (small)
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm (medium)
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm (large)
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COLT®

Blow Job Masturbator™

6881-00-2
•Tight-gripping, self-contained, noduled masturbator
•Lubricant included
•TPR
•6”x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm

COLT® Hand Job Stroker™

6880-03-2
•Super-stretchy, hygienically superior, soft masturbator
•Stimulating ticklers •TPE
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

COLT®

Shower Shot™

6876-00-3
•Removable perforated soft Jelly dong shaped nozzle
with a non-tarnishing, nickel-free hose

•Attaches easily to any shower
•PVC (dong) Chromed Steel (hose)
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm (dong)
•4’/1.2 m (hose)
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COLT®

Multi-Speed Power Pak™

Bullet 6890-10-2
2.2”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
Egg 6890-20-2
2”x 1.5”/5 cm x 4 cm
•Versatile vibrating stimulators
•EZ grip power pak
•Powerful multi-speed
•ABS with silver plating
•2 AA batteries

COLT®

Power Stroker™

6886-03-3
•Super tight and stretchy
masturbator for an explosive
hand job

•Vacuum suction shaft
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm

COLT®

Butt Banger™

6885-01-3
•Super tight masturbator
•Powder included
•TPR
•5”x 3.25”/13 cm x 8 cm

COLT®

Deep Throat
Masturbator™

6883-00-3
•Masturbator with an
intricately ribbed shaft

•Superior suction
•Tight and stretchy
•TPR
•4.5”x 2.5”/11 cm x 6 cm

COLT®

Beaded Stroker™

6882-03-3
•Super tight, soft, and stretchy masturbator
•2 rows of strategically placed
power beads for added stimulation

•Ribbed chamber for superior suction
•TPR
•4”x 2.5”/10 cm x 6 cm
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COLT®

Waterproof Silver Rod™

6894-00-2
•Heavy-duty, weighted,
power-packed massager

•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries
•6.25”x 1.1”/16 cm x 3 cm

COLT® Metal™
6893-10-2 2 AA batteries 6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
6893-20-2 2 C batteries 6.75”x 1.1”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Power-packed vibrators with a smooth seamless finish
•Multi-speed
•ABS with silver plating

COLT® Grips™

6892-03-3
•Vibrating adjustable clamps
designed for multi-purpose use

•Push button control
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•Batteries included
(6 watch, 12 included)

•2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm (overall)
•1”x .75”/3 cm x 2 cm (clamp)

COLT®

Waterproof Power™

Bullet 6891-10-2
2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
Cockring 6891-20-2
1.5”/4 cm (diameter)
Anal-T 6891-30-2
4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm
•Power packed, with smooth Rubber-Cote™

controller for easy handling
•4 speeds with LED lights
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
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COLT®

Butt Buddy™

4.5”x 1.8”/11 cm x 4 cm
(2 AAA batteries) 6902-10-2
Knocker™

5”x 2.25”/13 cm x 6 cm
(2 AA batteries) 6902-20-2
•Powerful vibrating butt plugs
•Strong and sturdy
•Superior suction cup for
secure placement

•Activates easily with a
twist of the sturdy base

•PVC

COLT®

7-Function Twin Turbo Bullets™

6897-03-3
•Powerful and versatile
•7 powerful functions of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•Plug-in jacks with independent controls
•EZ push button control •EZ on/off
•ABS with silver plating •4 AA batteries
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

COLT®

Rotating Beaded Probe™

6895-03-2
•Man-sized probe with extra length and girth
•Two sets of rotating non-jamming,
heavy-duty metal beads

•2-speed
•Push button control with LED indicator
•PVC •3 AA batteries
•8.5”x 1.5”/22 cm x 4 cm

COLT®

Xtreme Turbo Bullet™

6896-03-3
•Ergonomically designed power pack
with universal silver bullet

•2-speed push button control
•ABS with silver plating
•2 AA batteries
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
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COLT®Basics™

White Racer Thong
Small 6910-10-3 Medium 6910-20-3 Large 6910-30-3
Black Racer Brief
Small 6911-10-3 Medium 6911-20-3 Large 6911-30-3
Boxer Brief
Small 6912-10-3 Medium 6912-20-3 Large 6912-30-3
Mesh Brief
Small 6913-10-3 Medium 6913-20-3 Large 6913-30-3
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex •Comfortable and washable

COLT®Basics™

White Jock Strap
Small 6914-10-3 Medium 6914-20-3 Large 6914-30-3
Red Jock Strap
Small 6915-10-3 Medium 6915-20-3 Large 6915-30-3
Black Jock Strap
Small 6916-10-3 Medium 6916-20-3 Large 6916-30-3
•High quality, comfortable, stretch-to-fit, washable, athletic jock straps
•90% Polyester/10% Spandex

COLT®

10-Function Vibes™

Buzz Rider 6903-10-3 7”x 2”/18 cm x 5 cm
Pulse Rod 6903-20-3 6”x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm
•Power packed •EZ on/off
•Pliable yet firm Jelly vibrators
•10 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Memory button resumes last function

•PVC •2 AA batteries

COLT® Big Vibe™

6903-03-2
•Powerful vibrating dong with
unique up and down continuous
revolving heavy duty metal beads

•Sturdy, man-sized, solid, easy grip handle
•Multi-speed reversible bead rotation
•Multi-speed vibrations
•Independent controls
•Generous 30”/ 76 cm cord
•PVC •4 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Teagan’s Delectable Pussy & Ass™

7010-01-3
•An actual cast of Teagan Presley™

•Sculpted to reveal every subtle detail
of her luscious pussy and ass

•Finished in soft Futurotic® Plus
for a life-like feel

•Hand painted for exacting detail
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (pussy & ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)

•Includes dual multi-speed vibrating
bullets for intense sensations

•Powder included
•2 AA batteries
•6” x 7.5”/15 cm x 19 cm (pussy & ass)
•2.25” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Teagan’s Sweet Talking Ass™

7009-20-3
•Listen to Teagan™ talk dirty to you
•Life-like masturbator
•Removable voice box with Teagan’s
own moans of pleasure

•TPR •Soft and stretchy
•Maintenance free
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•6” x 2.5”/15 cm x 6 cm

Jesse’s Sweet Talking Pussy™

7009-10-3
•Authentic recording of Jesse Jane®

•Life-like masturbator
•Removable voice box with Jesse’s own moans of pleasure
•TPR
•Soft and stretchy
•Maintenance free
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•6.5”x 2.5”/17 cm x 6 cm
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Jesse Jane’s™ Intimate Passages™

7012-01-3
•An exact replica of Jesse Jane®, right down
to her size, shape, contours, and her hand
painted, sumptuously detailed lips

•Created in Futurotic® Plus material for
the ultimate in life-like feel and sensation

•Powerful 5-function bullet vibrates,
pulsates, and surges

•Push button battery pack with LED indicator
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•Powder included
•2 AA batteries (not included)
Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)

•6” x 5.5”/15 cm x 14 cm (pussy & ass)
•2.25” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Tera’s Futurotic® Plus
Pussy & Ass™

7011-01-3
•Over 6 lbs/2.7 kg of virtual pleasure
•An exact replica of Tera Patrick®

•Meticulously sculpted and hand-painted
to reveal every luscious texture
and soft delicate fold

•Made of superior quality, soft, supple,
super-stretchy, life-like Futurotic® Plus
material

•Includes two high powered removable
silver bullets, powder, and cherry lube

•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (pussy & ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullets)

•2 AA batteries
•8.5” x 13.5”/22 cm x 34 cm (pussy & ass)
•2.25” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)
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Jesse Jane’s
Insatiable Ass & Pussy™

7014-01-3
•Genuine cast of Jesse Jane®

•Over 5 lbs/2.27 kg of pure pleasure
•Finely crafted in soft, life-like material to
reveal every soft delicate fold and detail

•Hand painted for incredible realism
•Powder included for maintenance
•Includes a removable vibrating bullet for added sensations
•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (ass & pussy) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 9.5”/19 cm x 24 cm (ass & pussy)
•2.25” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Jesse’s Deep Throat Masturbator™

7013-01-3
•Genuine cast of Jesse Jane’s luscious lips
•Soft, life-like masturbator equipped with a powerful,
removable wireless, micro-stimulator

•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (masturbator)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•Powder included
•3.5”x 7”/9 cm x 18 cm (masturbator)
•1.5” x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Tera Patrick’s
Ultimate Erotic Love Doll™

7015-01-3
•State-of-the-art single-pour technique for a
perfect replica of Tera Patrick®

•100% surgical grade Latex that is hygienically
superior, and seamless in design

•Natural feel, ultra-real size and shape
•Full mannequin head with noduled
customize-to-fit mouth

•Flowing brown hair, erect nipples, painted
nails, brown eyes, and full ripe breasts

•Dual inflation chambers reinforce the body
structure to hold up to 300 lbs/136 kg

•Includes: handy foot pump, powerful removable
vibrating bullet, maintenance powder,
repair kit, and accessory pouch

•Multi-speed
•Surgical grade Latex (body)
Futurotic® (TPR) (mouth)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•2.25” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)
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Jesse’s Futurotic® Pussy™

7017-10-3
•Actual cast of Jesse Jane’s
luscious pussy

•Superior contoured design is
made with 1 lb/.45 kg of soft
Futurotic® material for a life-like feel

•Multi-speed stimulator
•Powder included
•Futurotic® (TPR) (pussy)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 4.5”/11 cm x 11 cm (pussy)
•4.5” x 1.6”/11 cm x 4 cm (tunnel)
•2.25” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Jesse’s Futurotic® Tush™

7017-20-3
•Actual cast of Jesse Jane®

with a unique easy access
contour design

•Made with 1 lb/.45 kg of soft,
life-like Futurotic® material

•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•4.5”x 5”/11 cm x 13 cm (tush)

Jesse Jane’s Decadent Love Doll™
7016-01-3
•A perfect replica of Jesse Jane®

•Head-to-toe life-like single pour
seamless latex doll

•Platinum blonde hair, shaved pussy,
green eyes, firm breasts, and hard nipples

•Expandable Futurotic® mouth
•Removable wireless stimulator
•Surgical grade Latex (body)
Futurotic® (TPR) (mouth)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Dual inflation chambers reinforce
the body to hold up to 300 lbs/136 kg

•Includes: inflation pump,
maintenance powder, repair kit,
and accessory pouch

• Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.5” x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Jesse’s Waterproof
Triple Stimulator™

7219-12-2
•Slim, easy to use stimulator with
3 unique heads

•Polypropylene
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1”/18 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (heads)

Jesse’s Magnetic Teaser™ with Sleeve
7211-04-2
•Powerful compact stimulator with a rolling magnetic ball
•Removable, textured, soft stimulation sleeve
•2-speed
•ABS (stimulator) TPR (sleeve)
•1 AA battery
•4”x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (sleeve)

Teagan’s Sensuous Love Doll™
7018-01-3
•Life-like vibrating love doll with orbital
sockets so arms move in all directions

•Futurotic® mouth with full lips
•Futurotic® pussy and ass with textured
tunnel and wireless vibrations

•Full mannequin head with long
flowing blonde hair

•Life-like hands and feet with painted nails
•Almost seamless construction
•PVC (doll)
Futurotic® (TPR) (mouth, pussy, ass)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•Includes: Powder, repair kit, wireless
micro-stimulator, and inflation pump

•Holds up to 330 lbs/150 kg
•1.5” x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Jesse’s Pink Ladybug Vibe™

7230-04-3
•Slimline, soft, smooth, matte finish
power-packed vibrator

•5 speeds of stimulator vibration and
5 speeds of rotation

•Non-jamming metal stimulating beads
lock into place for secure operation

•2 independent controls for vibration and rotation
•PVC
•3 AAA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

Tera Patrick’s
Waterproof G™

7221-11-2
•Ultra slim “G” massager
•Multi-speed
•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•6.5”x .75”/17 cm x 2 cm

Waterproof Snow Leopard™

4.25”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm 7220-10-2
(2 AAA batteries)
6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm 7220-20-2
(2 AA batteries)
•Power packed massagers
•Multi-speed
•ABS

Jesse’s Dual Stimulator™

7231-04-2
•Powerful plushy soft stimulator
with dual motors

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”
14 cm x 4 cm
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Jesse’s Verbal Vibrations™

Black 7234-03-2
White 7234-22-2
•Hot! Fuck Me! Sexy! Hard Core!
•Multi-speed •ABS
•2 C batteries •6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Jesse’s Waterproof Lover’s Kit™

7237-04-3
•Versatile kit includes a super slim massager,
Jelly sleeve, graduated orgasm beads,
and 2 stretchy erection enhancers

•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) PVC (beads and sleeve)
TPE (enhancers)

•2 AA batteries

Jesse’s Vibro Flex™ Dong
7233-04-2
•Soft, pliable dong is bendable,
flexible, and noduled for
extra vibration

•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•8.5”x 1.5”/22 cm x 4 cm

Jesse’s Purple Passion™

7232-14-2
•Sensually soft with new powerful dual motors
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm
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Ruby Clit Teaser™

7241-11-3
•Intimate arouser with luscious soft ruby lips
•Powerful removable micro-stimulator
•PVC (teaser) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (arouser)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Jesse’s Climactic Climaxer™

7242-11-3
•3 seductive pistolettes and a soft mouth that forms a
secure suction cup for use over any erogenous area

•PVC
•2 AAA batteries
•5.5”x 3”/14 cm x 8 cm

Wireless Clit Climaxer™

7240-14-3
•Powerful and contoured stimulator with sensual ticklers
•Removable micro-wireless stimulator
•PVC (cup) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm (climaxer)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Jesse’s Intimate Arouser™

7239-04-3
•Powerful suction with incredible vibration
for any erogenous zone

•Contoured suction cup with amazing ticklers
•EZ squeeze bulb with purge valve
•PVC
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.5”/4 cm (cup diameter)
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Waterproof Sapphire-G™

7253-12-2
•Powerful, soft, and supple
vibrating G-spot massager

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm

Tera Patrick’s
Ribbed G™

7252-11-2
•G-spot with a robust
penis head

•Powerful multi-speed
•Crystalessence (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

Heart-On™

7251-12-2
•Full bodied penis with raised hearts
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•9”x 2”/23 cm x 5 cm

Jesse’s Vibro Pussy Sucker™

7245-04-3
•Powerful vibrating and sucking
action in one oral arouser

•Nestles snugly over vagina while noduled
stimulators excite every pleasure point

•2-speed controller with plug-in jack
•PVC (stimulator, bulb) ABS (control)
•2 AA batteries
•3.75”x 3”/10 cm x 8 cm
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Teagan’s Magic Wand™

7257-04-2
•Power packed personal stimulator with a
soft matte finish and slimline rotating shaft

•Pinpoint magical vibrating ticklers
•EZ push button control
•Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote) non-slip battery case
•PVC
•4 AA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

Jesse’s Waterproof Penetrator™

7256-14-2
•Robust, Jelly soft, super powerful penetrator
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm

Teagan’s Jelly Bendies™

Tickler 7255-04-2
Teaser 7255-12-2
Missile 7255-14-2
Ripple 7255-15-2
•Jelly soft vibrators with
bendable vertebrae for
multi-directional positioning

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Jesse’s Signature
Harness with Twisted Dong™

7270-00-3
•Thick Jelly twisted dong with adjustable
patent leather lined T-back harness

•Jesse’s own words “Hot” and “Sexy”
printed on the front

•Includes extension straps to
accommodate most sizes

•PVC (dong) Patent leather (harness)
Cotton (straps)

•7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm (dong)
•Waist extends to 48”/122 cm

Cherry Scented Vibro-Dong™

7260-11-2
•Ultra-powerful Jelly dong with dual
motors and a pleasant cherry scent

•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•8.5”x 2”/22 cm x 5 cm

Waterproof
Pleasure Penis™

7259-12-2
•Two-toned vibrating penis
with a unique curve and
impressive girth

•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•9”x 1.75”/23 cm x 4 cm

Radiant Lighted Penis™

7258-11-2
•Soft, ultra-powerful, vibrating, lighted penis
•Robust head
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Teagan’s Luscious Touch™

7438-10-3
•Super tight masturbator with
inner suction chambers for
maximum results

•Soft and stretchy TPR
•5”x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm

Jesse’s Luscious Touch™

7438-20-3
•Super soft and stretchy masturbator
with inner chambers for maximum suction

•TPR
•5”x 1.75”/13 cm x 4 cm

Jesse’s Futurotic® Travel Pussy™

7436-01-3
•Lusciously soft, life-like, super-stretchy pussy
with detailed lips and a tight ribbed love passage

•Unscented TPR
•Powder included
•6”x 3”/15 cm x 8 cm

Cherry Scented
Pocket Pussy™

7427-11-3
•Jelly soft vibrating masturbator
with an exquisetly textured sleeve

•Multi-speed removable bullet
•Cherry lube included
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 3.5”/17 cm x 9 cm (pussy)
•1.5” x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Tera Patrick’s Pulsating Heart™ 7350-11-3
•Micro-sized heart-shaped stimulator with removable micro-bullet
•Powerful Impulse® 6 battery pack with independent controls for
vibration, pulsation, escalation, and surging pleasure

•May be worn during lovemaking
•Ultra-sensitive control pad with LED indicator
•Stretchy, adjustable waist and thigh straps
•Soft TPR (heart), silver plated (bullet)
•3 AA batteries
•2”x 1.5”
5 cm x 4 cm
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Tera Patrick’s Heart-On™ Wireless Lovemaker™

7551-11-3
•Sturdy support enhancer for him
•Removable micro-stimulator vibrates the throbbing
heart pleasure point for her

•PVC (enhancer), silver plated (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Virtual Bunny™

7550-04-3
•Super stretchy vibrating erection
enhancer with fluttering bunny ears

•Removable micro-stimulator
•SoftTouch® (TPR) (enhancer)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Jesse’s Triple Orgasm™

7549-12-3
•Erection enhancer provides simultaneous vibrations for him and her
•Two powerful, EZ push button, removable stimulators
•Soft and stretchy TPR (enhancer), ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (6 watch, 12 included)
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Sophia’s Luscious Lips™

7440-04-3
•Soft and stretchy, life-like mouth
masturbator with pierced studded
tongue for extra stimulation

•TPR (masturbator)
Chromed Steel (stud)

•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm

Jesse’s Futurotic® Stroker Trio™

7439-00-3
•Three soft, stretchy masturbators –
luscious lips, decadent pussy, and tight ass

•Powder included
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•4.5”x 1.5”
11 cm x 4 cm (each)
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Teagan’s
Mega Mite™

7556-14-2
•Ultra quiet, powerful,
compact, mini massager

•Includes a textured
stimulation tip, and an
interchangeable soft sleeve

•ABS (massager) PVC (tip) TPE (sleeve)
•1 AA battery
•4” x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (massager)
•1.5” x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm (tip)
•2.75” x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm (sleeve)

Jesse’s Obsession™

7555-04-2
•Curved “G” with fluttering tri-point clitoral stimulation
•Power packed with 3 rows of 3 speed, rotating,
non-jamming, reversible metal beads

•EZ touch controls with LED light display
•EZ load battery pack
•TPE •3 AA batteries •5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

Teagan’s Enchanted Lover’s Ring™

Clear 7554-00-3 Pink 7554-04-3
•Stretchy support rings for him, outstanding vibrations
and stimulation for her

•Inner ring enhances erection, while the outer ring
secures under the scrotum for a stable fit

•Removable, push button, wireless stimulator
•TPR (enhancer), silver plated (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3”x 2.5”/8 cm x 6 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Jesse’s Lover’s Thong™

7553-14-3
•Double your lovemaking pleasure with
the lover’s thong with 2 rows of
stimulating pleasure beads

•Designed for mutual pleasure
•Fully adjustable, comfortable
G-strap extends up to 40”/102 cm

•ABS/PVC (beads) Elastic (straps)
•3”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (beads)

Jesse’s Raging Bull™
7552-04-3
•Ride the raging bull for the ultimate in lovemaking!
•Durable, stretchy enhancer provides firm support for him,
and exciting stimulation for her

•Removable, EZ push button stimulator
•TPR (enhancer), ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.25”x 2”/8 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•1.5”x .75”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Passion Play™

Mask, Wrist & Ankle Cuffs
7605-00-3
7.5”x 3”/19 cm x 8 cm
(mask)
8.5”x 3”/22 cm x 8 cm
(wrist cuffs)
11.5”x 3.5”/29 cm x 9 cm
(ankle cuffs)
Kitty Kat Mask with Whip
7606-00-3
6.5”x 5”/17 cm x 13 cm
(mask)
17.5” x .75”/44 cm x 2 cm
(whip)
Faux Fur Tether Restraints
7607-00-3
(4 tethers included,
each 50”/127 cm)

•Stylized, comfortable,
faux fur leopard-print
restraints, masks,
and tethers

•Adjustable Velcro®

style fasteners
•Polyester

Jesse’s Nymph
Stimulation Gel™
7577-00-2*
•Advanced formula stimulation
and moisturizing gel

•Contains Arginine HCL with
American and Amazon Ginseng
for amazing results

•Cinnamon flavored, edible
•0.36 Fl Oz/11 ml
*Also available in Bulk

Sexual Accelerator Gel®
7575-00-2*
•Water-soluble topical gel that contains
L-Arginine, which increases clitoral
sensitivity as well as frequency of orgasm

•0.5 Fl Oz/15 ml
*Also available in Bulk
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Shay’s Ribbed Lover™

Pink 7622-04-2
Purple 7622-14-2
•Sensually ribbed, soft, pliable, high quality
massagers are ribbed for added stimulation

•Multi-speed
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•5.5”x 1.5”/14 cm x 4 cm

Shay’s Deep Throat Adventure™

7620-04-3
•Soft, stretchy, tight masturbator with a
suction reservoir for superior sucking action

•Ribbed shaft for added sensations
•TPR
•5”x 2”/13 cm x 5 cm

Jesse’s Funky Cuffs™

Hard Core 7608-03-3
Hot Sex 7608-11-3
Lick Me 7608-14-3
•Jesse tells it like it is with
these fun fur-lined cuffs

•Includes 2 keys and
quick release latch

•Stainless Steel (cuffs)
Nylon (faux fur)

•2.5”/6 cm (diameter)
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Sophia’s Fluttering Hummer™

7655-40-3
•Super soft, powerful and quiet massager
with sensational fluttering action

•Multi-speed
•TPE
•2 AA batteries
•4”x 3”/10 cm x 8 cm

Sophia’s Wild Lover™

7650-01-2
•Flexes and stays where you want it
•Soft and life-like vibrator is hand painted,
and moves with you for comfortable positioning

•Powerful multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•3 AAA batteries
•7.75”x 2”/20 cm x 5 cm

Sophia’s Inked Love Doll™
7649-01-3
•Life-like vibrating love doll has a
full color reproduction of Sophia’s
famous dragon tattoo

•Jointed arms with orbital sockets
for movement in all directions

•Full sized mannequin head with
long flowing hair, sumptuous
Futurotic® mouth and full lips

•Large voluptuous breasts
•Tight Futurotic® pussy and ass
with textured love tunnels

•Life-like mannequin hands and feet
•Almost seamless construction
holds up to 330 lbs/150 kg

•Includes: air pump, wireless micro
stimulator, powder, and repair kit

•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•Futurotic® (TPR) (lips, vagina, anus)
PVC (body, nipples),
silver plated (stimulator)

•2.2” x .75”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
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Sophia’s Red Rider™

7658-11-3
•Our most popular harness
•Durable universal harness is
padded for extra comfort

•Fully adjustable waist and
thigh straps (waist adjusts
to 52”/132 cm)

•Removable sturdy and pliable
slim “G” curved dong

•Harness accommodates
most probes

•Handy pocket for optional
vibrating devices

•PVC(dong) Nylon (straps)
Chromed Steel (rings)

•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm (dong)

Sophia’s Magical Dragon™

Red 7656-11-3
Blue 7656-12-3
•Powerful slimline design with
4 rows of reverse rotating metal
beads and a magical dragon

•3 speeds of rotation
•3 speeds of vibration
•Soft TPE (massager) ABS (control)
•EZ load battery pack
•3 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm

Sophia’s Mystical Dragon™

Red 7655-50-3
Purple 7655-60-3
•Super soft, powerful, quiet massagers
with triple tickler tips

•Multi-speed
•TPE
•2 AA batteries
•3.75”x 1.25”/10 cm x 3 cm
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Stephanie Swift’s Vibro Pocket Pal™
8114-01-3
•Soft, tight, stretchy, and textured masturbator
with a removable vibrating bullet

•Multi-speed
•TPR (masturbator) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•Powder included
•4” x 3”/10 cm x 8 cm (tunnel)
•3.5” x 3”/9 cm x 8 cm (masturbator)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Devin Lane’s Vibrating Oral Seduction™

8111-01-3
•Seductive mouth masturbator with a
pierced tongue and teasing lips

•Removable mini-torpedo vibrator
•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® (TPE) (masturbator)
ABS with silver plating (torpedo), chromed steel (stud)

•2 AA batteries •Powder included
•7.5” x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm (tunnel)
•4.5” x 3”/11 cm x 8 cm (masturbator)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (torpedo)

Stormy’s Futurotic® Pussy & Ass™

8109-01-3
•A genuine cast of Stormy™

•Every crease and fold of her sumptuous
pussy and ass has been meticulously
sculpted for this erotic masterpiece

•Life-like and incredibly soft Futurotic® Plus
material, hand-painted for exacting detail

•Heighten the experience with the powerful
5-function bullet that vibrates and pulsates

•Push button control with LED light
•Powder included for maintenance
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•2 AA batteries (not included)
•Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•6”x 5”/15 cm x 13 cm (pussy & ass)
•2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Sydnee Steele’s
Senso® Beaded
Cock Stroker™

8142-14-3
•Super stretchy ribbed
masturbator with
stroker beads

•Lube included
•Senso® (TPR)
•5.5”x 3”/14 cm x 8 cm

Kaylani’s
Futurotic®

Doggie Style
Masturbator™

8125-01-3
•Life-like feeling
masturbator

•Soft and tight
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•7”x 3”/18 cm x 8 cm

Alexa’s™ Vibrating Insatiable Pussy™

8117-01-3
•Genuine cast of Alexa™ is meticulously
sculpted and hand-painted

•Noduled sleeve for extra sensations
•Multi-speed removable vibrating bullet
•Better-Than-Real® (Anti-Bacterial PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•7” x 3”/18 cm x 8 cm (tunnel)
•6” x 3.5”/15 cm x 9 cm (masturbator)
•2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm
(stimulator)

jessica drake’s
Futurotic® Pocket Pal
8126-04-3
•Soft and sensual, super
life-like masturbator with
oversized 7”/18 cm shaft

•Futurotic® (TPR)
•Powder included
•7” x 3”/18 cm x 8 cm

Devinn Lane’s
Succulent Blossom™

8145-15-3
•Tight, super soft and stretchy masturbator
•Teasing petals and ribbed tunnel
•Senso® (TPR)
•4”x 2”/10 cm x 5 cm
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jessica drake’s
Glittered Probe™

8257-04-2
•Glittered, graduated, beaded
probe with suction cup base

•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•4.25”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm

Devinn Lane’s
Reflective Emperor®

8210-14-2
•Life-like ultra-powerful vibrating dong
with sturdy suction cup base

•Multi-speed
•Reflective Gel™ (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm

Stormy’s Favorite Dick™

8209-04-2
•Robust, glittered, vibrating
dong with sturdy suction
cup base

•Multi-speed
•Plug-in jack
•PVC •2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm

Wicked® Stroker
Carmen Hart™

Lips 8180-10-3
Pussy 8180-20-3
Ass 8180-30-3
•Extra long masturbators accommodate any man
•Super tight, soft, and stretchy with
added ribs for extra stimulation

•Powder included
•Futurotic® (TPR)
•6.5”x 2”/17 cm x 5 cm (each)
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Stephanie Swift’s
Shimmering Ultra-Thin™

8314-10-2 4.25”x .6”/11 cm x 2 cm (1 AAA battery)
8315-10-2 6”x .6”/15 cm x 2 cm (2 AAA batteries)
•Incredibly powerful, ribbed, ultra slim, glittered massagers
•Multi-speed
•ABS

Devinn Lane’s Mini Marvels™

Pink 8313-04-2
Blue 8313-12-2
Purple 8313-14-2
•Powerful, sensuously smooth, compact massagers
•Multi-speed •ABS
•1 AA battery •4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Alexa’s
Nubby Satisfier™

8311-22-2
•Powerful massager with a
contoured scoop tip and
noduled head

•Multi-speed with unique
on/off switch

•ABS
•2 C batteries
•6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm

Stormy’s Waterproof Slimline Metallics™

8309-10-2 4.25”x .6”/11 cm x 2 cm (1 AAA battery)
8309-20-2 6”x .5”/15 cm x 1 cm (2 AAA batteries)
•Extremely powerful, incredibly slim, textured massagers
•Multi-speed
•ABS with metallic coating
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Sydnee Steele’s
Amethyst Arouser™

8366-14-2
•Compact dual tong arouser
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AAA batteries
•3”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm

Stephanie’s
Crystal Playmate™

8365-12-2
•Compact stimulator with clitoral arouser
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AAA batteries
•3”x 1.2”/8 cm x 3 cm

Stormy’s
Pearl Diver™

8362-14-3
•Vibrating, rotating, pearl beaded probe
with clitoral stimulator

•Multi-speed Turbo™ power pack
•PVC
•3 C batteries
•5.25”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

Devinn Lane’s
Thrusting Dragonfly™

8353-04-3
•Soft Jelly shaft with thrusting action, non-jamming
metal beads, and dual clitoral teasers

•6 levels of thrusting speed
•4 levels of vibration and pulsation
•Glow-in-the-dark control pad
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•4 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.5”/12 cm x 4 cm
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Devinn Lane’s
Double Action Arouser™

8386-12-2
•Ultra-powerful vibrating dual penetrator
powered by 2 motors

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm (penis)
•4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm (anal probe)

Sydnee Steele’s
Pearlized Lover
8383-14-2
•Quiet and powerful stimulator
•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AAA batteries
•5”x 1.25”/13 cm x 3 cm

Devinn Lane’s Pearlized Lover™

Mini-Ribbed Blue 8382-10-2
5.75”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Mini-Cliterrific™ Burgundy 8382-20-2
5.25”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
•Soft, pliable, powerful arousers with a pearl finish
•Multi-speed •PVC •2 AAA batteries

Temptress’
Super Slim
Waterproof G-Spot™

8376-10-2
•Quiet, powerful, super-slim
G massager

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•1 AAA battery
•4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm

Devinn Lane’s
Waterproof Pleasure Pal™
8375-14-2
•Powerful stimulator with contoured
penis head and enticingly glittered shaft

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.75”
18 cm x 4 cm
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Wicked®

Stroker Pump™

8430-12-3
•Pleasure pump with easy-to-use
squeeze bulb and soft sleeve

•ABS (cylinder) PVC (hose and bulb)
Latex (sleeve)

•7”x 2.25”/18 cm x 6 cm (cylinder)

Stormy’s Waterproof Lighted Gem™

8389-14-2
•Lighted, glittered massager with removable soft Jelly tip
•Multi-speed
•ABS (massager) TPR (tip)
•2 AA batteries
•6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm

jessica drake’s
Waterproof Strobing Penis™

8388-20-2
•Sensuously ribbed penis with a strategically
placed vibrating motor in the tip

•Flashing strobe light show
•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•8”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm

jessica drake’s
Waterproof Strobing Probe™

8388-10-2
•Uniquely curved probe with resonating
vibrations from the tip in sync with
brilliant strobing lights

•Multi-speed
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AA batteries
•8”x 1.5”/20 cm x 4 cm
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Wicked® Pure Gold
jessica’s Precious Bullet™

Silver 8454-05-2
“I take it everywhere!”
Stormy’s Precious Bullet ™

Gold 8454-07-2
“It’s absolute magic!”
•Discreet and powerful vibrating bullet
•Multi-speed power dial
•ABS with silver/gold plating
•Battery included (1 N)
•2.5”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm

Wicked® Superstar Pumps™

Devinn Lane™ 8432-10-2
Julia Ann™ 8432-30-2
Kaylani Lei™ 8432-40-2
Stephanie Swift™ 8432-50-2
Stormy™ 8432-60-2
Sydnee Steele™ 8432-70-2
•Pump to your favorite superstar
•Reliable pleasure pumps with
incredible sucking action

•Easy-to-use pressure bulb
•Quick release valve
•ABS (cylinder) PVC (bulb, hose)
Latex (sleeve)

•8”x 2.25”/20 cm x 6 cm

Stephanie Swift’s Wicked® Climaxer™

8445-01-3
•Masturbator with intense vibrating and sucking
action that simulates like the real thing

•Easy to use hand pump with quick release purge valve
•Multi-speed vibrations •Latex (masturbator) PVC (bulb)
•2 AA batteries •4.5”x 2”/11 cm x 5 cm
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Temptress’
Dual Action Harness™

8505-14-3
•High waist Latex panty with an imbedded
vibrating bullet for personal stimulation

•Removable sturdy dong
•Velcro® style waist band closure
•Multi-speed
•Latex (panty) PVC (dong)
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm (dong)

jessica drake’s Bunny Teaser™

8460-14-2
•Two ultra-powerful independently controlled
bullets with a removable bunny teaser

•Multi-speed
•ABS with silver plating (bullets) Crystalessence® (PVC) (bunny)
•3 AA batteries
•3.5”x 1.25”/9 cm x 3 cm (bunny)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Alexa’s Double Action Exciters™

8458-12-2
•Dual action stimulators with accentuated heads
•Multi-speed dual controls with LED indicator
•ABS
•4 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm (large stimulator)
•3”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (small stimulator)

Wicked® Turbo Tinglers™

Magnum & Bullet 8457-10-2
4AA batteries 3.5”x .5”/9 cm x 1 cm (magnum)

2.25”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm (bullet)
Bullet 8457-20-2
2 AA batteries 2.25”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm
Double Bullets 8457-30-2
4 AA batteries 2.25”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm
Magnum 8457-40-2
2 AA batteries 3.5”x .5”/9 cm x 1 cm
•Turbo powered, multi-use bullets
•Doubles have dual, independent controls
•ABS with silver plating
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Spicy Cinnamon
Wicked® Arousal Gel™
8750-00-2*
•Flavored, edible, tingly, spicy
cinnamon arousal gel with Vitamin E

•0.5 Fl Oz/15 ml
Logo: Made in USA
*Also available in bulk

Devinn Lane’s Precision Massager™

8688-12-2
•Versatile massager with 4 soft textured
interchangeable attachments

•Multi-speed
•Easy dial controller
•ABS (massager) PVC (tips)
•2 AA batteries
•2.5”x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm (attachments)

Kaylani’s Berrylicious Couples Arouser™

8533-04-3
•Soft Jelly enhancement arouser with a wireless micro-stimulator
•PVC (arouser) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 2.25”/9 cm x 6 cm (arouser)
•2”x .5”/5 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Stephanie Swift’s
Ram Love Ring™

with Wireless Micro Orb
8530-14-3
•Enhancement ring with powerful
stimulator for his and her pleasure

•PVC (enhancer) ABS (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•3.5”x 2”/9 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)
•2.5”x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Temptress’ Sensual Caress™

8510-00-2
•Looks like the real thing
•Life-like plushy penis with removable silver vibe
•Multi-speed
•ABS with silver plating (vibe) SoftTouch® (TPR) (sleeve)
•2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm

Sydnee Steele’s Crystalessence®

Harness with Removable Dong™

8509-14-3
•Translucent, crotchless harness with removable
Jelly dong and clitoral arousers

•Fully adjustable leatherette straps
•Velcro® style closures
•PVC (dong) Leatherette (straps)
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm (dong)
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Wicked® Pussy & Ass™

Kaylani’s Vibrating Pussy & Ass™

8894-01-3
•Actual cast of Kaylani’s luscious pussy and ass
•Hand sculpted to reveal every succulent detail
•Life-like, stretchy, soft material is hand painted to
exacting specifications

•Removable vibrating bullet with 5 hypersonic functions
of vibration and pulsation

•Powder included
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (pussy and ass) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries (not included) Batteries included (1 watch, 2 included)
•6”x 5”/15 cm x 13 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Wicked® Pussy
Kirsten Price’s Pussy & Ass™

8893-01-3
•Genuine reproduction of hot and sexy Kirsten Price’s
most intimate parts

•Hand sculpted and painted to exacting detail
•Life-like, stretchy, soft material shows off every succulent detail
•Includes a removable 2-speed Bliss Bullet® for powerful sensations
•Powder included
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (pussy and ass) ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•6”x 5.5”/15 cm x 14 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Wicked® Playing Cards
Superstars 8890-10-2*
Jenna Jameson 8890-20-2*
*Also available bulk

Wicked® Ball Gag™

Smoke 8845-03-3
Purple 8845-14-3
•Penis shaped ball gag with
a comfortable stretchy head band

•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•1.5”x 1”/4 cm x 3 cm
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Wicked® Pussy™

Sydnee Steele’s Vibrating Pussy™

8897-01-3
•An exact replica of Sydnee’s size, shape and finely detailed lips
•Soft, stretchy material for the ultimate life-like feel
•Micro-stimulator for increased orgasmic intensity
•Powder included
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (pussy) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•6”x 3.5”/15 cm x 9 cm (pussy)
•5” x 1.75”/18 cm x 4 cm (tunnel)
•1.5”x .6”/4 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Wicked® Ass™

Stormy’s Pussy & Ass™

8896-01-3
•Actual cast of Stormy’s hot pussy and ass
•Meticulously sculpted to reveal every fine detail
•Soft, stretchy material for realism beyond belief
•Hand-painted to exacting specifications
•Includes a removable multi-speed bullet
for additional vibration

•Powder included
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•7”x 8”/18 cm x 20 cm (pussy and ass)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Wicked® Pussy™

jessica drake™

8895-01-3
•An exact replica of jessica right down to
her beautiful hand-painted detailed lips

•Soft, stretchy material for a true
life-like experience

•Removable multi-speed bullet
provides vibrating pleasure

•Powder included
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE) (pussy)
ABS with silver plating (bullet)

•2 AA batteries
•5”x 3”/13 cm x 8 cm (pussy)
•8” x 2”/20 cm x 5 cm (tunnel)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)
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Wicked® Pussy
Carmen’s Pierced Pussy™

8899-10-3
•Genuine cast of Carmen Hart™

•Finely detailed
•Extra long love tunnel with
tantalizing teasers

•Removable piercing
•Removable multi-speed bullet
•Better-than-Real® (Anti-Bacterial PVC)
•ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•Chrome steel (stud)
•2 AA batteries
•5.5”x 3”/14 cm x 8 cm (pussy)
•8” x 2.5”/20 cm x 6 cm (tunnel)
•2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Wicked® Ass
Carmen’s Tight Ass™

8899-20-3
•Actual cast of Carmen Hart™

•Finely detailed
•Extra long love tunnel with
tantalizing teasers

•Removable multi-speed bullet
•Better-than-Real® (Anti-Bacterial PVC)
•ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•4”x 2.5”/10 cm x 6 cm (ass)
•7.5” x 2.5”/19 cm x 6 cm (tunnel)
•2.25” x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Wicked® Pussy™

Keri’s Futurotic® Pussy™

8898-10-3
Keri’s Futurotic® Ass™

8898-20-3
•Actual casts of Keri’s sumptuous pussy and
her tight ass

•Finely detailed, soft and stretchy material
is hand-painted for the ultimate life-like
feel and sensation

•Powder included
•Futurotic® Plus (TPE)
•4.25”x 3”/11 cm x 8 cm (pussy and ass)
•7” x 2.25”/18 cm x 6 cm (tunnel)

Made from

Made from
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Wicked® Stroker™

Kaylani’s
Deep Throat Masturbator™

8904-10-3

Stormy’s
Tight Pussy Masturbator™

8904-20-3

jessica’s
Tight Ass Masturbator™

8904-30-3
•Get down and dirty with
the Wicked® girls

•Glittered masturbators feel
like the real thing

•Ergonomic curve for deep
penetrating action

•Internal chambers for
superior suction

•Soft, stretchy, and tight
•Senso® (TPR)
•6” x 2” / 15 cm x 5 cm

Wicked® Pussy™

Keri Sable™ Travel Pussy™

8902-12-3
Wicked® Masturbator™

Kaylani Lei™ Ruby Pussy™

8903-11-3
•Finely styled masturbators are tight and stretchy
•Pleasure chambers for maximum suction
•Senso® Plus (TPR)
•4.75”x 2.5”/12 cm x 6 cm

Wicked® Masturbator™

jessica drake™ Senso® Dual Beaded Vagina™

8900-04-3
•Super-stretchy masturbator with 2 rows of stroker beads
for heightened sensations

•Senso® (TPR)
•4.75” x 2.75”/12 cm x 7 cm
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Wicked® Lights™

Stormy’s Strobing Vibro Dong™

Pink 8909-04-2
Purple 8909-14-2
•Opaque, pliable, vibrating
dongs with strobing lights

•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 1.75”/19 cm x 4 cm

Wicked® Stud®

jessica drake™

Triple Teaser 8908-04-2
6”x 1.75”/15 cm x 4 cm
Clit Banger 8908-12-2
5.5”x 1.75”/14 cm x 4 cm
•High quality, soft and pliable,
clear Jelly, power-packed vibrators

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries

Wicked® Pure Gold™

jessica’s Precious Pussy™

8905-10-3
“My pussy is pure gold!”
Stormy’s Precious Ass™

8905-20-3
“My ass is golden!”
•Clear masturbators with a golden
pleasure passage

•Soft, tight, and stretchy
•Nubbed chamber for superior suction
•Durable TPR
•4.5”x 3”/11 cm x 8 cm (pussy)
•5.5”x 3”/13 cm x 8 cm (ass)
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Wicked® Vibe™ Julia Ann™

Bendable Vibe 8911-10-2 6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
2-Toned Vibe 8911-20-2 7.5”x 1.25”/19 cm x 3 cm
•2-toned vibe is powerful and ribbed for pleasure, while the
bendable vibe is wickedly flexible and powerful
•Crystalessence® (PVC)
•2 AAA batteries

Wicked® Dong™

Kaylani Lei™

Vibro-Ribbed Ruby Penis™

8912-11-3
•Jelly soft, uniquely ribbed, curved penis
with powerful vibrations

•Multi-speed
•PVC
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

Wicked® Stimulator™

jessica drake™

5-Speed G-Spot 8920-10-3
4.5”x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm
5-Speed Nubby 8920-20-3
3.5”x 1”/9 cm x 3 cm
•Uniquely shaped stimulators
with ultra-powerful power pack

•Sleek battery pack is designed
with easy to use on/off switch
and LED indicator

•5-speed
•ABS
•2 AA batteries

Wicked® Dong™ jessica drake™

Clitoral Dong 8910-10-2
6”x 1.5”/15 cm x 4 cm
Ripple Dong 8910-20-2
7.5”x 2”/19 cm x 5 cm
•Plushy soft and pliable dongs
with a life-like feel

•Multi-speed
•Futurotic® Plus (TPR)
•2 AA batteries
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Wicked® Balls™

jessica drake™

Black/White 8930-03-2
Red/White 8930-11-2
•Soft, pliable, weighted pleasure balls
with handy retrieval cord

•ABS with PVC coating
•1.25”/3 cm (diameter)

Wicked® Arouser™

Stormy™

Teddy Strap-On™

8925-11-3
•May be used during lovemaking
•Discreet, micro-sized, wireless,
Jelly arouser with 25% more power

•Adjustable and removable straps
•Multi-speed
•Jelly (TPE)
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
•2.75” x 1.25”/7 cm x 3 cm (arouser)

Wicked® Teaser™

Kirsten Price™

Triple Tongs 8921-04-3
Teardrop 8921-11-3
G-Curve 8921-14-3
•Jelly soft, and supercharged
•Multi-speed
•ABS with PVC coating
•2 AA batteries
•4.75”x 1.25”/12 cm x 3 cm
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Wicked® Slick™ Lube
Water Based 8940-10-2*
Silicone Based 8940-20-2*
•Formulated for long-lasting results!
•7.4 Fl Oz/219 ml
*Also available in bulk

Wicked® Pure Gold™

Couples Enhancer
jessica’s Love Dome™ 8939-10-3
Stormy’s Double Trouble™ 8939-20-3
•Clear, sturdy support for him with powerful
pinpoint vibrations for her

•Powerful, removable push button stimulator
•TPR (ring) ABS with gold plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•2.5”x 1.75”/6 cm x 4 cm (enhancer)
•2” x .5”/5 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)

Wicked® Arousers™

Keri Sable™

Duckie 8938-12-3 2.75”x 1.5”/7 cm x 4 cm
Bunny 8938-14-3 3.5”x 1.5”/9 cm x 4 cm
Tiger 8938-19-3 2.5”x 1.5”/6 cm x 4 cm
•Soft Jelly erection enhancer for him, hands-free
powerful vibrations for her

•Removable wireless stimulator
•TPR (enhancer) ABS with silver plating (stimulator)
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.5” x .5”/4 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)

Wicked® Stimulator™

Kirsten Price™

Dolphin Pussy Sucker™

8936-04-3
•EZ finger grip pumping action
•Suction cup with over
40 tantalizing love ticklers

•Powerful multi-speed vibrations
•PVC (dolphin, hose) ABS (pump)
•2 AA batteries
•3”x 1.5”/8 cm x 4 cm
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Wicked® Girl
Kirsten Price™ Cheerleader Doll™

8960-01-3
•Love doll with life-like 3-D face, long flowing
brunette hair, kissable lips, and squeezable tits

•Removable top, mini-skirt, and pom-poms
•2 love passages •PVC

Wicked® Girl
Carmen Hart™ Naughty Cop Doll™

8961-01-3
•Love doll with beautiful life-like 3-D face, silky
black hair, smooth kissable lips, and perky breasts

•Removable top, thong, and hat
•2 love passages •PVC

Wicked® Lover™

jessica drake™ Talking Love Doll™

8955-01-3
•jessica’s actual pre-recorded voice is
activated upon penetration

•Incredibly life-like mannequin head,
feet, and hands

•Jointed arms with orbital sockets
that move in all directions

•Large voluptuous breasts
•Futurotic® pussy and ass, with
an expandable mouth

•Almost seamless feeling skin
with long flowing blonde hair

•Wireless multi-speed stimulator included
•Powder included for maintenance
•PVC (doll) TPR (pussy and ass)
ABS with silver plating (stimulator)

•3 AAA batteries for voice box (not included)
•Batteries included
(3 watch, 6 included) for stimulator

•2.2” x .75”/6 cm x 2 cm (stimulator)
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Wicked® Vibe™

jessica drake™

Metallic G-Vibe™

Pink 8985-04-2
Purple 8985-14-2
Aqua 8985-15-2
•Powerful G-Spot vibrators
with spectacular metallic
finish in designer colors

•Multi-speed
•ABS with metallic plating
•2 C batteries
•7”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm

Wicked® Harness™

Stormy’s™ Metallic Harness
8965-20-3
•Designer T-back, metallic look,
adjustable leatherette harness

•Removable natural feel, foam filled,
plushy soft, slim dong

•Sturdy snaps for a secure fit
•Accommodates up to a 46”/117 cm waist
•PVC (dong) Leatherette (harness)
•6”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Wicked® Harness™

jessica drake’s™ Metallic Harness
8965-10-3
•Shimmering metallic look leatherette
adjustable T-back harness

•Super soft and pliable life-like dong
•Sturdy snaps for a secure fit
•Accommodates up to a 48”/122 cm waist
•PVC (dong) Leatherette (harness)
•6”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm (dong)
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Royal Rabbit®

9522-14-2
•Soft, pliable, and powerful intimate arouser
•7 infinite levels of vibration, pulsation,
and escalation

•LED light
•TPR •2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.25”/11 cm x 3 cm
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Royal Mini-Mole®

9530-12-2
•Ergonomically contoured pleasure probe
with a removable vibrating bullet

•Firm yet pliable
•4-speed
•Soft touch controls with LED light
•TPR (probe), ABS with silver plating (bullet)
•2 AA batteries
•4.5”x 1.2”/11 cm x 3 cm (probe)
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (bullet)

Royal Surfer™

9521-04-2
•Soft and smooth arouser with
reversible rotation and powerful vibrations

•3-speed with LED light
•Flickering dolphin stimulator
•EZ load battery pack
•TPR
•3 AA batteries
•5”x 1.5”/13 cm x 4 cm
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Royal Jester™

9555-15-2
•Powerful massager with unique
erotic ripples and stimulation tip

•Soft and pliable
•Multi-speed
•TPR •2 AAA batteries
•5.9”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm

Royal Princess™

Bubblegum
9545-04-2
•Uniquely shaped, soft and pliable “G” massager
•7 functions of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•LED light
•TPR •2 AA batteries
•7.5”x 1.5”/19 cm x 4 cm

Lock & Load™

Petite 9532-10-2
2.5”x 1.25”/6 cm x 3 cm
Small 9532-20-2
3.5”x 1.65”/9 cm x 4 cm
Medium 9532-30-2
4.5”x 2.25”/11 cm x 6 cm
•Durable Jelly butt plugs
with a unique pleasure taper

•Suction cup base with
quick release tab

•PVC

Royal G™

9556-14-2
•Soft and pliable multi ridged “G” massager
•Multi-speed
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.4”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Super Head Honcho™

9573-10-3
•The best just got better
•Advanced model of the award winning
Head Honcho™ masturbator

•3 newly designed suction chambers
for powerful results

•Extra long, soft and stretchy
•TPR
•6.5”x 2.75”/17 cm x 7 cm

Head Honcho™

9573-00-3
•Voted “Toy of the Year” by Sue Johanson’s viewers
•Generously sized, super stretchy, tight
masturbator features 3 suction chambers

•Senso® (TPR)
•5”x 3”/13 cm x 8 cm

Royal Ripple™

9560-11-2
•Powerful massager with stylized wrap-around
ripples for added stimulation

•Soft and pliable
•Multi-speed •TPR
•2 AA batteries •7.2”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

Royal Swirl™
9558-14-2
•Designer swirl penis tipped massager
•Soft and pliable
•Multi-speed
•TPR
•2 AA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm
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Cleopatra™

Remote Egg-Shaped Stimulator
9706-14-3
•Discreet, powerful, soft remote controlled
vibrating egg with handy retrieval cord

•7 functions of vibration, pulsation
and escalation

•15’/5 m range
•Easy one-touch on/off button
•Convenient clip on remote
attaches anywhere

•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (TPR) (egg, remote)
Nylon (retrieval cord)

•Designer pouch included
•Batteries included
(6 watch, 12 included)

•1.75”x 1.25”/4 cm x 3 cm (egg)

Laura Berman, LCSW, PhD, is an assistant professor of psychiatry and obstetrics/gynecology at the
Feinberg School of Medicine at Northwestern University. She has been working as a sex educator and
therapist for 20 years, and is considered a leader in her field. Her latest book, “Real Sex for Real Women”
is an international Best Seller.

The Dr. Laura Berman Intimate Basics Collection™ is designed by women, for women to give you and
your partner exactly what you need; color, ergonomic designs, discreet packaging, superior quality,
quiet and powerful devices. Dr. Berman personally writes instructions for each product.

Astrea I™

Remote Vibrating Brief
9705-10-3
Astrea II™

Remote Vibrating Thong
9705-20-3
•Comfortable and sexy remote control
brief and thong provide discreet,
hands-free stimulation

•Mini-remote stimulator is contoured,
compact, and removable

•Remote has a range of 12’/4 m
•80% Nylon/20% Spandex
(brief and thong) ABS (stimulator)

•Designer pouch included
•Batteries included (2 AA and 1-12 V)
•One size fits most
•2.5”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (stimulator)
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Juno™

Weighted Pelvic Exerciser
Clear Packaging 9710-10-2
Boutique Packaging 9710-10-3
•Seamless Kegel® style exerciser
with increasing weights

•Designed for women to
continuously strengthen
their PC muscle

•Acrylic/Lucite®

•Designer pouch included
in boutique packaging

•4.6 oz/130 g (weight)
•7.25”x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm

Phoebe™

Rechargeable
Oscillating
and Vibrating
Massager
with
4 Interchangeable
Heads
9707-14-2
•Powerful rechargeable
massager has an easy to use
slide control that adjusts the
extra wide pleasure disc for
optimum oscillating and
vibrating action

•4 interchangeable and
versatile attachments that
screw in for secure use

•Holds a charge for
over one hours use

•Charger included
•ABS (massager)
Silicone (attachments)

•110/120 Volt AC
•9”x 2.75”/23 cm x 7 cm
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Venus™

Waterproof
Silicone “G”
9720-14-3
•Sleek and quiet, smooth and flexible massager
with strategically placed pleasure ridges

•Multi-speed
•Pure Silicone
•Designer pouch included
•3 AAA batteries
•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm

Dilator Set™

9711-14-3
•For pleasure and to strengthen
your pelvic muscles

•Vibrating, multi-speed dilator handle
•3 interlocking, graduated stacked
dilator sleeves for custom girth selection

•Soft universal sleeve
•ABS (dilator and graduated sleeves)
TPR (universal sleeve)

•Designer pouch included
•2 AA batteries
•3.5”x .75”/9 cm x 2 cm (small sleeve)(on handle)
•4.5”x 1.5”/11 cm x 4 cm (medium stacked sleeve)
•5.5”x 1”/14 cm x 3 cm (large stacked sleeve)
•6.5” x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm (x-large stacked sleeve)
•4.5 x 1”/11 cm x 3 cm (soft sleeve)

Isis™

Beginner Pelvic Exerciser
Clear Packaging 9710-20-2
Boutique Packaging 9710-20-3
•Perfect for beginners!
•Small and sleek Kegel® style
exerciser is easy to use

•Designer pouch included in
boutique packaging

•Acrylic/Lucite®

•6”x 1”/15 cm x 3 cm
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Alethia™

Stimulator with 3 Attachments
9728-14-3
•Discreet stimulator with 3 interchangeable
soft textured tips

•ABS (stimulator) PVC (tips)
•Designer pouch included
•Batteries included (2 watch, 4 included)
•1”x .5”/3 cm x 1 cm (stimulator)
•1.5”x .5”/4 cm x 1 cm (attachments)

Lila™ Vibrating Bullet
9727-14-2
•Versatile, powerful, soft and smooth vibrating bullet
•Ergonomically curved, non-slip battery case
•2-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm

Mimi™ Vibrating Micro Bullet
9726-14-2
•Powerful micro-sized bullet designed for pinpoint stimulation
•2-speed •Whisper quiet
•EZ grip battery case with plug-in jack and push button control
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)
•2 AA batteries •2.25”x .5”/6 cm x 1 cm

Thor™4-Function Dong
9723-14-2
•Uniquely shaped, pliable, multi-function
dong with suction cup base

•4 powerful functions of vibration,
pulsation, and escalation

•Soft TPR
•2 AA batteries
•6.75”x 1.5”/17 cm x 4 cm
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Athena™

Waterproof Mini-Massager
Clear Packaging 9730-14-2
Boutique Packaging 9730-14-3
•Discreet, powerful massager with
4 interchangeable soft tips

•ABS (massager) TPR (tips)
•Designer pouch included in
boutique packaging

•1 AA battery
•4”x 1”/10 cm x 3 cm (massager)

Nefertiti™
Waterproof Massaging Bullet
Clear Packaging 9729-14-2
Boutique Packaging 9729-14-3
•Sleek, discreet, quiet and powerful
massaging bullet with extra long retrieval cord

•ABS (bullet) Nylon (retrieval cord)
•Designer pouch included in boutique packaging
•Batteries included (4 watch, 8 included)
•2”x 1”/5 cm x 3 cm

Maia™

Discreet Massager in Designer Case
9731-14-3
•Discreet pinpoint massager goes anywhere!
•Multi-speed
•Designer pouch included
•ABS
•Batteries included (3 watch, 6 included)
•1.25”x .5”/3 cm x 1 cm (tip)
•4.25” x .5”/11 cm x 1 cm (with case)
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Juliet™

Waterproof Clitoral Encaser™

Clear Packaging 9732-20-2
Boutique Packaging 9732-20-3
•Designed to target the clitoris
and surrounding area

•Ultra-powerful multi-speed
•Designer pouch included
in boutique packaging

•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•6.5”x 1”/17 cm x 3 cm

Romeo™

Waterproof G-Spot Stimulator
Clear Packaging 9732-10-2
Boutique Packaging 9732-10-3
•Ergonomically designed,
ultra-powerful G-Spot stimulator

•Multi-speed
•Designer pouch included
in boutique packaging

•ABS
•2 AAA batteries
•5.5”x 1”/14 cm x 3 cm
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Lina™

Vibrating Pen with Sleeve
Clear Packaging 9733-00-2
Boutique Packaging 9733-00-3
•Vibrating pen with high grade quality
tickler sleeve with vibrating nodes
provides pleasure, and it writes as well

•Keep in the purse while traveling
or for relief of writer’s block

•Designer pouch included in
boutique packaging

•Brushed Aluminum (pen)
TPR (sleeve)

•Batteries included
(4 watch, 8 included)

•4.5”x .6”/11 cm x 2 cm (pen)
•2.75”x 1”/7 cm x 3 cm (sleeve)

Pomona™

Palm Sized Massager
Clear Packaging 9734-14-2
Boutique Packaging 9734-14-3
•Powerful massager fits the contour of the hand
•Soft, smooth pleasure point at the tip
•EZ grip palm pad
•2-speed
•Designer pouch included in boutique packaging
•EZ on/off switch
•ABS (body) Silicone (tip, palm pad)
•2 AAA batteries
•4”x 2.25”/10 cm x 6 cm
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Hestia™

Double Sided Massager
Clear Packaging 9736-14-2
Boutique Packaging 9736-14-3
•Great for beginners and
advanced users alike

•Use in either direction
for exploration

•Powerful dual motors
•EZ on/off switch
•Designer pouch included
in boutique packaging

•ABS
•3 AAA batteries
•7”x 1.5”/18 cm x 4 cm

Aphrodite™

Infrared Rechargeable
Massager with
3 Interchangeable
Silicone Sleeves
9735-14-3
•“The sure thing” as seen on TV
•Multi-purpose design for
muscle relaxation and
erogenous zone stimulation

•Massaging head has a
flexo-joint so it moves
with you

•3 high quality attachments
to personalize your pleasure

•2 speeds of vibration with
infrared heat provides
soothing sensations

•Designer pouch included
•ABS (massager)
Silicone (attachments)

•110/120 Volt
AC/Rechargeable
batteries included

•Charger included
•12.5”x 2.25”
32 cm x 6 cm (overall)

•2.25”/6 cm
(attachment diameter)
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Aurora™

Intimate Partners Kit
9740-00-3
•Ergonomically designed control
with a non-slip grip

•Two interchangeable vibrating bullets
•8-function control provides a range
of intensity and variation

•Designer pouch included
•Use with or without the stretchy
enhancement ring with
stimulating ticklers

•Plug-in jack
•ABS (control) ABS with
silver plating (bullets) TPR (enhancers)

•3 AAA batteries
•2.25”x 1”/6 cm x 3 cm (large bullet)
•1.25”x .6”/3 cm x 2 cm (small bullet)
•2.3” x 2”/6 cm x 5 cm (enhancer)

Intimate Basics™ Massagers
Lola™ – G-Spot Massager
9738-10-2 2AA batteries
7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
Jasmine™ – Domed Massager
9738-20-2 2 AA batteries
7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
Paris™– Ribbed G-Spotter
9738-30-2 2 AA batteries
7” x 1.25”/18 cm x 3 cm
Siena™ – Slimline Massager
9738-40-2 2 C batteries
6.5” x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
•Seamless, smooth, powerful
massagers designed for versatile use

•Multi-speed
•ABS with Rubber-Cote™ (PU Cote)

Delilah™ Slender Flat Head Vibe
9737-14-3
•Angled flat head massager for maximum contact
•Multi-speed
•Designer pouch included
•ABS •US Pat # D540952
•2 AAA batteries •6.5”x 1.25”/17 cm x 3 cm
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Minerva™ Enhancement Ring
and Clitoral Stimulator
9741-14-3
•Stretchy enhancement ring is perfect for foreplay
and lovemaking, to enhance and stimulate

•5 functions of vibration, pulsation and
escalation plus 10 speeds!

•Designer pouch included
•Plug-in jack
•TPR (enhancer) ABS (battery case)
•4 AAA batteries
•4”x 1.5”/10 cm x 3 cm (enhancer)

Selene™

Vibrating Clitoral Pump
9755-14-3
•Easy to use vibrating clitoral pump
with 2 interchangeable sleeves

•Multi-speed
•Designer pouch included
•ABS (pump) TPR (sleeves) PVC (bulb)
•2 AAA batteries
•2”x 1.5”/5 cm x 4 cm (suction cup)

Lady Godiva™ Vibrating Plug
with Clitoral Stimulator Tips
9751-14-3
•Soft triple stimulator with amazing ticklers
and a sensuous love nub

•High output removable power pack with 5 functions and
10 intense speeds of vibration, pulsation and escalation

•Plug-in jack
•Designer pouch included
•TPR (stimulator) ABS (power pack)
•4 AAA batteries
•3.25”x 1”/8 cm x 3 cm (plug)
•2” x .6”/5 cm x 2 cm (bullet)

Adonis™ G-Spot and Clitoral Stimulator
9750-14-3
•Made of incredibly supple TPR that bends for flexibility
•Massager features dual vibration that internally
stimulates the G-Spot while providing clitoral stimulation

•Finger grooves provide maximum
maneuverability and stability

•10 levels of vibration, pulsation, and escalation
•Designer pouch included
•Independently controlled dual motors
•TPR •4 AA batteries
•6”x 1.25”/15 cm x 3 cm
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Anti-Bacterial Toy Cleaner™

9770-00-1
•Fights bacteria with Triclosan,
an anti-bacterial ingredient

•6.28 Fl Oz/186 ml

Eden™ Stretchy Masturbator
with Ribbed Chamber
9765-00-3
•Tight, stretchy, clear masturbator with ribbed
inner chamber for incredible sensations

•Convenient handle for easy up-and-down
movement and dexterity

•TPR •5.5”x 2.25”/14 cm x 6 cm

Mistress Kit™

Cuffs, Feather and Mask
9760-00-3
•The perfect kit to introduce the erotic possibilities
of romantic restraint as part of sexual play

•Kit includes a high quality feather tickler,
universal mask, and faux fur-lined
handcuffs and keys

•Designer pouch included
•Cotton (mask) Chromed Steel (cuffs)
Natural feather (feather)

Ruby™

Hand Blown Glass Probe
9758-00-2
•Smooth and seamless, high quality, durable,
100% hand blown glass probe

•Curved tip ideal for G-spot stimulation
•Glass •7”x 1.1”/18 cm x 3 cm
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Glossary of Terms
ABS – Hard plastic. Non-porous, durable, and easy-
to-clean and maintain. Many toys have a hard plastic
base and are covered with other velvety soft materials.
All types of lubricants may be used with hard plastics
but be sure to clean well around waterproof seals.
ABS products are Safe and Pure (phthalate free).
Latex – A rubber-like material produced from the
sap of a rubber tree. Latex contains varying degrees
of allergens, so people with sensitivity should avoid
using these products. Latex is Safe and Pure
(phthalate free). Best with water-based lubricant or
California Exotic Novelties® Universal Adult Toy Lubricant™.
PE (polyethylene) and PS (polystyrene) – Man-made
thermoplastic polymer commonly used in consumer
products. It is a durable, non-porous, easy to clean,
soft, pliable, Safe and Pure material. All types of
lubricants may be used with this material.
PP (polypropylene) – Man-made thermoplastic
polymer often used as an alternative material to
ABS plastic that is durable, non-porous, easy to clean,
and a Safe and Pure material. All types of lubricants
may be used with this material.
PU Cote (polyurethane) – Man-made polymer in varying
degrees of hardness or softness. This Safe and Pure
material is best used with water-based lubricant or
California Exotic Novelties® Universal Adult Toy Lubricant™.
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) – For years, one of the most
widely used materials for adult products. PVC toys
designated by California Exotic Novelties as Safe and
Pure are in full compliance with European Directive

2005/84/EC, which deals with safe levels of softeners
(phthalates). PVC items without this designation
are still within the safety standards for non-ingestible
materials, and some may contain an anti-bacterial
agent. Recommended lubricants are water-based
or California Exotic Novelties® Universal Adult
Toy Lubricant™.
Safe and Pure – California Exotic Novelties® is
dedicated to the use of safe and non-toxic materials
in the production of their products. Products with this
designation are either phthalate-free, or comply with
European Directive 2005/84/EC regarding the safe
use of softeners (phthalates).
Silicone – High quality, hygienic, man-made polymer
that is non-porous, durable, soft, flexible, pliable, as
well as versatile in it’s applications in toy production,
either as a coating, or in a solid molded form.
Silicone products are Safe and Pure (phthalate free)
and are available in several different grades from
medical to food certified quality. Water-based lubricant
or California Exotic Novelties® Universal Adult Toy
Lubricant™ is recommended.
TPR (thermoplastic rubber) and TPE (thermoplastic
elastomer) - A class of polymers, the characteristics
of which mimic many of those of Silicone – hygienic,
soft, pliable, durable, non-porous, Safe and Pure
(phthalate free), as well as recyclable. Water-based
lubricant or California Exotic Novelties® Universal
Adult Toy Lubricant™ is recommended.
Waterproof – Toys with this designation are safe
for use in water such as in the bath or shower.
Thoroughly dry after each use.

Toy Use Tips
1. Toys should be carefully cleaned after each use. Use warm water and a

mild soap or California Exotic Novelties® Antibacterial Toy Cleaner™,
taking care to not immerse any electric components during this process.
Dry thoroughly, and store away from heat or moisture.

2. Use a high quality water-based lubricant (unless otherwise noted) or
California Exotic Novelties® Universal Adult Toy Lubricant™ to prolong
the life of your toy.

3. It is not recommended to share intimate products.
4. To prolong product life and ensure personal hygiene, use a California

Exotic Novelties® brand Toy Cover™.
5. Remove batteries before storing and take care not to allow multiple toys

to touch each other as some materials may not be compatible.

How We Measure: California Exotic Novelties® is committed to
providing useful information to help customers make informed
decisions. Measurements have always been a “gray” area, so
we hope that the following illustrations will better define exactly
how we measure the “usable” portion of an item.
All measurements were accurate on the day taken with samples
on hand. Due to manufacturing changes, mold size variance, and
the hand finishing of our products, measurements may vary over
time. For up-to-the-minute measurements, visit our website
www.calexotics.com. All product materials and measurements
listed were updated for this catalog. California Exotic Novelties®
reserves the right to change, amend, or modify materials,
measurements, or to upgrade components with the latest
technology available at any time to improve the function
and performance of our products.



This publication, and the products
depicted herein, is protected by

United States and International patents,
trademarks, and copyrights. “Innovation,
Luxury and Passion” catalog © 2009 by
California Exotic Novelties, LLC. All rights
reserved. Printed in the United States of
America. Nothing in this publication may
be reprinted in whole or in part without
the express written consent of California
Exotic Novelties, LLC. The publisher

expressly disclaims responsibility for any
adverse consequences from the use or
application of any information contained
herein. All photos in this publication
were posed by professional models.

All models were 18 years of age or older
on the date of photography. Pursuant
to 18 U.S.C. 2257, California Exotic
Novelties®, LLC catalog “Innovation,
Luxury and Passion” was produced on
July 10, 2009, and required records
are maintained at California Exotic
Novelties LLC, 14235 Ramona Ave.,
Chino, CA 91710. Contact: S. Colvin

Swedish Erotica®, California Exotic
Novelties ®, and Calexotics® are

registered trademarks of
California Exotic Novelties, LLC.

Wicked®, Wicked® Toys™, and
Wicked Essensual Elements™ are

registered trademarks of
SBO Pictures, Inc. dba Wicked Pictures.

Virtual Sex® and Virtual Sex Toys®
are registered trademarks of

Digital Playground, Inc.

COLT®, COLT® Gear™, COLT® Basics™,
and Buckshot™ are registered trademarks

of Prowest Media Corporation,
dba COLT Studios.

Dr. Joel Kaplan® is a registered trademark
of Barry Joel Kaplan Corporation.

Shane’s World® is a registered trademark
of Shane Enterprises, LLC.

Casey Parker™ is a trademark of
Shane Enterprises, LLC.

Talk Sex™ with Sue Johanson™ is a
trademark of Talk Sex Productions, Inc.

Dr. Laura Berman® is a registered trade-
mark of California Exotic Novelties, LLC.

Berman Center® and Berman Center
Intimate Accessories™ are trademarks

of Berman Center, LLC and
Dr. Laura Berman.

Emma’s Passion Garden® is a registered
trademark of Gregg Stuart.

Dr. Z™ is a trademark of Victoria Zdrok.

Gina Lynn® is a registered
trademark of Tanya Mercado.
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